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INTHOiUCTION
J\ !; .

For mere than 20 years, the sequence of lake level 

fluctuations In the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin of the Eastern 

Rift Valley,, Kenya, has been^taken as the basis of the 

Upper Pleistocene and Holocene chronology in East Africa.

■ [.' !

!

The climatic and geological units for this period were nameid
./..j.

after high lake shorelines in the basin.

The shorelines and lacustrine sediments in the Nakuru-: 

: Elmenteita basin were originally studied by L. S. B. Leakeyi
■/

;

and E. Nilsson in the years 1926-33. 
did a great deal of valuable work but their studies were /’

■ '! 'i
inevitably hampered by the lack of accurate maps and height 

data and the difficulty 6f access to tnuch of the area, 

also appears (i) that the evidence of former lakes vias 

perhaps too readily Interpreted in terms of a sequence of 

climatic fluctuations which could be correlated with the 

fluctuations of East African glaciers and with the late- 

glacial and post-glacial climatic phases of Europe.

That in working out some aspects of the chronology, too 

great reliance vras placed on archaeological data and 

correlations at a stage when in fact understanding of the ' 

prehistoric industries of East Africa was still embryonic. 

Since the 1930s there has been a tendency to accept

These Investigators . ,

:• .
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the sequence of Gambllan, Makallan and Nakurkn wet phases " 

as adequately supported by the geological and geomorpho- 

loglcal evidence in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin, and as , 

a valid basis for correlation with other parts of Africa.
. ■ I ’ , . '

In the late 1950s, criticisms began to be made of '
f

the earlier (pre-Gamblian) "pluvials” which had been 

recognized in East Africa, the Kageran, Kamasian and 

Kanjeran. ' The criticisms concerned (i) the desirability 

of basing a geological and stratigraphical sequence on 

essentially climatic units;- (ii) the value .of the evidence f 

for moist c'bnditions during the’ postlilated Kageran;

Kamasian and Kanjeran phases. It is now generally accepted 

that much of the evidence for these "pluvials"' can be 

explained vrithout invoking climatic change and that a 

geological sequence for this period (the Quaternary) in 

East Africa should ^be established which is based on

(
i>

k!
» '■ :

\,

i : N
;

conventional units.
There has hov7ever been no detailed re-ippraisal of 

the evidence in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin for the later "

i

!
■ ;

i

(Gamblian, Hakalian and Nalcuran) wet phases. The authors 

of the criticisms of the earlier "pluvials" vrere unable 

to spend long in this area and restricted themselves to
I

i

/ general comments on the value of tjie evidence.
j ■

generally been accepted that in this closed basin the

It has

i
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fluctuations of the lakes have been uninterrupted by ^'jor 

volcanic or tectonic events since before the Upper 

Pleistocene and thus provide a good index of the changes of 

climate that have taken place. It has also been believed 
that ,the lake did actually fluctuate as ha^ been described 

vjith major peaks at about 510', 375' and 145' above the ' 

present level of Lake Nalcuru, However since the original: 

research was done by Leakey and Nilsson, there has been 

no detailed re-examination of the geological and gebmorphb- 

logicali evidence'for high lake levels in this basin.

It seemed that at this stage, with (i) increasing :
\ ■ J ' ...

(^oubt being thrown on the theoretical basis of East • -

African Quaternary geological chronology; (ii) the

availability of air photographs and greatly improved maps ■
1

of the Nakuru-Slmenteita basin, and (iii) the possibility 

of finding samples for carbon-14 dating, it was worth 

vrhile making a re-examination of this evidence. ' As a ■

i

:•

■' .A

- 1,

geographer, I have been particularly concerned with 

geomorphological aspects of the evidence for the-high lake 

levels; the shoreline cliffs, surface accumulations of 

beach pebbles, anomalies of drainage patterns, etc. It 

has been necessary to include some investigation of the 

lake sediments, in particular of their^relationship to the 

shorelines. I have concentrated on describing and mapping
]

I

I
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the various shoreline features and shallow-water sediments, 

and on measuring their altitudes precisely. I have been 

able to draw on the results of r'eoent purely geological 

research that has been done in the Nakuru-Elmenteita 

basin. Neither in the shorelines or the sediments can 

evidence of a distinct, climatically-controlled, three

fold fluctuation of the lake be distinguished, and it 

appears that the accepted picture of Upper Pleistocene-; 

and Holocene conditions in this area needs revision in the' 

■light of these results.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE REGIONAL SETTING: THE NAKURU-ELMENTEITA BASIN

'The Nalcuru-Elmenteita lake basin lies just south of 

the Equator at almost the highest part of the Eastern Rift ' 

Valley, Kenya’. Its location in East Africa and the 

topography and drainage of the basin and catchment area 

are shown on maps 1, 2 and 3. The surface of Lake Nakuru \

is at about 5780’ S.D. of Lake Elmenteita at about

5830' S.D.along the main line of the Rift only Lake 

Naivasha to the south, at about 6200', is higher. The

basin is closed to the south by Eburu, a dissected volcanic '

, massif rising to about 9365', and to the north by the 

volcano Menengai (highest point about 7475'). The lowest 

part of’the basin rim is the Bahati plain to the north-east, 

where overflow lnto')'Ienengai caldera could take place at 

about 6390' S.D., not, as Leakey (1931a and b) and Nilsson 

(I93I) believed, the Gilgil divide at about 66OO'. The 
sides- of the basin are defined by the Rift Valley scirps, ■

Mau escarpment to the l^est and the Bahati-Mbaruk-Gilgil 

scarps to the east; on either side there are a number of ,

1

!- ■

• •

i

1. Prom information given me by the Water Development 
Department in Nakuru, Level of Lake Nakuru on l6th 
March 1966 = 5779,10' S.D. and Level of Lake Elmenteita 
5829,41' S.D.-

2. The uSe of the abbreviations S.D. and R.D. to indicate 
Survey of Kenya datum and East African Railways an,d 
Harbours datum respectively is explained' in Appendix A,.

i ^
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steps at difi-erent levels from the crest of the escarpment ; , ■.

to the valley floor,

small-scale faultlnc in the basin, such as.the fragmented;

topography west of Lake'Nalmru, the ridge of Lion Hill and ■
'A

the faults cutting the small volcanoes south of Lake 

The pattdm of faulting, though locally 

. , variable, shovrs a broa^y north-south trend.

None of the volcanoes in this area are at present 

active,, but there is evidence of several phases of recent

There is also much evidence of recent

Hlmenteita.

volcanic'activity continuing probably until-the last few 

hundred years.
V

V There are almost unvegetated lava flows ■' 

and small fresh-looking ash cones within Menengai caldera,1

affd a -young lava flov? has spilled down the outer slope of i 

the caldel'a on its southern side and across the Menengai

■■

I i' V-
\

shoreline cliff (Map^ 4}. The youngest volcanoes in thei.'
I

I south of the basin seem to be Cedar Hill on Eburu and ai .. !

cone Just north of the former Eburu station. Hydrothermal! 

activity continues in Menengai caldera and near Eburu |

station, in particular on the slope knovm as 'Steamjet 

Hill*. These steamjets are mentioned, by Thomson (I885) , ,

and Gregory counted them and drew a plan (1921 p. 11?)• 

Condensers have been fitted to some of them to provide
I

V7ater for stock. {Photograph in Thompson and Dodson

r-
i
i

1 ; i

!

V
■ \

.(1963 p. 38).)
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In 1928 there was an earthquake of catastrophic ' 

magnitude with epicentre at Subukia, about '25 miles north 

of the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin, and newspaper reports of 

earth tremors in the Nakuru and Naivasha areas are not V, ;

(Pile G44, Department of IJlnes and Geology,

:*

infrequent.

East African Standard reports of earth tremors, 4th April

1951, I4th July i960, 7th May 1964.) Temperley (I966 p. 2.8) 

suggested that the 20 mile long, 12' deep fissure vihich '; 

fprmed near the base of the Laikipia escarpment during :.’ 

the 1928 earthquake can be considered as an increase in 

the height of the e-kcarpment there and a continuation of l l.r 

the Rift Valley formation processes. At any rate it is 

clear that even now this area is far from being tectonically 

stable, and tha^t volcanic and tectonic porcesses have 

been active in the very recent geological past.
The .scenery in)the basin is very varied. Lake Nakuru'^ 

is bounded on its east and west sides by faulted zones 

with steep rocky scarps, thickly forested. On the east 

and west shores of Lake Elmenteita the faults are not so 

clear, and the slopes to that lake are not so steep. Between 

the lakes, and across much of the central part of the basin, 
is a gently sloping area^with no marked relief; this 

stretches south of Lake Nakuru up to the lower slopes of 

Eburu, and north-east of the lake onto the Bahati plain.
It/''is broken in the north by some eroded volcanic cones,

■. ii"-:
ll ■

1.
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Honeymoon and Crescent Hill, and by some small ridges or 

volcanic rock defined by faults (Hyrax Hill and others).

To the south of Lake Elmenteita lies the area known as

the Badlands, vfith recent volcanic cones and lava flows, ■ 

These were studied in some detail by McCall who concluded 

that there had been three stages of volcanic activity, 

of v;hich the oldest vras contemporaneous with the Kariandusl 

diatomites and, tuffs. Some of the more recent lava flows
! ,

and cones post-date some of the Upper Pleistocene lake\ !

sediments, and the possible disruptive effect of this> I

recent activity on a simple relationship of climate and j

lalce level cannot be Ignored,

The rocks exposed in the basin include a number of 

lavas and volcanic tuffs and pumice beds, as well as the 

sediments of lacustrine origin. Particularly striking

) >

1

■ ■ !

are the vrhlte and pale grey diatomites and diatomaceous

silts which are typical of this area and of the

Pleistocene lacustrine sedimentation in the Rift Valley.i

i i The superficial deposits and soils vary considerably

In the north recent ash and pmlce from

/

within the basin.

Henengai covers much of the land and the soils tend to be
4

'i

immature and shovr compound profiles, where soil formation

v/as interrupted by the superimposition of a further layer 

of volcanic material. Light grey dusty soils on the flat 

central area (e.g. at Soysambu and Elmenteita) have 1
i

h
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developed on the diatomaceous silts of this part. The

lower slopes of Sburu are covered with coarse reddish-

orange silts which seem to have been formed by the 

v.'eathering of older volcanic material, pumice and tuJTfs,

Over much of the basin, especially on the steeper slopes - 

and fault scarps, the bedrock is close to the surface- with ; 

lava and tuff slabs and boulders outcropping_and there Is

Rocky screes have developed at the foot- of • ; 

some of the fault scarps, e.g. on the west side of lake 

, Nakuru,

no true soil.

i

The vegetation and land use of the area ranges from 

the forests of Sburu and the Mau escarpment to the open 

grassland scattered with thorntrees and used for cattle 

ranching (on the central lowlands) and the more intensive 

(mostly ’Wheat and maize) farms of the Bahati plain and 

near Nakuru tovm. i^cess to most of the basin is relatively 

easy; there are few parts, except in the west and south

west, v.’hlch are not vrithin reasonable walking distance of 

a.track suitable for a Land-Hover, Although, as is 

discussed belovr, the actual shoreline features and breaks 

of slope are not easy to find, there are a reasonable 

number of good sediment exposures, in quarries, silage • 
pits, river sections and roadVnd railway cuttings, so that 

evidence of the nature and distribution of sediments Is

-.'i

V

I

; i ■

•i

1
i

not too hard to find.
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The basin is crossed ijy a number of streams, draining 

towards Lakes Hakuru and bimenteita; 

does riot reach the lakes by surface flovr,

■ -!

most of their water 

but passes
underground to the vfater bodies underlying the lakes.

h.
: i

riiese streams are:i
To L ake Walruru : kgosur, Nderit, Makaiia, NJoro, '• 

Lamuriak,

I

To L ake 21niente 1 ta : Heroroni, Hbaruk, Kariandusi,i 
Kekopey,

■I
The oatchjnent area of the basin is relatively small, 

limited on the north and south by the mountains Eburu and 

On the east side, most of the drainage from •

•J

)

Henengai,

01 Ifalou and Kinangop is to the Naivasha basin via the

Gilgil and other riVers. The Nakuru-Elmenteita basin 
’ ratchnent extends furthest to ithe south-west. on the slopes ^ 

he head waters of the rivers Makaiia1. K^u forest, where

: and l^derit extend for several miles at over 5000' altitude,

aven’these streams, hov:ever, tend to be dry along much of 

theiii lengths towards the end'of the dry season in February 

The Kariandusi river, which gets part of its

of

and March.

^ water; supply _from a hot spring, has perhaps the most regular 

flow bf the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin streams.
j ! ■

of thp area a small stream, ''Crater stream,'

;|- :i Menengai caldera on the east side;
‘I. : ' ;

I carries vzater for much of the

!.!
I

In the north ,

flows into
!■

although' this stream 

year, the water is lost
s

i

i

. r
I

:
LJ.. /

;r
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  '' . . . . . . . . . . . . . ■■■' v’!"'. ■; n i'S!; 'S'!
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undercround "beneath the broken lava surface of the caldera 

floor and there is very rarely any standing v;ater in' the 

Tl'e caldera viould appear to have a considerable
i

caldera.

i! S■(

capacity to absorb water. It seems probable that a"'fair
1

amount of water could be supplied to the caldera by over-

flow from the halcuru-Elmentelta basin without causing V-.

I more than locally ' swampy conditions on its floor.

Climatic records have been kept for several stations 

within the basin and around it, in some" cases for over 30 

The higher land bordering the basin receives a v 

,, fair amount of rainfall,, averaging 40” a year and more on 

the Hau escarpment and up tovjards Bahati forest-.

1 amount dnops off rapidly towards the lower land, in
■ i ■ ■ ' 1

'particular around Lake Elmenteita (average about 20-25" 

i p.a,)and it is common to see rain storms over the higher 

r land and the foothills vfhlle the central j>arts of the basin 

remain dry.

!ii:

, years.
SI

■I II
i

t

The i-

The amount and season of the rainfall also
1

Past andappears to be very ■\Aariable from year to year.

present climatic conditions in the basin are discussed in

more detail in Chapter 7.

Lakes Nalcuroi and Elmentelta are shallovi and highly
<

: alkaline. According to the soundings carrl,ed out by
\ ;

Leakey in 1929, Lake Kalmru was everyvjhere less than 10' 1

I

deep, and the depth of Lake Elmentelta never exceeded

^ 6' 3".
4‘i

There vjas a general fall in lake levels from the !!
f' , ii
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early years of this century to about I96O; 

in the 195-0's both lakes
for some years 

were reduced to a few small 

They rose sharply after the 

Since then the lakes have fallen ■ '

sliyhtly, but are still at a relatively high level for this 

It appears that at present they contain no fish

puddles on a saline crust, 

heavy-rains in I96I-2.
•»

century.

and^ no mollusca, although they do contain an algal flora, ' 
including diatoms. These provide the food for the 

flamingoes which live on the lake shores, 

supports a small population of hippopotamuses in
Lake Nalcuru alsoi

a pool

The present appearance of the 

lakes Is a clear indication of their 'relict' character

at i'ts north-east corner.

as the dwindled remnants of a much larger body of water, 

■ From the middle Pleistocene to the present the
V

Kalcuru-Slmenteita basin appears to have provided a very 
favourable environment for^human settlement. There are a
number of rich archaeological sites: Kariandusl, Gamble's 

Cave and Kyrax Hill are preserved as museums by the Musetun 

Trustees of Kenya, and recent excavations have been -

carried out at an Important site on Prospect Farm, 

of the research which has contributed to
Much

our Imowledge of
the former extent of the lakes in the'basin has-been

!

done

in connection with archaeological investigations.

archaeology of the sites in the basin is discussed in
1

Appendix C.

The

\Li!
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CHAPTER TV;0

general summary op previous work in 
the nakuru-elmenteita basin

The Nalmru-Elmenteita basin is sho™ 

The first European to visit the basin
on maps 2 and 3. 

seems to have been
Joseph Thomson, v;ho went through the 
in ISS3.

area and into Barlngo

He described the landscape briefly and mentioned. 
Lakes "Elmeteita and Nakuro". (Thojison 1885 p. 340) 

iImportant early work on East African geology was done 

by Ji W. Gregory, starting in I892-93. Prom the time of
his first visit to the Rift Valley he noticed evidence of 

a former larger extent of the lakes and believed 

lakes had existed contemporaneous with the
that these .

former larger
.1

glaciers on-Mount Kenya, of which he had seen the, moraines. 

(Gregory 1894 p. 52I)

i
■ V

In his second major'work (1921) he 

described lake sediments from several parts of the Rift

Valley and fitted them into the geological 

he established for East Africa, 

had been at least tvfo important periods

sequence which 

He suggested that there

of lacustrine
^imentation in the Rift Valley, separated by a major 

'isode of faulting and vulcaniclty. The earlier of these, 
.the "Nyasan series", which he believed to be of lower
Miocene age. Included the Kamasla beds in tiie Baringo basin, - 

the Kariandusi sediments'in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin,
V

hUi is
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and sediments exposed in the Njorowa gorge south of Lake!, -

These were said to have been laid down in larger • 

lakes within a rift valley, the Baringo basin sediments in

kaivasha.

"Lake.'lvamasia", and the Njorowa gorge sediments "either in

the southern part of Lake Kamasia or in,a contemporary 

Independent lake" (I92I p. I99), These lake sediments were ‘ 

laulted by major rift valley faulting and overrun by lava /

flows during the succeeding "Lalkiplan" (Miocene) and 

"Naivashan" (Pliocene) periods, 

lake levels was suggested:

•X
A later period of high 

"The Lower Pleistocene was 

characterised by the climatic change vjhich increased the

rainfall and led to the great development of the glaciers 

di Kenya and Killma Njaro, and to the great extension of 

I the lakes, such as the greater Baringo, the greater
d:
t Malvasha, and to the formation of Lake Suess, 

lake which once cove
a' former

r'pd the plains around Susvra and

Gregory established the idea that 
there had been two main periods of large lakes

Longonot" (I92I p, 20?),

in the Rift
'/alley, separated by a period of great faulting and much
vdlcanicity. 

revised, and they vrere found to be

Although the dating of his sediments was soon
I

considerably younger 
th^n he had. thought, the idea of a major break between

two main periods of lake sedimentation 

almentelta basin has remained

; in the Naloiru-

current until the last few
i ;

years and Is still accepted by some,

r'

■■U.

. . . . j .. ...I. . . .
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Early travellers in East Africa also noticed features

'which seemed to suggest more recent climatic change; 

in his visit to tlie Kakuru-Elmenteita basin in 1883 

many dead trees on the plain north of Eburu, "probably the 

strange effect is due either to a change of temperature 

alteration of the rainfall" (1885 p. 3^7), while Gregory 

said of Lake Slmentelta "its level is being lowered by 

evaporation, and it is noif much smaller than if once was"!

tThomson

saw

or

i

f
(1896 p, 108),

The work of S. J. Wayland in Uganda from 1919 onwards 

(e,g, Mayland 193^)» although not directly concerned vrith 

events in the Eastern Rift and the Nalmru-Elmentelta basin, 

..'is of significance in containing the most explicit,and 

! important early statements of the "pluvial" hypothesis.

of_ a series of vretter and drier climatic phases 

during the Pleistocene in East Africa x>rhlch could be 

correlated with the European glacial and post-glacial 

events, vjas to Influence studies in East African Quaternary 

geology for the next 30 years, not always beneficially. 

V/ayland. worked for a short time in the Nakuru-Elmenteita 

basin during the first season of the East African 

Archaeological Expedition in 1926 and his advice may well 

have- encouraged the interpretation of the evidence in this 
area according to the pluvial theory.

i

i

, 'i,

i ii

i;:
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The work of the East African Archaeological Expedition, 

v.'hich began in 

included

under the leadership of L. S. B. Leakey, 

studies of the sediments and shorelines of the

former lakes of the Nalmru-Elmenteita and Naivasha basins ,
!

as well as archaeological investigations, 

earliest brief accounts of the work of the expedition (in 

The Times'1928,29 and Nature 1929) the high-level shorelines

Even in ther

were seenjas evidence of,climatic fluctuations vrhich might 

be correlated with fluctuations in Europe, A note of 

caution was sounded by Wayland "the correlation of Kenya ' 

pluvials with definite periods of the Pleistocene, as

i

i.

rscently set, forth, is purely hypothetical" (Wayland 1929 

P. 607). Despite,this expressed caution, the correlations, 

sumnarized briefly below, were given vfith very ll'ttle 
reservation in Leakey l'^31b;

■ :vi

the climatic sequence in 

East Africa vfas worked out by Leakey and Sol.omon (p. 12
• ■

and Appendix A in that volume) and the. correlations with 

Europe 'were discussed by C. E. P. Brooks (Appendix B).

j

u
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Shorelines and climatic fluctuations in the Nalcuru and : -i;
: '•'.rIjaivasha basins correlated with those in Europe. I II;(Leakey 193113 pp. 245 and 270)

5. Laimrah post-pluvial vret phase - equivalent to Sub-

Lake Nakuru at 145'A.L.

mentioned for Lake Malvasha except the possible 'Neolithic' 

50' beach described by Gregory (1921 p, 220).

' 1
5

;
Atlantic in Europe. No shoreline

• Y

1
Dry period - equivalent to Sub-Boreal in Europe. !

1
:d!il

4. I'iakalian post-pluvial vret phase - equivalent to Buhl 

Stadium in Europe. Lake Nakuru at 375'A.L.,, Lake 

Naivasha at 100'A.L'.
ill:'

Ill
1

Dry period - equivalent to Achen oscillation, 

Gothlelaclal retreat. 1

dl'iV.

ill1 4:1It
3. Upper Ganblian pluvial - equivalent to Wurm glaciation. 

Lake Nalruru at 510'A.L., Lake Naivasha at 180'A.L.
II

-Chi
!r

il:tt
Pause - Lake Nakuru at circa 600'A.L. (Rlss-Vfurm 

'interglacial). Hif

t

1. In Leakey's more recent terminology the whole of the 
Ganblian pluvial has been correlated with the Wurm 
glaciation, the pluvial before it (now known as the 
Kanjeran) vrith the Rlss glaciation.

ill-

J

■f.

i

•?
i

d
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2. Lower Gambllan pluvial - equivalent to Hiss glaciation. 

Lake Kakuru at 775'A.L., Lake Naivasha at 380'A.L.

V

'4'f
|iiDry period, volcanic activity, rift valley faulting. 

(lilndel-Rlss interglacial)
V

:■!■ M
■i;

1, Ivanaslan pluvial - equivalent to Hlndel and Gunz 

glaciations.
•j;

ii! At first Leakey and Solomon accepted Gregory's

correlation of the Baringo, Kariandusi and NJorovra gorge 

sediments as lake sediments of the Kamasian pluvial. They 

said; "The Kamasian beds were'not laid down in lake basins 

with a similar configuration to those of today, but rather 

; in one enormous lake vjhich stretched in any case from 

;; Baringo to the Kedong Valley, and probably still farther"
V ' .

(1931b p. 246). Then Acheulian implements were found in 
these beds at ICariandusi^and the Miocene age suggested by 

Gregory was rejected in favour of a Lower Pleistocene date, ‘ 

at least for the upper part of these beds. After the last 

major faulting of the Rift Valley vjere believed to follow 

the Gambllan and later pluvial episodes, "from the beginning 

of the second part of the Pleistocene" (l93la p. 501), 

whose deposits were said to be unfaulted (1931b p. 246). 

Further evidence for this break in sedimentation was put 

forvjard by Leakey in 1936 (pp. 49-50). He found hand-axe

:3I:
i;

if
■ i !

f

I Ji
■

y

ii

I'l

■IH!'

Kji!
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\
MIndustries, apparently slightly younger than those of 

Kariandusi, in vjhat he described as 'old swamp beds' on top 

of the Kinangop plateau,

last stages in the drying up of the great Kamasian lakes'

li'i

; J

These he believed to indicate the
I'

and to be approximately equivalent to the lake sediments 

at Kariandusi, 2000' loirer. Faulting of this order, i.e.

the last major faulting of the Rift 'Valley, was believed 

to post-date the deposition of these Kamasian beds. In a 

diagram (1936 p. 50) Leakey showed a section across this 

part of the Rift 'v/alley and the supposed great height range 

of the Kamasian deposits from the floor of the Rift Valley

•up onto the Kinangop plateau.

; At a later stage (l950ipp. 62-3) Leakey slightly altered 

'his sequence by splitting the Kamasian pluvial into two;
• A-': ■ ■ ■ .

: the ICariandusi sediments vrere correlated vrlth sediments at

■; •:''i U
i'ilg

I':; if

Kanjera on Lake Victoria wijlch contained rather similar 

Acheuiian implements and put into the "Kanjeran" pluvial. 

The revised sequence is shown below:

Post-pluvial vret phases - Makallan and Nalcuran.

4th Pluvial - Gamblian (3 peaks separated by recessions) 

3rd Pluvial - Kanjeran (2 peaks separated.by a recession) 

2nd Pluvial

H;:■!'

Il

. >
•Vli
; 1

I

i
■;

4^

Kamasian 1:1
1st Pluvial - Kageran. '

The most recent expression of Leakey's opinion on the 

Climatic sequence in East Africa is to be found in Chapter

i'

V.I
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VII of his volume on Olduval Gorge 1951-61 (published I965). 

In this he vjas concerned vrith the earlier climatic ^ .iKi
fluctuations-rather than the most recent ones which have been 

traced in the Kakuru-Elmenteita basin. ■ 1He referred very 
oriofly to the Makalian and Nakuran phases, and in a little

T','

aore detail to the Gamblian pluvial: "there can be no 

doubt that there v;as a pluvial period during the Upper

This has been termed the Gamblian" (p. 841.

1 ,

Pleistocene.

He repeated the old opinion on the break between the 

■ : iCanjeran and Gamblian pluvials: "There is considerable 

evidence that tovzards the close of the Middle Pleistocene, 

at the end of the Kanjeran pluvial, there viere major

: ■ u -r

1;tectonic movements resulting in faulting and warping 

, big scale" (p._83;.
on a

1
Although Leakey mentioned the danger 

of using the climatic episodes as stratigraphic unit')#?, and 
the care vrith vihich correlations betvreen climatic changes f.

(I Iin different parts of Africa should be made, his opinions 

on the reality of all the pluvials and the soundness of the

geological evidence vrhich has been cited for them, show 

little sign of having changed. The Olduvai sequence was 

Interpreted in terms of pluvlal-interpluvial fluctuations,
I (•

and the greater part of the chapter was in fact a summary

iof the evidence for the Kageran, Kamasian and Kanjeran 
! ^
pluvials on vrhlch, Cooke (1957) and Hint (1959) among 

jothers have throvm so much doubt.

i

MiuH
1.nt

' I

f
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Srlk Nilsson spent two seasons In East Africa, 1927-8 

and 1932-3; during the first of these he worked for some 

time at Lea^cey's East African Archaeological Expedition 

camp near Elmentelta, 

he wrote a number of papers;

probably those In Geograflska Annaler of I93I and 1940,

I .

■ J ■ '■ :

i!

From the results of this fieldwork

the most important are;

and his-most recent paper in Stockholm Contributions In 

Geology, 1963, His vrork can perhaps be best considered in 

' four parts - (1) the shoreline features (11) the sediment 

■ sections i(iii) the glaciers and moraines (Iv) the climatic
t ‘

sequences and correlations.

(1) ililsson spent much time looking for evidence of former

higher lakes in the Nakuru-Elmentelta and Nalvasha basins

(al^so in the Baringo-Hannlngton and Ethiopian lake basins).

In his I93I and 1940 papers he listed a great number of

shoreline features (mostly 'cut terraces', i.e. small

concave breaks of slope) at heights of up to over 800'
•>

above the present level of Lake Nakuru. In I93I (pp. 342-3) 

■ he listed 57 shoreline features In the Nalmru basin; in 

1940 (pp, 75-7) he listed about 140. The 1940 shoreline 

heights are summarized in my figure 4, from which some

i,'

it;

comparison can be made with the results of Leakey's and my 

levellinf^.

i

;;
In most cases there Is little grouping of 

Nilsson's shoreline fragments at heights where Leakey or I
-i

i

have identified lake shorelines. The*only map of the
i

I
'5

i
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shorelines that he gave Is at a scale of about 1 to 0*4 

nllllon, arid the list of shorelines gives only imprecise 

locations such as "51an SW of Elmenteita", Later research 

workers in this area (including myself) have failed to find 

than a small fraction of the features that Nilsson

Ik '1

more

i identified as shorelines.

In some cases I have succeeded in identifying features
h .

vrhich seem to correspond with those described and located 

V7here I have levelled the heights of these I: by Nilsson;

Qften found Nilsson's height figures to be quite close to 

!mlne. Of course it is not possible to be sure that even if . 

I referred to the same feature as Nilsson, I levelled to

!;■ ;i

\
•i

i hi;

thV same part of it.

Pliht suggested thatyhe tilting of the shorelines 

sho™ by Nilsson "might result from some systematic

(Flint 1959a p. 355)• I find this 

: rather hard to follovr, since Nilsson probably did his 

^ levelling from a number of different points along the

rallvray, vfhlch at that time ran right through the centre of 

‘ , the Nakuru-Elmentelta basin, and the length of the lines of

lii; hii:K
i!

Iinstrumental error”. u

ii
i

I

levelling to the shoreline features (to which a systematic 

instrumental error should be proportional) xfould not increase

I would think that

'■ill 5
|-

! ■i:'.

I'from one end of the basin to the other.

I;the tilting obtained could be a result of the great number
lderi4ifled ■l!

Nilsson. These wereof supposed shorelines

:i :
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ii
put in r;roups according to height, each group spanning a ' 

considerable height range and some overlapping with the 

groups above and below (see the list, from Nilsson 1931 

PP. j42-3):

l:I

Nakuru basin shorelines. Nilsson 1931

Lake No. Shoreline
fragments

Height above; 
Lake Nakuru ;

I (later B) 634-877

634-690•

358-601

332-443'

243-358'

164-177'

12 Ibetween

II C 5 -■!

■I :

IIII D 11

113 !IV

11S'V ;

VI G 5 ■

43'1'/II at

1

I suggest that the pattern of tilting shown by Nilsson mighit 

appear by chance from this haphazard collection of many 

features at dlfferen'); heights.

tilting described by Nilsson is not along one axis only,

It should be noted that the

nor does the amount of tilt of the shorelines decrease
:.;p.

(The tilting is: 

shovrn in many diagrams, e.g. 1931 PP. 300, 30I; 1963 P. 35.) 

I concluded that it was of little use to spend much time

steadily from the oldest to the youngest.

analysing iiilsson's complex tilting sequence. It may be b i•

adequate as a mathematical scheme to explain his data but ‘ 

the validity of the data, the identification and grouping of 

the shorelines, is doubtful and Impossible to check.
< ■ j

;

i

r- I
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Criticism of this aspect of Niissph's work has been

Solomon, who had

^''4

e^cpressed by a number of other people, 

spent some time working on these.shorelines himself, said;-

"The writer has never been able to follow Dr Nilsson's work 

the ancient beaches'around these lakes; their identjifica- 

tion has always seemed to him to. be speculative and of -- 

: doubtful validity" (in O' Brien 1939 p. . Kent gave a ; 1 I

i brief account of Nilsson's work'and considered that "the 

llevels of shorelines: shovm: in.'Nilsson's .diagrams^ (1940 

.1 figs. ;l8- and 19) appear capable;: of’ correlation in many ways v iv 

1 other 'than: that shown,, and do:n;ipt ::seem clearly to establish . ' j/', '■: f!;I 

:|.ldvide&e of tilting'' :(K^ 736). 'He also; suggested , ^

llK that; the b clima.tic; fluctuations from' Kenya/;to

Sthlopian and the :Paiyiam t^hi'ch. Nilsson had put fbrwa,rd;

;/:?;: shouldIbe-^ than; just; number: ;an^

vl:';;;:'lf;v:;>?l:'''''j',?'':'lhtehs'ity'';,of/::^  f:Or;'"exa.mple;:archa.eblosicai;/or:/.;;.;:;..

f;S;I;; /palaeontological /evidence,_

Shapiey 1953)i :in the Nakuru-Elmentelta 'and Naivasha basins 

"Neither : the;/:stratisraphic nor the ;geomorphic evidence; is ;

; ; I 'notably enriched by Nilsson's confusing/account , ^

i Nilsson's descriptions inspire ho confidence that the .

:/;■; features .measured are really strand lines,/let alone that .

.; they can be correlated from one transect to. the next" (p. 299).

(ii) : Nilsson described sediment sections from both the 

H i Nakuru-Elmenteita and Naivasha;basins and attempted to

on
! ■

5

;•
f'

,hI

•'i-M
i.

; .V') i.:
■V

1;

■f ■

i

Accordihg to E./;S . Deevey;//(ih; ; /
•!
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i
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attribute particular layers of sediment to lakes at particular 

levels. These correlations, based on the sequences of lake ^ 

deposits and discontinuities vTlthin the sections, and on the

■'M- ^ 'altitudes of the various sediments, are not very firmly

Kilsson did not describe sequences where a pebble-based.

sand-lake silt exposure occurs below the actual shoreline

notch, vjhlch seems to be the best evidence to connect a 

sediment and an actual shoreline level. In particular, :

Nilsson concentrated on the complex river sections, such as 

: 'Kderit drift and the Melawa river, attempting to Interpret 

then in terms of his sequence of lake level fluctuations. 

'Although I have not myself studied these sections in detail, 

: it Is clear that more work needs to be done on them, and I

feel that it,is very risky at this stage to try to Interpret 

; them entirely in terms of a basin-wide chronology.' Some of 

the sediments in these valleys 

short and local phases of deposition within that valley, and •

may represent relatively
'ii

Ml
' not have a real equivalent in the rest of the basin; thus 

,an interpretation of the sequence in the valley may be 

difficult to verify from evidence from other areas in the 

basin.

■ (Hi) The glaciejfs; Nilsson described moraines of various 

ages, resulting from a number of different periods of larger 

, glaciers, on mounts Elgon, Kilimanjaro, Kenya and Ruwenzori 

, in East Africa, and mounts Simien and Kaka in Ethiopia. I
l:

Y

u
,)i .4 1
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of these moraines and thereforehave not myself examined any 

cannot malie a personal evaluation of Nilsson's work on them.
J

‘ft:

“ii i
of the comments of people who have vrorked on theseFrom some

■

:'i'
mountains it would seem that Nilsson's work on the moraines 

accurate and easier to substantiate than his 

shorelines of the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin.
is perhaps more

v.'ori: on the
Osmaston (1965 and pers. comm.) was able to use some of .: ^

table of the stages in the 

East African and Ethiopian mountains, and^i;:

Nilsson’s data in compiling a

'glaciation of the
confirmed Nilsson’s belief in a good correlation between

(Table 6.11the glacial stages qn the various mountains.

'in Osmaston's thesis, I965.) Mohr

conflicting opinions on the glaciation of the Simlen

discussed{1963) I' :

mountains and suggested that, "Considering the extent of

the glaciations on the peaks of East Africa, and making

the loWer elevation and higher latitude of 

estimates of Nilsson would seem the most 

though somewhat exaggerated" (p. 199).

Prom the evidence of the larger glaciers and lakes

of climatic fluctuations, 

close correlation between the

alloviances for

Simien, the

accurate

1
(iv)

Nilsson established a sequence

Like Leakey, he assumed a 

pluvial-interpluvlal changes in East Africa and the glaclaly
"From the

investigation of the former greater African

;

he has said;interglacial changes in Europe; 

beginning of his 

lakes and glaciers, the author vras convinced that nothing .

l

!

i t
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the prenerai Pleistocene climatic'changes could offer a

sufficient and plausible explanation for their j:

There are a number of tables

but

really

occurrences" U963 p. 23J. 
in iCilsson’s papers which show the correlations he made ^

r
r

climatic fluctuations in East Africa, Ethiopia,between the
, Europe and North America, for example in 1931

Some

Sgypt

(p. 338), 1940 (pp. 207 and 210) and 1963 (p. 53).

carbon-14of these correlations were based in part on 

dates and varve counting, but most often the assumption 

to have been that vjhere a general similarity ofseems

rhythm of wet-dry or 

.traced, with the same pattern of peaks, these peaks must

. i

cold-vjarra fluctuations could be

The theoretical basis fornecessarily be contemporaneous, 

such correXations over wide distances is unconvincing, and

in East Africa at lea^st the sequence Itself is far from 

being well enough established for such correlations to be
J:

based on it.
that Nilsson vrorked for some time inDespite the fact 

the Nakuru-Elmentelta basin with Leakey and Solomon, and

that they started with a similar assumption, that the 

Climatic fluctuations that they traced in. East Africa couldI

be correlated with those vfhich had been established in

obvious agreement between theirEurope, there is no very

results on the sequence of lake levels in the basin, 

did attempt to include Leakey's terminology of Gamblian,

Nilsson

!!
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I'lakalian and Nakuran phases in His :table: of ladce; and:

shovm in the accompanying table . 

Hovrever any comparison of their results on the

f

glacier fluctuations, as 1
i

( No / I ).
/

!

I
of shoreline altitude is almost meaninsless, since

postulated tilting and a grpat range of heights: for ; : :

Matters are also complicated by;the,

ibasis

f I - Nilsson

each shoreline group.
that the terminology of the sequences, of both Leakey,: 

and Nilsson, and the relative lmporta.nce;acoorded:to
fact

certain of the phases., have changed since the early 1930s. ^ ^

: The theories outiined .above, and the use of essentiailly

palaeoclimatological and archaeological material as, the

geological correlations, were almost unchallehgedi 

The pluvial period terminology was ;

i'
U-

basis for
l;

until the l§50s. 
formally’kdbptedias the: basis for stratlgraphical work ih;: .I '■Sh; i-:

i

;Pan-Afrlcan Congress on Prehistory:.East: Africa at .:the ^irst 

at Nairobi,;January 1947:1

Resolution no. 14: ; i 
,. " (2)- The established succession'-pf deposits and faunap , 

in East Africa should be used as a basis for:the development .

t.

• of the African terminology.
units should be recpgnised'!;:'

. They are: '

t (3) Certain stratigraphic 

in East Africa from now omrards.
1Naloiran

Hakalian
Gamblian
P^amasian
Kageran."

;;;
i;’, '

■M;
•■i ■{I

S



s1 1iiiTable I 1
S

Nllsson-Leakey correlation 1IiNilsson 1911 Table I (p. 126) IsI'lt Kilimanjaro Ruwenzori Mt
Elgon

Naivasha Baringo- Climati 
ana su|?KLaientelta Hannington: Kenya

i
Alterr. 
wet ar 
dry plli

VII I
itr

VI VI 9 Several small moraines
V V

&
IArid

sub-eLake IV dried completely Glacier IV melted completely

jiS

; ly
Lalce III dried completely

IV ? Small moraines 
Glacier III melted completely . Arid'

Wet Im
i,111 ■ III

.Regression of lake II
IIIVIII III III III Wet 1

aRecession of glacier II ; Dry;

II i WetV 
[Dry 

; I j Wet;

SI. II IL II II II II s.V' illA'-
Regression of lake I Recession of glacier I 1;j' »1 I I I I is

1
Kamasia lake dried completely Glacier melted completely ; Last 

; or in 
I epoch

1 Great 
? :or gl

:epoch

■Sf

I
t

il

.Kamasia lake {or lakes)i Remains Glacio- 
of old fluvial 
mor
aines

? It
materials
covered
with
lavas

Ii
its«
it'ikmmI

SIaIsss'Ii
i
Si*
ffm.

trm^...



iTable I

Nilsson-Leakey Correlation
i

Nilsson 1931 Table II (a. 328)!

Liaanjaro Ruwenzorl Mt Climatic epoclis
Elgoni and sub-epochs

Climatic phases according ■ 
to L. S. B. Leakey 193113:

Alternating 
vjet and 
dry phases °

Wet period 
c 850 B.C.7eral small moraines Nakuranu

Arid
sub-epoch

Climatic
optimum

»H •H
!> o
pi O3r IV miltedlcompletely Dry

OO

I 43
Buhl stadium etc. 
Achen retreat etc.

WetSmall moraines 
3r III melted completely

: Hakalian
i

' Dry
+3 O

ra w o 
o o ft 
ft ft <uArid

Upper Gamblian Wurm glacial
■ Hiss-Wurm 
interracial

VfetIII

iession of glacier II 

II ■

lessioh,of glacier I 
I

III III

! Mid-Gamblian 
; pause

Dry

ft oi
-p o m o
qS Pi ft 
ihfo <u

II Wet )II
Dry

• Lower Gamblian Hiss glacialI WetI

Mindel-Hiss
interracial

. Long break, 
volcanic 

, activity
Kamasian

■ pluvial
■ subdivisions 
unknown

Last Interpluvial 
or interracial 
epoch
Great pluvial 
or glacial 

i'epoch

3r melted completely
I

Miridel racial 
Gunz-Mindel ' 

interglacial 
Gunz racial

.acio- 

.uvial 
iterials 
jvered ‘ , 
■ th 
ivas

?9

I
j

A
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The use of this terminology was confirmed, with the 

lntroduo,tion of the term iCanjeran at the Third Pan-African 

Congress on Prehistory at Livingstone in 1955, although a 

slight reservation vras entered.

Resolution no. 1:

"(L) It is recommended that Itageran, Kamasian,

Kanjeran, Ganblian, Maltalian and Nahuran should be recognized 

as stratigraphic climatic divisions only in the East

;

1
iv

I

/African region, and that these terms should not be applied 

in other parts of Africa except where correlation is firmly 

•attested by at least two of the three lines of evidence: 

palaeontological, archaeological or the geological setting." 

These resolutions mark the heyday of the pluvial

I

.V-".

theory and its Importance in East African Quaternary 
Jstratigraphy. Since the 1950s Increasing doubt has been 

;cast on the validity of the theoretical basis of much of
!

J i

!the earlier ’work. Already in 1930 Bailey V/illis doubted 

that a huge Baringo-Kagadi "Lake iCamasla" could have

i
■I

;

existed and suggested: 

the rift valley, when man of the
"An alternative explanation is that 

stone age occupied it, had 

we now see,

. vfere laid down on benches 
at different levels, vrhether in separate ponds 
swamps" (p. 280).

(in O'Brien 1939, ch. III);

i;'
' !'t

<i

i
already acquired a form approaching that vrhlch 

and that similar deposits ,
i.

r- i
Ir

or in i;;

Criticisms were also made by Solomon

he Tfas chiefly concerned vrlth
.'•Y ,r

i:d

■h

^ —i
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oritlclsm of the pluvial hypothesis as used by Wayland as

a basis for the geolocical and archaeoloslc'al successions 

in Luanda, but also included
1i; 1

some reservations on his own

••rorb in the Nakuru-Slmenteita basin with Leakey. In

particular, he believed that the possibility of post-

Gamblian movements in the Nakuru-Elmentelta basin may have

: been underestimated by himself and Leakey in 1931.

appears not to have done any more fieldwork in the Nakuru-

: j:imenteita basin at this stage but to have based his
k

suggestions on a general re-appraisal of the geological 

and archaeological sequence.

Solomon
. t

■'I

On his return to South Africa from the Pan-African 

Congress- on Prehistory at Nairobi, Du Toit (194?) gave an 

account of some of the evidence for Pleistocene climatic 

change in East and South^frica, and stressed the need for 

caution in the interpretation of the geological evidence of 

climatic change and in the correlation of the

i:

assumed

pluvial periods between widely-separated localities, 

pointed out that betvjeen large areas, inverse climatic 

trends may be noted for several 

danger of assuming "that the. conditions 

two spots must prove representative of 

be applicable to half

He

years at a time, and the

deduced from one or 

the country, or even 

a continent" (iqA? p. 30). About the 

new terminology which had been introduced at the Congress,

- he remarked sensibly: "It might incidentally prove

J:

1 .d ! r! 
1 bii ,

I'
an ij I' ■

n *!'1:
:!

iy
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acivantare if such terms 

I’.’.terpl’jvial", 

bf jess committal

as "Kamaslan Pluvial", "Third 

could, for a while at least, be replaced

I .

e to .

s.-qjressions, and the undoubtedly intricate 

restudied from aquestion of climatic oscillations more
'etaclio:': an.^le ,

Shackleton (I955) 

middle Pleistocene ('Kanjeran') 

i^lley (at Olormcsaillc,
i
'pasin, Kariandusi and 

;hat■ althoui'h they vrere faulted

.nave an account of some of the

sediments in the Rift 

nunyu wa Gicheru in the Kedone

on the Kinancop plateau), and concluded:; |
i

these lake beds had .not 

formed the Rift

9

jeen affected by the major faulting which
yalley. He re-okaained the Kariandusl 

hirhich Leakey had studied
and Kinangop sites 

and decided that the irnplement- 

Kinangop plateau were formed 
scarp was already in existence

bearing laterites from the 

hen the main 

unconformable on the ' 

the top of the plateau. ' 

of the "Kanjeran pluvial"

..'i j. '

;■

\ and were

greatly faulted tuffs and lavas forming

sedimentation

i

/
It appeared that the

post-dated the last major 
fpulting in this part of the Rift Valley; 
since been accepted by 

studied this area (e.g, KcCall,

this opinion has 
most of the geologists who have 

M^er and Walsh, I967).
I Coolie (1957) 

the evidence
gave a useful critical account of

Quaternary climatic fluctuations 

Ke warned, "We must, I think,

a cli.matic interpretation

for the

in Last Africa. 

dlstin.gulsh'-sHarply betvreen
!

which could fit the observations and

1

■ 'uiVl-Ji-
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vj’nich is demanded by the evidence" (p. 13) and concluded
{.

"th.e only ,well documented evidence for climatic changes in 

last Africa is that for the Ganbllan Pluvial, the two later 

v:et phases (Hawaiian and Nakuran) and the Intervening dry 

period, as shot-m in the Nalcuru-Naivasha basin" (p. 6l). 

suggested also that there was a certain amount of evidence

Cooke demon-

I .:iii

i

He

\

for. wetter conditions in pre-Gambllan times, 

strated that a Lower Pleistocene "Lake Kamasla" stretching

from Baringo to Hagadi was unlikely to have existed, since 

the warping of the lava>-floor underlying these lake deposits - 

is not enough to ejg^laln the 30OO' difference in height 

: be tween the "Kamasian" deposits in the Hakuru-ilaivasha basin

I

■i

!
and those of Kagadi and Baringo.

■The value of Cooke' s comments on the Nalcuru-Naivasha

d;']
f;

■-.i •'

) T
;• basin sediments and shorelines is limited by the fact that 

he did little fieldvrork there and thus, understandably, 

accepted the basic data, height information and sections of 

the earlier vjorkers vrith little question. Thus, although 

hp considered Nilsson's tilting sequence "not convincing", 

he.accepted his "undoubtedly accurate data" Ip. 43). Cooke 

i;as aware of the problems that the existence of an outlet 

-may cause in Interpretln.g a climatically-controlled sequence 

of lake levels, and said, "In the Naivasha basin inter

pretation of the lake terraces is complicated by the Njorowa 

gorge but in the area to the north this factor does not

i;

.ir-:!.'

y-;. :p!
S ;

■ r

3;

i

.'-f
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affect the lake once Its level Is belovr the Gilgll barrier 

(6,600 feet)" (p. 1-4). Unfortunately here he accepted the 

height fiPTures for the Nalmru-Elaenteita basin given by
‘ti-

Leak.ey and Nilsson, in which the presence of the Bahati [

overflovj, over 200* lower than the'Gilgil divide, is Ignored.

In fact the primary problem in the Uakuru-Elmenteita basin ' ; 

is not -whether the suggested sequence is adequately 

supported by the reported data, but concerns the quality of .

, this data, and this one cannot judge viithout spending

Cooke also examined the basis for

some
tine in the field.

recognition of parallel Gamblian and later phases in the 

■ :Barlngo-Hannlngton and Ethiopian lake basins, and concluded:. i 

: "There is thus only circumstantial evidence suggesting that 

the pluvial conditions considered necessary in the Nakuru- ^ 

Nalvasha basin to account for the Gamblian deposits there 
' may perhaps be paralleled in other areas" (p. 55).

In his- paper in the Geological Magazine of 1959 

(referred to henceforth as Flint 1959b) Flint gave a 

detailed and critical account of the evidence for each of 

the wet and dry periods suggested by Leakey and others in 

the East African Pleistocene sequence. He rejected the kind 

of evidence and correlations on which the older (Kageran and 

i'lamaslan) pluvials were founded and included a full 

criticism of the use of inferred climatic phases as the basis 

for stratigraphlcal units. Flint visited, though only

■; i'

I

■'5

L
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briefly, several of the Nalcuru-Elmenteita basin sites and
j

accepted the general idea of the higher lake shorelines as 

evidence of tlie Gambllan and later wet phases, and, though 

less certainly, the reddish, so-calldd "vrlnd-blown" sand -

‘ as evidence of drier conditions. Hoxrever he was not certain

: ■ of the exact number of fluctuations to be deduced from this

evidence in the Nalcuru-Elmenteita basin, and said;
i
I "Published data on the Gamblian and later climatic evidence

are, however, so Inadequate that the number of climatic 

fluctuations to be read from them is uncertain", (p. ,,277)

: ( and "Whether all the 'wet' and 'dry' phases (five in the 

Gpiblian and five more in the post-Gamblian) , , , are 

admissible on the evidence published so far is less clear" 

Of the older"^ climatic phases, Flint doubted the 

value' of .the evidence of the Kanjeran pluvial at Olduvai

! ■

. !.
i

' 1-
I (p. 277).

i ■■ ■ i.

; and suggested that although larger lakes probably existed 

' in v.diich these sediments vrere laid down, the possibility 

of tectonic control of the change in sedimentation

environment cannot be excluded. Only the Olorgesaille 

; lacustrine sediments vrere accepted as reasonable evidence 

of a moister climate during the "pre-Gambllan" (1959^ 

pp. 270-1).

A shorter paper (Flint 1959a) included more general 

discussion of the concept of pluvlal-interpluvial 

fluctuations and the kinds of evidence for climatic changes

r-

'

j
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during the Pleistocene in Eastern and Southern Africa. 

Conocrninc- the Kalairu-Nalvasha basin shorelines, Flint said 

t'nat ti>ey "although discontinuous, actually are more nearly 

continuous than is shovm on sketch maps made before 1935"

(p. 355). (he is presumably referring to maps such as 

Leakey 1931a P. ^99 and Nilsson 1931 P. 291.) Concerning ' 

this comment of Flint's, I would say that although the 

actual shoreline cliffs in the Nakuru-Slmentelta basin

I't

i;■?

i

seem to be no more continuous than they are shoTO on Leakey's 

or Nilsson's maps, there is certainly o.uite a lot of 

sedimentary evidence' of lake shorelines which is missing 

from these maps.

Recent detailed geological mapping has been done in 

V the Naivasha'basin by Thompson and Dodson {I963) and in the 

Nakuru-Hlmenteita basi;^ by McCall (1957a and b, I967). 

Unfortunately the degree sheet boundary (latitude 0° 30'S) 

runs across the southern part of the Nakuru-Elmenteita 

basin, so that important sections on the River Nderit and

on Sburu are out off from the rest of the basin and included

in the area covered by the Naivasha report, 

this report, which was actually completed by 1958, seem to 

have done little fieldwork on the recent lacustrine

The \frlters of

sediments and former shorelines, and accepted much of the 

earlier work on this topic rather uncritically. According 

to the Foreword: "The mapping was greatly assisted by the

J
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larco amount of work done previously by archaeologists, 

v;ith vfh9se results the authors are in general agreement,"

Thus they accepted Nilsson's evidence for tilting of the 

shorelines in the Kaicuru-Naivasha basin, and made Leakey's 

Giambiian-Makalian-Nakuran sequence the basis of their 

c’nronology of the Upper Pleistocene in the Nalvasha basin. 

Their report contains little useful criticism or evaluation 

: of the earlier vrork in this area, and almost no new 

information about actual evidence of the fomier higher lake .

•*

levels.

The papers by McCall contain much useful material on 

the geology of the Nakuru-Elmentelta basin, and I refer to

I
■ !

vthen often in: the chapters that follow. Although he was

with the evolution of the lakes, 

i his vfork on the younger sediments and their relationship to

not primarily concerne

i I

episodes of faulting and vulcanlcity is of great relevance 

to a study of the former lake levels. McCall believed that 

the last major faulting of the Rift Valley is Middle 

Pleistocene and pre-dates the "Kanjeran" sediments, such as 

those at Karlandusl: "There is every reason to believe 

these sediments were deposited in the basin of Nalcuru- 

Simentelta as vfe know it today" (McCall 196? p. 67). Later

t

n
1-1

sedimentation took place in rather shallow basins delimited i
by two phases of minor faulting; 

only minor unconformities betvjeen all these Nalcuru-ULmenteita

there are believed to be

5 : ('j
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basin Pediments, However McCall doubted the suitability 

of the Maloiru-Elmenteita basin for a study of climatic

\

fluctuations from the evidence of changes in lake level, 

"since tectonic movements and volcanic eruption altering 

the shape of the land surface certainly occurred there 

to the end of the Pleistocene and are still continuing 

; : a very minor scale. Prom-this fact it is clear that

factors' other than climatic exerted a control on the extent 

; of the lakes' in this basin at any time" (196? p. 64). His J 

classification of the Upper Pleistocene sediments, with 

threefold subdivision, is discussed in detail below 

: - 'ICChapter 3);; from it he concluded: "While climatic

: :fluctuations have a bearing on the extent of the lakes the ^ • 

^ three subdivisions appear to ovfe their existence primarily : 

to factors other than climatic, and at present the writer .. 

can see no real validity in correlation with the airopean 

glaciation" (I967 p. 72).

Slaentelta 'basin stratigraphy, based on virtually the same 

material as McCall (I967) is In the paper by McCall,'Baker 

: and Walsh in the volume edited by Bishop and Clark (I967).

In a recent paper (1966) Temperley discussed features 

he named 'faced scarps' in the Kenya Rift 'Valley as evidence 

of rejuvenation along an older line of faulting and 

suggested that the major Rift Valley faulting might be much 

i younger than has been suggested by McCall and others.

up

on

i

a :

Another account of the Nakuru-

■ - .1;
d!

i :

• U.
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f \
l.e. Upper Pleistocene, and post-dating episodes of grid- 

faultijig. He did not discuss the implications-o^ this , 

theory in terms of the sedimentation history ,of the area.;

A symposium on systematic investigation.of the .African 

later Tertiary and Quaternary was held at; Burg.Wartenstein, j 

■ Austria, in July: ;1965.’ The papers presented at the- : 

symposium: were published in the volumd etiited :hy: Bishppi : ; 

and'Clark (1967) .: The symposium reviewed the work done . .

.:;:.:';byscientistS:Wbrkingonlate'Tertlary.;and,;Quaternary;'

; : -;: problems in Africa over; the past ten years in many - Z :

disciplines, wincludihg stratigraphicai -geology, palaeon- 

: - : tolo^,- p'alynology, archaeology etc. -Heoommendations vrere 

made ;concerning the existing :se(iuences and terminologies;/ ■

: among these; viere/recoi^endations on/the ;principles of/ :^ 

//stratigraphic nomenclature to be used in the study of the;

;/ /; African ;:later Tertiary and Quaternary. It was pointed / 

out that "It is.necessary, at/least at the moment, to .

; disallow palaeoclimatic-stratigraphid; units for:the/

; African Quaternai-y" (p. 906) v/and. waS; recommended that / ;

: Stratigraphical schemes adopted for Africa should follow ,, 

similar lineS: to the; stratigraphic codes in; use, in; North. , 

America, Australia and New Zealand (pp. 89O-I). Concerning 

; the ;general/principles of nomenclature it was:said; 

"Stratigraphic units can be created by naming and defining

'■ V 1

-fl:
i

i

;

i
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them In print. Geographical names should be used, thus 

permitting the continued use of the name even if the 

geology should be reinterpreted at a later date, 

phases vJhich are correctly defined may also be regarded as ,

■ useful units but should not be confused with rock units, . ; 

time units, or faunal units" (p. 397). It was stressed 

that the approved stratigraphic code should "make clear :! 

the distinction between rook units, time-stratigraphic 

units, time units, biostratigraphic units, and other units" ■

Climatic

i

. (...
(p. 890).. .

iv
These recommendations are of relevance to the study

Quaternar^i in the Nakuru-Slmenteita basin, inof the late I

i
connection With the use of the terms Gamblian, Hakalian

and Kakuran. This terminology is one in which the 

distinctions between the different kinds of units have 

become blurred, and the need for revision is’ apparent. My 

comments on the continued use of these terms are given in

i

4

Chapter 8,

: ...i

i

!
i *
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CHAPTER TH^E

THE GEOLOGY OF THE NAKURU-ELMENTEITA BASIN/

t'.'.
The landscape of the Nakuru-Eimenteita basin (see map;:3) j :

iv,'; , '" . ' : ^/■..I'' b.'

includes features resulting from volcanic activity, faulting 

b and lacustrine sedimentation.v The greater part of the r 

^20 miles long and, 10 ;

" I miles wide) is'covered:by lake beds, and the faulted

'• !

(e .g. Lion Hill and the area west pf Lake 

Nakiiru), and volcanoes and lava flows (e.g. the Elmenteita 

■Badlands): bnly:take up a relatively small area.
faulting'Vbd vulcaniclty have had’a strong

V
However

■■episodes of
i influence on the pattern of;sedimentation,in the basin, and •• i

f

^ knowledge of .when and, where they occurred is essential to a.n
' V.

;i understanding of the history of the lakes. ;

1: ;■ Table;II shows the suggested sequence of events in this

area since the Lower Pleistocene. • The’table is based pn , 

'.McCall (1967 Table I); I have omitted the references, to ■

• rocks from outside the Nakuru-Elmentelta basin and inserted

I i;.. !
" ■ i'

i

!

,: a note on the possible date of the 600 foo.t lake in the:
are discussed in: detailbasin. Some aspects of the sequence 

; below:
^ 1. 'The faulting and vulcanicity 

' (i) ; It is now believed that the last (third): major Rift : ; 

; Vailey faulting ,pre-dated.the deposition of; almost, all the

.i
I

i i;

■ i ■j

J
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Table II

Late Quaternary Events in the Nakuru-Elmenteita Basin
(Prom McCall 196? table I)

i

“ ■ i ■■

Superficial deposits etc.
Volcanlcs; Kenengal trachytes, lava and 

scoria cones.
Elmentelta basalts, lava and 
scoria cones.

Sediments: lialcalla sediments (deltaic?) 
vreak unconformity 

"Gamblian" sediments of Nderit 
and Kakalia.

i-
!

Hecent

probable age of shorelines of 600 foot lake 
in Nakuru-Elmenteita basinj

Minor faulting: new fractures and renewals
on older fracture lines. E.g. west 
of Lake Kakuru.V-

Sediment^: tuffs and lacustrine sediments of 
Nakuru basin, Larmudlac sediments. 

Volcanlcs: ptuaice mantle from Menengai is not
iater than this, possible much older.

Upper
Pleisto
cene

i

1
Minor favating: new fractures and renewals 

on older fracture lines. Nakuru 
and Elmentelta basin.

I
I

i-

ijoper
Middle
Pleisto
cene

Volcanlcs: Elmentelta older basalts, tuffs and i 
agglomerate tuffs, (tuff cones e.g, i 
Karterit) Honeymoon Hill. SoysambU 
olivine basalts.

Sediments: Kariandusi lake beds ("Kanjeran").

!

Third major faulting of Rift valley. 
Volcanlcs: possible date of formation of 

Menengai caldera.
/\y\/\ry\y

I.
Lower/
lower
..iddlG

Pleistocene

Volcanlcs: Gllgll trachyte; lava flows. 
Sediments: Enigma Cove lacustrine sediments. I
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lacustrine sediments now exposed in the basin: this

includes the Karlandusi diatomites as vfell as the younger; , 

"Samblian" lacustrine silts.
‘i li

It is suggested that all this.

sedimentation has taken place in a basin essentially similar 

to that of the present day.

;

There was no major break-with 

great faulting, vulcanlclty and an arid climate between the
!
i

deposition of the liarlandusi sediments and the later 

sedimentation in this basin.

(ii) The later (post-Karlandusl) sediments in the basin 

are not entirely unfaulted, but have been affected by 

possibly-tvjo episodes of minor tectonic activity. Such 

faulting appears to have consisted often of renewals of 

movement along older fracture lines, and in some areas 

produced a very fine grid pattern. Examples of this fine 

grid faulting are seen to the v/est of Lake Walcuru, where 

there are many small parallel rocky scarps, and also in the ! 

faults cutting the tuff cones south of Lake Elmentelta, Of i 

the faults west of Lake Nakuru, HcCall said, "These faults ^ 

displace the sediments and tuffs of the Upper Pleistocene 

(Gambllan) succession and effect an apparent lowering of the

!. ■■

i

i

r
i'

i .

floor of the Rift Valley in the Nakuru basin by up to 100 

feet" (1967 p, 101),

(iii) Menengal caldera; it appears that the formation of

the caldera took place at quite an early stage in the 

Pleistocene history of this area. This episode is likely 

to have caused major topographical changes at the northern j

J 1
■■■■ iJ
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;-
ond of the basin and the scattering of a great deal of 

%'olcanlc debris nearby. It would seem that these events 

pre-dated even the Ivarlandusi sedimentation, and are 

certainly considerably older than the 600 foot lake and 

associated sediments. The 600 foot shoreline on Menengal 

is cut into thick beds of pumice which are believed to have ^ 

been produced during the caldera eruption. I

KcCall did a considerable amount of research on Menengaij 

and in his earlier papers (1957a and b) he put the age of 

: the caldera formation as late as about 10,000 years B.P.

Certain glassy tuffs (Solai and Mbaruk tuffs) believed to 1'' (

have been emitted ear^y in the exolosions of the caldera
^ /

formation, were correlated with the ’Makallan’ ash. The-f

putative age for this ash was based on palaeocllmatlc and, 

arcliaeologleal corr|^elatlons (Leakey 1931b), In his la-ter 

paper (1967) McCall rejected this correlation and suggested i 

that the thick pumice mantle is "from the structural evidence^" 

possibly as old as Lovjer Pleistocene. (196? p. 63) The j

caldera formation is thus attributed to about that date.

%

If the caldera is as old as this, then any changes in the

basin associated with its formation are not likely to have

had any effect on the recent sedimentation, i.e. in the 

600 foot and later lakes.

/

(Iv) The Bahati overfloi'i area; the level of the 600 foot 

lake appears to have been stabilized at the level of the
i

J
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east side of the rla of Menengai caldera, at the point OP 

on nap 3 (see also map 5). The possibility that changes 

in the level of the rim might have occurred at a late date

must be considered in connection with the history of this 

lake.

The outlet area is in fact a subsided part of the 

caldera rim; similar subsidence structures exist round
f i

other parts of the caldera and indicate that it was formed 

by subsidence of the superstructure into the underlying 

magma chamber rather than by catastrophic ttcploslon.

{KcGall 1957a PP. 1^15). It is possible that since the 

original formation of the caldere.. changes on this rim have 

taken place which altered the overflovj level of the basin

"■!

r
and thus the height to vxhlch lakes in the basin could rise.

However IlcCall does not mention the possibility of a later 

renewal of faulting or subsidence around the caldera rim

i,»
I

h

and it may be that after the Initial catastrophic activity 

which shaped it, the outline of the caldera remained stable. ' 

The Bahatl area does not seem to be one vrhere the most

recent episodes of faulting, which might have caused changes 

around the caldera rim, have been active. The Bahatl plain 

is a smooth open expanse not crossed by the fine grid faults 

typical of the latest faulting episodes. On HcCall's 

structural map of this area (I967 p. 94) no faults younger 

than the Lovjer/lovxer Middle Pleistocene are shown anywhere

<:

? !
!!
]

•i

^ : ^:S
J ■ !
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\
in this vicinity. The overflow area is marked as a

'lateral f;raben' and althoueh no age is given for the : j
!■

faults defining It, other faults round the crater rim are i

iiF

; .

narked 3a-> presumably belonging to the third major faulting 

episode which is the Lovrer/lower Middle Pleistocene 'one, i 

It is possible that the level of the outlet:has been ; 

slightly raised since it vras formed, and since the lake . j 

stood at this level, by volcanic debris from the recent i 

small-scale activity within the caldera. This possibility! 

is discussed Ih more detail in Chapter 5- 

(v) Other vulcanlclty has occurred in the Nakuru-

1-

I ;

i
i

\-
I Slmentelta basin di^ring the period of sedimentation in thei 

most recent lakes. Products of this activity, Ih the formj 

of narrovj layers of ash and tuff, are seen in some of the ; 

sections in the basin, often betv7een layers of diatomaceous , 

silt. Often it is not easy to tell whether such material ; 

was laid down directly into water (straight from the 

eruption) or had undergone a certain amount of transpor

tation beforehand. Most of this vulcanlclty was centred 

in the 'Badlands' south of Lake Elmenteita, but eroded

;■

;

4.
: i

remnants of tuff cones also exist north of Lake Nakuru,
!

Honeymoon Kill and Crescent Hill. Some of these volcanoes; 

are older than the 600 foot stage of the lake, since 

probable shoreline features of this level are cut into them 

and lacustrine sediments occur around their lower slopes, i

r-

A

!-

j il iJ
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ether cones and lava flows are certainly younger <than 

of the recent lake sediments.
some

! ■

i

McCall studied the 

^Inentoita Badlands and distinguished three phases of 
vulcaniclty {1957a pn. 21-4);

I

Phase one; buff and grey tuff cones and associated 

The central parts of thelava flovjG, cones are downthrown 

by north-south faults, for example ICarterit and Split Hill.

The tuffs which fora these cones are believed to be 

equivalent to the Kariandusl lake sediments.

. tioned lake shorelines, identified as "Gambllan'',

iioneymoon and Crescent Hill are probably also of

McCall men-

on these
cones.

this phase, .

tvro; red basalt cinder cones and associated

They are said to coverlava flovjs; these are unfaulted, 

the earlier lake deposit^
y I

but to be overlain in parts by
a thin layer of more recent deposits.

.i-i
Phase three; the most recent vulcanlcity produced a 

steep red clndery basalt cone 1 mile north of the

;

former
-iDuru staTsjon, and some lavas,

ihis vulcanlcity, although it covered part of the
souuh east corner of the basin and may have spread fine 

volcanic debris over a wider area, does not seem to have 

Doen a major disruptive force in the 

of the basin.

I

sedimentation history

The material produced, even to make up the 

- larger cones, has not drastically changed the basin shape
.;C ■aV

!
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or volume and thus has probably not had a great influence 

on the conditions under vdiich the lakes existed in 
basin.

the

Lacustrine and other sediments

(i) Inigma Cove sediments:! a layer of diatomite is 

exposed at "Snlgma Cove'Mn the steep face of the Gllgil 

(Tenperley 1966), It is faulted and. escarpment overlain

by lava and is believed to pre-date the third major Rift 

■ Valley faulting, i.e, to be Lov?er/lower Middle Pleistocene 
;in age. Since it is a, diatomite, it is almost certainly of 

lacustrine origin, but vras deposited in a basin that has 

since been disrupted by faulting and flow of lava, 

sediment cannot therefore be fitted into 

,lake level fluctuations

j.

This

any sequence of 

or related to any lake shorelines
V-

in this basin,

(ii) Kariandusl diatom!tes: 

along the Kariandusl river valley and
these vrere originally exposed 

are now visible to a
aepph of over 100' in the mine close to the main Nakuru- 
uairobi road at the point KA 

discussion of the Kariandusl mine

ii'
iiA more detailed 

and the Nalcuru-Elmenteita 

The position of

the history of faulting and lake 

the subject of some 

They were first attributed to the Miocene 

transferred to the Pleistocene by

on map 3.

sasin diatomites is given in Appendix D, 

the Kariandusl sediments in

deposition in the basin has been
controversy, 

by Gregory and then

I
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len:«,y and attributed first to the "Kamaslan", later to 

the "llan^eran" pluvial phases.
i(

Acheulian handaxes overlie 
the diatonltes at Kariandusi In a rich site and by 

correlation vflth similar industries elsewhere in Kenya 

leakey therefore suggested (i) that these lake beds

I

vjere .

jcontemporaneous with deposits at Kanjera in West Kenya 

(hence the "Kanjeran" pluvial), (ii) thesfe lake beds

swamp beds 2000J^higher, on the 

pnangop plateau Just east of the Rift Valley;

I

were
M ■
contemporaneous with

I

ihence there
had been faulting of this order since this sedimentation,
1

; i.e. the last major Rift Valley faulting.

:McCall, Baker and Walsh (1967 p. I96) rejected thiss
h : !I !•
correlation and said, "It is this conclusion that 

have resulted in a major^mis-correlation in 
the Rift Valley".

may viell 

this part of

The work of Shaciaeton (1955) and 

McCall (1957,, 1967) has shovm that the Kariandusi

i
;

r

sediments

were deposited on a strongly faulted trachyte surface, but 

are themselves only affected by minor faulting; 1.e. they
clearly post-date the last major faulting in this part of

the Hift and are possibly of upper Middle Pleistocene age, 

■^hese sediments are well stratified and show

i.

- i-

a marked 

this is believed to

floor

According to McCall,

tpese sediments pass laterally into the graded tuffs

westwards dip (into the valley);

result from slight downwarping of the Rift Valley 

continuing after their deposition.Y

Of the
jt:

" h'

r

' ,, ... . . ' . . . . ’ i.cv-r,';.!.-'
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older cones of the Elmenteita Badlands, for example Karterit, 

These cones are faulted, so some faulting has taken place 

in this-part of the basin since the Kariandusisediments

uere deposited. McCall suggests that despite this later 

Elinor faulting "there is every reason to believe these • i

■ sediments were deposited in the basin of Nakuru-Elmenteita 

; as we know It today" (I967 p, 67). 

disagree with this opinion;

f-
I see no reason to 

hovjever the assumption of 

an essentially similar basin does not preclude the 

possibility (a) of a change in the outlet level at the rim

’i

Ii
f;

of the basin since the sediments were laid doxm, (b) that 

the shoreline features of the lake in which these sfed'iments 

wire laid dovm have been disrupted by later minor faulting 

and so can no longer be recognized or correlated by height.

There are, 'in the southern part of the basin, other 

snail diatomlte exposures which seem faulted, some also 

overlain by lavas, and all a lot harder and whiter than 

the later diatomaceous silts, (described belovj).

^ Include sections 8/4, 8/5, 8/9 and 8E/2 (map 3), at 

‘ ^ altitudes betvjeen 6400-6650' S.D. , all considerably above

I the Kariandusi deposits vrhich are not exposed much above

These sediments are likely to be of lacustrine 

! origin but are above the level at which a lake could exist
i

f the basin today.

' I in- Chapter 5.

i! 'r- '

ir
r

* These

: I

t

i 6150' S.D,

• i; .
1

The implications of this are discussed
ii

•
It
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;'ore diatoaite is exposed at Soysambu, on the ridge 

tetv.-cen Lakes Llmenteita and llaloiru, and in I965 was being

It has been suggested that this 

:iediuent Is contemporaneous with that of Kahiandusi, and it 

is so narked on IlcCall's geological map (1967). 

brief study of this deposit and other dlatomltes in the 

south of the basin, I decided that it might in fact be

!
v;or''.2d in, an open pit.

Prom a

younger than the Kariandusl sediments and the same age as 

the diatomites at 81/3 and 10/18. This appeared likely 

because of the youthful and unfaulted appearance of the

diatomites at SoysambUj- vrhich are overlain only by a narrow 

layer of soil. This correlation is discussed in more detail 

in Appendix D. The Kariandusl diatomites are overlain 

horizontally bedded sediments. They 

include gravels and impure diatomaceous silts and have been 

suggested as being of "Gambllan" age (KcCall- 196? p. 67), 

and to be fluviatlle deposits. In the area of the mine 

itself, these sediments are now hard to trace, but probably 

equivalent beds overlie the older diatomites slightly 

higher up the Hlver Kariandusl.

(iii) Upper Pleistocene and Holocene sediments; these 

deposits cover a large part of the centre of the basin, 

cut they are best exposed in sections in the Nderlt and

i

: «
U:

Lakalia valleys and to the vrest of Lake Nalcuru along the 

Hlver Lanurlak.
: .i

They Include quite pure, light greyr

-j .
r

SI
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ciatonites, Gone with regular banding, and softer grey-

There are also deposits which 

ar: rrobably of terrestrial origin, in particular bright 

oran.-c and reddish coarse, usually unstratified silts. ' 

arc none layers of volcanic material. Including the coarse 

pu:r.icQous debris which is found in sections 3/3,4,5 on 

the bahati plain, and fine dark grey ash vjhich occurs near 

the Hiver hakalia, in particular outcropping above bright . 

red silts in the Hagharibi cliff (see plate 22).

brown diatonaceous silts.
I

There

I

The complex sections in the Merit and Makalla valleys 

vrere studied in detail by Leakey, Solomon and Nilsson 

(Leakey 1931b, Nilsson 1931).

>
i

Their interpretations are 

'based on the Gamblian-Makalian-Hakuran lake level

;;

sequence;

the various diatomaceous silts are attributed to deposition 
at periods of high lake\evels.

j
x-'

i'
(

the breaks between them
3

and terrestrial deposits to the intervening periods of low 

la]:e levels. They assumed:

(i) the essentially climatic control of the pattern 

of lake level fluctuations.

(ii) tMt no faulting had affected the Gamblian and

;

j

later sedimentation,

(ill) the validity of the archaeological 

worked out in this part of the Rift Valley (from Gamble's 

Cave in particular) and the definite association of 

different industries with particular lake levels.

•t

sequence as
i-

i

I
if'-

-,r
I
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i

Since it is no longer accepted that no faulting took 

place in the "post-Kanjeran" in this basin, the theoreticai 

iasis of the interpretation of these sections is seriously 

cea/.ened. It is possible that changes in sedimentation 

conditions in an area resulted from tectonics rather than

\
i

c] i latic change. The likelihood of valid correlations

bot’jcen different parts of the basin is lessened, since the • . ; 

highly localized small scale faulting that appears to have ■ 

been typical of this period could cause considerable changes . 

. in sedimentation in one area and leave others relatively 

unaffected. The value of the detailed archaeological 

c :sequence established for this area, and of the correlations 

vrtiich were based on it, is also now doubted; this is 

discussed in more detail in Appendli: C,

It seems of little value to include an account of these 

sediments as Interpreted by the earlier authorities, or a 

, detailed criticism of)thelr conclusions, since the basis 

of the interpretations is now so uncertain. McCall himself, 

v.-ho made a more detailed study of the sediments in other 

parts of the basin, reproduced some of the earlier material 

of Solomon and Kllsson on the Nderlt and Halcalla sections 

without further comment (McCall 196? pp. 68-?0). The 

, geological report covering most of the Important sections 

along the River Nderit is that by Thompson and Dodson (I963) 

on the I-Ialvasha area. Unfortunately this too contained

.!

I

I

K

‘

i'i

1:
:

;■ ■

r.
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little oyisinal material on the lake; shorelines and . 

'sediments and did little more -than repeat the inter

pretations of Leakey, Solomon and: Nilsson, ; 3 ;! ,;■
. j .

. 1 ;

McCall distinguished three series of Upper Pleistocene

I

\

to;: Holocene sediments inr the "basin; ; these,, however,:

(iefinltely do not correspond withj the Gam'blian-Makaliah- 

v:i!a!cura,n;divisions, and he stresseci "the three sutidlvislons 

; . appear to ottB; theiri existence prijnarily to:;factdrs other 

i . .i' (i967:p. 72).. On his map, the

::3''sQdiments were;:shown^ln ,two, subdivisions' only; ' I ; .'; ‘3

l.'Fll^ V Upper Pleistocene, "Gambiian" and Larmudiac beds -

' v^' -Ql,-. ,3: Recent-j '^'Hakalia River;: Beds'',1 f :
I-;;;:' "i: . v
These Inclucle • gravels., .^Its, . diatomaceous silts, pumiceous ;;

beds'and graded tuffs, and^vrere;'said bo be of part 

I lacustrine ,:;.part, fluviatile;' origin. V ' l b :-I^

It lls clear from the text,:land from my-:.subsequent ■:

'discusSion/With KcCall, that the heading; P3i'^ 

the maplcovers sediments of a considerable age range, from 

■Upper;Pleistocene probably into the Holocene. The older
■■/';- /■: / i i

group:of;these: may be referred to; by the name; given them 

:by KcCall (I967 p, 7I), the. Larmu(3iac Beds,; They are best :

/ exposed: in the highly faulted topography West anci north- ;/ 

west of Lake Nakuru; vrhere they have , clearly been influenced; 

by minor. /faulting, ; 'They ;include lake deposite, ;diatomaceous; > 

;Silts and clays: and /stratified; graded tuffs; and thus are: .

i

I

3

!>

3
.i as: 'used on ■.'1

■i'

!

4:, 3
3:

'1. ‘

■V

•' 1

)

.!■

j,

J;/ 
î
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.V •-
: evidence, of former larger lakes in the basin.

: since they are faulted, it is dangerous to try to correlate 

' i ^ them on a basis of altitude, or tox link them; with a: : ' ; '

r i particular shoreline level.

• the present overflow level of:the basin, so that it is

However *

None seem to occur much above;

I
I

unlikely that' they , pre-d.ate : any major changes li;i :the

In;the text if
topography of the Bahati or Gilgil areas, 

i V(1967 pp. 71,:?2) McGdll: stated ; that these Larmudiac beds

only occur below the high level shoreline on Menengai (base 

of shoreline cliff:at ciroa 6370*) and it’ vxas implied that; 

^hthe; sediments arei thus of the same: age as this V'Gamblian" :

In a later>^discussion, McCall suggested'that 

j 'this height relationship:is almost certainly a boincidenceV 

i ;: and:' thati; the Larmudiao;:sediments: are clearly. much; older i i; 

i than the bhoreiinei i This agreed well with the oonclusions 

■ 1 had made while' doing my fieldvxbrk; about . the; comparative : ■ 

;J youth of i this shoreline and the sediments: associated with ;

i;

■)

i shoreline.

i

;
i

5

. Younger: than, the. Larmudiac,beds and; probably.post- ;

Pleistocene in age are the "Gamblian" and"I'Iakalian’' beds,

I ; vrhich iicCali oonsiders to have .. been; deposited; in a trough ■

; ; formed within the Larmudiac sediments by;:later minor faults. .: 

b According to; KcCali: there is. evidence in some .placea of a 

: very vreak: unconformity , perhaps due; to minor faulting: or a 

■ period of aridityi ^between two sets .bf sediments ,in7.the ' .

(
‘j

^ i.
i'.

/ ■K

i
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:;a;:alia and Mderlt soctions; at this stage, however, this 

cannot be considered as conclusive evidence of a Gamblian-

ian " interpluvial" , On McCall’s map the "Hakalian” 

sediments (vll) are limited to parts of the lov/er courses of

; the Rivers Hakalla and Hderlt, the area north of Lake
r : ■

; ija’i-niru below the area 5950' Misonge shoreline, and a small 

b strip east of Lake Makuru at the foot of Lion Hill. The 

I-'distlnotion within the Upper Pleistocene between "Gamblian"

- i: and Larnudiac beds is not made clear.

■ :! It is unfortunate that the names "Gamblian" and

"Makalian" -have been retained, however incidentally, in 

this classification of McCall's.It implies that the deposits 

can be fitted into the Established sequence of climatic- 

controlled lake level fluctuations, and are equivalent to 

the "Gamblian" and "Makallan" sediments described in'the

i

I

i

!;

earlier work on the geology of this basin, 

i-icCall's and ny work on the sediments and shorelines 

indicate that this is not the case.

The results of

It would be vrise, V7hen 

further work is done on the sediments, to use nevj names i

which are free of the palaeocllmatlc Implications associated, 

vjith the names "Gamblian" and "Makalian".
.•

r
,-5

i 5
1

!
j
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/' CHAPTER FOUR

GE ?OH PAST r.ORE KUHID GONDITIOMS AND HISHHR 
LAK2 LEVELS IK THE'NAKURU-SLHSNTHITA BASIN

evide:

The Drainapre System1.

A nuniber of small vrater-courses drain towards Lakes

Most of them.IJakuru and Elmentelta (see maps 2 and 3)* 

contain very little flow of vrater in the lovrer parts of .

their courses, since It is lost in the permeable silts

For part of the year the upper» borderins the lakes.

-courses: also seem to contain very little water.

^■'Valleys of the streams are often deeply cut and in parts 

; the stream beds are llt-terad viith large water-vjorn boulders.

The V i

! :

t i

^ I noticed this in particular on the Rivers Nderit and •
!

Makalia-, which I examined at the end of the dry season,

The river beds were filled with loose dust and )
March 1967.

sand, and larjje boulders of dark lava, some several feet in 

the only water visible was in a few smalldiameter;
I

It is true that the Nderit and Makaliastagnant pools, 

headwaters are in the best vfatered part of the Nakuru-
■- ■ i'

when the rains come the riversElmentelta catchment; 

seem to fill up very quickly, and after a particularly
i

Howeverheavy storm a considerable spate night develop, 

even after nearly tvfo months of heavy rains in April-May 

1967, the volume of vrater in the Nderit and Makalia rivers

/
I
1

!

J
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Muchneo:".s- snail, compared to the depth of their valleys, 

of the upper Kderlt valley 1? a rather narrow steep-sided 

; over 50' deep, vihile the upper gorge of the Makalia (at i

i ll/"^ on map 3), out in a lava scarp, is over 100' deep,

i i Tho lovjer parts of their valleys are cut in rather soft

taaterial, including diatomaceous silts, but the higher d^ep 

: valleys are cut in light grey volcanic tuffs which are

: quite hard, and in th§ lavas of the scarps bounding the

basin. ■

i

. : i

I would suggest that the misfit appearance of these 

: and other Hakuru-Elmenteita basin streams may not simply ; 1 ,

; i

be a result of the highly seasonal nature of their flow and
^ocks of the lower parts of the basin,

of the soft and porous 

but could indicate an actual decrease in volume of water 

since the greater part of the erosion of the stream valleys 

In the absence of river capture or tilting of 

the land causing a reduction of catcliment area and in the 

amount of vrater reaching the river, it is reasonable to 

assume that there has been a climatic change, probably a

In a fevr cases man, in

•: :• ;•

was done.
!

slight decrease in rainfall, 

diverting water for farming purposes, has reduced the

this is true ofamount of -water in the drainage channels; 

the ligos'ur stream on the Bahati Plain and of a spring on 

Sburu now piped to provide water for Prospect Farm, 

have also been built, e.g. across the River Lamuriak and

■ ;

.1
:

Dams
I

/
1

1 ■

■ i tJ
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Such activities do not,the top of Prettejohn Gully.
to have influenced the major drainage lines;

at
seemhovjever,

the vrater for farming appears to he taken frommost of
boreholes rather than from the rivers.

Many other valleys in the Nalruru-Elmentelta basin 

to be completely dry for almost all the year.
1

‘appear

Occasionally, after an exceptionally heavy rainstorm, theyI

may 'support a brief rush of surface flow, but for most of

the year their floors are dry and dusty or closely vegetated
Examples of .• iand shovr no sign of erosion by running vjater.

the -south of the basin are Asplnal and Prettejohn 

I Gullies, south-bank tributaries of the River Nderit (map 3).

!
!

these in

1These valleys are rather 'straight and bounded by steep

The walls of Prettejohn Gully
\

eiiffs, up te<.40' high.
cut in a variety of rather soft sediments, coarse red

!
i

are

AsplnalSilts, pumice pebble beds and dlatomaceous silts;

Gully is cut in the harder grey tuffs which are vridespread

i

A few acres of the upperin this part of the basin.

"catol-iment" of Prettejohn Gully have been converted into a

•;

This, however.dam vfhich collects crater during the rains, 

is simply a small collecting hollow for rainfall.; 

not contain any springs or lead upstream to a further source

it does

i! I.

f

of vrater. The gullies may have been cut along lines of 

vjeakne'ss caused by the approximately north-south faults of 

this district (a small fault block of lava stands in fete

i?

.1
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~ I:\Mq of.'Prette j ohn Gully), but they are erosion valleys

It seems hard to explain

ir.tence of these tvio quite larco valleys vrhich nov? 

contain no viater at all for almost the i-rhole year vrlthout 

Guqnestlnr that they once contained more V7ater. 

tress grov; on the floor and sides of both valleys, and in

not miniature rift valleys.a;:'

the

Large

I
i
Asplnal Gully a thick mat of grass covered the floor even^

they are not completely
I

at the end of a long dry season; 

v?atsrleso, but the amotint of water that passes down these

valleys at present would seem inadequate to account for

On the other hand it is possiblebhelr size and depth, 

that these valleys are generally in equilibrium with present

•id' ;•

- !

day climatic and eroslon^l conditions, but that a great 

amount of erosion in then is done under exceptional 

conditions vrhich recur at Intervals of several years. In

this context it vrould be interesting to know the amount of 

erosion that took place in Prettejohn Gully in very vret 

years such as 1951 and I96I-2.

Smaller dry valleys are found on Menengal; 

distribution above the Henengal shoreline shows vrell on the 

air photograph, plate A 21 (in back pocket), 

also to be a number of rather deeper gullies, dry for most

these hovrever

1

their

There appear

of the year, cutting the slopes of Eburu; 

are in thlc):ly forested country, mostly above 7OOO', and

They do not continue down onto

i

are not easily accessible*

<1
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I!
the flatter land below Sburu, and their lower ends appear' 

to be considerably higher than the lower ends bf the I 

lienengal valleys. For example, one of the lowest of thes:e (I' 

Iburu gullies ends at about SPi (map 31? this Is almost - /

certainly at a height of above 6450'judging ;by-the •

■ altitude: of a : borehole (number - 0. 533) not farabove, the:;;; ^

lower end of the gullyt The. boreholeaccording'to ,

:■ McCall's aneroid measurements (1957a p. 5^1 is at a height. : :

•'■;:'’rof "6497'' '■'t,:''':.'.'"../-V ''-I:

The i-ienengal; dry valleys are; best seen where the" 

shoreline cliff is best developed, see map;4-. ' They are cut' 

in -the thick pumice mantling: the outer slopes; of the volcano; 

the pumice is exposes^

; ends of the valleys. The valleys have a rounded cross-

section, : with .gently sloping "Interflu-vesV . and in: some cases 

interlocking spurs. Some of them end a few hundred yards 

: above the shoreline; others, as is seen on the air t.;

: photograph,. Continue right up tovxards the rim., of the crater.

In most cases they do not continue belovr the shorelIne, but 

end abruptly .vrith little sign of a deltaic fan at: their 

: : : ;:"mouth'' or of a possible continuation;; of the drainage line 

below this, at an altitude of about.6370'.. However somej ;

as the largeValley which reaches the golf, course 

above ,2/11, can be traced as a deflnite hollow for several ;;;

, hundred yards below the shoreline, toi^ards, the buildings

i ;!

'[

V:

in small sections toviards the lov:er
'I

.i

,[ .t
'I

i'.'

•:

i
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Below some other valleys I noticed aof i'alcuru tovm. 

slifht hollovj, which when it crossed farm larid tended to 

left uncultivated and contained rather rough, long-:be

*r-raso.
i

These valleys seem to be former drainage lines. Today j 

there is no sign of erosion by surface running V7ater- in 

them, e:-:cept after a very heavy storm when I have seen the '.h 

flattened and some pumice fragments washed out over 

The valley floors are covered vrlth thick grass and 

small thorn trees and bushes in them.

1

grass

it. i
i

The only : |there are
signs of the processes that may have formed, them are a few 

small circular hollows (circa 4' deep) with bare walls and 

a slight appearance'bf damp;

downstream from these along the valley floor, 

central hollows suggest that subsidence might have been

small grassy runnels lead

These small
. ; I:

4;

Such aoperative to some extent in forming the valleys.

to have formed fissures, steep-sidedprocess does appear 

gullies cut in fine silts at a lower altitude to the west

Subsidences have taken place there in the !of Kakuru town.

last few years and I heard rumours that there was an
The fissures werebelow the town.'underground river

discussed by Fulfrey (1950), who concluded that the 

erosional features and in no way

They all lie in shallow valleys

I

i-
con-fissures . are

nee ted with earthquakes, 

that V7ill be stream courses when sufficient rain is
I

■!

J ’'4':
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He suggested that the fissures are formedrireclpitated" .

subterranean denudation' - rain sinks in and removes 

and solid particles from certain horizons (probably , 

of fine silt or ash), forming subterranean cavities and : j

This process i

enough to appreciate when one looks at the almost \

there is one■just 1

by

salts

eventually causing collapse of the surface.

is easy
vertical walls of these lower fissures;

beside the Sldoret'road near 1/21 (map 3)» 3-tid. another a
The first of these lacksfevr miles up the road near 4/8.

continuous long-profile and in fact the floor of the 

gully is"divided into a number of steps and actually rises .

!
. any

V--

: !
in: level for some di-^tance 'doimstream' away from the road.' 

The valleys above the Menengai shoreline, on the other 

hand, have continuous, gently sloping long-profiles and 

they show other features, such as the tributaries and 

interlocking spurs, suggestive of erosion by surface running 

It would seem that their appearance and the lack of !
water.

surface erosion happening there now cannot be explained by 

assuming that they are formed by the same process of

'subterranean denudation'.

In considering the significance of these Menengal 

shoreline dry valleys, I should like to give hers in full 

a quotation from Nilsson (1940 p. 9) concerning the 

Kaivasha basin, but relevant also to the Nakuru basin;

"On the higher slopes of this basin there are numerous

I

i
•'I..'

i

- ■ J-'-
I.

1
J
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ravine's going down to a certain ,level up -to which the; lake r:

■ sediments of the Last Pluvial are deposited.Some; of the ■ '

ravines have not narried water‘of any Importance since pthe i; ;;’ 

last lake of this epoch stood at this level y because; there,;' 

iis.no continuation of the ravines ;in the sedlments .whicli. ; .;;;'

■ Vivrere': deposited; as; deltas in,::frqni;:‘of thh; mouths' of . tke

. There are also, however, several ravines:;.: 1 

; ; of .this kind vihich; have, a continuation in more or less ds®P

; canyons ithrdugh; the lake ; sediments, indicating thati .brooks;: :i 

- ' have; passed.;; the ravines since the. highest lakd sank avray
■' ‘i;;,;.;;:.;:. ";'■; .'.''.■■...■•.I'.''-:... i;';.';-,..';' .-...i. ■. •. ■

from its uppermost shoreline." I :Nilsson went on' to rela.te : 

the;: 'canyons ' also t^; lower; lake terraces and suggested ; : .

■, that,;;;"The diminishing:;numbers iof these ravines, counted 
/^om: higher ;i;o lower levels . wilihin the:"basln' down ; to'' the ; 

few, ones which now carry water to lake Maivasha,: give a; 

clear: idea of thcclose relation between the amount of;; : 

precipitation and the levels of the iancient lakes of i the , ,

;Last Pluvial. " . .

^not examined the evidence of;drainage lines in ; 

:;,;the Naivasha basin on which Nilsson based these suggestions.:; 

it is possible that in this case a study of the air photo- ; 

graphs ^mighti be of value. In the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin : ; - 

the air photographs are only,useful in some parts, such as : 

on Henengai,;;;in the thickly forested, faulted topography 

; of the east and west' sides of . thet'basin,; and; :On;Eburu;;:and,:, ;;

{

i
I

'r‘'

: ^'ravines, . i .■

1 :

■1;;

j-

r

i'-'

'i
«
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JI Lion'Hill, it is hard to distinguish from the-photographs
1

such small ravines and gullies, or to note their exact ;

I have noticed, in my field vfork, that .beginning and end. 

there tend to be a lot of steep 'notches' or small V-shaped

valleys cut in the rocky scarps of the Hau and Bahati- 

I'ibaruk escarpments and Lion Hill, which run doTmslope at)

right angles to the fault lines and would seem to have been

I did not notice any signs ofcut by running vjater.
l-

vraterfalls or active flow in them, and usually no continua

tion'of a drainage line can be seen on the flatter land

These might be equivalent to the Menengal| 

the height of the lower end of these
• i

(in particular on the east side of Lion Hill, above ; 

a gently sloping terrain of diatomaceous silts) is some 

distance above 63OO' and comparable to the height of the

Telow the slopes.

: shoreline valleys;

notches

i,
<-I-

IMenengal shoreline.

It is, I thlnlc, possible to suggest that the Henengai 

dry valleys and perhaps the small steep valleys described 

above vrere formed during a period of higher rainfall and

Their lower limit does

i

I

consea_uent higher lake level, 

suggest a definite relationship with the lake at the 6OO

They may, as is suggestedfoot Henengai shoreline level, 

by the absence of delta fans beneath them, pre-date the

!

highest level of the lake, and have been truncated by the 

erosion of the pumice into vrhlch they were cut, or they may !

u
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been formed at the time of the maximum lake, and never

Under present
have

been any lonser than they are today.have

' climatic conditions erosion of these valleys is clearly j

It is not really possible
day

proceed inn very slowly, if at all. 

to surgest a definite figure as to hovi much more rain would
)

However it doesy:have been needed to form these valleys.

that rainfall at the time when they were formed wasappear

, , definitely rather higher than it is today.

'evaporation resulting from a fall in temperature, such as

A decrease in

1 ■ ■ ■

»
; might explain sc^me rise in the lake level, would probably 

hot suffice to explain this more active stream erosion.

Sediments7.. The Lacustrine i

;
These have been(i) The diatomltes and dlatonaceous silts, 

discussed above (Chapter 3) and are described in more detail 7

In general I have accepted dlatomaceousin Appendix D.
deposits, even quite narrow layers, as evidence of lacus-

It is possible that a few small

:?

trine sedimentation, 

deoosits of very Impure dlatomaceous silts may have formed 

in swampy po^ls at altitudes above the lake shoreline, 

majority of the dlatomaceous deposits that I studied were

i.

The ‘

probably laid dovm within the lake or in swampy areas close , 

to the shoreline;■ their altitude (in the case of the ;

unfaulted deposits) will thus be lower than that of the 

lake level at the tTme that they were deposited. |

•i
i
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i i
/

(il) Beach and shallow water deposits, (a) The surface 

in several parts of the basin, very striking : 

concentrations of smoothly spherical or ovoid pebble s of 

rather hard, dense rock are found, at considerable heights 

above the present lake level.(see plates 4,5j6,7) Where 

they occiir one can usually see rocky slopes and. outcrops; 

which would provide not-too-distant sources of stones as V

i
I

Ticbbles:
■

! '

■ i'

i naterlal for a shingle beach; 1 have not so far found 

accumulations of these pebbles far from any such sources 

I of hard rock. It seems to me likely that these are beach 

pebbles: and_not from a river valley or deltaic fan, for the

oilowing reasons: (1) In the case of the Menengal shoreline

an be traced for over miles(see map 4), pebbles 

along the side of the mountain at a fairly constant altitude;

it seems impossible that such a spread of pebbles could 

have been produced by small streams draining from the rim 

(II) The main deposit of pebbles on Lion 

Hill (at 5/16) lies on a level stretch of land high on the

r':-

‘ of the crater.

c

hill with no sign of any possible viater course that might •

(III) The pebbles
■ i

have flowed to bring the pebbles there, 

of north-east Elmentelta (at 8/1) are spread across spurs

there is no concentrationand hollows on the hillside;

The same is true of-along possible former drainage lines, 

the other occurrences of these pebbles; 

to relate their distribution to the modern rivers or to

it seems impossible

i
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draina-e lines vrhlch mlfiht In the past have held water.

Their v.’lde horizontal spread and similarity of altitude 

sup;ssts an origin on a lake shoreline.

Since these pebbles lie on the surface, often on quite; 

steep slopes, and are generally mixed with soil and 

unrolled stones, it is clear that in most cases some-sorting 

has taken place since they were on the lake shore. This 

sorting will have involved a certain amount of downvrard 

movement under the influence of gravity and rainfall on 

1 the si opes f - VJhen they were actually on a lake beach, the 

pebbles vrare probably in most cases restricted to a fairly 

narrow vertical rangesince then,^during the retreat of 

the lake and the subsequent period of sub-aerial erosion, 

they are likely to have spread over a considerable vertical 

range. In many places the highest pebbles which can be 

traced are thus probabj/y some distance below the original 

level of the beach. Occasionally deposits in a cave or 

rock shelter may have been preserved at their original 

highest altitude or even slightly above the general level 

of the shoreline. It is possible that some 'storm beaches' 

were throvm up on exposed situation and remained above the 

: lake; however it is likely that in most cases subsequent 

dovfnwashing will have eliminated them.

The amount of dovmvrashlng that has taken place will 

vary according to the situation of the pebbles and the slope |

'T

. !
A./'-l

■ I

1.

.1

i I
i
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;f tho land on vrhich they He. The pebbles at 5/16 (map 

and plate 5) are thickly spread over a flat part of Lion 

nil and it appears that most of them have hardly moved 

dovjnslope at all. In contrast, the pebbles at 12/3, below' 

the rocky face of the C-ilGil escarpment, and at 8/1 (plate 

6) nay have moved down 50' oi’ more. The pebbles on the 

lienensal shoreline (map 4) include some (e.g. those along; ;/ 

Haragoli Avenue, plate 4) which are close to the original 

lake shore and others vrhich may have been vrashed dovm over 

10(f'. The pebbles are spread over a considerable height 

range but there is no indication of a lovrer concentration 

of pebbles vrhich migl^t have resulted from a stillstand of 

the lake betvreen 625O-637O'.

(b) The pebble and sand sections; in several sections ;

ernrosed quite high above the present lake (above 63OO') I

found stratified layers of pebbles, sands and dlatomaceous 
/

silts. In these sections the pebbles are usually of light 

grey pumice vrhich has been vrorn into very smooth ovoid 

shapes. They vary in size from less than -g cm. to 2-3 oms, 

rather smaller than some of the lava pebbles which are up 

to about 6 ems in diameter. They occur in regular 

horizontal or slightly dipping layers; the pebbles are 

usually stratified according to size and vrlth some parallel 

alignment of their long axes. A medium-textured sand of 

light crystalline material vrith darker grains, possibly

01

'

. ■ /
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obsidla^, occurs in layers In some of these sections.

It is possible that in some cases these deposits.

accumulated under 'estuarine' or deltaic conditions slightly

below the surface of the lake, i.e, that the actual sorting ' .

of the material vras done by a stream flovring into the lake

t This appears to be true of the thick beds of pumice pebbles

;cposed in Prettejohn Gully (plate 8) and possibly of the

- • smaller sections at 2/11 below the Henengai shoreline, onV

-the line of one of the longest gullies in this area. The

beds in .Prettejohn Gully extend several hundred feet along

the gully and are over 10' thick in parts, shovring very

: V,, regular layering and size-stratification in dipping beds;

the influence of a directed flow of v;ater in sorting them 
* - )

: e

f.

seems clear.

In other cases (e.g. 3/6 at Bahatl and 8E/3 at Eburu)
i

the topography'does not seem suitable for a stream to have 

reached the lake at that point, and the sediments probably 

accumulated in shallovr water moving up and down a beach / 

shoreline. In such circumstances a sequence (upvrards) of 

pebbles to sand to dlatomaceous silt, as appears at 3/6 

■{plates 12,13) could indicate a progressive deepening of 

the lake at that point, resulting from a rise in water level 

or possibly subsidence of the lake floor. The Eburu section b. 

(3S/3, plate 11) in vrhlch the sequence (upvrards) is 

dlatomite to sand to fine pebbles to coarser pebbles, should . .

I
■i

'v

■ " V.
i
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incic^te shallovjinp of the lake. I

(lii) Trona: iuoCall' s geological map (196?) marks "Rf r- ;; 

Trona-impregnated silts bordering soda-lakes" around parts v; 

of the shorelines of Lakes Nakuru and Slmentelta. The ; ; - ^

(hydrous sodium carbonate) forms as thin crusts on

During the early 1950s, after
trona

the flats bordering the lake, 

some exceptionally dry years, the "soda dust" blew from the

lake and caused Irritation to people's throats and eyes In ; 

Hal-niru town. Since then, v;lth the advance of the lake 

Waters, much less trona Is exposed and the dust does not 

much. The deposits visible today are clearly 

related to'the present shallow, saline lake and, to the

!;■ ■

evaporation of hlghlj^ saline vrater from the damp surface of

They are 
lalle and

t
the flats as the lake retreats In dry periods, 

not, however, preserved at any altitude above the 

it v.'ould not be expected for such highly soluble salts to

be preserved for long unless conditions x-iere extremely dry. 

under moister conditions than today, vrlth larger lakes, the 

concentration of salts would presumably have been less and 

saline crusts would not have formed. I have noticed 

indications of possible salinity in some of the dlatomaceous ■ 

silts; sometimes I have seen a whitish efflorescence on !
the surface of an exposure. Often also, the teethmarks of : 

cattle and buck are visible on the surface of small cliffs 

of the silts; it vrould seem possible that the animals gnaw ;

si i
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I

the rocjt i^or the salts it contains.
/
Coarse tuffs of the Bahati plain: one of the

I;

(iv)

-eolorical problems of the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin is that 

the sediments of the Bahati plain, east of Henengai. I'of
had ex-pected to find on it sediments of clearly lacustrine ■ 

origin, possibly fine silts, for the following reasons;

(a) much of the plain lies between 615O-635O', altitudes

which I have found many eitposures of lake sediments 

the v:ell-marked Kenengal shoreline at 637O

between
1areas;

is less than 4 miles vfest of the southern part of the Bahati
1

(b) With a lake at about 637O', the plain viould seem'7' Plain, r.! '
to have been a rather sheltered Inlet, suitable conditions

It Is relatively
.;V-

: for orderly deposition of fine material, 
i far removed from the rnl^st recent faults of the Nalturu

I basin (l.e. probably those on the vjest of Lake Naloiru), and

does not appear to have been crossed by major drainage lines 

which might have brought do:«i great masses of coarse 

material to disrupt lacustrine sedimentation,

'western border of the plain, towards the lower slopes of 

three deposits of unmistakably lacustrine 

Sections 3/1 (at 6253M and 3/2 (at 6259' S.D.) 

showed regular layers of pumice pebbles and quite pale, 

purs dlatomaceous slit In pits about 6' deep, belovr a

Section 3/6 (just above 6343' S.D.) 

shovied a smooth lava surface overlain by a regularly

(c) On the

i

risnengai, are!

material.

f' !
sliallow soil horizon.

r ■

i
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stratlflGd sequence of pebbles, sands and a narrovj band of 

diatonaceous silt. The nature of these sediments, and their 

altitude, su^rests strond:ly that they are deposits from the ■ 

same lake that cut the Henengai shoreline cliff and in, i

vrhioh very similar sediments were laid dov;n at around |

£

i:

f1

f
}

63^0'.
1;
i. However I could find no comparable lacustrine deposits

' olse-where on the Bahati plain; most of the area is cultivated
I
I

■and exposures are fevi, except in silage, pits or small farm
r

In these coarse volcanic material is exposed inquarries. ia variety of different sections. The material is of tvro

aIcinds; light angular pumice 'I'Zlth no signs of size 

stratification, and "tuffs" viith a mixture of fine and 

coarse, scoriaceous pieces, in one case with a rough 

horizontal stratification. In almost all of these sections

i

:•■

S:

■s

S

Ilayers of light-grey, rather fresh-looking pumice lie 

uppermost, belovi a narrovf soil horizon. That a certain 

amount of weathering of this pumice has taken place is
y

suggested by the narrovr zones of reddish staining that can 

be traced horizontally in the sections. In several of the 

pits tvjo layers, each at least 2' thick, of rather similar 

looking pumice are separated by a narrow band of orangeish 

■■^rlt and silt; this possibly indicates a later deposition 

of pumice on top of an immature soil developed on the older 

pumice. In these sediments there appears to be no sign of

i

•■I
i, ;

f
I
II
i
i

a
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any rounded or size stratified material to suggest y

. lacustrine sedimentation. It would seem from their appear- ( 

ance that these layers of pumice were deposited straight 

from a volcanic eruption, and have not been washed down- 

slope from material fallen higher on henengal. They would ' 

Indicate a number of shoviers of pumice separated by 

relatively short periods of vreatherlng and soil formation. , '

: There is a slight suggestion that the number and thiclmess 

layers increases from south-east to north-west, . 

'towards the low point of the caldera wall. Thus there is 

'■■■' little sign of such material on the main Nairuru-Nairobl and

' Thomson's Palls roads;'y at 3/3 and 3/16 there is one layer
i

only; at 3/13, 3/19 and 3/8 there are tvro layers, vfhlle 

at 3/9 facing dovm into the caldera at the low point of the 

v;all (at the point 0? on map 3)> there are several layers 

of pumice and darker, more 'vielded* looking bands. This 

night suggest that these pumice layers viere erupted over 

the low point of the rim at some date since the caldera vras 

formed, Hoviever the distribution of this pumice, and the

i

i
1

1
i';

i

i

I

i .. i

correlation of the different layers, has not yet been 

precisely v;orked out, and the above suggestions are only

tentative,

In section 3/3a a layer of this pumice, circa 5' thick, 

overlies about 14' of other volcanic material, coarse (some 

blocks over 6" long) scorlaceous dark fragments in a finer
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In this pit it is unstratified, and appears 

hor'.o-oneous froa top to bottom, vflth about 1' of pinkish 

trov.-n silt mer-lnr into it at the top, below the light 

In pits 3/4 and 3/5, a few hundred yards

natrin.

rrc.v tramlce.

to the vrest, the upper layers of pumice and silt are

(This might possibly be explained by their.havingnissing.

been completely removed in the farming of the land and

digging of the pit, although it does, not seem very likely.) : ; 

■■The sections here lare both of over 18' of volcanic material

of mixed sizes, rather paler in colour and finer than in 

3/3. In 3/5a, there are clear signs of parallel, approx

imately horizontal banding, zone^s of between 15 c.ms - 30 cms ! 

wide of 'coarser* (not usually more than 3 cms diameter) 

and 'finer' (about cm or slightly less) fragments; these 

bands appear to be visible throughout the section.

The only other sections which show any definite 

stratification are the two rather anomalous exposures at 

3/10 and 3/15/ 'There, belo'w a narrow layer of dusty soil, 

over 10' of 'sand' is exposed; narrow dipping layers of
I

small grey rounded pumice fragments alternate with layers 

of darker, denser material. The deposits seem very restric

ted in extent; 3/10 is close to the River Ngosur where it 

is still a flovring stream while 3/15 appears to lie in the 

hollow Indicating its former course, lower do™ on the plain. 

It is possible that these are coarse riverine or estuarine

J • .'n

i';'
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from a ^latively recent time when there was/
\Le Ngosur, and possibly a higher lake' .

sands gating 

a greater flovj in
■ ■

standing some way ujJ on the plain.

ions, 3/3, 3/10 and 3/15.are(SXl Vhe only ■The above se

ones I could find in the central part-of the plain that

suggested sedimentation in water. This difference from 

what I had expected might be explained in one of three

(i) that lake sediments vrere once deposited on topv;ays:

of the volcanics in^the.plain and have since been eroded 

aviay from on top of them; this seems very unlikely as it

is: hard to imagine an agent for such erosion on this gently 

sloping area and the profiles shovr no sign of such a 

truncation. (il) That the volcanic material post-dates 
the lacustrine sediments and has covered them up; this is 

possible although the deepest pits I saw were over 20' deep 

and there seemed no sign of fine lake silts in them.

Boreholes to a depth of several hundreds of feet have, been 

drilled on the plain and their records give no indication 

at all of any silts, sands or rounded pebbles below the 

surface; this however is not very conclusive evidence as 

fine lake silts, especially if, in-rather thin layers, might ! 

easily be missing from the record though present in the 

borehole. (ill) Some of this volcanic material might be 

the equivalent of the silts laid dovrn elsewhere in the lake, 1 

and have been deposited here in a larger Lake Kakuru. This

i
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i
-1-ht be true of the lov;er strata in pits 3/3j^>5. This

ouestion cannot be answered at present from the character 

Certainly there appears to be no sign atof the deposits, 

all of rounding of the fragments by water, and as McCall

. i

sain in referring to some older 'graded tuffs' ", .

: deposition directly into a lake from air-borne shovrers 

seems indicated, rather than reworking by rivers and

It is possible thattransport into a lake" (196? p. 51). 

this, and the later material, originated from vrithin the

crater of Kenengai, and that the sections of fine lacustrine 

material and'beach pebbles at 3/1,2 and 6, were protected 

; by the shoulder of the ^mountain from the fall of volcanic 

material which covered the central part of the plain.

; .

3, The Shorelines

The central part of my work in the Nalruru-Elmenteita 

basin has been the identification and study of the former

As a geomorphologist I vras par-

3,

shorelines of the lake.4

ticularly interested in relief features that might have been

Many of these were recognizedformed along the lake shores.

and surveyed by Nilsson and Leakey, but the Information
I wasthey give about these features is rather scanty.

■ unable to find the majority of Nilsson's 'wave cut-terraces' 

and have been forced to conclude that in many cases he 

probably identified breaks of slope which are of a_uite

(
V

■ i

i
j
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■lifforent oricln, such as small fault scarps. Leakey 

decoribod rather fewer shorelines and I have been able to 

identify the majority of these, although it is not clear to 

which parts of them he levelled and my height figures are 

not alvfays the same as those he obtained. Details on the

identification and levelling of the shoreline features by 

i kilsson, Leakey and myself are given in Appendix A.

It is clear from even a brief visit to the Nakuru- 

: Elmentelta basin that the shoreline features are not an 

obtrusive element in the landscape. There is no suggestion 

of a series_of terraces at different levels cut into the

i

, f
V

.1slopes or of cliff lines that can be traced for miles along
j
" the contours above the^ present small lake. The dominant 

element in the landscape is faulting, vrhich has produced 

the many rocky scarps and slopes vflth an approximate north-

i

I ■ ■;

i

tI

I south alignment. Sediments of the former lakes are found
-

all over the basin, but the actual shorelines are not so
i

easy to find. I found evidence of four 'shorelines' each 

j indicating a stillstand of the lake level long enough to 

! produce a fairly well-marked shoreline cliff; Table III 

sho-ws the approximate circumference of the lake at each of 

those levels, and the actual length of shoreline that I 

have Identified vjlth any certainty.

!
i

i
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V
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Table III
■I,

ADDroxlmate circumference Length of shore
line cliffs (i.e. : 
distinct relief 
features)

of lake

2h miles (Henengai) 
i mile (Karterit)

77 milesLa]:e at 
6400 ft

/ !•60 miles 1 mile (Magharibi)Lake at 
; 6120 ft

i

3i miles (Hisonge)43 miles■ Lalie at
i

5950, ft
I

■".V ' 1 mile • (Kiboko)16 milesLake at ■ri
i \

5790 ft 1■.r

Almost none; present
shorelines are very 
gently sloping, :
saline flats.

Present 
circumference 
of lakes.•

15 milesLk Halmru 
Lk ELmentelta I3 miles

The evidence is not quite as fragmentary as appears 

from the list, since shallow v:ater and deltaic sediments 

are found in fair numbers and ca'n be related to the shore

line level to provide an indication of its position in areas 

where the actual cliff is absent. Hovrever it is as well to 

stress at this point that this basin is not one in which 

the evidence of former shorelines is well preserved; however ; 

hard one were to look, there are large areas where no 

significant relief or sedimentary evidence vrould be found.

!
i
I
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/ai^ious reasons nay be suggested for this lack of 

ovidenco of vrhat are, It seems, quite recent lakes.

Aitiiough I agree vrith Leakey's general comments about the - 

difficulty of tracing former shoreline features, I cannot 

agree vrith his statement that, "In places, especially to 

the north-west end of the basin, the old beaches are nearly 

all obliterated by more recent deposits of volcanic ash

, from Henengal , , (1931a p. 500), The major eruptions
;

1 of puir.ice from Henengai appear to have pre-dated the high 

lalce levels; the best-marked cliff line is actually cut 

in the thick pumice mantle on the side of the volcano. I 

V did not find'any beaches or shorelines higher than that on

ilenengai in the south of the basin, vrhere little if any
t

Menangai material vrould have fallen.

' The present day conditions of the lake shore are not

favourable to the development of marked or permanent relief 

In the past fevr years the lake shoreline has 

fluctuated vrldely over very gently sloping flats, which are 

particularly wide on the north and south shores; even 

belovr the steeper east and vrest shores the lake fluctuates 

over a strip of flat land several yards wide at the base of 

the steeper slopes. The result.of this wide fluctuation 

over an almost flat shore is that at present no features 

appear to be forming vrhlch could be compared with any of

! ■

features.

i

i

The lake isthe higher supposed shoreline features.

|i
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s'jrrounded In parts by sv;ampy vegetation, In parts by 

saline riats; the only relief features I have seen on these 

sone very snail ridges, less than 1' high, vihlch were 

lorned of loose punice pebbles close to the vraterllne.

They were clearly very Inpermanent features formed by a fevr 

days of gentle vravo action at one level. In contrast, the 

' vfaves-of a lake 600' deep and of the order of 20 miles long

;,'src

Theviould no doubt have had considerable erosive power. 

.Increased length and depth of the lake viould allovi the 

generation of greater viaves, and the surface of a larger 

. lake viould be more exposed to the vilnd than is the present
■ v.-'

VJavelake, sheltered right at the bottom of the basin.
' erosion viould also , be m^e concentrated In its effect on

the steeper slopes of the basin sides than on the flats 

surrounding the present lake. The power of the waves 

produced narked shoreline cliffs in some parts of the basin; 

it remains to be explained why none are visible along the 

greater part of the former lake shorelines.

It is likely that even vihen the lake vias actually at 

a high level, the form and size of the shoreline features 

varied considerably from one part of the shoreline to the 

next, , The erosive povier of the waves viould be greatest on 

an exposed shore, one open to the waves of longest fetch 

or those generated'by the dominant viinds. It is not certain 

what viould have been the dominant winds during these earlier

i

(
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: ,1.'.poi'lods of rather different climatic conditions; 

tne blssest vfaves vjould probably have been generated along

however r
.i I-

¥
the. lengtn of the lalce and beaten on its northern or

The povjer of the waves vrould also tend

s

southern shores.

to bo greater and more concentrated on a steeper shore than ' 
on a very flat one.

S'I . This is probably one ercplanation vrhy 

so little in the vray of shoreline features has been

t'

f-

preserved on the Bahati plain and on the plain south of 

Lalce llaloiru V7here the land surface slopes very gently; the - 

shoreline vjould have been fluctuating widely and little 

concentrated erosion vfould have taken place.

p-

• •I i:i ; VJ

h; i
II The character !; ■-I

of the rock would also be very important to both the 

original form of the''shoreline and to the extent to which 

it has been preserved today.

shoreline features,are not found in the highly faulted 

topography of harder lavas.

¥
h

f
It seems that recognizable

1 I !
i
I sIt may v;ell be that the lake 

surface stood along some of the fault scarps without a
>■

t-

,4
I great deal of erosion of the lava taking place.4 This is |.

i
prooably true of the Gilgil scarp vrhich in parts extends 

above and below the 637O I level of the highest shoreline.
f f

From the height evidence it is likely that the water level 

did come up onto this Gilgil scarp, but the slope itself is

definitely not a lakeshore cliff and gives no supporting 

evidence of the height of the shoreline.

i Vt: : ; f

Similarly, the

water level on Henengai was, in the Haragoli Avenue area and
I
I

<
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;'-jrt.her oast (see nap 4), against the rocky slopes (Pliocene 

i-ninbrites and v;elded tuffs) of the mountain, but there is 

nothing there that can be recognized as a wave-out shore- 

The shoreline appears most clearly in the. 

softer volcanic rocks, pumice, ash and tuff; 

these vjere susceptible to wave erosion and undercutting. 

.Host of them, however, are rather permeable and later 

sub-aerial degradation by surface water would take place •

The shoreline cliffs thus tend to be better 

preserved than one might expect in this relatively 

unconsolidated rock.

i;
■!

line feature.

it seems that

: slovily. I

i
‘

1
; Since the shoreline features are so fragmentary and of
i,: ; ^
1 such variety, it is ha^rd to be certain of their origin and

that they were in fact formed by vjave erosion. Prom a 

morphological point of view, the theoretical minimum 

requirement to indicate viave-erosion vrould be some kind of 

a concave break of slope. Figures 5 and 6 shovr the pro

bable relationship of the 'cliff* and the 'wave cut terrace'. 

In the Nalcuru-Plmenteita basin, however, there are many 

small cliffs and concave breaks of slope V7hich vrere not 

formed by wave erosion, Sven among those for which such 

an origin is likely, no real comparison of profile shape 

is possible since the rock type and general slope of the 

land vary so betv/een different parts of the basin. The 

height and steepness of the slope facets above and below the

I

i

;
iJ

\
1 I

I: ' >■

* • ..

;•

/

!■
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.Toncave breaks af slope are very variable, and it Is not.

possible to distin,<puish a shoreline cliff from a fault 

scarp on the basis of profile alone, 

fea-ure is more useful in this respect, 

aimenteita basin the fault scares

The plan viev? of the

In the Nakuru-
1 are, almost vrlthout

exception, aligned close to north-south. It is easy toi .

identify the shorelines which curve around in an approx-

■ Iraately east-vrest direction at the northern end^ of the lake., 

: i,e. the Henengai and Misonge shorelines. It is less easy
to be certain about shoreline cliffs along the eastern and

viestern shores of the lake, where fault lines an.d contours
^ !

I ■

all run approximately, north-south. Hovjever a shoreline• ! 1
t

cliff Tfill tend to curve round following the contours; 

i.e. when it reaches a river valley it will tend to 

upstream for some distance around what 

the lake was at that level.

curve

vras an inlet when 

Fault scarps are more likely 

1.0 run right across the valley and produce rapids 

v.'aterfall on the river.

j. or a
v|

At the same time the shoreline features that I have 

been studying appear all of them to be close to horizontal
and the height of the cliff is fairly constant along the 

short len,gths which 

fault

are preserved. This is not so of the 

scarps which often vary in size considerably along 

scarp and are not alvrays horizontal, 

ivone of these morphological characteristics, however.

( b.j

one

■ r:;

J.:.' :
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provide a very firm basis for identification of a break in : 

Slone as a shoreline, if it cannot be traced for a con

siderable distance round the lake at a constant level,

.•iit'.', the small, isolated shoreline cliffs in the Nakuru-

)

llmenteita basin, it is often necessary to use sedimentary 

evidence as further proof of their origin. The best proof 

is obtained' from the presence of rounded pebbles on the

terrace below the cliff, close to their original position 

bn the lake beach. In this basin such clear deposits are 

,■ not often found, as many of the beach pebbles have been
1

i

r-" washed dovm and covered vrith soil and vegetation',

there are a number of'^sections of stratified lacustrine 

material, pebbles, sand and silt, at various heights belovr 

the uenengai shoreline.

However

i

it
!

In the case of the high level 

•(600 foot) shoreline the sedimentary evidence is quite

complete^ and the height correlations betireen the various 

sections in the different parts of the basin are good, 

sediments occur in quite simple sections and with these 

high level deposits there is usually little uncertainty 

about the level of the lake in which they were laid down, 

in the lovrer parts of the basin the history of.lacustrine 

sedimentation is more complex and it is not so easy to relate 

a particular sediment to a definite shoreline,

I have recognized several features in the Nakuru- 

Hlmenteita basin which may be shoreline cliffs formed by

!
i

The
\

■j'

i

i-.
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rave erosion irtien the lakes stood at higher levels, 

r.ost cases these had already been Identified by Leakey 
;Cilsson or by both;

In

or

In their accounts the actual shoreline 
reaturcs are usually very briefly described, 

therefore riven a description of each of the possible cliffs
I have

that 1 recognized and discussed my reasons for identifying 

In this chapter I describe:. . i. it as a shoreline.

(i) the henengal shoreline 
(il) the notch behind Gamble's Cave 

(lii) the notches on the Slaenteita volcanoes 
and on Honeymoon Hill.

At this- stage I concentrate on the characteristics of ■ ,• 

possible shoreline cliffs, rather than 

; on their altitudes and the correlations that may be made 

to indicate the main stillstand levels of the lakes

This aspect of the shorelines is discussed in

'V

these features as

in the
basin.

Chapter 5, and I also discuss the Identification of the 

lovier shorelines, the Hagharibi cliff near the River 
kalral ia, the i’lisonge shoreline and the Klboko shoreline.

this feature, on the southern(i) The Menengai shoreline: 

slopes of Menengal above and to the vrest of Nakuznj tovm, 

referred to several times by Nilsson, 

a out-terrace, near Nalruru Junction, 

follo-.red Vfithout

vfas

He mentioned "... 

This terrace could be 

any great difficulty for a long distance 

along the southern slope of Menengai." (I93I p. 293) 

was said to be eroded in layers of yolcanlc material from

(
■■

It
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;;enanral, described as showinc "an upper dark layer, a 

brov.-n aidcae layer, and a lower light-grey layer" (p. 296). 

The terrace vias said to be at an altitude of 6415' R.D. 

shortly east of Nakuru Junction, and at 6425' H.D. about 

4| nilcs further east. I'lo reference to a feature that 

might be this shoreline vras made in'Leakey's vrork, in fact

he said, "Especially to the north-west end of the basin, 

the old beaches are nearly all obliterated by more recent 

deposits of volcanic ash from Henengai" (1951a p. 500). 

McCall (1957a and 196?) referred briefly to this shoreline

i! !
I

;

iV

and attributed it to the "Ganbllan" period (1957 p. 25), 
correlated with the shorelines i

on the Elmenteita tuff cones. 

On his new geological map (I967) it is badly drawn, crossing 

the contours at a considerable angle.

The cliff-line is shown on map 4, in the photographs 

(plates Al, 1,2) and in the profiles (fig. 1).

i.

i

;

It is a

striking feature, especially in the vjest, betvreen profiles 

1 and 9, although it can also be traced for some distance 

The cliff is about 40' high and cut into 

cy the mouths of the gullies described in section 1 of this 

chapter;

'\
■f

east from there.

1.

■|

belovr it is an even gentle slope southwards. ' The 

cliff is cut into .the thick pumice mantle; the light grey

rook is ejiposed above it and in the cliff-line Itself, but 

does not seem to occur in such thick, fresh-looking sections 

anywhere below the shoreline. At a lower level this pumice
! .
i '

«.r'

. f !
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is rou;vl in snail, rather silty beds and 

cats in the surface soil
as vreathered

over a ide area. There is ::

not nuoh sirn of a break of slope continuins westwards 
i'a’rjru Junction, although there is 

] of the cliff across the Njoro Hoad, 

i there (above 4/3 

• slope, although not nearly 

' at about 636O' S.D.

■The best development of the

i
from

possibly a continuation
/ vlb

•■1;

I levelled a profile 

was a break of 

so marked as that on Henengal, ■

. i'l
map 3) and found thereon

shoreline seems to be in
the area where it is cut in the 

solidated pumice.
thick beds of 

This material would be
uncon-

susceptible to; ' Y
erosion by waves along a cllff-Hne but since it is 

degrada\
very

ion of the cliffs by sub-aerialj peraeable later

; erosion would not be too 

Vll), the older rocks of the fabric
rapid. To the east (beyond about, 

of Menengal volcano, 

vitreous tuffs and ignimbrltes

' i

i (narked Pliocene V7elded
1

iheCall in 1967)
by

are more in evidence on the surface, forming 

It appears from their 

up against some of

I

I rounded and rocky ridges and 
I altitude that the

spurs, 

vrater level did stand
I these slopes, but 
1 them.

no obvious cliffs have beeA formed 
The shape and distribution

on

of the slopes on these 

to the original volcanicirocks is probably related 

. irather than to
events(

erosion by the lake. 

The altitude of the base of the cliff is about 6370' S.D.;
; ^t does not appear to bd tilted.

r
:
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(il) The notch behind Gamble's Cave: 

to vfhethcr or not this is 

described by Nilsson, as a 

(ll'l).

I am uncertain as 

It was so
'cut-terrace' at 6383' H.D.* 

It vjas mentioned ap;ain by him in 1940, "In

!
! a shoreline cliff.

ii i

i

accordance with its free erposure, v;hich can be seen from-!
the few fixtures of elevation, this beach is well developed": I
(p. 23).

6393' R.K.

I

Its height in Nilsson's I940 paper was given as

. It is not always exactly clear to what
feature Nilsson referred, and there seems to be 

here in his use of the words
confusion

beach' and 'terrace'; 
however, it does seem that he referred to a feature behind 

'dovmstream') of Gamble's Cave,
:

and immediately east (i.e.

Leakey v.'as more explicit, 

j j of the caves is a terrdce and
' i ■

I and also shovjed a photograph of the 

not state its altitude.

and said, "A little to the east 

a small cliff" (1931b p. 92), 

feature, but he did 

There is a further discussion of 

and Nilsson in the 

area and the heights given for them in

I

the features identified by Leakey 
Gamble's Cave

Appendix A. i'
K

Surface features in this 

the Nderit Valley and above Aspinal 

^0 see clearly, as the vegetation is thick 

novrever there

area, on the upper slopes of 

Gully, are very hard 

and tangled, 

a small bench with a cliffdoes seem tc be
(

i'llsson's heights : 1944 metres (I93I); 194? metres (1940), |

1
!

• ■ i
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p.bove j/t running round the hillside from the cave onto the 

siooc noove the vrestern wall of Aspinal Gully, The cliff

. is r.:t In pale prrey tuffs and is usually a steep slope 

(sore than 4.5°) about 20' hi^h. 15It shows from the opposite 

banh of Aspinal Gully as an approximately horizontal line

aarl'.od by a chance in vegetation; 

snail thorn trees and bushes;

above it grovj fairly 

belovj it is thicker

vegetation with a lot of euphorbia and larger thorn trees. 

. I.traced it about 100 yards round the slope from the 

sone distance beyond this it fades out and is not 

clearly further up Aspinal Gully,

cave;
iseen

There is a possible 

continuation-of the cliff on the other side of Gamble's 

Cave, upstream along the Nderit Valley.

I measured’to the estimated base of the cliff in tvio
places just east of the it was not easy to find thecave;

exact base of the cliff as much soil and vegetable matter 

has collected on the ‘terrace and the heights I obtained 

nay be too high, although the 

heights is good.
agreement with Nilsson's 

It would, have been best ,to level and

pace a profile, 

but the thickness of the 

‘-he slopes made this impossible,

height of estimated base of cliff:

as vfas^done along the Menengai shoreline,

vegetation and the steepness of

(
Close behind Gamble's Cave - 6394' R.D. i.e, 6388+3' S.D. 

Acout 5 yards further east - 6404' R.D. i.e. 6398+3' S.D.

is
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7he terrace does not appear to be 

this hfciaht difference probably results from 

estlrntlons of the base of slope.

It is Qossible that this notch is 

cliff of Lake L'alruru.

systematically tilted;

the different

a former shoreline
It is meaningless to compare its

^ shape wltn«that of the Menengai cliff, as the rock in which 

I it is cut is considerably harder and 

I be expected. Similarly it is cut

i
a steeper slope might

on a steeper hillside and j 

On the

scarps in the
I /tuffs on these hillsides, of very similar appearance,

I it could be one of these.

the narro'wer terrace' might also be expected, 

other hand there are a lot of small fault
i

and
The cliff line curves around

V tne nrllside, from an approximate east-vfest alignment above 
' Gamble's Cave to 
i Gully,

than a fault scarp.

on^ cl^ose to north-south above Asnlnal

a shoreline feature rather

t

1
This could be typical of

i

The cliff appears not to continue far
up Aspinal Gully, nor did I see any sign of 

feature on the north side 

Gamble's Cave.

along a small local fracture

an equivalent

of the Nderit valley, opposite 

This might be because the cliff formed

line. On the other hand it
would be reasonable to 

cliffs in this
ejqpect the best developed shoreline 

area to be on the north-facing slopes, 
as the slopes around Gamble's Cave on which the cliff

such

actually occurs, since they would be most exposed to the 

waves of a high-level lake.

(

Slopes with southerly or

i :

.....
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south-oasterlj" aspects night be 

v.-aves aad loss striking erosion features 

(ill) Shorelines on the Eimentelta volcanoes 

the oldest phase of vulcanlclty

more sheltered from the

would develop, , ;!

and Honeymoon ; 
south of Lake

i

Hill: f:

llnenteita is believed to be contemporaneous 

"I-kinjeran" sedimentation at Kariandusl. 

cones and lavas therefore

ifith the

Some of the tuff- ♦

pre-date the "Gamblian'' and
later lakes. Ihe older lavas are' covered by lake sediments
and the lake shoreline vjould have stood on the slopes of 

'.7ave erosion could vfeilsome' of the older cones, 

effectiveon the exposed slopes of
have been ■

these steep-sided
f islands of relatively unconsolidated 

of previous workers lil
tuffs. The accounts

the area contain various general

on these cones, but there is 

as to what they are like, which

i references to shorelines 

specific information 

volcanoes' they are

no

on, or at what altitude, 
and instructions on location are not

Nilsson's maps

precise enough for one
^ to work out where he found 

■j have identified 'terraces' and 

on several cones,

: shore lines identified

shorelines, but he seems toK

'gravel' at different heights
1‘icCall said, "These cones show lake-:

as Gamblian midvray up their slopes

correlated them with the Menengai : 

P- 25), presumably on the basis of altitude,
I --e did not, however, specify the altitudes

I

• • (1957a p. 23) and

shoreline (1957a

1

of the shorelines i ’!: or the : i ■k

cones on which he found them.

;*■

-J : : !
I

'. . . . '. '. ' ^. . -'a-'.-i.-
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An air photocraph of the volcanoes (plate A2) 

clearly on several of them a series of what appear to be 

horizontal terraces running round the outer slopes of the 

-hose are particularly clear along the western

shovrs

cones.

slope of the volcano Ilarterit, vrhere as many as three 
terraces seem visible. When the volcanoes are looked at in 

[ the field, these features are much less striking than ohe 

vjould expect from the air photographs.

i

They are best seen 

Their visibility depends partly 

on light conditions; they are also best seen vrhen shadows

-i
■I

from several miles away.

I
!

are rather long. The state of the vegetation may also be 

they seen to be clearest after a lonfe dry
: .! :

j: ^ T" important;

I
I season, when most of the grass on the slopes is dead. !

The

: j growth of fresh grass during the rains makes them less 
; visible. I noticed this particularly in the 
! lower notch on the north-east slope of Karterlt,,

case of the

which was
quite clear in liarch 196? (when I took plate 14), but by 

the tine I tried to rephotograph it and level
j

to It in Hay

The closer one approaches 

the less obvious most of these features

i and June ;vas virtually invisible, 

to the volcanoes. '
appear. The western slope of Karterlt, when seen from a 

away on the Gllgll-Elmenteita road

i

i Tevr miles shovrs only
a faint horizontal banding, and I spent several hoursI

wall-ing up and dovrn the slope 

that might account for its
without recognizing anything 

appearance on the air photograph.
1

J
5
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It was equally hard to distinguish any horizontal feature/
oil Split r.ill, and the cone when seen in profile showed no 
narter break in slope that mlf;ht account for the shadow
on tiic air photograph.

rhis is not to say, of course, that these features do

but merely to show the difficulty of actually 

findin,q them on the ground and hence of 

measuring their altitude.

not exist,

mapping them and 

The best-marked of them (on the 
ground) is the higher one on the north-east slope of 

This is not especially striking

J:
i. ■

Karterlt. on the air

a cliff up to about 5' high 

(plate 15) an
equivalent feature also appears on the oppositenorth-west 
spur of the divided v^

up clearly on the photographs and not vrhen

1

photograph, but it is in fact 

in parts, running across the hillside
V

The other features, vrhlch show

one V7alks across 
1-no slope, are presumably slight concave breaks of slope, 
rhese would shovr in the

cano.I

exaggerated relief of a stereo- '
Gcopic view, but might well be undetectable to 
actually on the slope, 

v.'ith tangled vegetation; 
this

isomeone i

The older volcanoes\ are covered 

on the vrest slope of Karterlt
■was often above head height and movement and visibility 

uneven, with rockywere not The slopes tend to beeasy,

boulders and slabs 

slope of Karterlt I could follow

t

outcropping in places, and on the viest

no apparent 'terrace' for 

slope before it changed
!:

Eore than a few yards along the
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there either, and 

been preserved

level, I found no possible beach pebbles 

consider it unlikely that they would have 

ir. situ on such a, steep slope.

It is possible that these features 
shorelines;

I
1
i

are not lalce

(i) The
erosion, picking out 

which fora the 

in parts on the 

cones and the features which

two other possible origins might be: 
notches might result from subaerial

harder and softer bands in the tuffs
cones.

However this does seem to have happened 

inner slopes of some of the 

result are less clear cut and 
■shorelines.

not as straight .as the possible 

been formed by faulting 
and subsequent erosion along the

(lij They might have
i: .of the cones,

U weakness.
lines of

-liowevcr the x-aults which have 
M in this area seem to have

broken the cones

slashed straight through them, 

slopes as the terraces so 

north-west spur of Karterlt

rather than curving round their
'clearly do. (See especially the 

on the air photograph, plate AZ)

host of the features which 
and at a distance 

is not true of the 

?ron a distance I 
. line

show on the air photographs 
appear to be close to horizontal; i ;this

cliff on the northern end of Karterit. 

could see an upper and (in March) a lower
on the hillside; the upper one has a slight dip 

central valley 

spur of the cone a

outwards (downwards to 

through the 

“iniiar line

the east) from the 

On the oppositecone.

at about the same height dips in the opposite
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direction. The upper notch on the north-east} spur is the
zost striking of these features 

across the hillside.
and is a rocky scar running v _

In parts it forms terhanglng
out in the slabby steeply dipping tuffs (plate 

15), Sometimes it is less distinct 

: jumble of slabs of this rock, but its line

an ov, cliff:
over high,

and looks only like , a
can be traced 

could be

lauer Tjhen I looked for it, 

On the slope itself there

; clearly right across the hill.
i
1 seen from a distance in March; 

: it uas not clearly visible *
: only a rather indeterminate

The lower notch

was
!.

rocky belt and no distinct ,!
; cliff as existed higher
;

It is^ hard to be certain

up., i

about the origin of these
features. The upper notch, at least, 
formed by erosion; thl

appears to have beeri
lake shoreline probably did stand ’ 

cone at about this height andI against the
1

; in rhis case to imagine 

; lake shoreline 

i find no pebbles 

Karterit notch,

I origin along the east 

the hollow at 

, include dlatomaceous

it is not easy 

vraves along aanother agent than 

producing such a feature. !■

Although I could
or beach gravel immediately below 

there are sediments of
the upper

definitely lacustrine 
slope of the volcano (at 8v/4; and in I

Its northern end (at and above 8v/8). These

silts (some containing fresh-water 
noliusca) and pebble-beds, and the correlation 

With similar
in height 

shoreline is
(

sediments below the Menengai 

(See Chapter 5.)

• v.-:

ouite good. :

i
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I measured the height of the upper Karterit notch in 

:v:o vrays, firctly by levelling up to its 

enr’, and secondly by takln,- a horizontal sight 

point on tlie Gilgil-Slaenteita road, whose height I then:

In the second case I sighted onto the notch

i
V

i-eastern, lovzer I !

from a f
I

I

rdetermined.
■ (!!! at its central height about half-viay across the hillside 

I also tried to sight onto the lovrer notch in 

but left it too late in the

■' !

the same way .j

t
year and the notch became 

almost indistinguisljable, probably because

1-

i
iIof the grovrth 

The results of my levelling '. / of vegetation over the rook, 

are given in Chapter 5. 

if the .features

!

I : on the lilmenteita volcanoes 
shorelines, it appears^ (i) in the history of 

the kaloiru-aimenteita ^jasin there

,are lake ■ 

the lakes in
'I

j
■

1has been more than one
stillstand level long enough to erode 

! feature on the
some kind of a

It is difficult to estimate howcones.

i such a stillstand vfould have
Slong

to be, particularly in the case
I
i

■J; ii of the features which show 
I from a distance but 

! (ii) In the

Iup on the air photograph and
■;>

t\ can hardly be ,/
seen on the actual slope, 

seem there has been a 

volcano, away from the central

case of Karterit it would 
‘'ilting of the body of the

fault line 

-ate the higher one) 

Honeymoon Hill; 

i north of LaJee Nalniru,

on either side, since the notches (or at 

vfere cut.

ii
any

s:

(

this is a much eroded volcanic 

It is believed by McCall to be of
cone

;

the
i

:
1
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97 ;/ i4; sane a'-e as the older cones south of Lake 

in naclc of a similar yellowish tuff.
Eimenteita and 

On its northern side 
one can in some li-hts distinguish a horizontal line

i;

rather similar in appearance to 

on the Eimenteita cones; 

ground surface.

some of the fainter lines

this cannot be traced on the 

ihe altitude of this line is

!
...1 .

probably
i

oelovr 6100'., i.e. if it is a shoreline feature, 

foraed during a lower still stand of the lake 

best narked cliffs on the Eimenteita

it was .' j 

than v;ere the.

t.
i

r ii volcanoes.

I i

1-

I

i; • , I.

y i
r ,!

\
4

i ’

■!

(
I

i

■, ;

i

!
ri sJ ?
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?. : CHAPTER FTTO

THE MAJOR STILLSTAND LETOLS IN THE 
NAKURU-ELKENTEITA BASIN

/
i

I ■

1. evidence of .Lakes above about 6A00'

It should be stressed that 

lake could be contained in it 

63?0' S,D., vrhlch is slightly 

present day level of Lake Nakuru,

as the basin is today, no 

above an altitude of about
i i

!
I ■'

more than 600' above the

I have verified this by i 

height of the present j 
according to my measurements, is betv/een ^

careful levelling(map 5) and the 
'i overflow level,

6391-6392' S.D. 

into Menengai caldera, 

such that in theory the water 
still lower point on\ts north-east 

seems unlikely that 

caldera floor

T'

At this level, water would begin to flow | 

The neight of the caldi?ra rim is ^
I i
; i would flow out again at a
i

corner. However it
1any such overflovr occurred, 

appears highly permeable and
The

at present there
is no surface vrater there, 

vrhlch sometimes form
apart from a few damp patches 

close under the vralls. I v/ould ■ !.

suggest that 

vrith a higher rainfall 

caldera, it would have

\ •even ujider considerably moister conditions,
and larger streams flowing into the
been able to absorb a reasonable!

amount of overflow from the lake, 

certairjy have been damper,

I do not think

The caldera would 

possibly rather swampy in parts, 

a large lake in it.there was ever The

'i

. ."uf'
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voloar.ic activity within the caldera since tlie time 

possible laho overflow has produced 

of lava and some small ash 

ob.c love], of the overflow 

out nas certainly chan.-ped the inside 

obliterated any si^ns there aimht have 

presence of standins water vjithin.

Sarlier workers in this 

recognized the existence of such

Leakey categorically stated:

!
Of the :

quite a large volume

This may have changed 

slightly (see below, page 128) 

of the caldera and 

bean of the earlier

cones.

5

. i

area appear not to have
[

a low outlet from the 

"Vfe havebasin.
surveyed 

a definite basin in thevery carefully indeed, and there is 
kaicuruVistrict which is 

possible to-have 

(1931a p. 513). 

kllsson said:

everywhere shut in and where it is 
a lake 300 feet above

I

J. r the present level"
Thisywould be at a level of about 6577 

the beach on Menengal

not here reach so

' R.D.
"if one follows

further eastwards, 

jiigh that the
one finds that it does

corresponding lake could have found an outlet 
into the caldera of Henengai

and from there northwards" 

to is the high

and which towards 

to be at an altitude of

! {1931 ?. 296), The shoreline referred 
i have called the Menengai shoreline

one\ •Thich
!

Its eastern end is said by Nilsson 

about 6-^25' H.D. All Nilsson's

definitely enclosed below 66OO' 

extending across the divide

is a physical impossibility;

maps of the basin show the
nlghest laice 

Plain, but 

present day relief

on the Bahati 

at Gilgil. This with

.1;
.i :

{

McCall said

.......................... . .. ....... ...................
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r of the lilr:ll divide; It is important to note hovjever 

:;:nis divide is at a level hicher than the lovrest 
the narcin of

that
r i point in' 

the Nalcuru-Solai
I! the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin, 

divide situated to the east of Menen/^ai, 

just over osOO feet" (I967 p, 66). 

the approximate height of the saddle between

hI
i.

at an altitude of!
!

This does appear to be 

the Nakuru-
Simenteita and Solai basins, but it seems that McCall

f;;

Ii ■ ■■

!did I: '»•
. not realise fully the implications of the low point on the 

as an outlet from the

t

icaldera rim and its possible role 
lake.

'i

It is not clear to me how such a large error (of 200')

of the height

'j

1
can have entered into-j the earlier estimations

of the lovrest point on the rim of the Nalmru-Slmenteita 
basin. It is true that many of the older maps haveI !

?very
inaccurate formlines, particularly in the Bahati 
shovrlng the basin closed

area.

On the other handat over 66OO', i

oy the 1920s the railvray had been built through Nakuru and

control vras available from 

Bahati plain.

possibility of overflow into Henengal

even so, the Nakuru-Solal divide 

Gilgll divide and less than 8OO'

\ !i
i:! more precise and accurate height 

I there,

it
j

only a fevr miles south of the 
lie that the vrhole

I! ■t ■

It may I

i caldera vras overlooked; t

is lovrer than the( . above I;1

the present lake. 

1:50,000 

i ii- has formlines

The most recent map (no.119/1 of the 

series) is a great improvement
i

on the early ones;

show the

!

at 50' vertical intervals which V

: r' ■.
I '- „ I : i

I

li
• , ' ' ■ ■'. . . . . . . .
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level of the low point of the crater rim 

a35C-6ilOO'.
to be betvjeen

\!
• !

At present, given a sufficiently high 

level of the lake vrould rise until 

outlet and overflovr would then take place 

Ko shoreline features vjould be formed

rainfall, the 

it reached the Bahati : 

Into the caldera.; 

and no lake sediments ■ !

Kovfever one

1

deposited above a level of about 639O', 

in the literature and in the field, 

shorelines and lake sediments at altitudes 

Hllsson mentioned

can
f'ind, - i

evidence for lake ; ■!

vj-ell over 6400'.

a number of very high shoreline 
in his 1940 shoreline list (pp.

[ i

terraces i
75-7); he

quoted 9 terraces saij to be higher than his height for 
the Gilgll pass (6612') and about 34 whose 

above the Bahati overflow level
heights viere1

(see fig. 4). All of these 
i.e, small concave breaks of I

Their positions are shovrn i

were described as terraces, 

slope, and not as beach deposits, 

only on a very small scale 

impossible to locate them
map (1940 p. 25) and it is

very precisely. However it
‘ appears that most of the highest 

part of the basin.
of them are in the southern

According to Nilsson, there was contact 
: between the Nakuru-Blmentelta and Naivasha basins 

Gilgll divide.
over the 

of this 

explain the 

the southern 
and the fact that the equivalent high

■I

and there has since been uplift 

this is believed to 

extremely high shorelines in

(
area. centred on Eburu; 

presence of these

part of the basin V f.'.

y.i , i'
r,., , • •............ , ■......................... .. : . ; '.tM
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' i1^ 102I-' level/ shorelines tovfards the 

at such hich altitudes.

I InvostiGated carefully the higher

{ north of the basin are notI
«
I

slopes in the
south-eastern part of the basin, in particular around the 

divide at Gllgil, for any trace of the terraces

{

I
I
!■

described i
by ialsson. The map in the I93I 

detailed information than did the 1940
paper gave rather more

one. It shov;ed the 

to 6600') 

and also to the south of

.'lake I' shoreline, at over 2000 metres (close 
on the spur north of Gilgn tovm 

Nilsson also shovfed 
: in the list as being at 6659 

Gilgil raiivfay station, 

these terraces, or

at this level on the Gilgll divide.

/

the tovfn. a shoreline which vfas given 

H.D., 0.62 miles north of 

I was not able to Identify

f

?■
V- . any of

fin^d any other signs of a former lake
i

The slopes tend to be
•iT rocky, with a thin reddish-brot-m 

and although there 

in patches

soil over volcanic rock, 

small stonesare often quite a lot of

on the surface, I could find no rounded pebbles 
Nor did it

small breaks of slope 

seems clear that 

north-south aligned sides

;■

at all.
seem possiole to identify any of the 

as being shoreline terraces. It

-ri
\

any such breaks in slope, on the mainly 

of the spurs, are likely to be 

There does

I'i

formed by small 

narked division,

faults. seem to be a fairly 
at slightly above 66OO', between the

■ eently sloping area .of the divide and the 

surrounding it.
rocky slopes 

not everyvfhere atHowever this division is: I

iJ I

, ;
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r- the same hel.ctht and cannot really be said toI resemble a

Nor was the topographioal. 

any sedimentary discontinuity, 

divide might be a bit

shoreline feature in Iany way.

discontinuity paralleled by 

The soil on the flat part of the 

deeper than that on the 

it seemed to bo similar; 

fevr small stones but 

sedimentation.

I
I
f-

surrounding slopes, but basically 

rather dusty, brownish, 
no pebbles nor

with a

any sign of lacustrine

I also loolcea for mioooo'o higher altitude oUorelluea 
■elsewhere, such as on Lion Hill and 

Several groups of terraces

. I Vfas not able to find 
could say had been foX.ed by 

slopes.

fault scarps.

on the slopes of Eburu.
.1

were listed for these i 

any cliff or terrace that I ;

over. 6400'
: » V

areas

wave erosion high up on these 
rocky cliffs, almostThere are small

certainly

running approximately north-south on Lion 
Hill, On Eburu I found erosion

scars, small 'cliffs' and i
: fullies cut in the

been mistaken for 

discussion in Appendix A, 

On his

coarse red silts. Some of these may have

shoreline cliffs by Nilsson; f:see

map (1931a p, 499) LeaJcey showed 

as being above 640U'

the following 

in the Nakuini-Elmenteita
S shorelines 

■ basin: 

Southern
\

Ipart of Lion Hill - shoreline at 775' A.L.
(=6552' R.E.)

South of Gambile's Cave - shoreline at 690' A.L. (=6467' R.D,}
? ■

1f ■■r
’ ■ I

kF' ■' ii
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in tlie text, he referred to "a high-level lake, 

a clear terrace at 775 feet above the 

Kalruru, This lake seems to have fallen 

well-marked rest-level at 

p, 500J. The 775 

Gamblian pluvial period

which left
present level of Lake v'

gradually leaving a 
a point some 600+feet" (1931a 

terrace was attributed to the LowerI

vfhich according to Leakey 
. soon after the close of the last major episode

came
i'

Of faulting 

Valley. Leakey 
definite (1931a'-p, 5I3J that this 775' lake vfas con-

and vulcanlclty in this part of the Rift

was

Itained in a basin similar to that of the present day, and
that the beaches were only very slightly tilted and had not

jlj: been brought to their present high altitude 

- by uplift through faul^ting.

In the second main

in the basin

account of Leakey's work (1931b) it 
was said of the Nakuru basin, "The topography of this basin 
suggests the presence of three 
the lake;

(

\principal rest levels of
but no widespread beach has as yet been found to

correspond to the highest of these, although various high- 
level terraces and beaches have 

tion ulll in the centre of the basin, 
terrace

1

\
been found, notably on 

V7here the highest 
stands ?50 feet above lake level" (p. 247).

There v;as 

700' A.L., beside those
no mention of any other shorelines at above 

near Gamble's Cave and bn Lion Hill, 

are terraces and that

were found associated with either of them.

It appears that both of these no s.
beach sediments

\

I■ •'
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Aftain, 1 can only say that I have failed 

features, althouRh I would not therefore 
do not exist.

li to find these 

claim that they 

Hill, on vfhich 

particularly broken and

4
I

The southern part of Lion 

the 775' shoreline is marked, is 

thicidy vej-etated country; 

outtinc my -way through the forest and

I
although I spent several days

4
scrambling up the 

could identify as a shoreline 
The area above and south of Gamble's Cave is

slopes, I found nothing that I 

terrace,

rather more open country.

: ; spur above the cave as being the higher 

; examined it, however, there did not seem to be a

Dr Leakey pointed out to me the

terrace; when I

- any feature
; there as high as 690'y.L. (6467*) and it might be that • 

this is a misprint for 590' A.L. (6367'), 

closer to. the height of the slope outside

i:;i

This would be

the cave and
also agree better with Leakey's suggestion of an 
6OO' A.L.

approximately
stillstand; 

at a height anywhere near 690' A.L.
there is no other feature mentioned

I

4
; Leakey also described

i height is not
a beach at about 6600' (its

very precisely given) close to the Gilgll 
_ ; Hallway Station.and 'Gllgil Hotel'.

It is attributed to
high (approximately 38O' 

the Maivasha basin
A.L. Naivasha) shoreline of 

and is shown as being definitely 

of the divide (section of basin in
on the

i Maivasha side 

^ 1931a p. 504),
Leakey

It is not presented as evidence of contact

j';

^ i
U I ;

... ''7. . .  '"■ * ■ *•
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between lalres in the Naloiru-Elmenteita
at C-ilrll;

and Naivasha basinI
Lealcey did not believe that 

taten place betvfeen the "Gamblian" 

beach was actually at 6600' it viould be

tf such contact had 

or later lalces.
I

If the : :
very close toI

j (accordine to my levelling actually above) 
I the divide,

the height of.
However the most recent height information and 

! , ny own levelling show that the Gilgil Railway Station 

, ; , former hotel are at-about 6580»

I \
and

S.D, and below, definitely 

Unfortunately I

f

■ i

i

i on the Haivasha side of the divide.
was

: : unable to find the beach itself 

; i beyond doubt. It vras 

: I of the hotel,

, and so confirm its height '

apparently found in the foundations 
and so would not be easily located

■ Vr

today, 

it is almost
!

If iu is in fact in the hotel foundations,

I certainly not above 6580*, and would not indicate 

; level lake contact between the

!
1'

any high

Nakuru-Elmenteita and
■ i

I Kaivasha basins.

Thompson and Dodson (I963) tend 
of Leakey and Nilsson 

lakes in the basin, 

fieldvrork of their

to follow the opinions 1

2K
concerning the history o

and appear to have done little further 
own to check

ormer

or add to the earlier work 

They said that, "During 

present survey, the maximum extent of

I on the shorelines and 

the course of the
sediments.

k-'ri

i

; the Gamblian I 

' 6550 foot
lakes was found to be approximately at the 

area, both in the Naivasha 

On their map, the "Qi -

contour throughout the 
i and Nakuru basins" (p, 47),

5
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ternary lacustrine deposits" were shown over a wide

bfitT.'een the 6400' and 6600' formlines on the northern '
• ^

area

slopes of 2buru and near the River Nderlt. They did not, 

isowever, cive any further details of these high lacustrine 

sedinents or the sections in vihlch they were found. I tried;

:to confirm the existence of lacustrine deposits in this area

lat such high altitudes',

the north of Eburu there is a transition from fine greyish 

■ isoil (apparently derived from diatomaceous silts of '
J

llacustrlne origin) to the higher slopes vrhich are covered

It is clear that somewhere here to i!
i ■

^ ■■

with coarse reddish-brov;n silts, presumably derived from

volcanic matrerlal and of terrestrial origin. I concluded 

that Thompson and Dodson probably overestimated the

jaltitude at V7hich this change in sediments takes place on
I
jSburu; their suggested value of'6600' 

iinfluenced by the fact that Leakey mentioned the highest 

iLov;er Gambllan lake shorelines as being at over 6550'. The 

jeicposures of sediment in most of this area are rather few, 

but I got information from various small sections and pits 

bn the farms and from borehole records. This area is not

i

may have been

!

crossed by deep valleys, so there is no hope of seeing a
i

jsedinentary sequence comparable to that exposed in 

;?rettejohn Gully.

The highest exposures of definitely lacustrine material 

bn Eburu are listed belov?, in the section on the 600'

I

a

;i , k .'P'P i!.i
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Apart from a small faulted patch of diatomlte 

all of them are well below 6400* and do not seem

shorcllnp. !'h

!!Z-^/Zat
' ■,

to have orlf^lnated in any lake which was above the present

I looked hard for higher exposuresBahati overflow level, 

of clatomaceous silts or of lake pebbles, especially 

‘across Prospect Farm, but was not able to find any.

deep (9/7) shovjed coarse orange-brown silt

A pit
!

t:about 10
. 1

j overlying angular, grey volcanic, material (pumiceous) with

:no sign of any stratified material or lacustrine sediments.
i! A certain amount of grey and light brovm or yellowish tuff

With pumice fragments In it is visible in small outcrops 

on the lower part of Prospect Farm.

•I

Higher up thick beds
■ \

of the coarse reddish-orange silt are exposed. The bore
hole records contain occasional references to 'lake -beds'

i

i

and 'vrater rounded sediments' at various depths, including 

la fevi vjhich vjould probably be above 6400', judging by the 

altitudes of the boreholes and the depths from vrtilch this

. (
;

• ■I

■

i

[material -was reported. Hovrever these borehole records are 

i kept very roughly by the foremen, vrho are not ologists,

and it is quite likely that any light coloured, rather fine 

naterial night be described as a 'lake sediment', 

able to examine the samples of material from these bore

holes, kept at the V/ater Development Department (Ministry 

of 'lorks) in Nairobi, and found the greater part of the 

material to be volcanic, lava and pumice and yellovrish tuff.

I vras
■

i"

1
f

i-'-n
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There was nothlnr- that could be described as a lacustrine 

silt or as rounded beach pebbles. It is possible that any 

really fine sediment vjould not be preserved in the samples,

or oven recognized durlnr the drllllnc, if it were only a 

narrow layer. riov.-ever it seems likely that the llsht-browh : 

i lake beds that are described in the borehole records may be 

fine tuffs and ash rather than diatomaceous silts. Boreholes 

c 533 and c I877 (see map 3} vrere both shown on Thompson and 

: ' Dodson's map as being within the area marked y., at over 

3 6400'. I walked around and between these boreholes and 

; could find nothing that looked like a lake sediment; the 

‘ ;area was covered by coarse red silts on the surface and

1'

> '

■ i.
■exposed in sections over 10' deep in erosion scars and

; gullies.

In brief, I found none of the recent lacustrine sediments 

■on Ibun; above about 63O0-6350'> was I able to see any

sign of an actual shoreline there. I found two quite small 

sections, possibly slightly above 6400', of stratified fine

rather rounded pumice fragments (see map 3, and EP2).

One of these lies in a gully and may be a stream or deltaic 

deposit f^om a moister period;

slight ridge rather than in a valley and is not quite so 

easily explained.

the other appears to be on a

These two small Isolated deposits of 

stratified material surrounded by the coarse reddish silts 

do not by themselves seem strong evidence of vfldespread lake

I

i

j- •
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■■.cCall mentioned virtually no evidence of recent

lacustrine sedimentation above the 6400' level in the 

ilaloiru-iilaenteita basin. His map unfortunately does not 

cover the southern part of the basin as far as the slopes of

There is only one outcrop of Middle Pleistocene 

younser sediment shoim above the 6400' contour on that map,
i ■ ’ .

and that is the patch of Pll.-, (Upper Pleistocene Larmudiac 

and Gamblian beds} uhich lies on the 6600' formline north 

6f the River Makalia.

Sburu. or
I- :

4■■ \

•-I

■I !I attempted to locate this outcrop, 

vras unable to do so in the short time I had to
r

•spare,

especially as this ivas dt^rlnR the rainy season vjhen this
I t

area is not easily reached. It is possible that this

exposure is of volcanic rather than lacustrine material; 

aiSht even be some distance below 6600', since the formlines 

in this part of the map are not very accurate, 

liacustrine deposit at 6600' feet or above, it would appear

■ r' :

-!
it

If it is a !

• [

to have undergone some movement relative to the divides at 
'‘ihati and possibly also at Gilgil, 

ib a lake in this basin.

since it vias laid doim

The sediment night be comparable 

the sediment exposures listed below which are small
j

I

faulted deposits and appear to be older than the 600 foot 

shoreline and associated sediments..

8E/2 is a small deposit originally described by
i

SfSGerson (I950), He gave its altitude as 66OO'; I levelled
rn ;•
IM
1: ;;

i

i
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', 'li

,fror. Ibuyu Station and found It to be at 6512' R.D.

(=6506+3' 3.D.), It lies on top of a steep scarp of volcanic 

rocl; the deposit Includes circa 2' of a rather Impure 

ciatornite with a lot of rvey pumice pieces in it and with 

bands of fine llc-ht .trrey and grey-brown material of volcanic 

It Is a small, horizontal exposure xfith the

!

I
r- brlsin.

i ' 3 different layers v;eathered into a slabby surface. tThe !

Exposure is quite isolated at the top of the nearly 200'

'scarp and there is no 'sign of any similar rock nearby. It

iscens clear that this diatomlte is a considerably older
I
'deposit than those not far from it at 8S/3 and 4 (see below)

x!and that Its'depositlon predated a period of a certain

jamount of faulting and erosion in the Nalcuru-Elmenteita basin. 
! ;
' 3/9 is an exposure of what seems to be a rather pure

idiatonite which lies isolated above the Gllgil divide. I 

have not found it referred to in any of the published or 

unpublished literature on Kenya diatomltes or on the geology

■■ -i',

' !

ii -■- !!
f:

i

[

ii
n ■■ i b

of this area, althoug:h the pit has apparently heeh vjorked to 

a snail extent.

h
I

Its altitude is hetv7een 6643-6650’ S.D., 

xhich is higher than the Bahati overflow and possibly also 

than the top of the barrier to the south of the Naivasha

i

basin before Mjorowa Gorge vras cut. The diatomlte is at 
hast 6'

Isome

>

thick and is quite pure and soft and vjhite, like

It occupy in a saddle 

-ph top of a steep narrovr ridge of faulted volcanic rock,

1

of the purer beds at Kariandusi.
I

i

I- !
!

; s:'
P b ■

■..t;
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I cotlld find no sign of slnllar deposits nearby or on 

other parts of the divide.

3/4 and S/5 are exposures along the main Gilgil-Naltui^ 

road; tihs sediments are very clearly visible and it seems 

that no'mention is made of them by HcCall in his

The section at 8/4 is about the highest

.1

!

iistrange

text or on the map.

point at which these sediments are exposed; its altitude is 

about 6430-6440' S.D. The exposure is about 3' high and 

extends for several yards along the road. It consists of 

^ even iayers of vrhitish silt, fine grey volcanic ash, 

slightly coarser orange material and very smooth round 

3'punioe pebbles. The pebble beds are slightly cemented and

e^ds have a slight southvrards dip and 

crossed by transverse cracks and narrow veins containing 

a light coloured material. These sediments, which Include

3

5 i

1,
■a

'Li

li 1

I )
ii
-1

reddish stained. The b

: are
1

pure diatomaceous silts and well sorted beds of pumice 

pebbles, are clearly of lacustrine origin. The silts are ^

quite firm and sometimes there are many small cracks and 

fissures on their surface. Similar layers can be traced 

; northvjards down the main road and also down the road to 

; Elaentsita, whose Junction vrith the main road is just 

opposite 8/4. V/estwards, down the Elmenteita road, the fine 

: white silts occur vilth a particularly well-developed 'pebble 

conglomerate* of very rounded pumice pebbles, well-consolidated 

; and outcropping in slabs and blocks. It is not clear

i

i

:;

!
i

4;;

.‘Vll
j: I;

t
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I iL1L3i exactly i?hQre the vrestvjard limit of this exposure is, but 

ii does not seem to extend more than a hundred yards or so 

v:est of the main road.

The e>:posures of lacustrine sediment north along the 

jnaln road from 8/4 seem almost to alternate vrith volcanic 

, : roclts in a series of small cuttings. The volcanic rock is 

.blocly, rather light grey vrith a yellovrish tinge, vrith 

rather large distorted vesicles shovrlng flovr structure. The 

; exposures are not continuous, so that it is hard always to 

ivrork out the exact relation betvreen the volcanlcs and the 

; /sediments. Hovrever it seems clear that the sediments form 

a narrovr strip, not extending far west or east of the road, 
faulted

volcanlcs along this line. The volcanlcs and vrhlte silts 

'are juxtaposed in section 8/5, almost at the lowest end of 

these exposures tovrards the north;

I some vray below 6400',

;lava is shovrn in plate I7. The silt here has a contorted

!!

: V
: i! 1

:: They occur in small blocks or enclaves within the

its altitude is probably 

The relationship between the silt and
i

. !'

I4

lappearance, with haphazard inclusions of grey pebbles and 

jpebble conglomerate; this might suggest that it was included

jin a moving lava flow, although there seems to be no sign of 
I baking

i

of the silt by the heat of the lava, 

jbetvjeen silt and lava here does not seem to be a faulted 
jeontact.

The contact

I
It is not certain that all of these diatomites are of

(. !
t

?■ ^

!■ ^! i
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the sa3C'ac:e, or that all or any of them can be correlated 

v:ith the Kariandusi diatomltes which are nearby, although

rather lovjer altitude. In the case of the exposures at 

18/4 an(3 8/5, it seems unlikely tloat they are the same age , ■ 

as the Kariandusi sediments. The ICariandusi silts are said, 

;to overlie a faulted surface of volcanic rocks, and to be 

.only slightly faulted themselves; the silts at 8/4 and 8/5; 

; seem to lie within and in parts perhaps under volcanic rock 

and to predate a fair amount of faulting and-perhaps the 

enission of lava flows in this area. It is clear that each 

: of these deposits (including QS/Z and 8/9) vrere laid down

■ !

1

at a

1

i

!
h

1
in lake basins rather different from those of the present 

day. In the case of 8S/2, the difference may not have been 

yery great, and the deposit may ovre its present height to 

having been pushed up on the scarp in a localized episode 

of faulting, v:hlle other areas remained relatively stable, 

including perhaps the divides at Bahati and Gilgil. The
f .

\ layers of fine volcanic ash and pumice in the deposits at 

■ ;8E/2 and 8/4 suggest that they were being depositied vrhlle 

[there 'was some volcanic activity occurring in this region, 

phe position of the dlatomite at 8/9 high up on the divide

I

!

T.

tj

I

|SuggestG possible more serious faulting since it was laid 

'dovm.!• It has probably been thrust up some distance from the 

lake floor on which it vjas laid dovm. If it is assumed that 

■the sediment vras deposited at anything near this altitude
! ';

i
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(vrell over 6600') one is faced with the problem of ^explaining 

5uo!i h high-level lake vias contained in this part of the 

basin, and vJhere its northern and southern shores were.

I made a brief microscopic examination of these silts 

to check th.at they vfcre in fact diatonaceous, but did not 

study them in detail and have not attempted to work out in 

ji detail the relationship of the silts to each other and to ;k 

the episodes of faulting and vulcaniclty in the basin. This

!'t'

hoK

i-

i

,•I

. study', although of great Interest, would not be directly 

-relevant to my investigation into the younger lakes whose 

h shorelines are preserved in the basin. The distinction

I ' ■

■I

'oetireen these small deposits of quite hard vrhlte silt and 

the softer light brovjnlsh or greyish silts and pebble beds

^ ' found belov; 6400' is deal;'. These small deuosits may contain
' i

silts the same age as those at Karlandusl, post-dating the 

last major faulting of the Rift Valley, or possibly In some 

oases rather older. At any rate it is certain that all of 

them predate at least some faulting which has lifted them 

from their original position on a lake floor or shoreline.

This faulting may not have changed the topography of this 

area very much, but It vxas enough to disrupt the lake 

sediments and also the shorelines of these older lakes. It 

is thus of no value to correlate these sediments by altitude

V

I i:'-

i

\

'

°r to attempt to trace a shoreline from their altitude 

' >'ithln the basin. They seem to belong to a sedimentary

■' i

ft
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■ e:3iso'‘° i;hlch is quite sharply delimited from that of the

„Q0 foot and later lakes. The break in lacustrine 

^ sedimentation botvieen those episodes can be explained as

rosultin:-: fro,.i a period of faulting and possibly also 

It docs not provide evidence of an arid-.oilcanicity; 

d'interpiuvial" phase.

There is a small deposit of stratified volcanic material 

(grey pumice 'pebbles', rather small and rounded, and darker 

fragments of heavy mineralsj rather similar to those des- 

cribed above on Eburu, towards the north-east corner of the 

;3ahati plain, at 3/10, It appears to be some distance above i

,'6400' and thus-considerably higher than the widespread

It is an isolated 0
■■ V

beach denosits of the 600 foot level,
' ■ h
deposit and. lies close t6 the Mgosur stream; a rather

similar deposit 0/15) occurs some distance dovmstream, at 

These deposits may be fine river gravels laid 

dovin along a larger stream under molster climatic conditions; 

they do not seem to be lake beach deposits such as are at 

3/6 on the Bahatl plain,

I have failed to find in the Nalairu-Elmentelta basin

about 6200 ' ,
:

convincing evidence of a recent lake shoreline at above 

6400'. There are faulted lacustrine sediments above that 

altitude vrhich indicate that the relationship between the 

height of the Baliati overflow and other parts of the basin 

must have clianged at some time ^ince those sediments were

. \

»• ■ •

1
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IIhls ;al':^ht have taken place through changes oniala O.o-.ny

.:ahiati plain and at the rim of the caldera to lovrer the

;

ahs

outlet Iron an altitude of rather over 650O' to Its present 

.lov.'over, the nost recent faulting does not appearlevel.

: to have affected this part of the basin and the rim of the .

; caldera nay have renained quite stable since the original 

1 collapse associated with the actual caldera forraation.

: According to lieCall: "The grid-faulting tends to be con

centrated in the basins, and to die out on the volcanic 

: nassifs such as Menengal and 2buru" (I967 p. 14).

1 position of the diatomaceous silts in the south of the basin 

at altitudes, above the Bahati overflow may thus be due to

i

3 ■;

3

The

;

'i
their having been thrust up on fault blocks rather than to 

an absolute lovrerlng of the overflow. An estimate of the 

necessary amount of movement can be obtained by comparing 

the heights of these' diatomaceous silts vjith those of the 

divides at either end of the basin. The heights are these:

665O' S.D,
6440' S.D.
6506' S.D.
6597-98' S.D.
6391-92' S.D.

Ihe sediments at 8/4 and 3E/2 are below the Gllgil divide, 

and would only need a relative movement of about 120' to be 

belovf the Bahati overflow also. The diatomlte at 8/9 is 

over 100' higher, and its position, clearly on a faulted

i

[:

Diatomaceous silt 8/9 
8/4 

8E/2
Gllgil divide 

Bahati overflovi

t

' ,3

r
U\
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bloc;:, on the crest of the Gilell divide would require
j

rather rreater novement. Its possible connection with the 

:!aivash.a basin makes the 8/9 dlatomite difficult to Interpret. 

Hovjevor th.e total faulting; implied by these sediments is ' \

; only the order of 200* or 300', vfhlch is relatively little 

• v.iien compared vfith some of the major Rift Valley faulting 

(throws of several thousands of feet) which has taken place 

in this area. (I-IcCall 196? pp, 99-100)

ko comparable outcrops of older faulted diatomaceous 

silts are■recorded from the northern end of the basin, in 

-/the area near the Menengai shoreline. This nay be because 

these older silts vjere laid dovm in a lake predating the 

caldera eruption and have been covered by the thick pumice 

nantle which vjas produce)! in this eruption. Alternatively,

’ the older silts may also post-date the caldera formation and 

I; be separated from the younger sediments by a period of minor 

faulting only. In this case their non-appearance above 

6400' in the northern end of the basin vrould be merely a 

natter of chance.

I ■

V-

;
I i

!■ ■■

iK
I

It does seen that in the northern part of the basin 

punlce falls have blanketed the topography in some parts and 

, may also have covered some older lacustrine sediments. In i

the south there was probably no bulk production of volcanic 

debris on the scale of the Menengai eruption, 
tuff

The lavas and
!

cones of the Slmenteita badlands are . low dovm in the
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and the coarse material produced seems ,to have beenbasin

rather restricted in its distribution, 

record vias not interrupted by thick pumice falls as it

The sedimentary

to have been on the slope above the Menengai ■appears

shoreline, and some older lacustrine deposits remain visible

?, Evidence of the 600 foot Lake Level

Durin- my fieldvrork in the lia]mru-Slmenteita basin I 

found a considerable amount of evidence for an Important 

shoreline at abou-fi 600' above the present lake level, that 

IS, at about 6370' S.D.

The shoreline cliff and terrace on Henengai, 

sequence- of sediments belovr this shoreline.

^hatl overflow and-^the sediments at 3/6.

(v) The sediments and possible shoreline at 

(vl) Other sediments in various parts of 

the basin including Lion Hill, Hjoro Road, Karterit, 

evidence is summarized in Table IV.

I have discussed the nature of the different kinds of 

evidence (e.g. the shoreline cliffs, the beach pebbles, the 

silts) in detail in Chapter 4. 

evidence and discuss the height correlations between sediments 

and shorelines in the different^parts of the basin, their 

relationship to the height of the overflov?, and the question 

of tilting of this shoreline.

(1) !This Includes the folloviing;

(il) The 

(j.il) The 

(Iv) The Sburu

i• ■

diatomites.

Gamble's Cave.

This

U

Here I shall summarize the

ji-'-
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Table IV!
of evidence for the 600 foot shorelineSusmary

5 Highest : ; 
and sand diatomaceous ■ 
(highest) silts

Base of Highest Pebbles 
cliff lava

nebbles

Locality

6357'
6341-43 6303 I638I'6370’Kenengai t

overflovT
. 6391-92' 6343-44’Bahati

6303'c 6360’Kjoro Road

6331’ ..6383’Lion Hill >.
Kort!i-3ast
Elmenteita ""6368’

*6378’

6338’

6243’

6338'
"6329'

^;63ii'
''6345'

r4iriandasi

6364’1Kehopey
i

Gilgil
Escarpment 6313'63I8’

6320 ’6293'■ c 6365ilarterlt

Adjusted from railviay datum + 
Sburu 6338’6360’

Nderit- 
Gaable’s4 6286’Caye *6388-6398’ 6347 t

*
6314’KakaliaI

i
Foot adjustment from railv/ay datum to survey datum,

* The lacustrine origin of these features is not certain.
+ o

I

if
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The results of earlier vforkA.V

The iriDortance of this circa 600' A,L. shoreline does 

not appear to have been generally recognized by earlier 

i-ort.ors in the basin, although they did describe a number: of 

shoreline features from about this altitude. Leakey (1931a J 

p, 499) showed beaches on Lion Hill at 608' A.L. (=6385' R.D:. ) 

and at 590' (=6367' R.D.) and possibly another at 590' 

south of Gamble's Cave. These were believed to indicate a p 

"vrell-raarked rest ,level" in the fall from the Lov/er Gamblian

high lake at 775' A.L. Solomon (in Leakey 19311’) mentioned!
!

a terrace at about 600' A.L. (=6376' R.D.) and beach gravel

in the cave on Lion Hill, said to be at 620' A.L. (=6396'.

H.D.). There is no mention in either of these vforks of the [
5 :

cliff and terrace on^ ilenengai (at 6370' S.D.). This seems

strsinge, since it is a very v;ell marked feature and easily 1

accessible (even in the 1920s and 1930s it vias close to the

rail'way line and not far from Nalmru tovrn) and is described

fully by Kilsson, vrho vras vrorking in the area at the same

tine as, and partly in collaboration v;lth, Leakey and Solomon.

According to Leakey, the circa 6OO' A.L. 'rest level'

vias not as Important as the next belovr it; "The most

vudespread rest level is that represented by the beach in

Ganble's Cave and dated as Upper Gamblian in age" (Leakey

^931b p. 247). Leakey listed the evidence for this

shoreline as;

i .

■■

\
<1

!
I
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Sanble's Cavo
Abov'c the precipice west of Lake Naiairu
rsrracc at foot of Lion Hill
'each and terrace on Gilgil Escarpment

(from Leakey 1931b p. 24?;

5776', presumably R.D.).

500' A.L. 
iJ-90' A.L. 
510* A.L. 
530’(?)A.L."v

t 2 height of lake Is given as 

On the map in Leakey 1931a, the, 

Gaable's Cave height is given as 503' A.L., the Lion Hill ,s
-r<:

height as 5O6' A.L. .

. The height of this "Upper Gambllan" shoreline is most 

generally Quoted as 5IO' A.L.

height evidence quoted above that there has been slight 

tilting (downwards to the west) subsequent to the formation !

From my fieldwork I vras unable to confirm I

■u

: It is suggested from the i

■ I

i • \
of the beach.

; 3 that an Important shoreline exists at about 5I0’ A.L. 

at circa 6286' R.D. or 6280+3' S.D.). 

fieldwork at the different localities

(i.e.S
.1 'i'ne results of my
§
; are summarized belov?; 

here I shall comment briefly on the evidence for the 510' 

level as it is listed above.

sand is at 6347+3' S.D., i.e, at least 567' A.L, Naloiru.

1
I

At Gamble's Cave the beachI ;
\ 'I

t
The beach gravel at the base of the Gilgil escarpment is
a.t 631

•1
t 3.D., circa 533' A.L. Naloiru; it lies at the basej

of a steep cliff and does not seen likely to be at its 

original level on the lake shoreline. I could find no sign 

of a terrace at the foot of Lion Hill that indicated aIk

stilistand of the lake at about 6286', I was not able to
1
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’ooats the shoreline described as beinp; "above the precipice 

.jest of Labe ijalturu" at 490' A.L. (circa 6260' R.D, K

I cannot, fron these results, accept that there vjas 

an Inoortant stlllstand of the lake at about 510' A,L., 

’■,'hether or not a small amount of tilting is admitted. . It 

is true that the most vrldespread shoreline does appear to 

be that represented by the beach in Gamble's Cave, but this 

is considerably above the 510' level,

Kildson did not place his shorelines in groups with a 

snail height range. Because of his theory of tilting, each 

of his higher groups included terraces of very different 

heights. The full sequence, as correlated vrith Leakey's 

sequence, is shown in Table I, The suggested "Gamblian" 

shorelines were these:

J:

:•
•I

1 I shorelines at circa 634-877' A.L, (=6415-6659' R.D. 
Lake II shorelines at circa 634-690' A.L. (=6415-6471' R.D. 
Lake III shorelines at circa 358-601' A.L. (=6139-6383' R.D.

Lake

I

Lone of these groups can be said to be equivalent to 

Leakey's 600' or 500' A.L. rest levels, or to the approx- [
I

inately 600' A.L. shoreline which I have found, Nilsson did:
k !

recognize and level several of the important features of the 

600' shoreline level, including the cliff and terrace on ' 

enengai and the beach and possible cliff at Gamble's Cave, 

ovrevor the heights of his terraces and beaches in the 

Lal-ajru-Hlnenteita basin (listed 1940 pp. 75-7) do not show .

S

!

i

'■If-

(

J^9 \
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any concentration at cither 600' or 50O' A.i,. Nalmru, 

Qlthourh soae terraces from approximately thes^altltudes 

listed (see fif:'. 4).

dcCall's map (196?) shovred the shoreline on Menengai, 

crossing the 6400' formline at rather a steep angle and 

clearly very roughly drawn.

I
, is.

I: are
i»

He showed almost no lake 

sediments above 6400' in the Kaioiru-Elmenteita basin and

suggested that the Larmudlac sediments only occur below the 

high-level shoreline on Kenengai.

(the sediments in more detail he suggested that this height

Later vrhen vje' discussed

, relationship is almost certainly a coincidence and that the 

I Larmudlac sediments, which are slightly faulted, are con-,
h: siderably older than this shoreline. 

. younger ''Gamblian" sedli)i
It would thus be jthe 

ents which are related to this
shoreline.

3- Ihe evidence for the circa 6OO foot stillstand of the lake
i-ienengai

On the southern slope of the volcano the evidence!

includes: (l) The shoreline cliff, best developed over a 

distance of about 3 miles betireen 

"he height of the base of the 

2nd the cliff does not

profiles 1 and 9 on map 4. 

cliff is close to 637O f S.D.

appear to be tilted. 
■ in more detail in Chapter 4 above;

It is discussed 

see also the profiles
(fig. 1),

I

Yl
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(li) yava pebbles outcrop on the surface below the cliff 

and also eastvzards vrhere the cliff line itself is not

Some of the hichest outcrops, shoim on map k, 

listed here with their altitudes.

1/23 belovf the cliff, pebbles up to 633O' S.D.

2/2 over lava surface below the cliff, 6332-634I' S.D. 

Below profile 14, on surface up to about 6366' S.D.

haraaoll Avenue, central part on surface, highest 
pebbles at about 638I' S.D.

I'larasoli Avenue, eastern parr on surface, highest 
pebbles at about 6357* S.D. (plate 6)

Silons Crater Road, pebbles at 6361-6378* S.D.

visible. are

V
These are only a few of the points at which these pebbles 

occur. They can be traced betvreen the points to vrhlch I 

levelled and for some distance further east around the 

of nenengai, at a rather lower altitude, 
on or

side V

In all they occur
near the surface betvreen the altitudes of circa 

6230-6380* S.D. over a distance of at least miles. There':
are rather more pebbles to be found tovrards the 

of this zone, possibly because the pebble beaches 

originally larger than those further 

because there

eastern end

there were

west. This could be 

a greater supply of material for the
!

vras

pebbles from the lava, welded tuff and Ignimbrlte 

along this part of the shoreline, 

such

exposures

Towards the west, where

exposures are not found, I could not find many rounded 
lava pebbles.

I'-

I
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(ill) Sections v;lth layers of pumice pebbles, sand and
I

dlatornaoeous silt are found along tlie shoreline at a 

renerally slightly lovrer altitude than the coarser lava 

pebbles. The highest section to shov7 any sign of stratlfica' 

tlon and vrater-rounded material is at 1/5, close to Nakuru 

Junction signal box. Its altitude is 6357' S.D. 

developed section (1/7) v;lth well-stratified layers of 

.pale crystalline sand and rounded pumice pebbles is exposed 

close to it at an altitude of 6340-43' S.D. (plate 10).

■ -Another small section which includes a layer of pale grey

A better

i .
. ■■■'•

_ diatonaceous silt as i-iell as sand and pebbles is visible 

\ close to the main Nakuru-31doret road, at I/3I; 

altitude is 6303' S.D. 

deposits with layers of)pebbles

its

Further east are a number of similar■i

and sand and dlatomaceous 
silt, between the altitudes of about 6I73-6332' S.D. They

are particularly-clear in the gully at 2/11, where outcrops 

show on either side of the gully wall and there is a pro- ■ 

sression upslope from exposures mainly of fine dlatomaceous 

silt to exposures containing mostly pumicei.
pebbles and coarse 

The outcrops at 2/11 He between heights of 6255-sand.

6275' S.D.

ihe altitude of the base 
^•3.) Indicates

of the shoreline cliff (637O' 

the height at vrhlch wave erosion was

approximate average water level of 

The highest beach pebbles on Menengai

concentrated and thus the 
the 600 foot lake.r

tia PS
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and Lion dill are at slightly over 638O' S.D, This is about : j 

10' hinder than the base of the cliff. They are found at: 

this altitude in areas where the cliff Itself Is not visible, 

i ihe occurrence of beach pebbles at this altitude {v7hich is ' 

still belovj the level of the Bahati overflow) is not 

unexpected. They might result from (1) storm traves building 

up a shingle beach slightly above the mean lake level;

(2) periods of a few years during which the lake level 

unusually high.

'i

i,

zms

In this case it would appear that the lake 

regained high long enough for beaches to form at about 638O'

■ I

but not long enough for a higher cliff to be cut above the

one at 6370',

Miati

; I could only find sediments of undoubted lacustrine 

i origin on the western edge of the Bahati plain, below the

I dug two small pits close to the main

I
i

) .
slopes of iienengai.

i road Kalmru-Solai (3/1 and 3/2) and found in them even layers; !
i of diatosnaceous silts and pumice pebbles,, at altitudes of 

16253' S.D. and. 6259' S.D.\
The section at 3/6 (plates 12 

and 13) showed well-stratified layers of pebbles,

4

sand and
7 ja narrow layer of dlatomaceous silt

roc3c surface at an altitude of 6343' S.D.

over a gently sloping

Overflow of water

i

:tould take place from tiqe Bahati 

: 'fhen the level of the lake

plain into Menengai caldera 

reached about 639I' S.D. The1:
I ' .r ■; -

i
ir

y
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ovei'flow v;ould occur at the 

detail In map 5, and also in plate 3,
point OP on map 3, shown in

The correlation in 
and the base of the cliff

if the water level' 

of the base of the cliff 

'* below the actual rim; ^ 

a tilt of the order of 

Menengai shoreline cliff

?

altitude betvreen the overflow 

Kenengal (6370' S.DJ is
on

I not perfect;
actually stood close to the level

i

9

as is probable, it would be about 20 
of the outlet. It is possible that 
20' has occurred between the

and
the area of the overflow, 

but I can find no other 

7 place In this

over a distance of about 6 miles, 
evidence that such a tilt has taken 

rim of the calderaAny change in thearea.

due to faulting or subsidence 

level and not raise
would be likely to lower its 

i;t; it is suggested earlier (Chapter 3) i 

place during i 

The level of

t
that such a change 

the period since the 600
seems unlikely to have taken 

foot lake existed, 

slightly raised sincethe rin may have been 

there, by accumulation
the lake stood

of debris washed down from 

more important, by volcanic
the slopes 

products from
of Menengai, and, 

within the caldera, 

volcanic activity inside 

deposited

by several

\
There has been quite recent small-scale

the caldera and this might have
pumice and ash on the rim and raised its level
feet. In sections 3/7 and 3/9, on the slope of

the overflow (close to OP on map 3), there are several 
of fresh-looking pumicedifferent layers 

help to
and ash. 

at present no sign of
This would

explain why there Is
any
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channel out by water across the outlet. It is alsoJ possible i 

to rise to the.actual rim ;that the lake level did not need 

bsfore'the effect of the existence 

itself felt in halting or at least 
rise of the lake.

.place through the permeable 

• this area,

of the outlet vfould’make ■
!slowing dovm a further 

This might be through percolation taking:

pumice and lava vfhich underlie t 

from the lake and Itsso that irater would be lost 
underlying water table into ■ i

the crater before the level 

surface overflow.
of I

the lake reached tl^e height of the

Over the rest of the plain the sediments 
obviously lacustrine origin but this

v?ere not of 

cannot be taken as 

never been under water, , as already iproof that the area had 

discussed in Chapter ii.
:v'

i'i.loro floari

(i) A faint break in slope, possibly a westward contlnua- 

cliff, can be traced acrossi-ion of the Kenengai shoreline

from the iJalcuru Junction
area towards the main Nakuru-Njoro 

in slope where it
road. I levelled this break crossed the 

and more gently sloping

and this is not

\ road; the profile is much longer 
tnan those of the 

due to the
Menengai shoreline cliff,

road building. The base of the ' cliff* on the
'Jjoro road does

appear to be between about 6355-6365* 

quite well with the altitude
S.D • >

■'hlch agrees 

; shoreline.
of the Menengai

Jl'

f
■■
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(ii) A saall section with stratified layers of pebbles and ii

l"ptre'diatomaceous silts is exposed below this slope at , ;

• 530;' 3.D. (4/3)

(iii) iiie lovrer part of this area, between tile tvfo main

roads to Ajoro and Eldoret, is crossed by a number of quite p 

steop-sided yullles. They do not appear to contain running : 

/water often, and their sides are grassy along most of their / 

lengths in this part. There are a few small exposures of 

; diatomaceous silts, sand andpebble beds, and these can be

i

I

i

- traced upslope tovjards the similar exposures around Nalcuru I
It

The highest altitude at vjhich the pebble and silt‘ Junction.A
i

I beds are found in these gullies belovj the Eldoret road Is 

about 6329' 3.D. (4/8).: I It would appear that these sediments i 

are related to the Men>ngal shoreline level and are of the

!
: S

K
t

same age as those that are found belovi the shoreline further

j along to the east. They do not appear to be faulted; i.e. 

they are probably not the same as McCall's Larmudiac beds 

vfhlch he described from this vicinity. (McCall 196?) The 

, Laraudiac beds are exposed in the river sections south of the 

Wjoro road, along the vrestern shore of the lake. It vjould 

appear that somewhere in this area, either north or south 

of the Mjoro road, it should be possible to trace a dis- 

.. continuity betvjeen the sediments vfhioh are unfaulted and 

' appear to be contemporaneous with the 6OO foot shoreline, and 

Larmudiac beds which are faulted and possibly considerably

I
K

V. r-

1
f )

1

/• I
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older, but also contain diatomaceous silts and pebble beds. 

KoCall/ surfiested (in loq. ) that he thought it unlikely that 

the Larniudiac bods, as he described them, v/ere in fact 

contemporaneous with the Kenengai shoreline, as he had

in his report on the geology of this area. (I967) 

ilirther study in this area would no doubt provide more 

h information on this aspect of the sedimentary history of 

the basin.

•y

1

stated

if

^ i
i g Lion Hill; S

S
■11•This is an elongated ridge running approximately north- 

south in the centre of the basin, defined by quite steep 

;; slopes, fault scarps in volcanic rock. When the lake was 

'Ij at the 600 foot level, the hill vfould have been an Island,

1 and sediments from tha^t lake would be deposited around the
’ i

■ slopes of the hill. There is plenty of evidence of such

!

Mi
I:

j

sediments round much of the hill:

(i) On she west side of the- hill the slopes are often
! particularly steep and thickly vegetated, so that evidence ! 

of the lake at a high altitude is rather hard to find. There 

is a thick exposure of fine diatomaceous silt and coarse 

sand and pebbles in a gully and what appears to have been a 

ouarry (5/1) at an altitude of 602?' S.D., and lava pebbles 

lb quite large quantities are scattered vrldely over the slope i 

fron there up to about 6322' S.D.

(ii) At the northern end of the hill in a small longitudinal ;

i
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hollow is a patch of sediments marked Fll^ on McCall's ^

(I967) . I found these to be Impure dlatomaceous silts |

and some rounded lava pebbles; the silts I traced up to 

53IS' S.D., the pebbles up to 6359' S,D. 15/10). It would

that these silts and pebbles, lying in a small hollow, ; 

had been protected from the erosion and doimwashing vrhich/ f 

renoved much of the lake sediments from their original 

positions on the exposed slopes of the hill,

(ill) aimilar dlatomaceous silts occur along the eastern :

riSF

seem

! ■

side of Lion Hill forming a gently sloping rather pitted
. i

; surface beneath the rocky slopes. I found the upper limits 

of such silts at 6254' S.D., 6245' S.D., 633I’ s'.D,, and 
6319' S.D. (at 5/15, ^/12, 5/14),

the slope. Pebbles occur rather higher up the slopes, at 

6343' S.D., 6313' S.D., 6328' S.D. and 6340' S.D,

(iv) There is a small clear exposure of pumice pebbles over

V

from north to south along

dlatomaceous silt at the bottom of the slope below Lion Hill 

Cave (section no. 5/4) vrhich is at 633I' S.D. and thus

agrees well in height I'Jlth similar exposures below the 

henengal shoreline.

(v) Lion Hill Cave v;as said by Leakey {1931b p, 24?) to 

contain a beach gravel underlying archaeological horizons 

at an altitude of 620' A.L. (=6396' S.D.), From my levelling 

found the floor of the cave to be 6387' S.D. (this was 

the upper part of the floor towa.rds the back of the cave).

a'
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present the cave floor Is rocky and there appears to be 

no sedlnent In It erccpt for some fine dust, I saw no sign

the nearestbeach gravel in the cave or outside it;of any
rounded pebbles vrere a considerable distance below the cave. 

It is possible, as Leakey has suggested, that the beach

•ravel has been completely removed from this locality during ;

In its original position dand since his excavations there,

' on the cave floor It would have been at about 6387' S,D, and

thus correlate quite well in height with the highest pebbles i 

on Monengai and elsewhere on Lion Hill, The slightly greater:

height of the possible Lion Kill Cave beach gravel can be 

explained-by the sheltered position of the pebbles in the

It is possible that
V

cave, protected from ^ovjnwashing.

Lion Kill Cave may owe its existence, at least in part, to 

erosion by the waves of the 6OO foot lake. It is hard to be

certain about this from the appearance of the cave, which 

is an overhanging arch over 20' high and at least 10' deep 

cut in the jointed lava which makes up the hill. It vjould 

seem, however that the cave is at rather too high an altitude 

to have been formed in this v:ay, since even its floor is 

at over 638O' S.D,

Leakey mentioned a beach at 5IO' A.L, (=6286' R.D,) 

which was said to be immediately below Lion Hill Cave, I 

could find no evidence of such a beach or of anything that 

would suggest a separate lake still stand at about that

\
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jiltltuds. There Is a small terrace on the hillside slightly I 

belov; ,the cave, but it cannot be traced far around the slope ; ; 

and I clid not notice any particular concentration of pebbles 

that level.

(vi) South of this area there is a saddle across the hill : 

(5/16), a gently sloping area on which there are a lot of 

rounded lava pebbles which seem 

original position as a lake beach, since they are in parts 

very concentrated and almost form a low relief feature on 

the flat saddle. They occur up to 6383' S.D. (plate 5).

i
1

at

to be close to their

■ i

21orth 2ast Slnenteita

This is the name I have given to an area to the north

east of Lake Slnenteita, just to the east of the main 

Gilgil-iialcuru road at 3/1 on map 3. Here a great number of

V-

(
rounded lava pebbles are scattered on the rather steep.

broken slopes of the viall of the Slnenteita basin. Some of 

the pebbles are shown in plate 6, They occur from the level 

of the main road ( at circa 6140' S.D.) in great quantities 

up to about 6260', and more sparsely up as high as about

They are spread across spurs and hollows on the ■ 

slopes, and do not appear related in their distribution to 

any particular hollow that might be a drainage line; they

l

6363* S.D.

!
are not a river gravel. 

pebbles have been washed dovm some distance on this steep, 

bare slope.

It does appear that many of the

I found a patch of quite pure diatomaoeous silt

i
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6243' 3-41. on the slope, vilth pebbles around and on top

If the pebbles and silt vrere laid dovm in the same . '
-3

of ity
Tate, as seems quite likely, then most of the pebbles haveH

probably been washed dovm from some distance above the silts.

On a separate faulted block just to the west, on the - 

other side of the main road from the slope vrith all the 

pebbles, I could find no pebbles at all, though I looked 

oarefullj'- over the vfhole slope.

I
Isv3' S . !I !

■S
i:S This vias unexpected, as 

the height of this block vfas betvreen circa 616O-627O' S.D. , f 

and its eastern slope was not particularly steep and was 

scattered vjith a lot of small v;eathered (but quite unrounded)

It thus appeared just as

1

■ 3
Hi

■f !l
I
r

stones and pieces of rook.
si ?i:- '2 favourabla an environment for the deposition and preservation i 

of beach pebbles as the slopes opposite. The absence of 
beach pebbles on thisXiestern slope vjould suggest that j

either they have been completely removed by subaerial 1

erosion since they vrere on the beach, or that there vrere

I 3'

4
^ ti

3

j.

never any pebbles on this slope, I find the first suggestion j 

rather hard to accept, since so many pebbles remain on the 

opposite slope. The second vrould imply that there vras no 

stillstand of the lake level sufficient to produce a pebble 

beach betvreen about 6I6O' and 62?0', which is the height of 

the top of this small separate block. If this is so, the 

nany pebbles below 6270' on the slopes opposite have been 

washed dovrn from a beach at a higher altitude.

I-

I

i

A E:

'

I

■

'J.
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I ynriandusi and Kekopey

These are tvjo streams flovring from the eastern edge of ■ 

the Slmenteita basin towards the lake. I investigated the : 

parts of their courses east of the main road Kakuru-Gllgil., i

(i) /Hong the I-Carlandusi the dlatomites and fine bands of •

volcanic ash (exposed in the mine further downstream) are 1

overlain by younger pale grey, and broivn dlatomaceous silts. !

these silts up to an altitude of 6260* S.D. west 

: of the road to Kariandusl station, and as high as 6338' S.D.

on the ivest bank of the stream itself. |

(ii) Lava pebbles were scattered rather sparsely on the |

surface at the base of the rocky slope vjest of the station . |

road; I traced them to a highest level of about 63I6' S.D.
" - ! 

Along the river I found a patch of rounded pebbl'es at
i

6378' S.D.; it is-po^sible, of course, that this may be a ! 

river gravel, although I did not find much in the way*s»of 

siallar pebble deposits dovmstream from there.

(ill) Along the Kekopey there is a clear section of 

dlatomaceous silts overlying a thick layer of coarse, 

reddish-orange unstratified silts. The dlatomaceous silts 

taper out and are not visible above an altitude of 63II' S.D. j 

Further upstream I found some more outcrops of impuresj 

dlatomaceous material, small patches on the stream bank at 

6336' S.D. and 6345' S.D.

(iv) There were no exposures of beach pebbles or stratified

J

I
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pebble and sand sections in this area near the river Kekopey.‘ 
I found a fevr pebbles at the foot of the rocky slope that i

y

runs approximately north-south between the two streams, 

forninf: the boundary of the basin. The highest were at 
about 6364' S.D, but there vrere long stretches of the slope 

along v/hich I could find no pebbles at all. 3

, This area, in fact, was rather lacking in any definite I 

evidence of the high lake level. Such evidence as there is
S ■

doss agree in altitude with that I found elseiihere,
\- (

these pebbles and diatomaceous silts night well be attributed: 
to the 600 foot lake.

so that■ !?

' M

However, the distribution of both
: pebbles and silts along the stream lines gives rise to 

uncertainty about their origin.
some

It is clear that the 

diatomaceous silts wer^ laid down in relatively still water.

and in a fair body of water such as is not provided along 

the present courses of the streams, so, to some extent, they

do indicate a former moister climate and higher lake level.
i

It is possible, however, that they were laid dovm in an 

estuary or svramp along the rivers at a time vrhen the lake

K

4

[f

f',

was higher than it is novr, but not necessarily right up to 
the 600 foot level.i On the other hand the heights of these 

Silts do agree well with those below the Menengai shoreline

and at Sburu 183/3 and 83/4) vihi'ph were most probably not 

laid dovni along a stream course, and which can be attributed 

to the 600 foot lalce.

!

___ III!......
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"i 1 .c:ll ascarpaent

This escarpment forms the south-eastern boundary of the|

It is a striklne feature, in parts! !.;a^:uru-Ilmenteita basin. I ■

made up of several steps and ledges, in parts by a vertical ! 

rocuy cliff o\-er ICO' hl-h. sThe expected shoreline level
betv.-cen 6350-6400 runs across these steep slopes and it is 

ur.ll.rcly that anything in the vray of a shoreline terrace 

beaoii sediment would be preserved on them in situ, 

to Solomon (Leakey 1931b p. 257), "Patches of Gamblian 

deposits occur to the south of the Karlandusl River,

i:

Ior

According

i-.
rI

and

their final disappearance, at the Gil-il scarp, coincides 

vrith a lalce-beach' and terrace the level
i
5of vjhich corresponds; 

The
i

uell vrith that of Gamole's Cave and elsevrhere", 

"Gamblian" deposits to which he referred 

the diatonaceous silts vrhlch

a:/ gare presumably 

cover the flat land betvreen the IGilgil escarpment and Karterlt volcano, 
snail pits and in anVbear holes.

They can be se^n in
I
I
i
*:

and outcropping at the

foot of small scarps -which cross this plain, 

and terrace" referred to by Solomon

"530'(?) A.L. Nalcuru" (=clrca 6306* R.D.) and the question 

man: is also shovrn 

shoreline is shovrn 

Kariandusi river, 

rather too far to the north, 

closer to Gilgil than it is

The "lake-beach

are said to be at

s
on the map (Leakey 1931a) vrhere the 

crossing the main road south of the 

The position of the beach on this map is

as the beach is in fact certainly 

to the Kariandusl river. The

■ V

i
I
I

1

i

I
6
IE?/-,■'!!!! .1
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road ;i3S now been reallfined and the present main road does 

•lot ran close to this shoreline. The line of the former mairi 

road can be traced across the fields a few hundred yards : lb 

Tvost of the present road (north of the main scarp) and : 

across the present Gil^'^il-Elmenteita road where there is a 

snail station on the lovr-tension electric line. South of.

: i.

;r
i?

f-;this it can be traced up across the escarpment at almost its 

steepest part. Diatomaceous silts outcrop alone the line 

of the road up to a height of 6313' S.D. (12/3) a-t the base 

of the scarp. At 'that point they form a small outcrop

!
r

■cj:

unconformably overlain by rounded pebbles. Pebbles occur
.-'j-

‘i also a few yards up the road to a highest level of 

6313' S.D.' (l'2/3).

This is presuna-^ly 

terrace that Leakey described as being at 53O'(?) A.L.

Leakey told me that the reason for the question mark was 

that at the time of their fieldwork they were uncertain as 

to whether the pebbles, to vdiich they levelled, represented 

the actual height of the original shoreline. He suggested I 

that this height might actually be too high for the lake 

level Itself, as the pebbles could have been throvm up by 

storm vraves to a height above the nomal via ter level. This 

seeas to me rather unlikely; the pebbles are found near the 

case of a spree over 50' high, which in turn is at the base 

of a rocky cliff over 100’ high, and are probably not in

at, or very close to, the beach and

HI
!

e;\ r

'Iff ;• .
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situ, I looked over the scree for any sign of higher 

pobblhs hut could find none. Dovmvrard movenent of material : 

appears to be rapid on these slopes; there are already 

quite a number of stones fallen on the old road, vrhlch v/as 

abandoned only about 20 years ago. The section, as it is 

opposed on the roadside, suggests that the pebbles have been 

v,'ashed dovjn onto the eroded dlatomaceous silt; there is; no : i 

snooth sllt-sand-pebbles transition or conformable contact 

visible. The dlatomaceous silt nay be close to its original 

highest altitude, but the pebbles have probably been washed 

dovm from a rather higher level. The silts, at 63I3' S.D., 

agree quite well in height with the higher dlatomaceous 

silts from other parts of the basin, as having been laid 

dovm in the 6OO foot'lake. It is not possible to be certain 

about the level of the lake in vrhich the pebbles originated, 

but they do not seem adequate evidence of a lower lake 

stillstand around the 53O' level as Leakey suggested.

f'f

i1
i

. i
i!

71

I
I

■.i

■ ■■ -I
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barterit

; The shoreline features on the Elmenteita volcanoes have 

been described in more detail in Chapter 4.

(iJ On the north-eastern slope of Karterlt the cliff 

bet'/.'een about 6355-638O' S.D.;

the kenengai shoreline cliff is not bad, allowing for the 

tilting of the Karterit cliff.

s
runs ;

the height correlation V7ith ;
i

>,!
i

'4
j.

'■in
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(ii) ' Over nost of the slope below this cliff I could find / i 

nothin," in the viay of pebbles or lake sediments; the slope i 

is rather bare, with sl^bs of the yellovrish tuff of the ■ : ; 

volcano outcroppinE.

(iii) Sediments have been preserved in a small hollow, 

bounded on one side by a fault scarp, which runs down below | 

the possible shoreline cliff. Here I found pebbles on the, I

, surface up to about 6293' S.D. and in a section with layers ^

Diatomaceous silts containing ;

!

■4

I:
i

i;

It
of light silt at'6279* S.D, 

mollusea (8V/3) are exposed at an altitude of 6192' S.D.

(plate 16). (For more detailed discussion of the mollusea 

,see Appendix B.) These sediments and pebbles are at a 

rather lower altitude'] than the highest ones exposed below 

the henengal shoreline and in some other parts of the basin, 

but they are still within the height range of similar 

exposures in other areas; there is no reason to suggest 

tnat they vjere deposited in a lake with its shoreline much 

below the 600 foot level.

(iv) Along the outer eastern viall of Karterlt I could find 

no pebbles at all, but diatomaceous silts outcrop on the flat 

land a fevr hundred yards east of the slope of the volcano.

Ihe hi.ghest of these outcrops were close to 6320' S.D. (8V/4).

i4
I
s

\

I
IG

Sburu

Close to the former Sburu station there are some

}
1

' ;
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outcrops of diatomaceous silt and pebbles which can probably 

attributed to the 600 foot lake. The country here Is ■be ai-

broken and auch affected by recent volcanic activity, which 

had produced small volcanic cones and lava flows, and these ^ 

exposures occur in a small enclave vriilch was not covered by:

the products of this vulcanicity,

(i) Rounded lava pebbles are ejrposed on the surface and In I 

: - snail sections.close to 8E/3. The pebbles shown in plate 7 | 

are at an altitude of 6356' R.D. 1=6350+3' S.DJ. At 9/1
''V >■

. a section is exposed in an old railway cutting in which a 

fine reddish sand overlies layers of rounded pebbles and a 

narrov; band of impure but definitely diatomaceous silt. ' I

(Plate 9) The pebbles in- this section are at 636I' R.D. - ^
.! •

(=6356+3' S.D.).

(ii) The diatomaceous silts exposed in some of the Sburu 

sections are quite pure and white, and were once prospected ^ 

v.'ith a vlevj to possible commercial exploitation. (Saggerson 

1950) At 8S/3 (plates 11 and 13) they underlie layers of 

sand and pebbles at an altitude of about 6302' R.D.

(=6296253' 3.D.) in the main section; 

diatomaceous silt vras exposed at 6323' R.D. (=6317+3' S.D.). 

At 8e/4 there is a small eroded volcanic cone, probably 

dating from the first phase of volcanic activity in the 

Rolands and thus predating the deposition of these lake 

sediments.

a small patch of

The diatomaceous silts outcrop around the sides 1
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Their altitudes there j Ithe cone underlylnft pebble layers, 

between 6315-6344' R.D. (=6309-6338+3' S.D.).

,Che hcichts of these exposures correlate quite vrell

of
!1; are

uith tliose of similar ejqsosures in the northern end of the h 

Althoufth no exact comparison can be made, since there-,basin,

is no trace of a shoreline cliff in this area, the relative 

altitudes of these sediments do not seem to suggest that■- -s(I
V

there has been any tilting betv/een the north and south ends 

of the basin since they vrere laid down.
■■■■ i;

Merit-Gamble's Cave

The lacustrine deposits in the extreme south-western

(i) the
!i

part of the basin can be considered in two groups; 

Prettejohn Gully ernoosures, and (li) the e:cposures near
1

Gamble's Cave and along the Nderit valley.

(i) The Prettejohn t^ully exposures; moving down from the,
i

head of the gully, these are as follovrs:

(a) The uppermost part of the gully,‘where it is a narrovf

hollovr not more than about o' deep, is cut in weathered 

orange matorlal that seems to be of volcanic origin, i.e. ; 

^ fine pumiceous or tuffaceous sediment, ‘

(b) A short distance downstream the exposures in the gully 

and in the surrounding countryside are of coarse reddish-

I

\

orange silts, over 20' thick, largely unstratified, but 

oontalnlng some horizontal bands of whitish nodules, possibly 

oalcareous concretions.

i
..U4i. L'
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(c) Pebble beds; further dovm are beds of very smooth,

.;el.-rounded pcbbics of grey pumice. (Plate 8) They occur : 

in v:eli stratified layers with a slight dip in parts; they 

can be over 5’ thick.

[a'j uovrer dovm are ei:x)osures of grey diatomaceous silts 

and quite pure vrhite dlatonite vrith very regular banding 

of fine brovm sand. (Plate 19) The silts appear to enter 

at the top of the cliffs, above- the pebble beds. The 

thickness of diatomaceous silt exposed in the lovjer part of ■ 

the gully is over ' in places.

The altitudes of these sediments along the gully are: 

Highest exposure of pebble beds: 6333' R.D. (=6332+3' S.D.J i 

Highest grey diatomaceous silts; 6283' R.D. (=6277+3' S.D.) j 

Highest vrhite silts (dlatomites) : 6271' R.D. (=6265+3' t;.D.) i 
The sequence of pediments suggests deposition in shallovi 

’.-rater close to the lake shoreline at the upper end of the 

gaily, and at rather greater depth further dovrnstream,

’.'.■here the dlatomites viere laid dovm. The deposits are ;
i

possibly partly of deltaic origin. Layers of coarse reddish;' 

silt appear to interdigitate betvreen the pebble beds and

k-

li

i? i'

I,
?

: U

j;

t

■I

'5

<-

'hatomaceous silts, and m.ay Indicate temporary falls in lake, 

level when the reddish material, of terrestrial origin, 

accur.ulated on top of the lacustrine or deltaic sediments.

, -he altitudes of these sediments are rather lovrer than the 

highest

fv
r-

?:

cimilar deposits in the northern part of the basin,
•i:
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iut arc still v;ell v.’lthin their help;ht range. This would 

g-ree/ quite v;ell with the suggestion that the Prettejohn 

iully sotinents are deltaic deposits from the lake vihen It. ! 

stood close to the 600 foot level.

(ti) The Gamble's Gave and IJderit valley exposures: in" ' |

this area I have concentrated■on the possible lake shorelinei. 

and sediments in the immediate vicinity of Gamble’s Cave 

and the nearby exposures on either side of the Nderit valley| 

In this vrork I have been greatly helped by the results of

;

rlI
liI

: some research doneiby G. Isaac when he was 

.section in Gamble's Cave in 1964-5. 

ne to see some of the notes and sections he made.

excavating a
■n He has kindly allovredI
a

i
My own

work has mainly consisted in levelling to the various out

crops of diatomaceous silts and, by establishing accurate 

absolute heights for 'them and for Gamble's Cave, making it

E
■'J

I
possible to compare their altitudes vrlth those of oomparablej 

deposits in other parts of the basin.
; J< I discussed in ChapteiV 

4 the possibility of the terrace and cliff behind the cave
'1

being lake shoreline features. It Is possible that the 
wo caves themselves,^ v/hlch in fact were originally not more

Leakey originally excavated at Gamble's Gave I and Gamble's 
Cave II, which were close beside each other on the slope; 
the references in the early literature are usually to 
Gamble's Caves. Little interesting archaeological material 
Idas found at Gamble's Cave I and in most later sources 
the form used is Gamble's Cave, by which is meant the 
original Gamble's Cave II.

i

s

i
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sliallovj rod: shelters in an overhan/^lng cliff of lighti: than

-rev tuff, vjero cut by the vraves of the approximately 600

This vjas suggested by Nilsson (1931
'1

foot deo.o Lalco Nakuru.

It is impossible to be certain about this from0. 29?).

morphological evidence, since the roclt shelters do not
.-■t

theI?
shot; any obvious signs of having been formed by vrave erosion. 

The altitude of the floor of the shelters (beloiT the beach: 

sand) vrould be at about 634?' S.D.; the back vtall goes up;

The shelters v7ould thus be vtithln the

1
S
■2?

I
over 30' from there, 

range of vjave erosion by a lake standing at about 637O'.
I
I
■

The heights I obtained for the base of the cliff behind ; 

the cave uere 6394' R.D. (=6383+3' S.D.), and, slightly to 

the east,- 6ii04' H.D. (=6393 S.D.), but it is quite possible

that these are rather hivh, because of the accumulation of
9

debris at the bass of^the cliff, and that if the lake waters , 

ever eroded this cliffline, it was at a level several feet

The beach sand in the cave is at 6353' R.D. 

its height agrees well with the heights 

of apparently similar sands at 1/7 and 3/6 on the northern 

(The methods by vrhlch I measured the

■ ■:%

7

■■J

lo'.vor than this.

(=6347+3' .3.D. );
1
V:

Side of the basin, 

height of the sand, and the discrepancy with earlier results,

i'i are discussed in Appendix A,)

On the hillside opposite Gamble's Cave, on the north 

bank of the River Nderit, are some small isolated patches of

These appear to be the5 diatomaceous silt. (10/5, 10/6, 10/7)I

i
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rerinants of a layer of dlatomaceous silt which extended from 

;-erc eactv.’ards towards the centre of the basin, 

outcrops are betvjeen 6230-6290' H.D, (=6274-6284' S.D.J 

the slope onposlte Gamble's Cave. Similar outcrops (IO/I3, 

iO/l't, 10/1-5) 11-3 betvreer. 6256-626O' R.D. (=6250-54' S.D.) 

slirhtly further east, asain on the north bank of the river. ■
a": /i

The most striking of these is the residual shown in plate 20;: 

the contact betvreen the overlyln.o; dlatomaceous silts and. 

rather coarse, oranfte silts is particularly clear, 

other sections, and also in the sides of the Nderlt valley 

itself, comparable contacts between the rather narrow layers 

of dlatomaceous silt and coarser oran.'^e vreathered silts 

are visible.

These

on

i
f.

I

In the

»
i

'i

Isaac _has sus,yested (pers, 

lalier l967a.o, 30) that the diatomltes and fine silts which 

occur hifph up in the Sedimentary sequences in this 
be of

coram. and in van Zlnderen
i

4
area may

the same a^e as the beach sand in Gamble's Cave, 

were laid dovrn in the 600 foot lake.

i.e.

His Nderlt valley 

sections show that "no Important occurrence of deep water 

sediments vjas found at a lower stratigraphic level"; this

period of lake sedimentation vias apparently preceded by a 
period of lovrer lakes.

: j
Ip is Impossible to confirm that these dlatomaceous 

Silts, the beach sand 

all associated with the 600 foot lake.

i
and. the possible shoreline terrace are

i,;: since each of these

fSSSrSSlSpa
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Is isolated iron the other. Kovfever theirfsaturos

n--’tudes can be conpared with those of similar features in
:

fi
t

otter’ narts of the basin vfhose relationship to each other 

the 600 foot lake level is better established. The

!

and to
beach sand in Gamble's Cave is quite likely, by_comparison

h;

4 vrifn similar sands in other areas (see above) to have been 

laid dov7n in the 600 foot lake. The di'atomaceous silt 

outcrops betvfeen 6250-6284' S.D. are well within the height b 

range of similar outcrops in other parts of the basin. The 

higher etqjosures (up to 6320' or more) found elsevrhere in 

the basin are missing in this area, but this is understandable, 

considering the amount of erosion that these dlatomaceous

The evidence of altitude is thus in

)4

f
. ;■!

i

/... f
4

silts have undergone, 

favour of the suggestion that these sediments above the 

liderlt valley are th^ equivalent of those laid dovm in the

■3

1
i

■

600 foot lake elsewhere in the basin, and are of the same

More research, in !age as the beach sand in Gamble's Cave, 

particular on the Nderit valley sections, will need to be
i

W

done before the sequence of events in this area is fully/• .1; r

worked out.5:
I\

I'.akal ia!6
I vras able to spend little tine at work in this area

and concentrated on following the course of the river and
«

swaainlng the outcrops along it, in particular in the section

-1
i

■ t
f.:

\

y
'-i

■b
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and Glirrhtly above 6400', Host of this v;as betvreen■j? to

the Jbper and Lovrer nakalia gorges, shovrn on McCall's map
[■

(I967), ■■•here the river crosses tvro of the north-south 

tren.'inn faults vfhlch make up the bounding vrall of the basin.

there is little sedimentary material e:tposed along the river;
■ ■ ■ ■ !

for most of the distance betvreen the vraterfalls, and the : 

river flows over rapids and stony stretches vrhere volcanic

j:

<
There vras nothing comparable to the Nderltt ;rock is exposed.

t
■river valley exposures, nor could I find any isolated

residuals of diatomaceous silts in the area south of the

the soils are reddish and there vras no sign of any' river;

aaterial of lacustrine origin. The second gorge and

xatsrfall occur vrhere the river crosses a steep lava scarp,: 

There is not much ac,^urate height information available for : 

this area; however from my levelling I found that the base : 

of the scarp near the river is at about 623O', and its top 

would probably be at about 637O' or even slightly above.

Under these conditions it vrould be unlikely that evidence of: 

a 600 foot lake shoreline vrould be well preserved, and in 

fact I found very little such evidence,

(i) At the base of the scarp, near the river, there vrere 

quite a lot of well-rounded stones and pebbles, but these (
j

seeaed more likely to have been brought dovm by the stream 

than to be a beach deposit. On the top of the scarp I had 

°uly time to examine the area close to the gorge, and there !

■1

id

. '. . . . . . . . ■ „„ f'vrk
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I I'oun;! no slf^nn of a pebble be'ach or of lacustrine sediments, 

(il)/ Thera vfas an exposure of vjhat could be rather older 

lacn.strine silts some distance above the gorge, close belovr I 

*• the ford v.'here the track crossed the Kakalla. About 10' 

of pale coloured silts are exposed in a river cliff, 

apparently overlain by a narrov; layer of lava (11/5), These; 

are likely to be some distance above 6400'.

!
L !•'•

i

(lii) Younger-looklng, softer silts are exposed in the 

upper kakalia gorge and just belovr it. They are preserved ! 

against the rocky'-walls of the gorge and are possibly of 

lacustrine or deltaic origin. They occur at 6225' H.D. 

(=6219+3' S.D. ) belov; the gorge and up to 6320' R,D.

(=6314+3'* -S.D.) on the walls of the lovfer part of the gorge 

(11/3). They are pale brovjnish fine silts vjlth regular 
parallel laminations^of sandier material; at the top are 

sons particularly conspicuous layers of sand'and rounded 

pebbles.

I

+

I

;
;■

-■-j

I cannot at this stage be certain about the origin 

of these silts or their correlation vjith other lacustrine 

deposits in the basin, but their height agrees vrell with that 

of the diatomaceous silts along the River Kekopey and in 

■the l.alruru Junction -area.

1r:

\
1 1-

R

(iv) isolated s:cposures of diatomaceous silts occur dovrn- 

stream towards the lovrer Hakalia gorge. The largest■,<

exposures of lacustrine material in this area are belovf the 
lov;er gorge and probably result from deposition in a lake

i
E> h.
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level I’.ad fallen bolovj 6200'.vrhoso

:■

-nneiyasior.

,e "renter part of the evidence for a lake stillstand ;

that 1 have found in the halcuru-iilmenteita basin points to '■ 

the enistencG of an important shoreline at about 600 feet
ii

« above the present lake, I'he evidence for this shoreline

includes several of the features which have been attributed
5

to the "Gambllan" still stands bj^ Leakey. I have avoided ;
the-use of the word "Gamblian" in this context as it is novf

associated not only vrith the actual shoreline but also with 

the "Ganblian pluvial” ’.Thich has been correlated vrith the 

Wurn Glaciation, elsewhere (Chapter 7 and below) I discuss 

the reasons vjhy all the shorelines in the Hakuru-Slmentelta 

basin should be considered as definitely younger than the
It i

period of the V/urin glaciation.

In referring to the highest shoreline in the Makuru- ■ 

Unentolta basin I have used the term "60'0 foot shoreline" 

or ”600 foot lalce" as a convenient, if approximate designation 

uhioh does not nalce any assumption of age or correlation.

The actual evidence for the shoreline is at the follovrlng

/ 'ff
;|

s
f
6
S
-,4.

■ ff heights:

1,Si VJavc-cut notches at about 6370' S.D.

2. Lava pebbles up to about 6383' S.D., and scattered 

widely for more than 100' below this.

f
I
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1
3a;v; and pebble sections at slightly above 6340' S.D. 

.. jiatonaceous silts up to a highest level of slightly 

■"O' S.D.

o lane appears to have been prevented from rising

dbove
f.

any further by the presence of the 3ahati-Henengai divide 

at 6391-92' S.D.
6:

The shoreline does not appear to be 

tilted and there is no sign of ’faulting in any of the
i sedi.-r.ents laid dovm belovf the shoreline that I examined. . ;

I have inserted a note in Table II to indicate vrhere, 

in ny opinion, this lake is likely to belong in the sequence; 

of volcanic and tebtonic events described by i-IcGall. 

iloll-asca from the diatomaceous' silt at 87/3 (altitude about ‘

il

!
6200' S.D.J are less than 10,000 years old (see Chapter ? 

and .ippshdix 3) .j The lake is thus (partially at least) of 

Holocene rather than'/upper Pleistocene age.

At the same time it appears that the sediments which

'•■Jere laid down in this lake are not the very youngest in 

the .^airar-a-Dlmenteita basin, but are overlain by some even 

younger, including diatomaceous silts vrhich indicate a later 

stage of lake sedimentation at a loirer altitude in the basin, 

ine sediments laid down in the .600 foot lake are possibly 

the older of the recent sediments that McCall defined, i.e. 

^he "Ganbllan"

s

i-

sediments of Nderit and liakalia.

2ven if slight faulting or warping has taken place to 

Ptociuce the weak unconformity vrhich McCall put betvreen these

I .
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"Ga::.olian" and the later "Kakalian" sediments, it seems not.^ 

to have had a serious effect on the ''Gamblian'' sediments or . ■

on th.s shoreline of the lake in vjhich they vjere laid dovm.i

evidence of the 'Hakalian' (37')' A.L.) Lake Level

It was believed that after the "post-Ganblian” 

desiccation the lake rose to a new high level, at about 

kakuru, during the "Makalian post-pluvial vret57d' A.L.

■phase" at a date of betvreen 9OOO-3OOO 3.C. (Leakey 1931b 

269) The follovfing evidence for a shoreline at this 

level was given by Leakey, on the map (1931a p, 4-99) and in ■

1 r

i: 'i

the text {1931b p. 247);

A shoreline is shovm crossing the River Hakalia at its 

main northwards bend, at a height of 379' A.L,

It ib

as being "near Slmenteita camp" (1931b).

A shoreline is shovni on the map north of the River 

i'(ariandusl, east of the main road ,

1=6149' H.D. or 6145' S.D.).

"at the liarlandusi River",

thfo shorelines are shovm on the map a short distance 

of Hakuru, just north of the main Wakuru-Nalrobl road

A.
•.V

■? (=6155'( R.D, ;
or 6149' S.D.), presumably the feature referred to1

I

'1

at a height of 373' A.L, 

It is described as being

c.

east

and railway line, at heights of 374' and 375' A.L. (=6150', 
^^51' H.D. or 6144', 6145' S.D.). They are presumably those6:

.
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described as belnr "at NaJniru on the slopes of Henengal", :

Little furtlier description of these features' was given 

in Leabey's work. Concerning the age of the'shoreline it

:r
I
i
?■

i'

v;as said, "Its Makalian date is established by the absence 

of Lakalian deposits above thistlevel; in any event, it , 

clearly represents the nost important post-Gamblian wet
1

period" (1931b p. 24?). The Hakalian deposits were said 

to be notably diatomaceous and to rest, sometimes uncon-

fornably, upon a red, weathered surface of Gambllan beds, 

liilsson did npt mention a close equivalent to the 

"Kakalian" shoreline at 375' A.L. Nakuru, 

described by Leakey at this level were presumably Included 

in liilsson'.s "Group IV" (I93I P. 32?) which included

The features
■■ .b'' L

4 :■:>

•v

features at heights 332-443' A.L. (=6113-6226' R.D, or 
6107-6220' S.D. ).

3 !i Sofae of these features agree in altitude ^ 

and location 'with those described by Leakey but in most
i

l cases
I

chore is not a good agreement betvreen their results.I

The possible shoreline features that I found at about 

this altitude are summarized in Table V and discussed

in most cases I was unable to confirm the existence 

or the altitude of the features described by the earlier 

workers in this area.

;4
'■{

ovr.\%

■ ■■\

ly

n
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rTable V.'1

Kvidence for shorelines belovf the 600 foot • :
■ilioreliiie In the Nalcuru-blmentelta basin

1.',
;: Locality Base of cliff Beach pebbles

/
''Mahalian" shoreline

6122' S.D.^Manharlbi

iiorth-3ast 
31menteita 6140-6260* S.D.

I Hyrax Hill 6180-6194* S.D,!

Lanet Lodge Hill circa 6100-6200* S.D.
}

■I

"Haicuran” shorelirie

liisonge 5944* S.D.

\
■!;

/
Iy
;1. HGi,'^ht converted from value- of 6128* R.D.

t

r

« I
1

i
i\
l

j /j
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The i'iar:haribi cliff at the River Halcalia
A*

is cliff (see map 3, figurej^ 2 and plate 22) appears 

to te Leaireit's 379' A,L. "Kaltalian’’ shoreline.

to that of the feature shovm on Leakey's map

Its position : :
/is close

(i9’;la p> ^i-99) and its appearance agrees well viithlthe;;
•i

descriptions of this "Makalian" cliff in Leakey 1931b ■;

The altitude of the feature that I levelled is : 

hovfever, exactly the altitude given by Leakey {see 

I have named this feature the Hagharibi cliff

{p. 247).
1-not >

oelovf).

Clas'narlbi means 'west' in Kiswahlli) in order to avoid the
•i

term "Hakalian" and the implied date and correlations with

other shorelines and sediments.
The cliff lies near the base of the liau escarpment and \ 

faces east over the southern part of the Nalruru-Elnenteita 5

Dasin. It can be traced for about ^ mile, north and south 

of the River Hakalla), and at its greatest development is a ;

striking feature over 20' high. The slopes above and below 

it are gentle and grassy; the cliff itself is made up of 

fine, dark grey ash overlj'-ing coarse bright red silts. There 

is a raarked horizontal contact between the two strata vrhich 

can be traced all along the lower part of the cliff. Above 

the cliff I found some small exposures of pale grey 

diatomaceous silt in animal holes. Belovj it, underlying the: 

bright red silt, are white diatomaceous silts. These do not: 

seem to be the "Makalian" silts mentioned by Leakey as having

1
y

>
V

\

Vi

; ^
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:oen do;:n in the lake vfhlch stood at the level of this i

cliff, ijnch lai;e sediments v^ould probably only be traceable 

today at a lov;er altitude. Thick exposures of vjhite, 

oran-o and larniiiated silts occur dovrnstreaa from the 

fayharibi cliff in the area around the northvfards bend of 

' the kiver Makalia, and the "Hakaiian" silts as defined by 

Leaicey may be anons these.

The cliff is most conspicuous south of the River 

; Takalla, althou~h a definite break of slope exposing the 

srey ash and red silt extends for some distance north of 

the river also. A few hundred yards south of the river 

the cliff becomes smaller, splits into two small ^teps, and 

then dies out completely. beyond this is a fairly thickly 

vegetated fea in vriiich red-brovm silts are exposed in small; 

bare patches and erosion scars 1-2' high.

i. i

\

h ■; 'i

:■■■■' ■■hi. ^

^ ^ J

bone doubt attends the identification of this feature 

as a lake shoreline cliff, 

that it might in' fact be .a fault scarp.

'h

There is a distinct possibility ;c-
i

Its alignment is

approximately north-south, similar to that of many small 

fault scarps in this part of the basin.

y
!v!; One of these scarps', 

slightly east of (i.e. below) the hagharlbl cliff, is
K

. {i

crossed by the diver .lakalia in a vraterfall;

r •xaterfali slightly upstream tnear 11/3) vrhere the 

river has cut a gorge in a rather larger scarp, 

there is no sign of vraterfall or rapids where the iiagharibl

there is

ano

However
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instead ther.irht ;.'c onpectei to cross the river;

upstream on the south- bank, folloviinfj;cll:':' anpears to curve

II
I"

it is possible that■las co;itoi;rc alon''; the valley side,

i;:. Indicative of an oriyin as a shoreline cliff ratherthis

!i. The rapid diminuition of the cliff 

:r.i:;ht result from the fading out of a snail ;

than ns a fault scarp, 

to the south.

north-south fault scarp; 

of several scarps in this area,

be that the formation and preservation of the cliff have 

been best in the area vmere the dark grey ash caps it; 

night be equally suggestive of an origin by faulting or oy

'h

this appears to occur-in the case

Un the other hand it might". .

V this:
■i

- f’

vrave erosion.
Loakey (1931b p. 25-4) said of this cliff, "This latter 

forms in places a little cliff,-which oftenthe grey ash
has a small gravel deposit at; its foot, and vras probably1

i i
II Itformed during the marimum of the Hakalian lake . .

from this remark that the "small gravel deposit,"

I am not convinced of
v.’O'ald appear 

•■ras believed to be a beach gravel.
1

The stones are not nearly as round andthis identlfIcatlon.

smooth as those generally seen in the higher beach gravels,

Quite a large partand many have highly weathered surfaces, 

of the "gravel" consists of the vrhite nodular concretions 

which occur widely in the south-vjest of the basin and in

being vrashed out from the coarse red silts atthis case are
The general appearance of the stonesthe base of the cliff.

j
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the cliff suncests a haphazard collection of weathered

The altitude of ; 

or 6114+3' S.D. J is '

].ovier than that of beach pebbles that have-been

solov;
I:

rpcidual natarial, not a beach gravel, 

(not above about 6120' R.D.
an

i',ic stones 

ooiisidorablp

attributed to the ''Kahallan" shoreline in other partS' of
i

■ : the basin.

On the available topo^jraphical and -eoloRlcal evidence '

does not seeia possible to cone to a conclusion about the
A good correlation in height :

1

origin of .the Ilagharlbl cliff, 

uitli other possible shoi-eline features viould provide
i

corroborative evidence of it being a shoreline cliff; 

unfortunately such evidence is at present lacking (see 

Table J): - Investigation of the sediments vihich lie below 

the cliff in the Makalia valley and of the range of altitude 

sinllar sediments 'elsevrhere in the basin night indicate

. 1
■ ^

! .
of

vrhether an important phase of sedimentation took place in a

at about the level of the Hagharlbi ■la]:o vihose shoreline vias

At present there is no evidence to link any particularcliff.

series of sediments with a possible lake shoreline near this

level,

The follovrlng heights have been quoted for vrhat appears ,, 

to be the iiagharlbl cliff:

1. Leakey 1931a 379' A,L, Kalcuru ; 6155' H.D, (=6149+3' S,D.)

6109' R.D. (=6103+3' S.D.)

6091' R.D. (=6035+3' S.D.)

f

i
2. Lilsson 1931. cut-terrace;

barrier;

. ;■
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i; Osscribln- these, 'Illsson said, "The beaches just 

sectioned as belonj-inn to lal;e IIo. V lie on the River 

i.ahali'a about d hni KU of the Enderit Drift, 

of the river there is a cut-terrace, and about 2 km north 

of that lies a barrier" (1931 P. 305)- 

3, :;y levellin- (see flffure 2),

base of cliff; 

top of cliff circa;

The Masharlbi cliff south of the river is about 4 km MVf 

of hderit Drift,

I cannot ejqolain the discrepancies in these measurements,;

ii

Immediately S

6123' R.D. (=6122+3' S.D.) 3 

6150' R.D. (=6l44f3' S.D.) i.

. !.

which seen too large to be accounted for by differences in

It seems likely that Ithe datum used in our levelling,

identified and levelled to the same feature as Leakey,

less certain that the^ terrace referred to by Nilsson is in
/ ' 

fact the iiagharibi cliff, but he mentioned no other features

in. this area vrhich correspond more closely in height vrith

I am :
i

Leakey's or ny results and It is not l-lkely that Nilsson can 

have comnletely omitted any reference to this vrell marked 

feature.

3. The shoreline north of the River Ifarlandusi
•-3.

iSL

From Leakey's published work it is not easy to be certain 

of the exact position of this shoreline, or even whether it '

Dr Leakey pointed out to me a 

pebble covered hillside vrhich, although it is a couple of

ib
4 '■’as a beach or terrace.1

j

5
4
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1611•;
ii; r.ilGE north of the River Karlandusi, 

location v.'ith the northern part of the 'beach'

Accordlnf: to the text this beach 

this hillside (8/1) I found a laree

agrees quite vrell inI
tv

rshown on the.1

aap (19fla P. ^99). vras
at ii;0' R.D.; on

nunber of pebbles from 6l40' up to at least 6260' S.D. 
no special concentration at the lower end.'

1 with!1

(See above,

Nilsson (map I931 p. 29I) 
shovred a group i / shoreline (in approximately the

Chapter A, North bast Elnentelta.)

same
i

■c
posluion as the one on Leakey's map), vrhlch might be the 

°each referred to in his list as being "3.10 miles NV/ of 

C-ilgil Railway Station", at an altitude of 6I8O' R.D. 

pebbles at 3/1 are in fact rather further from 

than this (over 5 miles) and there 

group 1/ shoreline on the

The

the station

appears to be another

map which is closer tO' the right 

iiovrever, t^^o of Nilsson's shorelines of¥ position.V the same

group within 2 miles of each other might be assumed to be at
about the same height (i.e, 6I8O' R.D.) even allowing for 
some tilting.

I have not found an actual shoreline 

2ucn of the land has of
at iCariandusi;

course been affected by the mining

A section at 

silt overlying a coarse reddish- 

It is possible that this section shov:s 

silts overlying the reddened surface of "Gambiian"V 

as Leakey described them from other parts of the basin I

\
work and the buildings associated with it. 

8/12 shows diatoraaceous

i.

°^’ange silt, 
"Hakalian"

Silts

A
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(IQ^lb P, 246). However b/i2 is almost certainly about 6I50 

(l,e. above .the su&Hested level of the "Hakallan" lake) and 

in the juxtaposition of red andjwhite silts 

parable to the section at S/3 which is above 63OO'. 

dia'comaceous silts at S/12 vjould appear to be older than 

"Kakalian" and laid dov.m in a lake vrhose shoreline 

I ■ hipher than the "Kakalian" level.

- »

appears com-

The : ;

vras

It is possible that 

pebbles exist alon^; the foot of the steep south-vrest facing

slope, as one travels along the main road north from the 

River iCariandusi. I did not look along the vrhole of this 

ridge, but at the parts I did study in detail (above 8/12 

and around 3/1), there was certainly not a definite 

concentration of pebbles around 6150'.

li*-' The shorelines east of Haloiru
i!
|: These -appear to i^e on tvzo small isolated hills vrhich

are defined by faults and stand at tlie southern end of the

'Mi

\

'ai

i

^natl plain (map 3)..nyrax Hill is a narrovr roclcy ridge 

which reaches a height of about 6260', Another hill, a mile 

or so to the east, vfhich has a flat top rising to over 625O', 

does not seen to have a generally recognized name;

It Lanet Lodge Hill, from the nearby hotel, while it is
I called

61

probably referred to as Plaat Hill by McCall (I967 p. 45),. 

o-yrax Hin is particularly Interesting, as there are a number

;
■

i A
;

of archaeological sites of different ages on its slopes. 

Several of these have been excavated and are novr kept open
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ia nuGeun. •iven the oldest of these sites, said to be 

and to contain stone bowls,'.;30l itiiic' pottery and obsidian, d
:ool5. aooears to be youn.^er than the pebble beach found 
tte lo-./er slopes of the hiii.

on

iMo naterlal suitable for
absoiupe aatln- has yet been found but the youngest of the 

sites on the hill are possibly viithin the last fevf hundred 

D, Leakey

further work was done when the open sites and!

The sites vrere originally excavated by K.years.

Lin 1937-B;

nuseua vjere prepared by Ron Clarke in 1965-6; 

to hin for his help to me when he was excavating 

The archaeology of these sites is discussed 

in xippendlx C.

I am grateful.

on the hill. ;

in more detail
i

According to h. D. Leakey, beach pebbles were found 

Hyrax Hill at 375' A.L. and also at 335'

I
on

A.L., the lovrer

beach indicating "a rest level or slight oscillation during 

the recession of the Makallan lake" (I9L5 p. 275). 
it unlikely that one vroWd be able to distinguish pebble 

deposits within AO' of each other in height as being due to 

distinct oscillations in the lake level; 

bs spread

I consider

they might easily

over such a hei.ght range by later dowmrashing or 

as the lake level fell steadily. The 335' beach (altitude 

6106' S.D.) was apparently found beneath 

I, the Neolithic burial and occupation

sirca 6112' xR.D. , ; : vf . -
Ion the south-

east side of the hill, 

surface in this

There were very few pebbles on the 

area, and none were visible in the one burial
I
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that is novr ketjt open, 

a-hi-s.cr altitude
I found, pebbles on the surface at

close to the house (novr the museum) 
in the /section of a latrine pit vjhen it

and

was being dug. (This
v;as only a narrovt layer of rather rounded 

upper part of the section.)

- Glean layers of light-grey rounded

material in the
i

The clearest pebble sections I 

pumice pebbles -found

iisre in some of the pits excavated by Ron Clarke 
northern end of the hill.

M. D. Lealiey's 'North-east village'.

on the

These pit-dwellings are part of

She mentioned sections 
there containing "grey pumice material, water sorted and

■stratified, with bands of 

: fine sands or plsbllthlc material.
coarse gravel and thin layers of 

the vrhole overlain by a 
pp.<Qjf9-60}.

with what I sak in some 
0i tne pits, although 1-^ did not notice a layer of more 

consolidated material overlyln.g the rounded 

It appeared to me that these pebbles were

I

! nore consolidated yellowish-white pumice" (1945 

V This description agrees quite well
!

pumice pebbles.

a recent beach 
deposit, preserved on the gentler northern slopes of the

vrhlle they may have been lost from the steep rooky 
slopes to the south. The pebbles were clearly exposed in 

S.D., and a few lava pebbles on the

!
sections at 6I8O-6I85 

surface up to about 6194' S.D. This is considerably higher 
•'Uan the circa 6I5O' level suggested by Leakey.

^ulsson worked in this area before the Hyrax Hill sites 

excavated, although a nearby site, the Nakuru Burial; were
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sito, had already been ntudled. It seems that the ' 
s,',o-,:n 0.1 Ire 19.?1 man (p. 29I) in approximately this

Site'

area

Toun ill shoreline, is this Nakuru Burial site 
rath.ir than any of those on Hyrax Kill, 

slr'litl.t to the east (close to 'Hacdonald' 

another '-roup III shoreline;

clc.-'^ to a

On the same map 

s Farm') is

this nay be the same as the 

eastern one of Leakey's, v.-hioh was probably on Lanet Lodge 

these shorelines are apparently those|: Hill (Plaat HillJ.

iven in hilsson's I93I list as "O-Op ml. li of Haodonald's■v.;

r
j :arn" at 6139' R.D. and "O.3I mi. SE of ilacdonald's Farm" 

1/ at 6159' H.D. Both of these are described as terraces, 

I .relief features, although Nilsson also mentioned beach
i.e.

■:

m|: sravels found at various places in this 

; |i I was not able to locate the

; ' j is not preserved, as an opnn-air

area.
i

Naiiuru Burial Site'; it

museu.m, and since it was

excavated nearly 40, years a.-o, it is hard to find its exact 
Positlon. It vras appar^tly at the foot of a small rocky 

spur v.'hich lies between Kyrax Hill and Lanet Lodge Hill. 

Inis I called 'Water Tank Hill' as in the I96OS It had tvjo 

large round water tanks on it. 'When I studied the area in 

Jana 1967 maize vras being cultivated all round the hill,

and the higher slopes vrere rather rocky and covered v/ith 
lon,~ rough .grass. The site vras apparently belovr a large

Pile of rocks (Leakey 1931b p. ,200) on the west facing side 

the hill. I vrallced over and arounc] much of the hill, but

( :

....
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Ysr, ..nable to find any ni-^n of possible beach material

The !;aj-njru Burial site vras said to lie on a 

beach (Lealcey 1931b p. 32) but to be considerably 

youn.'sr than it, and in fact contemporaneous with the

(See belovr,

Hovrever I was unable to confirm the existence,

•of a beach here, or to check its altitude.

On Lanet Lodge Hill (Plaat Hill) I found lava pebbles 

covering a good part of the south-eastern slopes of the hill. | 

The pebbles extend over a considerable vertical range with 

no definite concentration to indicate a beach level, 

appearsto be rounded and stratified material in a small 

section near the top of tho hill, as vrell as the pebbles

The highest section is

probably over 6200' aad the pebbles extend dovm the slope 
almost as far as the road at about 6100'. V

It can be seen from the above results that I have not

on

curfacn.t:

Uaiiuran hi,gh level of the lake at 145' -"'•.L. 
Appendix C)

1

!

There

i
spread over'the eastern slope.

/

been able to confirm the. existence of a "Makalian" shoreline 

at about 375' A.L. Hakuru. Only four features in the 

-.akura-llmenteita basin vrere originally listed as evidence

ior this shoreline (Leakey 1931a and b) and this seems rather 

a small number on which to establish a major lake stlllstand 

and a "post-pluvial vfet phase".

a possible shoreline cliff at altitudes between about 343 

to 404' A.L. Nakuru, with no sign of a concentration at

I found beach pebbles and

■

.1.
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I.X-. :iven if beach pebbl’es do 

fact that the;^ are also spread

f'^'7 •'.

exist at 375' A.L., the! L 

over a considerable
above and below this heleht considerably lessens 

significance of pebbles at 375' a.l. 

lake stillstand at that level.

i. . I
-

range

the. ■

as evidence of a major.

The evidence summarized in this 

indicate the lake level falling,
section appears to 

possibly with halts and \ : 

present level 

If any ' 

(l.e. ,

circa 3^2' A.L. Halcuru) when the Hagharibi cliff near the 

Hiver liakalia may have been cut,

9Tia,ence is enough to confirm 

"iiakallan post-pluvial wet phase".

*

small readvances, from over 400’ above the 
. to about 340' A.L. (approximately 6280-6120';. 

narked pause occurred, it was at about 6122'
!

S.D.i ■; '1

t

1

I do not think that this

the existence of a distinct

,4.- Evidence of the ')
Makuran' (145' A.L.) Lake Level

i

There is 

about 145' A.l. Naloiru. 

represent the 

850 3.C.

some evidence for a stillstand of the laW 

Thls^ vfas believed by Leakey to 

Nalcuran post-pluvial wet phase' at about 

He mentioned two fragments of this'shoreline, 
north and south of Lake Nakuru;

at ; .

f

K I;
r

(i) A shoreline curving round the northern end of the lake,-

this was shown on j ■ 

"A terracei

A

south of the main road and railway line; 

‘'be nap (1931a) and referred
5i

to in Leakey 1931b: 

a height of I45 feet above present lake level
! and beach at

\
i

I----------
• -

!

titf
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is iinov.-n near rlajor aacdonald's farm, 
riiC height of 145 

assualn- the level of 5776' 

ir. lealccy 19:jla. '

A Shoreline marked 

.-liver kderlt some distance 

drift.

Kakuru" (p. 247J,

(=5915+3' S.D.}, 
I'or Lake Nakuru as given

A.L, is about 5921' R.D.

H.U.

Hi on the 1931a map as crossing the • 

north (i.e, doi-mstream; of Nderit 
inscribing certain -Gumban A' pottery round at- iI "Stable's urift 

the pottery vjas f 

'judge by its level 

the lake during the Maloiran 

: iJilsson's equivalent to 

P< d27j to be shoreline 

heights from 243-358' A.L.

■ i:

on the a'nderlt Hiver" it was sale, "
i

ound in a bank of stratifiedi f mud which, to 

upper limit;Of it 
vret phase" (1931b p, I99), 

the ilakuran was said (I93I 

group no, y, with terraces at

seems to represent the

(=6024-6139' H.D.j but this is

conoiderably higher than Leakey's suggested altitude. 
Nilsson's shoreline group no. i/I, ranging from 164-177' A.L. 

) saoms closer to the Nakuran(=5946-5960' r.d.
ievel.

■'^any low altitude shorelines crossing 

might correspond to the feature 
referred to by Leakey at 'Stable's Drift',

Nilsson did not show i'

the River Nderit which

or mention any 

He did shoxT
sections tthere containing stratified material.

group i/I shoreline terrace north of 
N’N of mouth of River

Lake Nalcuru "1*55 mi. 
Njoro" at 5955' R.D. (=5949+31 s,d.)

4 '•*ich is likely to be

■described by Leakey,
the shoreline north of the lake 

although on the map {I93I p. 29I)

■-.....................................................; ^ ... .,. ',, ' . , , ■ V. .. . V '
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oxtendlnp; nearly as far east as I
f ;;ilsson did not shov; itssi
If
ft Leakey had.
tI ..ilsson's list .of shorelines (I940 
I ay figure 4) includes

above 5950' R.D. (=5944< s.d.).

C J PP. 75-7h

a number of 'terraces' at
see also, ^1

or slightly 
This does not agree vrlth

I r-

r Leakey's height of about 592O' 

height that I have obtained for 
below).

fi.D., but is close to the 

the Hisonge shoreline (see 

terraces may be further 

lake at this level,

other features des- 

,or in confirming that they are in fact

i

I
It is possible that these

I evidence of a stillstand of the 

I have not succeeded in finding these 

oribed by Wilsson

However 1

shoreline terraces.

. 'The shoreline north of Lake 

nap (1967). forming the
Wakuru is shovm on HcCall's !' 

upper boundary of the Q1 sediments 
(recent gravels, tuffs and di'atomaceous silts) at 

altitude rather belovi 6OOO'.
an

In my fieldwork I V7as able to Identify the shoreline

I have called this featurenorth of the lake quite easily, 

the Kisonge shoreline, 
huts at its

after a local name for a group of 

vfestern end, in order to avoid the implications 
of correlation and dating that■\

novr attach to the term

a former lake shore depends 

I have not yet found

<ft-
ftaloiran'. Its identification as 

at the moment entirely on its shape.

any beach or shallow v/ater sediments near it, or been able
confirm that the Q1 sediments shovm by McCall

if5*.
are in fact

I
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,a lacustrine or deltaic deposit laid 

shoreline in a lake vrhlch stood 

as reasonably confident that 

olirr. Its origin is 

plan, for instance on the 

sap 3.

f. dovm only belovr this 
at this level.I

Hoi'/ever I ■

it is in fact 

especially clear when it

air photosraph, plate A1 

an allEnment similar to 

shore and is most unlike

features in the Wakuru- .

) a lake shoreline^ :

is seen in

and on; It curves round in 

the present northern lake 

the fault lines or subsidence

that of!-

any of .•

illnientelta basin,

Ihe cliff is best developed at its vrestern end in the
' i

tovm of Ilalmru, above Landles road; 

shown by the profile which I 

its eastern end the 

so steepalthoufph the break 
at about the

its shape there is 

levelled (figure 3), Tovrards
actual cliff is rather longer and not

of slope is still clear and is ; | 
same altitude, • The cliff is cut in coarse

on brief e:caninatlon to be 

-loneymoon Hill and Karterit,

3
yellowish tuff which ^appears

rather similar to the roclc of K
uost of the cliff line is 

intervals
■ vegetated but this rock outcrops

on and above the slope.

ihe profile I levelled shows the base of the cliff 

This agrees well with 

S.D,) but is rather higher than '

to bp ;
at a height of about 5944' 

•■ilsEon's value (5949* 

Leakey' 3

3,D,\
1
i

(5915' S,D,}, I looked below the Misonge cliff

might be the one levelled by ' 

Much of the land belovr the

!' for i
any lovrer break of slope which

Leakey, but could find none.
i

€
'it
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vrestcrn end of the cliff is built on, but I could see no
farther breal: of slope until belov? 5900', 

certainlj' nothinc comparable to the Kisonge cliff line 

I was not able to find evidence

and there isi

of this lake shoreline ; 
f , in the area south of Lake Nalcuru,"Stable's Drift"^ vras

on the River Nderit vfhere good

valley trails, : :;1

presumably a crossing point 

e;a)osures of sediments vrere visible in the 

as at nderit Drift. It must have lain somewhere along the 
river between Nderit Drift and Lake Nalcuru. This land vras
in 1965-7 part of,Nderit Estate, owned by Hr R, Long. Mr '
Long had no knowledge of any drift that had ever been called 
Stable's Drift. i

In walking along this part of the River 

no sign of a beach gravelNderit i_found or unconformity in 
the sections north of Nderit Drift that would be worth

5
leyelling as evidence of a former lake shoreline, 

plain South of Lake Nalairu the land
On the

rises from about 578O' 
near the lake to about 607O' on the Slmenteita-Mau Narok/
road. However it is quite likely that no marked relief
feature to correspond with the 594/j-' Hisonge shoreline 
of the lake would be found.

north ;
The land here is underlain by j\

fine lacustrine and deltaic sediments and is extremely flat; 
a snail vertical change in lake level would result in a large
1. "^ift" is an originally South African

iConcise Oxford Dictionary) term for a ford.
1 ;

i
i
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l-ori.'-.ontal niovenent of the vrater line, 

shoreline the erosive 

Althou-h I did not 

or heach -ravel south of Lake Naloiru that

and on such a flat

povjer of the vraves vjould be small. .

succeed in finding a shoreline cliff 

might be correlated'

/

vith the hlsonge shoreline, I ;.ould think it likely that a 

fairly prolonged stillstand of the lake 
did take place.

at about 5944' S.D.

It should hoi'fever be stressed:

(i) There is not yet adequate proof that this shoreline
represents a distinct 'ilalcuran wet phase' during which the 
laJ:e rose to a maximum after having been at a lower level 
during a dry interval, 

indicates a pause in

It could bo that the shoreline

a fairly steady fall of the lake i
from

Its highest level, without major reverse fluctuations, 
(ii) There is

i

!no evidence that the shoreline can be dated . ; 

(Leakey 1931b p, 27O):. 
suggest tlrat the term 'Nakuran' vjhich !

to about 350 3.C., as Leakey suggested, 

(iii) Therefore I

inplies that the shoreline represents a 'Nakuran wet phase' I 
at about 350 3.C. be no longer used as the name for this
shoreline, 

(iv) The
1

cliff north of Lake Nalcuru 
tne liisonge shoreline

can be referred to as 
vrhich is a purely locational 

^ications of age or correlation,

to in terms of its height above Lake 

it should be called the 165 foot shoreline, 
teiaoing it to the level of the lake in I967, 5779'

1

name ;with i
If the shoreline i■ ri

to be referred j

i
■’^alcuru,

This is
i.

S,D.
5

i 1
r

(.1 .
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(See Appendix A for discussion of 
;:a:aini".)

the expression "A.L. - ; I:

. Tho dlboxo Shoreline

This is a low nrassy slope which can be traced for 

several hundi-ed yards around the 

Lake iiakuru.

I
north-eastern corner of 

50 /ards from the vrater 

the base of the slope : i 

vjater surface. It is a 

thickly vegetated with 

I could not distinguish any ^ 

slope, or any dead 

Quite large trees, several feet in circum- i 

on and above the slope, 

seen in small bare patches dbove the •

It is not more than
line, and when I savr it in June I967 

was not more than 10* above the

sentle grassy slope about 5' high, 

coarse grass and thorn trees, 

vegetation discontinuity across the 
trees near it.

I

ference, grow below. Pale grey
dusty silts can be 

slope,
1
t

It seems quite likely that this 

Lormod by the lake when 

tnan it does 

Since it is

slope is a small cliff 

It stood at a slightly higher level 

It is probably not of very great age, 

so close to the present lake level and

now.

also

a soft material which would not beDocause it is cut in 

li-ely to\
preserve a cliff line for very long after the 

^•a^er had fallen below
(
!

it. On the other hand the shoreline
is not so recent that it is still visible as a vegetation
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.5iricontinii.lty; it is older than the oldest trees grovfing
0”. it or belou it.

I am not certain of the age of the thorn trees growing 

to be at least 

it therefore seems 

vras formed at the time of higher' 

or late 19th centuries.

near the shoreline, but v7ould estimate them 
thirty yearb old, and probably 

possible that the shoreline
more.

iiu lahe levels in the early 20th 

Unfortunately almost 

of Lakes Nakuru and blmenteita

a few measurements of Lake Halairu

K
no systematic records of the■s levels ;

exist from before I951. There^ 

made in the I9;j0s, I 

for the lake levels

■-*

viere

and Leakey and Kilsson quoted heights 
from the late 1920s.

i .
taee Appendix A; 

of th.e earlier fluctuations of
Some general indication

the lakes can also be obtained 
diaries and descriptions of the

. 'I-( from travellers 

from assuming 

lake i.’alvasha, which \

I936j.

rise in Lake Maivasha 

paralleled by a rise in Lakes 

oaslns and catchment 

o’-^perlence exactly the

t area, andt
a rough similarity with the fluctuations of 

have been traced further back (Sikes, 
necessary to be cautious in

j

It is
assuming that a 

vfas, immediately and completely

hakuru and Elmentelta, as the 
areas are not the same size and do not 

However it ,; 

the

response to
exceprionally wet years, vjere roughly similar in 

baivasha and Wakuru-Limentelta basins.

same climatic conditions.: K
seens ilkcly that during 
Muctuatlo

the period under consideration 
ns of the lakes, in particular their

Groups or

the
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me projected curve of the 

(Kenya ..inistry of Worics, 

shows the lake at a low level between 

rlsinr to-peaks in 1893-5, I905-7 and 19I7. 

lake fell fairly steadily until the I95OS.

level 01 Lake Naivashai-
I

tiyaraulic Branch, drawing no. L2/5;

about 1860-1882,1

After 1917 the
m
ii

Assuming roughly 
similar fluctuations for Lake Malmru, it would seem that theVi
Kiboko Shoreline might have been formed between about the 
years I893-I917.

j •

Nilsson described tvro 

■ both the Makuru-Slmenteita 

them G5 and g6 (the fullest discussion 

latest paper, I963).

young, low level shorelines from i 

and. Naivasha basins, calling ' 

of these is in his
ill ii.

He attributed G5 to the 1893-5 peak
! H in the lakes, G6 to the I905-7 and possibly also I9I7 peaks. 

It is not clear exactly vrhere Nilsson(1963 p. 32).i
found

M the G5 and G6 shorelines in the Naloiru basin.ii! In an earlier 

VII on the west side
Ipaper he showed a shoreline of lake no.' 1-

the lake. Just -to the north of 
lamurlak.

!
a river that may be the 

are at quite
i

Hone of the shorelines he listedk

the same height as the Kiboko shoreline: 

Nilsson 1931;m shoreline no, VII
(1776 metres) - 5832' H.D. 

shoreline g6
(1762 metres) - 5785' R.D. (=5779+3. s.dj ,! 

shoreline G5
(I775 metres) - 5828* R.D. (=5822+3' S.D.) 

level in I967 - 5780' S.D.
Kiboko shoreline, circa 10' higher

(=5826+3' S.D.) ■ia Nilsson 1963;1
!.

'1

Lake kakuruk
. 1

5790' S.D.! :

1 f;.

r-.
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for shorelines G5 and ■ 

any'rate

I have not examined the evidence

g6 in the Nalvasha basin, but around Lake Nakuru at 
there does not seen to be more than one lovr shoreline, 

s interpretation of the features he
!

Nilsson
described is noth;

1 altorsther convincing; it seems unlikely that tvro shoreline 
terraces only 43' different in helf-ht (as his

t.

G5 and g6
V

were said to be) could have been formed during 

tern pealcs in the lake level only lo 

Kiboko shoreline may have been fortied at 

but I hesitate to attribute it to

these short - 

or 20 years apart, 

about this time, 

the high lake levels of 

It is more likely to have been

: ■ KI
I

The i :

!

j one or two years only.
I ; foming over several decades, interrupted by periods when 

i the lake fell below this level; 

i . the shoreline to lake levels

i 5
it seems wisest to attribute 

of the late 19th century vjithout 

in dating it. It might 

not likely to be younger than this.

fi
E

■ attempting any greater precision
4e-ren be older, but it is

I

5

i
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CHAPTER STy
t;

CLIMATOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS
600 FOOT DEEP LAKE IN THE 
NAKURU-SLMSNTEITA BASIN

OP THE)•
1

r: The f^eoloslcal and 

in the preceding chapters 

proof that a lake about '600 feet

geomorphological evidence outlined

seems to give fairly conclusive

deep existed for some time
in the Nalcuru-Slmenteita basin during the 
The existence of such

late Quaternary, 
a large body of water In a basin which :

i

: today contains two saline lakes less than 10 feet deep |

conditions at the time of the ; .implies that the hydrological 
oOO foot lake were markedly different from those of today. y 
It seems that this•difference

:r;
i

i■f
can be explained almost

i

j entirely 1-n terms of climatic change, 

change from a 600 foot deep lake to 

i-he case of this basin,

(i) River capture might 

reducing the amount of vrater 

; lake basin, but there are

I
Other reasons for the | 

a 10 foot lake
i

can, ini

be eliminated:

be capable of sulDstantially ’

supplied by stream flow to the

■:?

i
i-::

no signs that any such capture has 
taken place from the Nakuru-Elmenteita catchmenta area during j‘"1

; the period under consideration.

1 (ii) The rim of the basin does not shovr any signs of having ;
f-'

Dsen lovfered at any point by faulting or volcanic activity,f

! ''Within the period under consideration, to allow the lake to 

The 600 foot shorelinedrained in that way. I
appears ■i

i

.!
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present lowest overflow level and it ;

could have been 

waters had drained out, .

mos t widespread

closely related to the

seeas unlikely that the overflow level

lowered and then, when the lake 

rebuilt to a level so close to that of the
lake shoreline.

(iii) In a discussion of the 

Victoria, Ter.ple considered the 

floor experienceJd depression, 

s.nrlnking 01 the viater body away from 

measurable deformation" (I967 p. l^■6). 

the case of Lake Victoria, which of 

body of v;ater than 

ererts a considerable load 

(elastic compression of the crust

raised beaches of Lake

possibility that "the lake

bringing about symmetrical 

the margins without 

He concluded that in

course is a much larger 
even the 600 foot deep Lake Maloiru and.

on the crust, such effects

or isostatic effects) 

the strandlines, 

very much smaller than the Victoria basin

cannot erqjlain the existence of 

Slaenteita basin is 

2nd It seems

The Naliuru-

even less likely that differential adjustment 
could have taken place here between the basin floor and its 

the existence of an untiltedwalls sufficient to explain 
'500 foot 

(i More

shoreline.

possible in the case of the Nalnaru-Slmenteita 
oasln is Temple's suggestion. that "sinking of water levels 

from local faulting enlarging the 

It does appear that 

faulting has altered the shape of the

sight conceivably result 

capacity of the basin" (I967 p, 47).

®-sall-scale

■y i '
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Nairjrii-Slaentelta basin in relatively 

an apparent lowering of the basin floor by 
(KoCall 1967 p. 101),

is likely to have predated the 600 foot 

to be of Holocene a^e, (Chapter 5) 

chance of the order of . 100' iri the basin

/;■

recent times, Involving 

up to 100' !

I suggest, however that .this fata ting: j 

lake, which appears k
» <

: it Sven faulting causing a
■■ h

floor vrould probably
not by itself be enough to cause the lake to .decrease in

■ 1

depth from 600 feet to less' than 10 feet. It is possible, 

have initiated, an under-^ but unlikely, that faulting could

y .ground outlet from the basin which would 

vrater losses from the lake.
greatly increase

il'
tr

li this change in the lakes is attributed to climatic 
anj, hydrologic influences alone, there is a possibility of 

using the amount of change in the lakes'
to obtain an

approximation of the ..magnitude of climatic change 
taken place.

of lake basins in the

k
that hass:

Such approximations have been made for a number;1'

western United States, 
shovrn in the -work of Antevs (I935 

^araley (1957)) Broecker 

1966) and Jones (I925). 

bethods used in the calculations

Examples are 

195^), Leopold (1951), 

Reeves (1965,
f .

and Orr (1958),
!

In this work the exact formulae and 

vary slightly, as does the

on which they are based, but the basic reasoning is this:! 
(a) Present day 

hydrologic 

observations

\ , !i

' !data
,6

conditions of the lake and climatic and 

characteristics of its basin are knovm from field
: ;

i. . ; i
and measurements.

•• i

;. !

" f ■■
It'-.-: -
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surface area) of the lake Is:, 

topoeraphical observations., 

of past climatic

e.-g. estimates of 

former glaciers compared

;(c) The past size (depth and 

vrorhad out from .:’:eological and

(c) Certain independent indications 
conditions in the

I
: ! ‘ I

Cl

area may be obtainable; 
temperature changes from the size of

v.’lth those of today,

(d) The past climate (usually 

from an estimate of the vrater balance 

former larger lake.

precipitation) is obtained 

conditions of the
.. I ....... i .!: i

The^ value of such calculations depends on the amount and 

reliability of the,.data available, 

of the formulae used, 

as working in iinerlca have made

■I
and on the appropriateness 

host of the authors mentioned above .1
>;

use of rather more information
on present and past clinatlc and hydrologic 
v:as available to

i conditions thanpi

me for the halmru-aimentelta basin. Hovjever
it did seem that there vfas sufficient data for, me to make

Vfould be of Interest

!
some calculations of past climate which 

for comparison with other' estimates of the rainfall and
temperature durin.g the late Pleistocene 

Africa.

t;
J and Holocene in East

It should of course be stresses' that 
and estimates that I have

the calculations'
k made are tentative and very

In many cases I have had to rely on data' approximate. 

collected 

although likely,

olimatological criteria.

I
over only a few years and to make assumptions which,

cannot be Justified by strict hydrological i;

V

^ .. . .
:■ J.:
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l!i the ;v'a]ajru-51nentelta basin 

assur.eci that the a;nount of vjater 

e;iou~h to maintain It at Its 600 

o’/erflov: talcing place, 

stabilized at this level by the 

iienensal divide; 

tines when an excess of

calculations I have 

which fed the lake 

foot level without

was just

any

It appears that the lake vras

presence of the Bahatia
'■ :! there are therefore likely to have been - 

water entered the lake and outflow I 

It is impossible to know I
. . i .

I took place into lienengai caldera.

hoV( nuch this excess water supply might have been, 
in theory possible that at the

It is
peak of cool wet conditions

■■ h

the v?ater supplied to the lake 

to raise the lake
may actually have been enough: 

say to an approximately 700 foot level,
nad it not been for the

presence of the lower outlet, 

not indicate that
TheI

topography, of this area does
.a great deal ,!

ii of overflow, 

taken place, 

the products of

with consequent erosion and 
Howevel^ this evidence

downcutting, has 

is not conclusive, as
IS

ji

I recent small scale volcanic activity appear 

Since it is
ft. i-o nave blanketed 

inpoGsible to

this area to some extent,

make any estimate of this
ft

E extra vjater supply, 

out the conditions needed to
itI seemed wisest to work 

"-he lake at 600 feet.

Kill be

maintain 
that this

ff
It should be borne in mind 

a conservative estimate of the
[ft
f

climatic change; i.e.
conditions may actually have been somewhat 
”etter than is indicated

cooler and/or
by a calculation made on the.basis

the 600 foot lake.
I

'.ft—
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The equation vihich I have used. In my calculations is a, 

si-n’ole v.'ater balance equation for a lake basin, 

that the lake voliune remains constant, the equation Is, 

in full:

Assuming
i'

S’

f

R4-P=2+0 + G

runoff, defined as "the total recoverable portion 
of precipitation vrater received on a drainage 
basin, vrhether it moves on the surface or by 
subsurface flow" (Kittredge 1948 p. 23O),

rainfall on the lake surface 

evaporation from the lake surface 

outflow from the lake in surface channels

deep underground seepage from the watertable 
below the lake, 

in the form in vrhlch 1 use it for this basin the equation

- (1)

■■

p

t i
■'tl i

0
1i' ;

G
■ H

becomes:

A3.P3.K + = Al.2(2)i
I A3 catchment area

!■■

precipitation on catchmentp
h

percentage of precipitation 
the catchment that reaches lake

area of lake surface

runoff constant;I Kr-
on

precipitation on lakeP,
ij

evaporation from lake 

Ihe terms in this equation are discussed in detail below.

3

i .
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It will be seen from this equation that an increase in

volume of the lake might result from (i) an increase in 

over the catchment area, resulting in an 

in the amount of water supplied to the lake;

the
x;
'f, precipitation i

increase

an increase in the runoff constant, so that a greater pro-
igc

(iii; aportion of the rain that falls reaches the lake;

in temperature, resulting in lower evaporation and thus | 

in the amount of water lost by evaporation
fall

pi

•>, in a decrease
the lake surface and by evapotransplration from the1 from

if !
Changes in these factors will not occur entirely j 

the percentage runoff is |

! catchment.

Independently of each other; 

influenced by the conditions of the soil and vegetation on

■!

ft
i

the catchment, and these in turn will be influenced by

An increase inI changes in precipitation and temperature, 

precipitation may cause the rate of evaporation to decrease
"•1X,.

even if no actual temperature change occurs, as it is likely i 

to be accompanied by cloudier and more humid conditions over | 

This vras shown to occur in the Nalvashathe catchment. ■. t -!
Sikes mentioned "the close connection between

During years of low rainfall, the

basin;

rainfall and evaporation.

number of hours sunshine in the year vrould ordinarily be 

higher and the mean humidity lovier than normal, resulting in j

, ! • ;
jt!

1

; i

In years of high rainfall theI igreater loss by evaporation, 

reverse vrould prevail" {1936 p. 30).

i

I

i r.of the relative importance ofIt is not easy to be sure
ii

.3
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differences In precipitation, evaporation and runoff to 

account for the existence of the 600 foot lake in the 

; rjaloiru-Elnientelta basin.

out a number of precipitation-evaporation-runoff situations 

:■ under which a 600 foot lake could, theoretically, exist in 

It is pbssible to eliminate some of the more 

extreme of these as being inherently unlikely on 

ij climatological grounds and because they are too much at 

. variance vrith results obtained fpom calculations based for

■ r

In my calculations I have worked'1

k
'k.

■ the basin.
!

I:
■ j:

f;
example on the extent of former glaciers or on fluctuations

Host such calculations (e.g. van
!

of vegetation zones.

Zinderen Bakker 19^2, 1964, 1967a and b, Osmaston I965)

i
k;

a !
li

!■

express their estimates of climatic change during the late 

Quaternary in East and Central Africa in terms of lovrer 

temperatures. According to van Zinderen Baldcer, during the 

hypothermal periods in East Africa "the rainfall would, in 

pjeneral, have been higher although the difference was 

probably not considerable. The most important ecological 

ii factor has, however, been the decrease in temperature and 

ii consequently the decrease in evaporation. This very 

ii iaportant change raised the vjateb level of lakes and sv7amps"

■; (1967b p. 143).

Prom this it vrould appear that temperature changes are 

■ likely to have been most important in controlling the levels 

the lakes in East Africa. On the other hand there is a

■I

I

h
■ i

r- i

' i
:!

\
IV

■ i:

! ■

{

Ii
I i

t..:
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anount of Inforaatlon from present day conditions of 

to show how rapidly they respond to even small 

An Increase In precipitation,

certain

the lalces ■' \

ohaiif^es in precipitation,

occurred In 1961-2 and in the folloxTlng years,■ f.i' such as
caused Immediate and striking rises In Lakes Hakuru,"i:;'

f;.
:S The level' amentelta, Waivasha and Victoria, among others,

Haivasha fell from about 191? to the 1950s (with: . of Lake
soae reverse movements) and this can perhaps be linked vrlth 

a sllrght negative trend of rainfall on part of the Nalvasha

1

: xi:

catchment vrhich vras distinguished betvreen 1920-49 (Sansom 

pf Lake Victoria, north found a good1952).
correlation betX'ieen monthly mean rainfall over the catchment

Ini the case i

and the change In lake level betxTeen the mean of the first 

ten.days of a month and that of the foilovilng-month,

(Unnublished report, July I965, last African Meteorological | 

Department,) A correlation coefficient of 0,961 was found | 

between these variables for the years 1938-64, showing that | 

the lake level fluctuations could be accounted for almost 1 

entirely by the variations in rainfall on the catchment area, ;

In the ilakuru-Slmenteita and Nalvasha basins the rates ! 

of evaporation are very high (the order of ,?0" p.a, compared ' 

with about 50" p,a, for Lake Victoria), so that loss of ,

.4

I'i:

;
V

: ■

i-

\

.j'

via ter by evaooratlon from the lake surface and by 

evapotranspiration are important factors In the water-

Rlchardson said of Lake Nalvasha that.
!

I balance ecjuatlon.
■. ?
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since tho rainfall on the lake is only about one third of 

svanoration (the sane is true of Lake Naicuru), changes In 

lake level will depend to a large extent on changes in 

evaporation (I965 p. 3I8), I would suggest that although
;

' the rate of evaporation froa these lakes is very high, it 

, . is not automatically the most Important control of flue- 

tuations in lake level. The response of the lake to changes 

. in precipitation is likely to be more rapid; Richardson 

said, "As a rule, closed lakes are able to rise more rapidly 

than they can fall. This is because Increases in precipita

tion anywhere in the lake's drainage area will be funnelled 

‘ into the lake and capse it to rise, but the evaporation 

which causes a lake to fall takes place only from the lake 

surface Itself" (1965 PP. 3^9-20).

■;v

i

,:.s .1

:'.L
• 1

V The terms in'the equation A^.P^.K + A^.Pj^ = A^.S,
'n!'!

i

The terms 0 and ^ in equation (1) have been taken as 

zero and hence omitted completely from equation (2). 

faioiru-Slmentelta basin is a closed basin and, as already 

discussed, I disregard possible overflow (0) into Menengal 

caldera from the 600 foot lake. 

seepage, the amount of vjater lost will depend on geological

It appears that

in the Ilalotru-Slnenteita basin today such losses are virtually 

McCall's studies (1957a), of the height of the water

(I)

The
f

/
I

In the case of underground

Vi
conditions and on the area of the Itike bed.

zero:

d.I:;
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xic the hydraulic gradients in the basin do nottable
fadlcate ani' major loss by seepa,se from the lake, 

possible that seepage may have taken place, perhaps 

northwards, -when the lake vias at the 600 foot level and

■■■[■: 4:-:It is

'
1:
t

covered a much greater area, of diverse geology. As it is
to estimate the amountinposslole to be certain of this or 

of water that might have been lost in this viay. I decided

The effect of this Iit vras best to take this term as zero, 

approximation will be the 

; surface overflow to be zero, l.e. it will result in con-

as that of assuming thesame

j

ssrvatlve estimates being made for the terms on the other

equation,, of the amount of water being supplied 

to the lake to keep it at this level.

side of the
i

rainfall records have been kept for{ID Precipitation:

several years for a number of stations in the dalxuru-
The mean annualcatchment areas.Hmentelta and Kaivash^ 

rainfall clearly varies between different parts of these
i

from the well-watered slopes of Haucatcliments, vihich range 
escarpment and the Kinangop plateau to hot and dry central

r
i
!

I have based my calculations onparts of the lake basins, 

the mean annual precipitation for the whole catchments, 

whose flfpires for the years I938-66 vrere given me by the 

2ast African Heteorologlcal Department in Nairobi.

i

It would i

: be ideal to have values for (a) the precipitation on the
the.lovrest in the whole catchmentlake surfaces, likely to be I

/ ; ■
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t'iio precipitation on the higher slopes of the catchment',' 

.{hic’n contri'nutes an important part of the water supplying 

the lakes, (c; a mean value for the vrhole basin. For 

□resent day conditions, even vrith a lack of measuring, 

stations through much of the relevant areas, it is possible 

arrive at appromlnate values for each of these; for,past 

conditions this is not easily done and in my calculations I 

had to be content with obtaining an average' value for 

: nrecipitation over the whole basin.

i'

(t)
\ :
I’
i

■I

1

to

s-r have i
r;

i (a) The rainfall on the lake surface today:

mean annual rainfall on the ;'(i) Lake Naivasha;
lake measured betvieen 1910-193^ was 21.7”

I: ■ ]
!•^ -j

(Sikes 1936 fig. 2).
Imean annual rainfall on the(ii) Lalte ilakuru;

lake is betvreen 31-33" (McCall 1957a p. 311 
measured over the years 1943-1952), or

i ■

!
ii

i

s30-35” (IIcC,all 196? p. 2).

(iil) Lake Slment^ita;
the lake is betvieen 21-25" (McCall 1957a p. 31) » 

25-30” (McCall 1967 P. 2).

i
I 3

mean annual rainfall oni

■ !

! or

calculations for the Halruru-bimenteita basin, I have 

assumed the mean annual rainfall on both lakes to be 25”.

i
i
I In nyi

.■

.■i
j ■

(b) The rainfall on the higher slopes of the Nakuru-

accordlng to McCall (1957a

■ 1' :

i
i Sinentelta catchment;

1 p. 33) this is about 40-50” p.a.'!
f'

1'

‘f
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The mean precipitation for the whole catchment:5! (c) \
! ■_

(l) halvasha basin;
drainane area 1910-1936 vjas 32.5" ISikes 
1936 fip, 2).

mean annual rainfall on
1

?ron the flijures supplied to 
me by the last African Hetcorological1

■i-
Dsoartment, uhe mean rainfall between the 
years 1938-1964 was 35.10" p.a.!

if
mean rainfall(ii) Nakuru-llmenteita catchment;

between the years 1938-196i^ vras 38,32" p.a. 
(2.A.M.D. figures).i'

I have taken the value of 38" p.a, as being the mean value

1; for,the whole Nalcuru-Elmenteita catchment. I:

; (III) Svaporation; (a) The present-day evaporation from 

: the lake surfaces in’-the llakuru-31menteita and llaivasha 

i basin's is high, and exceeds precipitation by a considerable 

^ amount. In the case of Lakes Maloiru and Elmenteita there 

is a net movement of ’water from the vratertable to the lake 

to the atmosphere, so that the high salinity of the lakes 

is i-alntalned. Keasurements of evaporation made in these

i

basins include:

(1) for Kaloiru, over the years 1959-63 in a 15" pan

74" p.a.
82"

70"

Average: 
l-lighost year: 
Lowest year: (East African Heteorologlcal 

Dept, le-tter of 10.10.67)

Ul) For Ilaivasha, over 14 years before 1936, in a 36" pan
74" p.a, ;Average:

Highest year: 90"

61,6" (Sikes 1936)Lowest - year:
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nu::~estcd that tho value as obtained from the measure- 

liaivasha could be talien as representlns the
Sides

scats atI ■%

ft jvr.aoration from the open vrater surface of the lake vrlthout

Such a factor, possibly
p

I' aaal''in''- n pan correction factor, 

of or 0*9, is used to brine the evaporation as measured

I in a pan on dry land to the sXir;htly lower value that is 

' likely from a surface of v/ater surrounded by a further area :

According to Sikes the evaporation from Lake 

t taiyasha is exceptionally nigh, as it is an open shailovr lake ; 

and subject to strong drying vrinds U936 pp. 77-8;;

of water.

f
the

' evaporation can therefore be taken directly as the value

It seems possible that similar

r

aeasured at the pan. 

conditions apply in the Kakuru-Slmontoita basin, where the

lakes are even shallower, and I have therefore used the
i .

i value of 7^" p.a. as representing the mean evaporation from 

■ the lake at the present day.

(t) Istlnates of past evaporation rates in the Nalcuru- 
Slnentclta basin during; the period under consideration must 

be based on estimates of the former lower temperatures. At 

present the mean annual temperature of the Kalcuru area is 

16.9°C C=62.4°P). (East African Meteorological Department 

letter of 10.10,67.) According to Whittow and Osmaston 

(1966) v.'ho based their estimates on the past levels of the 

the East African mountains, the mean annual 

temperatures In late Quaternary times in East Africa have

9

i.'l!
I

)I

I

firn lines on

fk

1
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varied t’nus:

■ •

IOO-30O years - circa 0.5°G lower than 
present

- circa 1-3°G lov/er
- circa 3-^l-°C lovjer

According to Coetzee (1964) the nean annual temperatul-e about 

16,000 5rears ano vras about 8°C lower than it is

10,000 years ayo 
15-20,000 years a so

now. This J

■ estlnate was based on a study of changes in the vegetation 

Eoiies on Ht, Kenya. A fall of mean annual temperature of 
the order of 11-12°G for the last glaciation on the East \

African mountains has been suggested by van Zinderen Baliker 

:(1967b p. 147).
■■d

The 600 foot lake, however, appears to 

1 liave post-dated the maximum of glacial conditions in East

■ Africa, and it seems-most realistic to assume that it

existed during a time when the fall in temperature was rather i 

less than the maximum values suggested by Coetzee and 

Zinderen Baldcer.

ivan
I
iIn my estimates of possible past 

evaporation rates in the Naloiru-Slmenteita basin (see below) '

_ I have therefore assumed the lowest possible temperature as 

oeing 8°C below the present
I

mean annual value.

In calculating past evaporation rates, I first attempted 

to use the tables of Thornthwalte and Mather (1957) for 

■ computing potential evapotranspiratlon. The result I 

obtained for annual evapotranspiratlon, using the present 

jdj kiay values of temperature, vfas less tlian half the figure, of 

p.a. which was measured for the evaporation at Nakuru.

- !■'

r

74"

. •
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r:io .'i2ln reason for such

liahuru for most of the 

it is for nost of tho American stations

a discrepancy is perhaps that the
!t!:ti''=lty at i ■

year is much lower than'
!
r on vjhlch Thornthvraite

ant lather's tables vrere based, 

for
According to these tables 

a fall in near, annual temperature from 16.9°C to 12.9°C
J

, tnc annual potential ovapotranspiration would fall by only 
i about The changes in evaporation resulting 

temperature change during the last 10-15,000

from
i

years in the
ilaiairu-Elnentelta basin would thus1

seem to be very small.
Possibly a more realistic estimate of 

a closed lake
evaporation from

can be obtained from the figures dravm by

Langbein was concerned with the hydrology 
and salinity of lahes in closed basins

i
Langbein (I96I).

mostly in the semi- 
ana areas of western U.S.A., under conditions not too far 

removed from those of the i.'aloiru-Hlaenteita basin.

9

i
These

I -i..arGG shovi^ values for net evaporation (i.e. evaporation 
I from lake -

i
'a. ;

precipitation on lal:e) for different values of 
) ‘

annual precipitation and temperature. Applying the Nakuru- 

ilmonteita precipitation and temperature figures for the

pi-Qsent day, the value for net evaporation obtained is about

i P # S. • This is still rather lovrer than the value as 

measured (74-25=A9" p.a.) but an Improvement on the results 

Obtained from Thornthwaite and Kather’s tables. Results

Obtained from Langbein's figure 3, assuming a precipitation

1.

I; -
the lake of 25" p.a., are as follows;15

:.
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::aan jViinual Temn. liet evaporation1/ Total evaporatl.oyi

.9°C (62.i^°?) 

16.9°C {62,4°?) 

14.9°C (53,8°?) 

12.9°C (55.2°P) 

3,9°C (48,0°?)

I Notes on table

1 ^9" p,a, 

32" p,a.

74" p.a, (1) 

57" p.a. (2) 

51" P.a. (3) 

45" P.a, (3) 

35" P.a. (4)

26" P.a. ' •
20" p.a.

10" p.a.

I i ; 1. Present day fifojres 
i basin,

2. Present day temperature, 
Lansbein's yraph.

as measured in the I'lalcuru-Slnenteita
r.

net evaporation calculated from I: ;;•

' *5
. temperatures as su^sested by '.-/hittow and Osmaston, 
evaporation calculated from Lan,';bein's graph.

4. Temperature

net .

as suggested by Coetzee, net evaporation 
calculated from Langbeln's graph.

i

'M

These figures indicate that, for eraraple, a fall in mean : 

annual temperature of 4°C would result in a drop, in net

|j . evaporation of 12" p.si, , without considering the effect of 
any Increase in rainfail.

V1'

The change in evaporation withi,
■i

change in temperature is considerably larger than Is obtained 

from Thornthwaite and Hather's tables.

■ >

It would appear tlmt 

a marked change in the amount of vrater lost from the lake

•■'Quid bo produced by quite a small change 

i^emperature.
t mean annual( (■

;• :
[ r I.: ■;I

d

d i

■ u:.W

*!•
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CV) Hunoff: it is necessary for these calculations to 

percentafje of precipitation on the 

In most cases this 

i.e. hov; much of the 

streams and

“Sic an estimate of the 

catchment area that reaches the lake.
t:

tor v;ould be expressed as runoff; 

the catchment reaches the

L

min on
eventually

Conditions in the nalcuru-Slmenteita basin
■!' t

foods the lake.

, noTTcvar, rather unusual.
t;

are 3y far the greater part of 

passes for some distance throush 

to the bodies of erroundvrater belovr

: the recharme to the lakes 

t .the basin sediments t

: 1

the
lakes borne of this vtater may have moved for a short 

a stream channel, but in thisdistance as surface flow in 

m. ; basin even streams vrhlch

their upper courses tend to lose

, if

contain a fair volume of vrater in

almost all of it lower dovm 

the la^e Is almost nil. 

fault zones and jointed

! and the actual surface flow into. 1.L

I this situation results from (1} the 

and fissured lavas vrhich admit vmter readily, (ii; the high 

porosity and water-transmitting powers of the unconsolidatedI

sediments. Usi^lly, therefore,: recent'
there is almost nothing 

can be measured as stream discharge in the Maloiru-
i that
f

SLmentelta basin, but there is a steady flow of groundwater 

towards the lakes, and
f.

i
groundwater ridges can be distln- 

i gaished along some of the influent streams.
!;

(HcCall 1957ar
f p. 38;
k ■

t i

Ihe geological conditions described above .for the 

‘sakuru-IClmenteita basin are similar to those that Sikes
1
i

■

■f
. ' ' V' '.... ‘ '' ■ . ’ ■ *■“ ^ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ^ nil u I i->j III wi injiisiw
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r'oscribGd for the haivasha basin 

to Sikes, hovrever, th.e 

kaivasha basin v*-

r
(1936 p. 76). According 

in thetydrological conditions 
v.'cre rather different. Ke made discharge

asasuronents for streams 

and decided that "sub-surface 

be disregarded as

flotfing into the lake (see below)
percolation to the lalce 

a contribution to inflow-
may

(P. 77).
It seems unlikely, in areas vjith geological conditions 

such as those of the kaivasha and Uakuru-blmenteita 

that the only water reaching the 

should be that which

basins, 

lakes from the catcliments

'

can be measured as discharge in the 

basin, at any 

There seems to be

■i:

y

stream channels.

this appears not to be
In the Malouru-Ulmenteita

rate the case.
I |, Virtually no runoff,or stream discharge that 
I 1; as it feeds the lakes.

:| : calculate the

can be gauged 
I have, however, been able to

percentage of the precipitation 
sent area that actually contributes

on the catch- ■ 

to the recharge of the 

that reaches the lakes 

the small amount that travels

V
lakes. This will include the water 

by sub-surface percolation and

. as surface flow in the stream 

iiave called K.
channels. 

Using the knovni values for
This percentage I

I

present dayf.;'

precipitation, evaporation, and. lake surface 
; (calculation 1 

; 3.26)..

area

in Appendix S) I obtained a value for K of 

This means that of the rain falling bn the catchment, 
;I : only about 3" in every 100" reaches the lakes

1\

or the
watertables belovf them.

-V _ I
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This percentage, although 

reaches the lake by sub-surface 

in a sense comparable with the 

Sikes for the Naivasha basin, 

do in fact define the

it concerns mainly water that!' 

rather than stream flow/is i : 

runoff figures given by 

This is because both figures

i

percentage of rainfall that recharges
the lake, and in this context. exactly by what paths the
water reaches the lake is immaterial. According to Sikes
"the average annual discharge from the drainage area of the i

lake to the lake is.of the order of 9% of the rainfall" :■ 
(1936 p. 76). The actual measurements, made between Apnil 

quoted for the Naivasha basin1935 and March 1936, that he !

were:

Elver " Discharge as % of rainfall
lielaTra
Gilgil
Karati

7.65 
A. 25 
2.81

My estimated value of K for the Nalcuru-ELmenteita 
thus of the

basin is
ord^r of magnitude as Sides' measurementssame

of discharge as percentage of rainfall in the Naivasha 

Bennett (1955 P. 89) gave figures for "viater loss" (l.e. 

runoff) from vjoodland

basin.;

■?

areas in the United States, ranging.. 

■: from 0,3-3.2^ of precipitation, and from undisturbed
f I

■ \

i grassland ranging from 1,0-5,A2^ of precipitation. !
4.

i

ii
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/i ■ 197Iv; it is iiKeiy that under 

■■'til a rnoister atmosphere, 

soil tontainin~ more irater, 

liaenteita basin would be higher; 

the precipitation woiiLri 

ij . in yegetation might also have

generally wetter conditions, 

lower evaporation, and roolts
I-:'

■ A> ana

the value ol it for the Nakuru.

a greater percentage of 
eventually reach the lake. change s .' ;

some effect and have probably 
::J I occurrea in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin dnring the last ;

i t
I j 10,uuu years, due to climatic change 

4 influences, it

Iand later human

IS hard to Irnovr what the 
I i liitely to have been during past 

I I possibly With some kind of forest

values of K are
' ;!

rather vretter conditions, 

vegetation covering a

Jones U9^5; quoted a 
value of for present day runoff in the bahontan basin

greater proportion of the catchment.
i

I (Kevada, u.o.A.j and in his estimates of the conditions 

necessary to support the iormer large lake there included
!

possible percentage runoffs of up to of rainfall, 

Jny evaporation in the basin is 50"
Present i

\
p.a., rainfall 10" p.a.;

concluded that "'if the percentage of run off increased 
to 30 per cent and the 

only 2^- times

jones■

f

evaporation decreased to 45 Inches, 

as much rainfall would be needed to suppo:^ 

Laite Lahontan at the high-i'7ater mark" (I925 p. 49),

i

J

The

runoff values quoted by Jones seem rather high when compared'

I with th^ figures of Sikes and Bennett.

I included in my figure and table the results of calculations 
based

I have, however,

• •

on the assumption that the runoff that fed the former j

i\

■
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15::3S In the Malcuru-^laentelta basin was 10,20 and 30^ of 

as well as the present day value of 3.26^,

I!■:

!
rainfall 1

(7) fhe area neasurenents: for these measurements I used ■ 

: tho 1 : 250,000 maps of Hast Africa, G.S.G.S. 4801. 

Kahuru-Hlnenteita basin was covered by the Nyeri sheet 

(edition 1, 1955) and the Kisumu-Nakuru sheet (edition 2

I-iap 2 in the thesis is traced from these maps. .The 

: naps show the drainage channels in considerable detail, so

The

1

I 1957).
I

a

iI i
that I x-jas able to dravf in the Nalruru-Elmenteita catchment 

area quite easily. The contours on the 1 ; 250,000 maps 

at 200' vertical intervals were based on Information from 

i the recent series of 1 : 50,000 maps and seem to be quite 

accurate. I used a compensating polar planlmeter and 

; obtained the various areas in square inches; these could 

I then easily be converted into square miles. The precision
j

r' necessary for these calculations 'was not very great, but I

measured each area two'ior more times to check that the j
^ :

results vrere reasonably accurate.

The areas which I measured vrere :

(a) the catchment area of Lakes Nalcuru and Elmenteita. This ^ 

vras obtained by follo'wlng the vratersheds around the streams \ 

draining into the basin. The catchment area' is not very 

lar.ge, and on the north, south-and east sides it barely 

, extends beyond the actual basin walls. In the north I omitted
i

the caldera of Henongal from my measurement of the catciment i

!
• j

i

!

i

i

1 - '

r

I

!
!■

r-
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area; under present conditions it does not seem that an,y , 

vrater fall Inc in the caldera would reach the lake or the; ■: 

v:aiertable in the basin. (This explains a slight dis

crepancy between my figure for the catchment area and that 

given me by the Sast African Meteorological Department, which 

included the area of Henengai caldera within the catchment; 'P 

see below.)

(b) the surface area of the 600 foot lake; this I took to : 

be indicated by the 6400' contour around the basin. From my ; ; , 

knovrledge of the area and the larger scale maps, this contour 

on the 1 ; 250,000 maps appeared to be quite accurately

dravm. It is true that the area of a lake at 6400' is

slightly larger than that of the lake vfhose level was betvjeeni

6370-6590', as is indicated by the shoreline in the basin. i 
’ !

Under the conditions of these calculations, however, I 

V decided that this approximation was close enough. It would 

have been hard, from t’l^e available .height information, to ; 

have made it any closer. '

(c) the areas of Lakes Nakuru and Slmenteita as shown on

K
vr'

fl

r

1s a-.4
ll

Iftu t

1
ft
i

5
ft S
ft Ii •

Ift

■

s
!

/

ft:

the 1 : 250,000 maps. There is no indication on these maps 

of a date for the level of the lake shoim; 

shows part of Lake Naivasha, said to be at the 1948 level,

f

.the Nyeri map

1
r so It is possible that Lakes Nakuru and Elmentelta were 

; also shovrn at the 1948 levels. Thie shape of the lakes 

; appears the same as that.on the recent (i960 and later)
i.

i

IIP
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i 1 : 50,000 -.’.aps and considerably smaller than Is sho™ on 

the small-scale naps of the early years of the century. 

The results of the area measurements:

(a) Total catchment area of Nakuru-Slmentelta basin:

Accordlni-:: to l.A.M.D. (letter of IO.I0.67), ;
540 sq. miles (including iiencn.qai crater, 
circa 30 sq. mi.)

4

According to my measurement, 810 square'miles 
(ezcludinc; iienengai crater)

These areas include the area of the lake surfaces.

(b) 'Surface area of the 6400' lake (omitting the highest 

parts of Lion Hill and Aarterlt, which would have 

stood above t^his lake as Islands)

288 square miles

(0) Surface area of Lakes Nakuru and Slraent'eita:

12 square miles 
Llmenteita 8-| square miles

the areas us9d)in the calculations are:

i

i
! -

[

k'akuru

Thus!'
5

Ag (area of land catchment)
For present day lakes - 790 square miles 
For 600 foot lake - 522 square miles5

(area of lake surface)
Li

For present day lakes - 
For 600 foot lake

20 square miles 
- 288 square miles.

« 'h-

:|

I
IS? i"
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J Table VI
\ ?I Sur.r.ar:,- of results of calcin ati nnn :*

i
i

j^vanoration li:3.2(y:o K;lo^. K‘.Z0% Ki20> t!■

!?0^* P.a. 66“ i:?S 59" Pb 51"

F3 4/4-" 

P3 37"

P3 45" 

P3 39" 

P3 32"

i'£j:
-5 i;!

60“ F3 5?“ ip. a. ?3 51" 

P3 42"
I

' 50" p.a. ?, 47"

IPreclnltatlon:
s

38" p.a. 3 40" 3 45" 1'5: 52“ E 59" 4

Ir

Conclusion i'

i;

The results of ry calculations of fthe precipitation, 
evaporation and runoff conditions under which a 600 foot r

aeop lake mijyht erist in the Nalairu-Elnenteita basin 

Gumarlzed in the ,-raph {fin. 7) and in Table VI. 

a choice betvjesn the possible situations, the follovrins 

oonnents nl.pht be m^cle :

are
S Concernino; I

5I! ■

E
I

1 Temperatures raay have been at least 4°C lower in 
10,000 3.P.

about

This appears likely to have been capable of 

oausin:-; a fall in evaporation of 12" p.a., accordlns to
i

lanyoein's fl.yures. 

Hainfall as2. much as 160/o'of present day values has beeri'I' i
jisu.—ested for parts of Southern Africa during the late 

Quaternary,
h

Such estimates, based on sediment studies and 

on roologlcal observations, have been made by Brain (1958), f
1

i

I
;

v;

1)

;;
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I Jo:ic; (1957, 1965) and Cooke (1964). 

fcllo'Tln- table of
Bond has given the 

inferred past rainfall afKhani and 
lcG;.,'ird, in the Bulavjayo area, Southern Africa.

I

I
3
5

Inz'erred. past rainfall at Khani and Lochard. 
Southern Africa. (Bond I965 p. 33/^)3ulav;ayo area.

■' !:

■ iCultural stage Type of evidence Suggested 
absolute 
rainfall 
inches/year

Per cent 
of present 
rainfall ;

Iron Age Feldspar colluviur. 

Feldspar colluviun
25 loo

Later Stone 
Ago

20 00

kiddle Stone 
Age

Feldspar colluviun 35 140

Sanroan Ferriorcte 40 160 ;■

i

Later ilcheulean Calcification 

Alluvium I
18 72

Fossil danbo 40 160j
7

3. The range of -i^nnual rainfall values shovm 

..'adairu-Blmentel ta catclment 

considerable.

in the

records even since I938 is

The nean value is 38" p.a.; of the 29 years 
1933-1966, 4 have had less than 30" rain (79^i of mean); 

the lowest vjas 24.7" in I965.

^5" rain (118> of nean);
6 years have had more than 

the highest was 53" in I95I, 

Changes in the value of K, the percentage of rainfall 
that reached the lake, are likely to have occurred in

4.

i' connection vrith precipitation and evaporation changes
' I !

ii v;
7i
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;;urin,: the norioO under consideration, 
thet a value of T

i would estimate 
:: in the rcaii-e of 10-20?J is most likely,

t this is merely a tentative sufrgestion, 
Assumln- that K is 20^;^, evaporation 62"" p.a., the ■ :

"ainfall necessary to maintain the 600 foot lake in the : i

■enteita basin would (from fi.^are 7) be about 
5.i" p.a,, 120> of the

, akjru-li

present annual mean. ±f K is taken. 

P.a., the necessary 
rainfall would be 52.5" P.a. (138)1 of present annual mean) . : 

I suG-est that conditions alnht have fallen within this -

as only 10)1, evapo.ratlon arain 62"

.ranee of values, 

th.an 62" p.a. ,

It is possible that evaporation was lovrer:;

in which case a lower precipitation would be 
needed to maintain the 600 foot lake. At any rate it seems |

unll..ely tho.t precipita,tion need have risen 

p.a. during the time that this lake 

have been lower than this.

It should also be pointed out what a small increase in

much about 50" 

emisted, and it may viellj

net evaporation (of the order of 3" 

Appendix S) would be 

Ilmonteita to dry

p.a., from calculation ;

necessary to cause Lakes Halmru and 
out completely.

about 80)o of the present value,

^ater Stone Ac,e at Bulawayo, maintained for

An annual, rainfall of

2as sug,5estdd by Bond for the

even a few years. 

Lakes iJalairu andsroulc cause the complete desiccation of 

dlmenteita.

i

rrrtv'-'pt-'-
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I CHAPTER SKVRMI-
S \.

EVIDENCE OP LATE QUATERNARY CLIMATIC 
FLUCTUATIONS IN AFRICA

I
I
I

Indications of Quaternary climatic fluctuations 

Africa have been obtained from different 
including;

in

kinds of evidence

X
(i) Former higher lake levels of many lakes, including 

Lakes Baringo 

Lake Magadi^ 
Lakes Zwai and Shala'^ in Ethiopia;

Lakes Nalcuru and Elmenteita,^ Lake Naivasha,^ 

and Hannington,^ Lalsie Rudolf,^ Lake Victoria,^ 

all in East Africa;

6

8Lake Chad.

(ii) Former larger glaciers on mountains that now have 

Ruwenzori

Mounts Simien and

snail glaciers or are unglaoiated; 
Kenya,Kilimanjaro,^^

Kaka^3

Mount
Mount Elgon;

in Ethiopia, 

(iil) River gravels. silts, and terraces, resulting from:

and sedimentation, have beenchanges in conditions of erosion

1. Nilsson 1931,etc., Leakey 1931a and b.
' 1965^196?^ ^931a and b, Richardson

3, Nilsson I931 etc., Fuchs 1934, I950.
Fuchs 1935, 1939, Whitworth 1965.

5. Temple I965, I967.
6. Baker I958.
7. Nilsson 1931 etc,, Mohr I963.
0. Grove and Pullan I964.
9, Nilsson 1931 etc.

10. Nilsson 1931 etc.
11. Downle 1964.
12. Nilsson I931 etc,
13. Nilsson 1931

Osmaston I965.• >

etc., Mohr I963.
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‘i' !attributed to climatic causes,

been worked out on this basis in Somaliland (Parkinson 

1932, Clark 1952, 195^), Angola (Leakey 1949)

Valley (Butzer I966, de Heinzelin I967).

(iv) There is evidence:, usually from the'pollen content 

of sediments, that the vegetation patterns in parts 

Africa have changed during the Quaternary, 

have been studied in particular in 

shifts of montane vegetation belts

Climatic fluctuations have

and the Nile :

of :

These changes 

connection with the

on the highlands of East
Africa, (van Zinderen Bakker 1962,63,64 

(v) There is
and Coetzee 1964}

a certain amount of faunal evidence;

an area, such as the extinction of ; 
moisture loving species, might be the result

changes in the faluna of

of climatic
change. Moreau (1964 etc.} studied the 

Airica (in particular the montane

to vjorking out climatic changes during the latter half of 

the Pleistocene.

birds of tropical' 

communities}' vrith a vievr

if At present montane forest existsI as

isolated patches, and its avifauna 

of the lovfland forest and

!-■'

differs greatly from that 

savanna, but shows certain
7

I Similarities between "islands", 

isolation of the montane forests 

colonization by different bird

At times in the past, the 

must have broken doim and!-5

species took place. The

waves of colonization have been interpreted in 
the periods of

terms of

expansion of montane forests and the possible '

underlying clima.tic changes.

V ■■
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(vi) Evidence of past, more arid conditions has been 

obtained from areas of dunes and aeolian 

now colonized by vegetation.
sands vrhich are .

Clark {1963) mentioned at 
least three phases of deflation by 'ICalahari sands' in ; ;■
Korth-East Angola since Acheulian times.

(1964) mentioned ancient sand dunes 

Nigeria, in an area now several hundred miles 
desert margin.

(vii) There is evidence in

Grove and Pullan

in Hausaland, Northern

south of the

parts of Africa that at times
during the Quaternary, soil formation and weathering 

processes were not the same as in the same localities 

This has been taken in 

climatic changes,.

i: .,
today. some cases as indicating 

Bond (1965) summarized some of the
deductions that have been made from such

in the Bulawayo area. Southern Rhodesia (present i' 

rainfall ..about 25" p.a.) calcretes (kunkar and 'vlei 

limestone') have been taken 
climates, ferricre^es

evidence. For

Instance,

as indicating past more arid 

(lateritic ironstone), as indicating
past more humid climates.

Prom such evidence, sequences of climatic fluctuations 

have been vrorked out and equivalents 

I'lakalian and Nakuran wet phases of
of the Gamblian, 

the Nakuru-Elmenteita
hasin have been recognized in other parts of Africa; 

finds references to these phases in 

African archaeology and Quaternary geology.

i

one

the literature on

Clark's
i

!
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discussion of the prehistory of Somaliland (I95JI) 
a complete correlation of 

phases vfith the Sast African 

'.‘ahuran vjet phases.

included 
suggested Somaliland climatic •

sequence from Kageran to

A similar table vfas prepared by
Leahcy (1949 p. 73) for North-Sast Angola, and equivalents 

of the Kanjeran, Gamblian and Makalian wet phases in Angola
were also recogni2;ed by Clark {I963), 

For these correlations it
i E

■ iif; ■■■

was assumed that the "Gamblian"' 

■vras approximately contemporaneousIf pluvial in East Africa

: with the Wurm glaciation in Europe and 

later wet phases at the dates which

il -'
was follovfed by the 

had been attributed to
is them by Leakey and Brooks 

in the Nakuru-Elmentelta basin, 

Makalian

as a result of the original vfork

l.e. ;
jil

9000 to 3000 3.C. (Leakey 1931b p. 269) i 
10,000 to 2500 B.C. (ibid p, 270)

850 to 0 3,G.

■s
-■4

Nakuran (ibid Pi 269) i

that such correlations were made before i 
enough was knovm about the geology, archaeology

It nov7 appear«
HI

and
palaeocllmatology of Africa. There are the following

reasons for doubting their validity: 

(i) The climaticI
sequence in East Africa with which phases '

in other areas 
based

were correlated is now shown to have been 

on inadequate geological evidence. For several years,/ 
Since the criticisms of Cooke (1957) and Flint (l959a) were 

published, it has been recognized that the

n
evidence quoted

■ i‘
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for the earlier plujrial periods in East Africa (Kageran, <

) can be explained in other ways than 

by olinatic chance, and that there is Insufficient evidence ' 

of pluvial conditions in the type areas for any correlations 

; with other areas on a climatic basis to be attempted. The :/ f 

; later phases (Gamblian, Makallan, Nalcuran) have up to now 

: been accepted as being based on sound evidence in the type 

area and thus as suitable for correlation with other areas.

: -As the result of my fieldwork in the Nakuru-Elmenteita 

basin, I have decided that the geological and geomor- 

phological evidence for these phases, too, is not good 

enough for them to be correlated with suggested climatic 

* fluctuations in other parts of Africa.

The climatic changes that can be traced from the 

sequence of lake level fluctuations in the Nalcuru- 

Slmenteita basin appear to be rather younger than has been 
believed; any correlation based on the age of the Gamblian,

■ Halcalian and Wakuran as given above is likely to be

I

f ::anasian and Kanje
■i

•j

i' ' I,

i

I

!■

-•

'4
i
1I'

I

(ii)I
s

i

TTTOng,

Thus the "Gamblian wet phase" as evidenced from the 600 foot

■i

lake shoreline and sediments is in fact probably post- 

Pleistocene and can not be correlated vrith a "Gamblian" 

recognized in another area and thought to be contemporaneous 

with the V/urm glaciation.

■ suggested Makalian and Nalmran phases is also considerably 

: reduced.

H

The time available for the

L

\
] .■ i

' I :' ;'«:i
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(ill) :;any of these correlations V7ere suggested before 

radio-isotopic dates became available for any relevant

they are thus often based on archaeological data 

and on comparisons between industries at sites which appear 

; to have palaeoclimatic implications, for example a site on 

a former lake shoreline or within a lake sediment.

: appears that not enough is knovm'about the industries,

naterial;
I

■ li

;
.1

It now !

1 .
t

Lparticularly of the later Stone Age in East Africa, for 

i any except very general geological or palaeoclimatic
;•

j:,..
i. correlations to be made from archaeological evidence, unless 

; absolute dates are available. iio precise correlations can 

be made simply on the basis of archaeological material and
i

■s
i:

!
5

I implement assemblages, for not enough is knoira about these
■i

aspects of, for ejzanple, the Capstan and later industries 

in the Haicuru-Slmenteita basin. The fragment of the bone 

harpoon, found at Gamble's Cave (see Appendix C) is about

;

\ ' !'.v
the only example of material for which a fairly precise 

anoth^
correlation with r site is possible.
(Iv) It is possible, although not certain, that broadly 

similar climatic fluctuations have taken place all over the 

I World during the Quaternary. ■Van Zlnderen Baklcer (1967b)

; has suggested for the Upper Pleistocene that "the temperature
i

chronology in Africa is broadly parallel with that of the 

northern Hemisphere in time and variation" (p, 371). 

Aio’.rever refers to broad temperature fluctuations only, and

This!, '
i

I
i

■ .I
i
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he vient on to say, 

not coeval all over Africa" (ibid).

it I Pluvial s' certainly existed but vjere
j. ■

It is recognized that 
fluctuations in tenperature, vihich are the result of changes 

in the amount of radiation reaching the earth, are more
fundamental aspects of climatic change than are rainfall 

fluctuations, vrhich result from the shift of climatic .

Generally synchronous temperature fluctuations 

a period of the order of several tens of thousands of 

nay have occurred, and yet within this period, shorter- 

. - term rainfall fluctuations might not be synchronous in all 

areas of one continent.

belts. over

years

I

Sansom (1952) found that different 

parts of :iast Africa showed positive and negative trends■

■; in rainfall betvreen the years 1920 and 1949, and it is 

possible that divergent trends could be recognized between 

. wider areas (for example between East Africa and Somaliland 

or Angola) over a longer period of'‘time.

1

Sven if the

likelihood of a general world-wide parallelism of temperature ' 

fluctuations in the Upp^er Pleistocene is accepted, it does 

not therefore follovr that over periods of a few thousand■5

years (the suggested lengths of the "Haiiallan" and "Malcuran" 

wet phases) synchronous wet and dry phases are likely to 

have occurred even in most parts of Africa; it is even

less likely that such phases might be correlated with
\

climatic fluctuations on other continents.

It thus appears that at this stage it would be vfrong

i
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i
to attonpt to establish a sequence of climatic fluctuations 1 

in the form of a series of vjet and dry phases vrhich should\ 

be recocnized all over Africa. At the same time an 

. increasing number of absolute dates are becoming available 

for the late Quaternary in Africa. In several cases thef

: material from vjhlch the dates V7ere obtained has a definite ,i

. palaeoclimatic implication, or at any rate indicates 

sedimentation in an environment different from that now
1,:

■y

" .prevailing at the locality. I have summarized briefly 

below some of the evidence of late Quaternary climatic 

i fluctuations in Africa, with particular emphasis on phases 

' : for 'Which absolute dates are available.

•r

:■

^ i1'.'
■

t

I
Par from the NaioAru-Slmentelta basin being considered

t
as the type area for a sequence of late Quaternary climatic 

fluctuations, it now appears that, by comparison with some 

other parts of Africa, there is relatively little^ firm 

Information about climatic change in this area, and what 

there is goes back only as far as about 10,000 years B.P. 

Cores from the sediments beneath Lakes Nakuru and Elmentelta 

night provide evidence of climatic fluctuations comparable 

to those that Richardson has traced from a core from Lake

i

\

•;

i

b

llal'/asha, but no such cores have yet been studied from the 

Raloiru-Slmenteita basin. The diatomaceous and other silts
3

\
i;

exposed in the basin appear to be too highly oxidised for 

siiy pollen to have been preserved in them, Palynological

i

I

;
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studies have so far made no direct contribution to our 

tnovrledcQ of the climatic fluctuations in the Makuru- 

Slnenteita basin.

i;

There is thus little that can be used for correlation 

Kith other areas, and I have tried to avoid making such ; 

V; correlations at this stage.

■ evidence suggests:

In this basin, the available ;

(!) The lake vras over 420' above its present level not 

Hore than 965O years ago.

, in the basin at an altitude of about 6200' S.D.

■?

i'iOllusca of this age were found

They are

fresh-water forms and lie in a matrix of fine diatomaceous 

; silt (see'Appendix B); it is likely that they were not 

living right on the ^ake shoreline but in some depth of

, water, so the lake V7as probably not far from its maximum 

level of 6370' S.D. (about 600 feet above present level) 

at that tiine._

(ii) It is not certain for ho:^ long before about 10,000 
years 3.?. the lake had^ been at this high level. The 

evidence from the Nderit Valley sections and from exposures 

such as 10/13, also from sections 8/3 and 8/12, vrhere a 

fairly narrovj layer of diatomaceous silt overlies layers of 

material which was probably not laid down in a lake, ' 

Indicates that it is possible that deposition at altitudes 

over about 400 or 500' above the present level of Lake 

Hakuru had not gone on for very long before 10,000 B.P. It

!
i

V-

\4

L
'
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iE not possible to bo certain about this point until 

further worh is done in the Nalcuru-Elnenteita basin.

The stanes in the fall of the lake from, its 600(ill)

foot level cannot at present be dated precisely. There Is 

no indication of a marked pause at 375' A.L. (the 'Makalian' 

shoreline level), but a shoreline can be traced at 165' A.L. 

(approximately the 'Ilakuran' level) which does indicate 

.a later period vrhen vrave erosion vras concentrated for some 

time at one height. Arohasolop;lcal evidence from sites 

associated with the lovfer levels of the lake (see Appendix 

I C) is at present Insufficient to date these levels more 

precisely than to within the last few thousand years. It 

; is. not clear whether the I65' shoreline represents a stage
I

in a jfairly steady fall from the 6OO foot level or a 

reversal and rise to I65' A.L. from an even lovjer lalce,

' 1. The Haivasha basin. Shorelines above the present level 

of Lake Haivasha vrere described by Leakey (1931a and b) 

and, Milsson (1931. 1940 etc.). Nilsson listed groups of 

tilted shorelines; several of the highest lakes were said 

to have been in contact v/ith the lake in the Nakuru-

1 ■,
ir

■;5

. i

;

Slnenteita basin over the pass at Gilgll. Leakey correlated 

the shorelines vrith those in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin 

although he did not believe that (during the Gamblian and 

later periods at least) there had been any overflovr at 

Gilgil. Both authors stressed the importance of the

I

\
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;;jorovja C-orce, south of the lake, as an outlet which was 

eroded by the lake v^aters.

Leakey's sequence of shorelines, for the Naivasha 

basin was this:

i
i

■;

ih

1

Lovrer Ganblian - circa 38O' A.L. shoreline
(approx, 6584' R,D.)

upper Ganblian - circa 180' A.L. shoreline
(approx. 6384' R.D.)• 'i

l!I Hakallan - circa 100' A.L, shoreline
(approx, 6304' R.D.)-.

- Leakey himself does not appear to have found 
a 'Nalcuran' shoreline but suggested the 
'Neolithic' beach mentioned by Gregory 
(I92I p. 220) may belong to this stage of 
the lake.

ilalcuran 1;

I:

I have not nysel-f done any fieldwork in the Naivasha 

basin, beyond making some brief visits to NJorowa gorge.

To make any valuable contribution to the knovjledge of the 

,^, area, it woul-d have been necessary to investigate, the
j

shorelines and sediments in the same detail as in the 

i '■ I Kaiiurii-Slmentelta basin, and there was not enough time for 
this.

f
I I

y

i
r

.'•I
On the basis of my results from the Naliuru-Elmentelta 

basin, I can make the follovring general comments on certain

; aspects of the earlier vrork:

!(1) It appears most unlikely that any contact betvreen 

the lakes in the Naivasha and Naliuru-Elmentelta basins has

1

i' /

.i

i
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ta::en place, at any rate since the last major faulting of 

the Rift Valley.
ii.

Lake Nalcuru could not rise to the level

of the Gilgil divide in the basin as it is today, but ; 

v7ould remain at a level about 200 feet below it. In the ’ .
X'

case of Lake Nalvasha, although it is hard to tell the 

orlslnal relative heights of the rim of the basin at Gilgil 

and at the Njorowa gorge, since so much erosion has taken 

i place at the latter site, it appears most likely that the

5
'hi

I

i ! southern rim of the basin, at Njorowa gorge, was alvrays

Overflow vrould have started
i:
■a ; lower than the Gilgil divide.■1

■

i ; there and then become concentrated, and the lake vrould never 

; have risen to the height of the Gilgil divide. I can find 

: none of the shoreline terraces at and above the Gilgil

divide that Nilsson quoted in support of his theory of 

contact betvreen the lakes. The only lacustrine sediment on 

the divide is the faulted diatomite at 8/9, vrhich appears 

to predate a certain amount of faulting. It is certainly 
older than the lake shorelines preserved 

Slneriteita basin.

(2) The Kjorovra gorge outlet spans a height range of 

about 6375-6600', that is circa I7I-396' above Lake

-I
:i

s
3 in the Nalcuru-

I

Nalvasha, accepting Leakey's 1931a value for the level of 

the lake. There is no reason to assume that if parallel 

climatic fluctuations took place in the Nalvasha and
\

' Ilalcuru-Llmenteita basins, exactly equivalent strandlines
, I
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ifov.lfi -’G formed v:hlle Lake Naivasha was cutting doivn its 

outlet. A rise in lake level to a 'pluvial peak' is likely;, 

to have resulted in increased discharge and thus increased ,■

I
i!r-
1-
‘

dovjnoutting of the outlet, but would not necessarily result. 

. in a stable lake level at vrhich a shoreline feature might 

be formed, vmile the downcutting was proceedipg, a stable 

lake level and resulting shoreline vrould only be likely to 

result from a feature such as a band of hard rock vrhlch 

held up the incision of the gorge. (Cf. Temple I967 on 

; the lovrer Lake Victoria shorelines.) It would not be 

reasonable to expect a strict correlation betvreen the 

Naivasha basin shorelines and other lake shorelines in 

I basins vrhich had no outlets or an outlet at a different 

level.

•i

•i.

t

T
I

■

■1

(3) The basis of Leakey's correlation of Naivasha and 

Nakuru-Slmenteita basin shorelines was explained thus;

"3y studying the .many tools found in the deposits 

ponding to the different lake beaches and by comparing 

these finds with those from the Malmru-Elmentelta basin •

. we were able to arrive at the conclusion that the 370+ 

feet terrace represented the Lower Gamblian and the 180+ 

feet terrace the Upper Gamblian" (l931a p. 503). Such 

correlations might be questioned for several reasons;

I (1) it is uncertain that a particular shoreline, level can 

' ce definitely established as being of the same age as a

y,.

corres-

i'

, !.
. i

\

i

i

i ..'I/ !
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particular industry, by finding implenents of that industry 

in a deposit which appears to have been laid dovm when the

lahe stood at that level. For a firm connection to be 

established, it is necessary for the implements to be
!

found actually overlying the lake beach or terrace, with
i;

no sign of a long gap betireen the fall of the lake and the 

settlement on its beach.
■i

!
Such sites have not so far been 

(ii) Not enough seems 

knovm about the sequence of industries in these basins for

s.

described from the Naivasha basin.
?:

>
■precise correlations of sediments or shorelines on an 

. , archaeolosical basis to be made.

■ , (4) In the haloiru-Slmenteita basin I v;as unable to

i
1

confirm the existence of several of the shoreline levels 

that had been described by earlier writers. It is possible

that the position in the Naivasha basin might be comparable, 

especially as it appears that they spent rather less time

'i
1

'•■doing fleldvrork there (Leakey 1931a p. 502).

; hesitate to discuss possible correlations of the Naivasha 

basin sequence until I know that the different shorelines 

■•'hich make up this* sequence actually exist.

The most recent Information on past conditions in the 

Naivasha basin comes from the core raised from within the 

rla of Crescent Island and analysed by J. L. Richardson and 
I others.

I t'hus

■ .p
■I-

5

\ (1

(Hichardson 1965s 1966} Studies vjere made of the
i
i

•!

i
i
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l ■ aiatoins, chemistry and mineralop;y of the core, and carbon- 

The core

years old at Its base;

this indicates a rather rapid rate of sedimentation.

\It dates were obtained for various parts of it. 

was 2S metres lonfr and about 9200 .!
■i'

■■1
The

■J:
; following zones vjere distinguished in the

Uppermost part - marked banding indicating a rapidly 
fluctuating lake, often more saline 
and smaller than it is today.

- date of 3000 + 60 B.P. (just above the 
dry zone^

. wetres 8.20-7,80 - a partially weathered, impermeable,
sandy layer Indicating a complete drying 
of the crater basin,

; detres lb-8.20 - period of shrinking lake,

- date of 5650 + 120 B.P.

Belov? this, to bottom of core - a more homogeneous core 
v?ith a considerable proportion of 
planktonic diatoms, indicating a'stable 
lake pather larger than the present one.

- date of 9200 + I60 B.P.

Richardson suggested that the changes in lake level 

reflected in this core might be explained by rather small 

climatic changes, possibly slight variations in precipitation 

; ; or evaporation operative over a period of several thousand 

At the same time he thought it unlikely ’that the 

^ changes in size of Lake Naivasha were the result of local 

climatic variations alone, but that equivalent fluctuations

core:
I

• >
I

1 .1I'ietre 8
.1

1
I

i
i

!■

I

i
■ I i:

;■ I-Ietre 14

■'i

i

Metre 283

!■

I

i

\ years.i

1
1 ■;

II-
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.-iffht be reco.^nlzed from other parts of Africa,

, is so, it appears that for at least the last 3000 years 

. conditions in the Sastern Rift Valley have been no 

■ ; noister than they are today;

iret phase' at 850 3.C, (2800 B.P.) or later.

If this ■ 1

i.e.there was no *Nakuran

V

li ; Richardson mentioned terraces at 23 metres (75,5 feet) 

,, and 39. metres (128 feet) above Lake Naivasha, and at 5I

; metres (16? feet)’ and 112 metres (368 feet) above Lake 

‘ Hakiiru,
i:

These heights were referred to the i960 levels 

I of the lakes; in the case of Lake Naivasha this vras 14 dr

[15' lower than the I929 level that Leakey took as his 

t datum for the 'Above Lake,' heights.i There .may well have 

: been a difference of the same'"order in the level of Lake

It would appear therefore that these figures for 

the terraces were based on Leakey's heights and adjusted 

for the change in level of the lakes betvjeen 1929 and 

i960, rather than on any further fieldwork or levelling 

iof these terraces.

:Nakuru,
1

I
i

;
i

Richardson attributed the lowest terrace in each basin 

(the 23 metre and 5I metre terraces) to the lakes as they 

stood before 3000 B,P,

; fluctuations in both the Naivasha and Nakuru-Slmenteita 

basins during the period of the core and suggested that if 

the period of the small, fluctuating lake (after 3000 B,P,) 

i be called the 'Nakuran', then the higher lake, which

■:

t-

He assumed there were similar

:
t
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produced the lowest terraces Might be called the 'Makalian'.
- \

According to this scheme there vrould thus be no 'Nakuran'

shoreline in either of the basins. The period of the 

'hakalian' lake in the Kaivasha basin would thus be .’between 

about 5600 to 9200 years B.P.

Lakes Barlngo and Hannington; lake beaches and lake2.

sediments of various ages are found around Lake Baringo; 

they ’were first described by Gregory (I896, 1921), Lake 

i Hannington is a long narrow lake bounded by recent faults; 

on its east side in particular a scarp drops steeply to the 

lake shore and evidence of higher levels of the lake is 

likely to be hard to find. According to KcCall, "The 

two lakes are reimfints of a once continuous lake, and are 

separated by the Loboi plain, a wide extent of silt laid 

dovm by the original lake" (I967 p, 8). Nilsson (1931, 1940) 

described shorelines in the Baringo basin at three different 

levels above the lake and correlated them with certain of 

the shorelines in the Nalcuru-Elmenteita and Naivasha basins. 

However it appears that a simple correlation of shorelines 

and climatic fluctuations between these areas is not possible; 

"it is clear that the Baringo basin is not a good index of 

pluvial fluctuation. Indeed, it is hard to shoYX vjhether

:
':1

7

•> .!
■I

,

■■ i’

’

1

\K

aiiy particular rise or fall of the lake was due to climatic 

change, faulting, volcanic barrier building, or a

i

!

!
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ooniblnation of one or more of these factors" (Puchs I950

pp, I70-I).

the Barinso basin (KcCall, Baker and Walsh 196'7, Martyn 

■ 1967) the sediments In the 'Kamasian' type area west of 

: Lake Barlngo are divided into two successions of widely

In the most recent v;ork on the geology of '\

T ■4
'ii;

I i

differing ages, the Cljemeron and Kapthurin sediments. Both

\of these contain lacustrine deposits, diatomltes and

s ; stratified tuffs. The Chemeron beds are strongly faulted;

■; ' the Kapthurin beds are only slightly faulted and it has 

•been suggested (McCall I967 p, 11) that the Kapthurin beds 

; I are equivalent to the' Larmudiac beds of the Hakuru-

! Zlnienteita basin. Still younger, unfaulted sediments' ' *•I
i (the Kanpi-ya-Samaki and Logumlcum beds and Loboi silts) 

viere deposited in the Baringo basin; no further mention 

of the shorelines of the lakes in vr^ch these vjere laid 

dovm is made by McCall or others. They may be equivalent 

to the Holocene "Hakallan" beds of the Nalcuru-Elnenteita 
basin as described by l^Call (I967),

The evidence from the Baringo-Hannlngton basin indicates 

that during the late Quaternary larger lakes than the 

present ones have existed there; to a certain extent this 

is evidence of a past more humid climate. On the other 

hand, although geological correlations between the Baringo- 

Hannlngton and Nakuru-Elmenteita basins may successfully 

he made, it seems unlikely that,any precise correlation of

I
■5

■

4

'■

!'•

..■I

K
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shoreline features, even of the most recent lakes, could, 

be made between these basins. This is particularly so 

because at present no absolute dates have been obtained
\.

for any late Quaternary material in the Baringo. basin.

Lake Hudolf; there is evidence from the area round3.
■?

Lake Rudolf that during the Quaternary it has stood at a 

.considerably higher level than it does now. The present 

level of the surface is about I23O', and shorelines ranging 

: ifroa over 3OO' A.L. to only a few feet above the present 

.level vjere described by Fuchs (1935, 1939), Cooke (1957)

: and V/hltworth (I965). Fuchs assumed that the fluctuations 

; of the lake vrere climatically controlled and could be 

'correlated with those from other parts of East Africa; for 

instance, he attributed the 220' shoreline to the 

;"Ganbllan'', the 90' shoreline to the "Makalian", wet 

phases. (Fuchs 1939 pp. 251-3). These correlations seem 

based on little firm evidence and according to Cooke (1957 

P. 46) Fuchs' interpretation of the Quaternary geological 

lilstory of this area is difficult to substantiate fully.

, :It seems likely that tectonic and volcanic events (there is 

|aa active volcano, Telekl's, at the extreme southern end 

iof the la.ke) have Interrupted the climatic-controlled 

;Sequence of lake level fluctuations, Dodson concluded of 

: jthe southern part of the lake basin that "the history of 

■the area during the Pleistocene is characterized by almost

1

I
s

■i

i

V-

\■ i
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continuous sll.ght tectonic movment, volcanlsm and 

sediniantatlon, vjlth peak phases of fracturing and lava 

outpourings, not necessarily coincidental with sedimentary 

beach-level deposition" (I963 p. 3I), 

skid: "In.fact, present knovrledge of the Quaternary 

; history of the Rudolf basin is insufficient!^ precise to 

; determine conclusively whether widely correlatable climatic 

ichanges or more local tectonic, eroslonal and volcanic 

factors played the major role in the fluctuations of the 

lake" (1965 p. 91).

I There is evidence to suggest that the lake was at a 

high level quite late in the post-Pleistocene. Shells of 

Aetheria elliptlca we're collected from lake sediments 

the 220' beach at Kangatotha to the west of the lake and 

have been dated to 4800+100 3,P. (Thomson I966), A

■ \

K

Similarly, Vfhitworth
3'^■ t-

I3
I
'I '
h:
hi

I
I l:aI

i I a
Ia
ifnear aa.
k
SI
I

x.-fr-agaent of a‘bone harpoon vras found near Kabua viater hole, 

al:so vxest of the lake, ■

14p' beach.

^ssoclated Tilth the approximately 

V/hitworth suggested that this might be of 1
comparable age to the harpoons from Ishango and Gamble's I

I‘Cave (see Appendix C) and thu^ of definitely post- 

Pleistocene age.
■i;,;

,2;
It is not certain, however, that these 

•high levels were entirely the result of climatic
■ '

i;\ ■!

■sfluctuations. Dodson described the Barrier, a composite 

■volcanic ridge that cuts off Lake Rudolf from the Sug'uta i

i
ii

■valley to the south and vras built during at least four

a
h-. ip* ■ k'lnv;
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5; phases of volcanic activity. Ke suggested,’"It seems 

lively that the emplacement of the aarrier contributed to

' 1 the rise of lake level that led to deposition of the 

220-ft' sediments" (p. 36).

Ihe rise of a body of vrater as large as Lake Rudolf 

(at present it is 180 miles long and has a maximum vridth 

of 35 miles) by over 200' vrould involve a very large volume 

It seems unlikely that a change of this

t

3

:r

I
of water. mag- ■

n-itude since the end of the Pleistocene could have resultedi
I

entirely from volcanic and tectonic events, without at 

(least some contribution from more humid climatic conditions.

Although it is not likel’’- that close synchroneity between 

; the fluctuations of Lake Rudolf and those of other East 

African lakes can be traced, the evidence from the Rudolf 

basin does suggest that conditions there remained relatively 

h’xmid until quite late in the Holocene, and is thus in •<.

*■ accordance vrith the most recent evidence from other lake 

• basins.

I
■f

1

5

I 4

■2

$
3

4

I ; '

j

4. Lake Magadl: this highly saline lake lies in a trough 

in the Rift i^alley V7hich today experiences a very arid 
: ' climate.

sediments in the Hagadi trough, separated by minor faulting. 

These would Indicate past more humid conditions in this

The younger deposits, the "High Magadi Beds" can be

t

There is evidence cf at least two series of lalte

i

L :
I

area.

I *
I

?■
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lip.'-icd to a horizontal shoreline about 40' above the present 

lahe. In the report by Baker (1958) on the geology of this 

aiea no attempt V7as made to attribute these sediments to 

a,particular phase in the climatic sequence. Later 

(ncCall, Baker and VJalsh, 1967) it vjas suggested they 

aight be equivalents of "Gamblian" deposits of the Nakuru- ,

Binentelta and Naivasha basins. The most recent stage of
' 1

sedimentation in the Magadi trough is the Evaporite Series, 

irhich is still accumulating today, and is the result of 

aore arid conditions than those during vihich the High 

Kagadi Beds were laid dovrn.

Climatic fluctuations rather similar to those in the 

i lakuru-Elraenteita basin appear to have taken place in the 

Ilagadi trough during'-the late Quaternary, but close 

synchroneity betvfeen the tvro areas- cannot at the present 

, stage be established.

!
■'s

i
i

I

I ;
'I

;

■

.!

Lake Victoria: five major strandline levels' have been

recognised (Bishop 1962^ o. 211); the highest of these is : /
at about 200* above the present lake. The upper levels 

are affected by gentle westerly upvjarping, probably of 

Upper Pleistocene date; the shorelines less than .about 80* 

i above the present lake are said to be untilted. These
I

shorelines, hovrever, cannot be interpreted as the result 

of climatic fluctuations; according to Temple (196?) there
\4. .
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' i.
lias been durlns the last thousands of years a gradual fall 

in lake level as a result of the phased Incision of the 

• lal-e outlet dovm the River Kile. The cutting of shorelines 

airound the basin viould result from pauses in the doim-

I

'i -I

. !
cutting of the outlet, which vTould be controlled mainly 

by ,^colo;^ical factors.I
Variations in discharge at the ; 

outlet (due to precipitation or evaporation changes over
!

the lal:e) may'have occurred and vrould have influenced the 

amount of erosion that was taking place at the outlet, but, 

as Temple said: "kajor climatic variations from this 

period are . , , not evidenced by the strandlines" (I967 

• p, 61).

S

I

I
Kendall (I965) s,.tudled pollen, nicrofosslls and 

chemistry of a core from Pllklngton Bay, Lake Victoria, 

and found evidence that the bay had been dry at about 

15,000 years ii.P. but that since then the lake hae). almost

On the other 

, Entebbe, indicated

that in I965 (after the rapid rise of 1961-2 and follovfing 

years) the lake was higher than it had been for the past 

3700 years. (Bishop 1965 p. 3I8) 

sources seems to some extent conflicting.

^y Cave evidence is accepted, it may be that the relatively 

lovj level of Lake Victoria during the last 3700 years is a 

parallel to the small lake that appears to have existed

alvrays been at or above its present level, 
hand the evidence from )lippo Bay Cave

The evidence from these

If the Hippo

C

f X
1

‘i-
■ • .i ■■ ■ •X
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durin* about the last 3000 years in the Nalvasha basin, 

r.oro precise correlation betvreen lake level fluctions of

No

lake Victoria and the lakes in the Kenya Rift Valley is 

likely to be possible.

Glaciers on the East African and Suropean mountains;5.

workers in iast Africa and Rthiopia have recognized several

noraines of different ages on the high aountains-, indicating

that a nunber of glacial advances have taken place,
■j

At present 'separated in some cases by long periods of tine.

several of these mountains (Slgon, Aberdares, Slnien, Kaka)

j are'unglaciated, and the others (Ruwenzorl, Mount Kenya,

Kilimanjaro) bear small glaciers vrhloh during this century

According to Osmaston (1965) the
1

! have retreated rapidly.
; '■ '■ 
iouering of the firnllne on Ruvfenzori during the glacial

aa:;lma could be accounted for by a decrease of about
i

in the mean tenperaturc, and possibly by a rather smaller 

change if an increase in precipitation had also occurred.

Nilsson (I93I)' re'^ognlzed fluctuations of the glaciers 

on l.ount Kenya, Ruwenzoii, Mount blgon and in Ethiopia which 

he correlated with his suggested fluctuations of the Rift 

Valley lakes. It,seems unlikely that a close parallelism

I

between lakes and glaciers can be recognized to the extent 

vrhere one can state that a particular shoreline is exactly

In East Africa even

/

' eoulvalent to a particular moraine.

j
»■

p \I?
■ I:

i
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a broad synchronelty between the high levels of lakes and 

' the naxitiun extent of claciers has yet to be proved, 

lovrnie, in his discussion of the slaciations of Kilimanjaro:. 

(1964) pointed out that "so far no direct evidence linking 

the events on the plains v;ith those on the mountains has.

t
[

i

’

(>
been found" (p, 2).

1 The earlier glaciations v:hich have been recc^nized on 

the 3ast African mountains are several hun'^ed thousand 

" years old and thus outside the scope of this discussion. 

For the late Pleistocene and Holocene, Osmaston recognized 

the follovrlng stages on Ruvrenzor.i: i

!
■I

i

, Glaciation Moraines Probable Age
1

100-300 years 
10,000 years^ 

15-20,000 years^

Lac Gris

..Omurubaho

Lake Hahoma Lake liahoaa

.1 Totes on dates

1. Estimated by vegetation and soil development and lack 
of erosion (de Helnpelln).

2. Hstimated from size of moraines, date of 7OOO years 
3.P. for bottom of Lake Kitaiidara (Livingstone).

3. Date of 15,000 years B.P. for bottom of Lake Kahoma 
(Livingstone).

Osmaston commented "comparisons between all the glaciated 

African and Ethiopian mountains show good correlations. 

There is no evidence to oppose, and some to support, the

!

i

i

C:.
■

■:

! .
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hypothesis that Elaoiatlons In the tropics vrere contem

poraneous vrith those elsevjhere" (1967a p. 28). 

he stressed "I think that speculations about the correlations 

botvreon ylaciations and pluvial periods, and between 

tropical and temperate glaciations, are premature" 

i !(1965, P. 1^4).

1 Downle suEcested that durinc the post-Pleistocene there 

hatf been tvro small glacial advances on Kilimanjaro, the 

; Little Glaciation and Recent Glaciation, which he correlated 

; , viith the Kakallan and I'akuran wet phases respectively

The Recent Glaciation was said to end at

Elsevrhere

•-r

I

\

I

I

^1964 p, 14).
!
about 200 years B.P.

The ’.festorn Rift Valley; according to Bishop (1962)

there is evidence from the sediments of the Western Rift
!
Valley Valley (area of Lakes Albert, Edward and George) 

that climatic conditions have varied during the Pleistocene.1

5
However this^is an area where the influence of tectonic

on sedimentation has beenand volcanlC\^activity
i

great, and it is difficult to isolate the effects of

movements

climate on sedimentation with any’ certainty, 

j In Western Uganda the Katwe and Bunyaruguru volcanoes 

jiave been active within the last 10,000 years, and tuffs 

from them cover palaeosols and contain plant fossils.

' Bishop and Posnansky suggested that, "It is also possible 

that the climate in this part of the rift valley was a

!
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litrlG wetter some 10,000 and more years ago than it Is novr,

,as red palaeosols occur within and beneath the volcanic 

ashes while grey to brown soils are forming at the surface"' , ■

iat the present day" (i960 p. 52).

f
(■

I
VOsmaston obtained a 

date of 4070 years B.P, for material urfderly4ng tuffs at 

Plant fossils from these tuffs indicated'

!

iport Portal.
.1 yegetation, and hence climate, similar to that in this area 

[today. (Osmaston 1967b pp. 25-6)• {

?: 7.. ' Sahara; there is evidence that conditions in parts

of the Sahara during some of the late Quaternary irere ' 

considerably molster than those of today./ This includes

archaeological material and floral and faunal remains
: WS,

i ■ ;
indicative of sub-humid climates in areas that

1

e'::treinely arid.
are novr

!
A shoreline of Lake Chad, the Bama Ridge 

at about I75-I90' above the present lake, was described by

■ ■<;

I Grove and Pullan (1964), V/hen the lake stood at this levelr
it

it must have‘s covered an area of about 120,000 square miles. 

I Carbon-14 dates have byen obtained for material from old 

lake beds to the north-viest of the present lake indicating•4

stages in the drying up of the lake during the Holocene.

: i-'aure, lianguln and Nydal (I963) quoted several dates for 

calcareous material found V7lth dlatomites, of between 

' about 9200-7000 years B.P. A possible date for an early 

stage in the existence of the lake, slightly over 21,300I .
i

i
. years B.P., was obtained, but there is as yet no confirmation

I
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as to the date when this larr^e lake vras initiated. Some
«
dates for material from viithln the former lake, i.e. 

belo'.i the 175-190' (absolute altitude circa 320-325 metres) 

shoreline, indicate stages in the fall of the lake from

i

its highest level, viz:

! (i) Koullnga at 3I5 metres; shells dated 5400 B.P.
; ■; (ii) Dik at 305 metres; shells dated 4350 B.P.

I (ill) Bochlanga at 265 metres; shells.,dated 3160 3.P.

' Phese dates were given by Schneider (I967). They indicate'

; that even as late as 3I6O years ago, the lake in the 

dsnression north-west of present Lake Chad was over 100 

■ detres deep.

According to Butzer (I966) conditions in the Sahara 

: v|ere quite moist betvreen about 7450 to 43OO years B.P 

and possibly earlier. He suggested that a very arid period 

between 4300-2820 B.P. could be recognized in Egypt, 

Ethiopia, Fezzan and possibly also in the Hoggar and 

Tibesti.

;

/ ■ i: ■
<■

i

: i
• )

i

4

\
in^East and Central Africa; studies of8. Pollen studies iI

. :j

pollen from sediments in East and Central Africa have been!
:
bade, in particular by van Zinderen Bakker, and have been 

interpreted as showing the v;ariation in temperature during 

the late Pleistqpane ’and Holocene. It has been suggested 

that the temperatures of East and Central Africa varied 

approximately synchronously with those of Europe and

; -
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SAnerica. The position vrlth regard to precipitation is less S

I
t
I

clear, and it appears that even vfithin Africa, fluctuations v 

vrere not everywhere synchronous during the late Pleistocene^•

■ and Holocene, From the pollen' analyses, the follovring 

results have been obtained:

: (i) Gheranganl, Kenya (van Zinderen Bakker 1962). The

, otoy carbon-14 date from this core vjhich has been published 

^ is from the lovjer part; an age of 12,650 3.P. was obtained 

tor a segment in which the pollen appeared to indicate 

relatively cold, dry conditions. Dates for the higher 

parts of the core viere estimated and it was suggested that 

b conditions became vjarmer and more humid from about 11,500 

B.P, The forest maximum appears to have been between 5000 

and 6800 3.P.; since then conditions have been slightly 

cooler.

(ii) Sacred Lake, iiount Kenya (Coetzee 1964). A date of

15,862 B.P. was obtained for part of the core, vri.th pollen 

indicating lovrer temperatures (possibly by as much as 8°C) ^

than at present. At metre 10,10 in the core a clear increase 

in forest pollen occurred, possibly indicative of a rise

in temperature. By extrapolation, the age of this part bf 

the core vras found to be about 10,600 years. The forest 

increased, to a maximum at ^100 B.P.

(iii) Kalambo (Clark and van Zinderen Bakker 1964). Much 

of the dated evidence from this site is outside the range

X;
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of tine with vfhlch I am concerned. There is evidence of i

viarner, probably wetter conditions at about 27,000 3iP., 

and of cool, moist conditions at 9550 B.P. \ '

(iv) horth-east Angola (van Zinderen Bakker in Clark I963); 

There is evidence of vrarm, moist conditions at 6830 B.P, ; ; ;.

This does not, hovrever. Indicate a great difference from ' ,

present day conditions in the area, ' ; ;

Morrison (1966) expressed reservations on the deductions : i 

; . of past temperature and precipitation from pollen assemblages, i

-1

:S

He suggested that it is impossible to be certain what 

olimatio conditions are implied by a particular kind of 

vegetation, particularly on the East African mountains, 

since so little is known about the present temperatures and

precipitation in the different vegetation zones.1
Hovjever it appears that broadly synchronous fluctuations

■■ of temperature can be traced in East and Central Africa 

during the late Pleistocene and Holocene, A cold period, 

contemporaneous xfith the maximum of the Last Glaciation, 
"i'l^int Kenya Hypothermal" , and is 

■believed to have lasted from about 27,000-10,000 B.P. 

■(Bishop and Clark I967 p. 402). There is also evidence for 

the hypslthermal (post-Plelstocene Tvarm period) between

about 6800-5000 B.P, (van Zinderen Bakker 1967b pp. 371“2),
'r ■ .

approximately contemporaneous vrlth the climatic optimum 

|in Europe.

has been called the

\i I.. '

——
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The_:!ile Valley:9. de Heinzelin (I967 p. 322) showed

an interpolated hich-viater curve for the hlle during the 

last 25,000 years. This was based on a study oft the Nile 

valley silts and terraces over a distance of aboiA I50 IcmI
along the river upstream and downstream of Nadi Haifa,

! \
(!;arbon-14 dates were obtained for mollusca from' siA,,s and

for charcoal from archaeological sites along the valley.

The curve shov?ed:

U) Low-water stage at circa 18-19,000 3.P.; then a small

; rise,.

(ii) Low-v7ater stage at circa 15,500 3.P., followed by a 
rise.

/
t

jiii) A striking fall from about 12,000 3.P., evidenced by
f ^
the 31rbet Formation.

;/
According to de Heinzelin, "Evidenpe > 

a short recession of the Nile is shoTm by small dlscon-
'■■f

S. ■'

forni.ties and the encroaching of wind-blown sands; the 

river dropped to less than I3O-I29 m around 11,600 D.P.''
jl967 p. 323).

iv) After a brief rise of about 5 m, the river fell again. 

'I'his was the period of the Arkin Formation;

Site at 135 n is 936O+I8O B.P., then "the Arkin Formation 
Receded progressively with the vjater level during 

approximately 4000 years" (ibid).

I

5
/

a date for a

C

v) This steady fall vras follovred by a more sudden drop of 

Aq Nile at around 5300 B,P., evidenced by development of
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Boils over lar^e surfaces of the former river bed, the 

fjadrus Formation.

i(vi) Since then the river has fluctuated around a generally 

^lightly higher level than the lovrest reached during (v) v ^. 

above.

! De Heinzelin suggested correlations viith late
i

Pleistocene and Holocene climatic fluctuations in East and

Central Africa (e.g. Kalambo Palls, Cheranganl, Ruwenzori)
J.
and concluded (1) "The Nile high-water curve reflects a

t

feuccesslon of palaeoclimatlc events which occurred in the

1lile-Atbara, the{aigher basin of the White Nile-31ue
' i ■

jontribution of the two last rivers being emphasized"
i (i.e. the area on the western slopes of the Ethiopian 

nountalns); (2) "Pe,alt;s of hlgh-vrater. correspond to colder 

phases of the late Upper Pleistocene-Holocene (stadials). 

Depletions of high-water correspond to vfarmer phases of the 

late Upper Pleistocene-Holocene (Interstadials)" (19^7 

t>. 326).

Conclusion

; The evidence from the Nalmru-Elmentelta basin indicates
1

that the lake in the basin was at a high level at 9600 B.P. 

This agrees with the evidence from the Naivasha basin. It 

LS possible that the fall of the lakes in the tv;o basins 

■ fas approximately synchronous and may have taken place from 

about 5600 B.P, It may have been associated with the

5
f
!
■3

1

i

i
i

;;
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rise in tsnperature durlnc the hypsithermal period in-East 

On evidence from the Naivasha basin, the lakes sAfric.a,
I

v.’ould have reached, their lowest levels at about 3000 B.P.
t

This is at about the ssuae time as the onset of , the arid'

phase in parts of the Sahara and the drying up of the 

large lake in the Chad basin. It is not yet clear vrhether 

the fluctuation of the lakes in the Nalcuru-Slmenteita 

land Naivasha basins during the Holocene was synchronous I 

■ with that of the glaciers on the mountains of East Africa.

- There is no certain evidence in the Kal-curu-Elnenteltd j 

basin for the short dry period which Clark (196? pp. 602-3) 

i believed to have accompanied the close of the Pleistocene 

in Africa and dated to between 14,000-10,000 B.P. It is 

possible that the non-lacustrlne deposits belo>7 the 

diatomaoeous silts at 8/3, 8/12 and in the Nderit valley 

rdght have been deposited at a time of lo’wer lake levels

1

i:

I
i

P
1

■ i %\ 1

i
1

;

;

durin,';; this period.

i

■?

i
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CI1A.PTBR SIGHT

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Suamary of results

(i) In the Nakuru-Elnientelta basin there is evidence of

an important lake shoreline at aoout 600 feet above the 

present lake level (i.e, at circa 637O' S.D.). The shoreline,

vrhich is best developed on the slopes of Menengai volcano 

at the northern end of the basin, does not appear to be

,4

Beach pebbles, scattered over the surface and in 

bisections with sand and diatomaceous silt, can be traced 

: around the basin, in particular at altitudes of 6340-

6330' S.D.., and appear to have been laid dovrn on the shoreline

Grey-brown and white diatomaceous

tilted.

: of the 600 foot lalce.

' silts have also besn'laid down in this lake and can be

traced up to about 6343' S.D. and 'widely at loiter altitudes. 

These silts do not appear to have been faulted.

Mollusda have been found in a silt which can probably 

near the maximum of the 6OO foot

1- (il)

be attributed to a date^

The shells are all of fresh-water snails indicating: lake.
:

The age of thesea habitat in a lake of appreciable size, 

nollusca is not more than 965O+R5O years, 

over 400 feet above its present level at that date.

The lake vras

The

high level lake in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin thus per-

this agrees withV
sisted for some time into the Holocene;

i
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evidence of the relatively late persistence of humid 

conditions in other parts of Africa.

(iii) There is a fairly well-marked shoreline cliff,1 

indicatinr; a lovjer svillstand of the lake, at about 59^^' 1; 

S.D. White diatomaceous silts vjhich appear distinct from : 

the silts below the 600 foot shoreline outcrop below about

i

•.W

?

\
: 6000' in parts of the basin, but their relationship to.this

It is noblower shoreline has not yet been investigated,

. possible to estimate precisely the age o-f- this shoreline, 

but it was probably formed within the last few thousand

i

•5

■■ J
V years.

(iv) 'The existence of a 6OO foot deep lake in this basin 

; within the last 10,000 years appears to have been the 

result of a combination of cooler and wettei- climatic 

It is unlikely that volcanic or tectonic 

factors have had a significant effect on changes in lake 

level during this time.

it is suggested tentatively that an increase in mean 

■ ' annual rainfall to aboilt 120> of the present value, with a

fall in evaporation by 16> and an Increase in the percentage 

of precipitation that reached the lake, would be enough to 

have maintained the lake at the 600 foot level.

(vi) The lake appears to have been prevented from rising 

any higher by the presence of the lowest outlet from the'

. basin (the Bahati-Henengai caldera divided at an altitude

j

!
conditions.

f

(v)

s

t .. '

i : !
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.i

of 6391-92' 3.D. Lacustrine deposits above this altitude 

iii the basin date froE an earlier peri'od of sedimentation, 

separated from the sedimentation in the 6OO foot lake by 

an episode of minor faulting. Since the 600 foot shoreline' 

seems to have been controlled by the overflovr level it is: 

hot in itself strictly representative of a "Pluvial maximum" 

; plimatlc peak,

(vii) There is evidence that the phase of lacustrine 

sedimentation in the 6OO foot lake was of a relatively . ; 

i short duration and was preceded by a period during which 

Coarse red and orange silts were laid down in several
' I: localities at fairly high altitudes (e,g, in the Merit 

i j/alley and at 8/3 and 8/12), There is at present no
i\

I bvldence as to whether this change in sedimentation was the 

result of climatic change or tectonic events.

0

-1

i
■'

■i

?.9commendations on terminology

For some time it has been realized that the use of 

balaeoclimatlc divisions in defining stratlgraphloal units 

Tn geological sequence^ is undesirable. It has recently 

|been stressed that,' "It is necessary, at least at the 

boment, to disallow palaeo.cllmatio-stratigraphlc units for 

ithe African Quaternary" (F, C, Howell in Bishop and Clark 

r967 p. 906), The existing sequence, for the East African 

Upper Pleistocene and Holocene, based on the evidence of 

the fluctuations of the lakes in the Makuru-Elmenteita

I

1
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basin, is an example of a sequence vxhere the distinction

betv,'eaii rock units, time-stratigraphic units, and time 

units is far from clear. The terminology V7as based ' ,

primarily on the lake shorelines and sediments of the basin 

and thus extended to describe the wet phases during which;- 

; the lakes stood at the various shoreline levels. From

■there it vxas further extended to cover climatic fluctuations 

in other parts of Africa which were thought to be 

synchronous with those in the Nakuru-Flmentelta basin. The

sequence was dated by correlation with the late-glacial and 

post-glacial climatic phases in Europe; see Table VII .

The terms "Gambllan", "Makalian" and "Nakuran" have 

been used to describe (l) shoreline features in the Kakuru- 

Slaenteita basin; (il) lake sediments in the Nalcuru-

It
1

■:

't'

Elmenteita basin, believed to be contemporaneous vfith

(iii) Upper Pleistocene and Holocene 

"pluvial pliases" in East and Central Africa; 

actual, features {lake shorelines and sediments, river 

terraces, etc.) which ^ere believed to represent these 

"pluvial phases" in parts of Africa outside the Kakuru- 

Slnentelta basin.

particular shorelines;

(iv) the

The nomenclature has thus become extremely confused, 

in many cases the basis of correlation of lake shorelines

I

or sediments between areas several hundreds of miles apart
f'

seems to have been merely that they appear to be evidence
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of rather vietter conditions at approximately similar dates;; 

for most of these correlations, absolute dates have not ... 

been available. Thus almost any evidence of an Upper 

Pleistocene vret phase in East or Central Africa has tended 

: to be labelled "Gamblian", of a Holocene viet phase, 

"Hakallan".

I

Hecent research in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin suggests 

■that the pattern of Upper Pleistocene and Holocene lake 

level fluctuations does hot show the distinct Gamblian, 

i'lakalian and Nalcuran peaks representing distinct "pluvial 

; phases" on which correlations vfith other areas were based:

(l) The "Gamblian" deposits sensu stricto in the Nakuru- 

Elmenteita basin are probably of the order of 10,000 rather 

than 15j000 years old and cannot be correlated with the 

v.'urn glaciation. The general use of the term "Gamblian" 

to refer to a late Pleistocene pluvial phase in Africa 

(e.g. Clark I962 p. 7) is not in agreement with the most 

recent knovrledge of th^ type area of the "Gamblian" in the 

Haiiuru-Slmentelta basin. There does not seem to be, in the 

iiakuru-Slmentelta basin, evidence for a threefold division 

of the "Gamblian"; at any rate, I have found no evidence. 

-Of lake shorelines at the 750' A.L. and 5IO' A.L. levels.

(il) There is not sufficient evidence of a stlllstand of 

■ the lake at 375* A.L. on which to postulate a distinct 

! "I'lakalian post-pluvial wet phase". There is a possible

V

■ ‘

f

V

'I.;.

: 'i
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shoreline cliff at 6122' S.D. (about 343' A.L. Nakuru) and 

pebbles are found in various places in the basin over a ■ 

height range., of about 6l40-6260',

(iil) There is a single shoreline cliff at 5944' S,D. 

(circa 165' A.L. Kalruru) vrhich might qualify to be called 

!the "Kaloiran shoreline". However there is no evidence (a)

'that it represents a distinct rise of the lake to the peak ; 

. 'of a "Nakuran post-pluvial wet phase" or (b) that it is

: the age which has been attributed to this phase, i.e. circa 

V 12800 years B.P. (85O B.C.).

: . i (iv) Concerning these recent "post-pluvial viet phases", 

j\he Hakallan and the Nakuran, it may be said (a) the time 

'available for these "post-Gambllan" fluctuations of Lakes 

'Kalcuru .and Slmenteita now appears to be considerably . 

shorter than was thought. If such fluctuations have taken 

place,’they are younger than the dates attributed to them

I

■ 'd r
V:
■f

.•i

in Table 711: (b) It is not at all certain that minor
V

fluctuations of this kind in lakes in East Africa can be 

correlated rlgorously'jvrith phases in the post-glacial 

;Cllnatlc evolution in Europe and dated on that basis. Until 

more detailed information■and absolute dates are available 

-for the African sequence, it is best to be extremely cautious ■ 

about any such correlations,

(v) Dry phases in the "post-Gamblian" in the Kakuru- 

Slnenteita basin have been correlated'with the warmer, drier

■b

C'

!

:

‘ ■''i

i':

Jr
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phases In the post-glacial In Europe. The geological 

evidence for these dry phases appears to be rather tenuous; 

ninor unconformities in recent sediment sections may, in 

sone cases, be e^lained by late small-scale tectonic 

activity (McCall 196?), vrhlle the evidence of the "red beds"

■ and "vrlnd-blovm sands" (discussed in Appendix G), appears 

on a re-examination to be insufficient to suggest arid 

conditions. It would seem likely that the "Makallan" and ' 

"Kakuran", in so far as they can be said to exist, were not 

distinct peaks ofj^retness separated by marked arid Intervals,

■ but pauses in the fall of the lake from its 600 foot level.

It is clear that much of the evidence of Upper 

Pleistocene and Holocene climatic fluctuations in the 

Halmru-Elmenteita basin on which the original sequence and 

correlations were ba'Sed needs reappraisal. The theoretical 

basis of the correlations of climatic phases vrlth other

parts of Africa and other continents is also open to doubt 

(see Chapter 7). At this stage, therefore, it ajipears that

' the time has come for '|he development of a new geological 

terminology vrhich vjlll avoid the existing confusion of : :

geological and climatic units and the tenuous long-range 

correlations which have grovrn up around the old sequence.

, It seems best that the terms Gamblian, Makalian and Nakuran 

; should be dropped; they have been used in too many different 

ways and have come to have definite palaeoclimatic

N

I

iIL:
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i-plioatlons vihich cannot novi be accepted. It is sussested; 

(i) In the liakuru-iilmenteita basin, nevi names should be., 

adopted for the shoreline features and for the rock units.

: The recoKninabiG lake shoreline remnants should each be .:

' ■ referred to by a separate name, based on its location, e.g. :

I'enengai, Misonge, etc. In general discussion of particular 

stillstands of the lake, reference can be made to the 

: approrimate height above the I966 lake level (5779' S.D.), : 

for instance "the 600 foot shoreline". In discussion of 

the geology of the basin, reference to "Gamblian" and 

"Kakalian" beds should be avoided, as it implies that the 

I sediments can be fitted into the old sequence of cllmatic- 

Gontrolled lake level fluctuations. Hew terms for theI
Upper Pleistocene and Holocene sediments of the Kakuru- 

Slaenteita basin should be brought into use which do not

.1

• P, 5>
i
I.

-i

I
-

iiaDly any connections vrith particular lake levels or

comparable vrith McC^'s "Larmudlao Beds".climatic phases,

(ii) The terms GamblY^, liakalian and Ilalcuran should not 

be used to refer to postulated cool, moist phases in the

African Doper Pleistocene and Holocene.

(ill) The terms Gamblian, Hakalian and Nalcuran should not 

be used in referring to evidence (lake shorelines, sediments 

or other evidence) of Upper Pleistocene or Holocene climatic 

fluctuations in other parts of Afrlca._^

^ I
15?• i
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APPENDIX A

THE SURVEY WORN; IlSTHODS AND DEFINITIONS

The survey vrork, consls1;inE of the measurement of the; :

altitudes of shoreline features and exposures of beach and 

lacustrine deposits, vras an important part of the research, 

i have included a full account of the techniques used, the 

hsicht control and other relevant details.

all my height measurements were made in feet.

i

Units!

This was the easiest system to use, since all the Survey of

Kenya maps, bench marks and trigonometrical points have 

heights in feet. It would have been possible once the 

survey was done for me to convert my heights into metres. 

This vfould fit in vflth the modern trend towards use of the 

metric system which appears in some of the recent work on 

East Africa, in particular by Americans. Richardson (I965) 

used the metric system in his discussion of the Nalvasha 

V and Nakuru-Elmenteita basin lake shorelines. Ke 'referred

;;

:•

to the 51 metre and metre shorelines (above Lake

It seemed to me wiser to keep to the established 

usage for this area, particularly for comparison with

The "510

Nalcuru).I

, ''375'" (IIILeakey's well-knovm height figures.

shorelines have been referred to widely in theand"lL5

literature for many years and the metric- equivalents would 

not have the same meaning for most people.

f tl

\ Nilsson's

i ■■
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heir;ht figures, vrhich are in metres, are not so widely 

quoted, and cannot be used directly with the Survey of 

Kenya naps of the area, 

netric heights and distances into feet and miles, using the! 

following formulae:

I therefore converted Nilsson's

1 Ion = 0,62 miles

1 me tre 39.^"

: I include a list of some of the more Important heights in' 

the literature on the Nalcuru-ELnenteita basin, converted,
iinto metres.

'Leakey's shorelines:
■ r

A. L. Nalmru A.L. MetresI
%

228.
182.8
155.3
114.2
44,17

750' 
600'

: i!•i
t5101

'i37'5* ii
I 145'

Results of my levelling:

Metres S.D.
V-

Menengai shoreline (6370')
Bahati overflow (6392')
Gilgil divide (6598')

Level of Lake Naluuru March I966 (5779') = I76O metres S.D. i

1940
1946
2009

j:

i :Datum: the height information in the Nakuru-Elmenteita j

basin today (I965-7) includes (l) the Survey of Kenya
i . ■ {

trigonometrical points and bench marks, based on the datum

2.

■

; •
i ■ ■’

r
'

: •.
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'■;ean Sea Level Klllndlni', There are a number of

triro'ionietrical beacons on prominent points in the basin, ' , 

and also Survey of Kenya benchmarks at quite sinpll 

intervals all along the railvray line from Gilgil to Nakuru.'.-: 

1‘lest of Hakuru this line of benchmarks continues along the 

I main road towards Sldoret. I found the benclimarks along 

i the rail-way particularly useful for my height control,

" despite their being on the extreme eastern and northern ■

: side of the basin. (li) East African Rallvrays and Harbours 

j heights are based on the datum 'Low V/ater Ordinary Spring 

;I Tides Kilindini'. Profiles of the .railway line, vihlch I 

L| got from the S.A.H. <1 H. office in Nakuru, shovf the height 

I at frequent intervals along the line and the gradients and 

' distances betvjeen these points, so that in theory it should
I

; be possible to deterplne the altitude of any point along 

the line. This proved not to be possible along the stretch 

of line in vrhich I was interested (between Nalcuru and 

I'akuru Junction) and in the end I did not make use of this 

■ railway height information. Along parts of the line the 

( half-furlong posts havd been moved from their original 

j positions whose altitudes were given on the profile 

diagrams, so that this height information is unreliable.

In most of the basin I vras able to use the Survey of 

; Kenya height control; hovrever in the southern and south- 

vrestern parts there was none within reasonable distance

■'f

:Sl

ii ■

-ii
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Here I had to ;of the features In vrhich I was Interested, 

use hein'nt information from the old alisrmient of the 

railv.’ay line, which until the late 1940s went from Gilgll
i

ito Lanet via the former Shuru and Slmenteita stations.

' There vras also a fuel siding from Elmentelta to Nderlt

iDrift. i‘0.though the actual track has long been removed,
"I
:the alignment of the railway is'followed by a road and 

isome of the station buildings, water tanks and cuttings 

'remain. At Sburu the old benchmark is still in place on 

i the station building and I used this as the basis for my 

■levelling in this area. At Slmenteita the vrater tanlcs 

! opposite the police post remain from the old station and 

! I was able to make a close estimate of their height from 

■Che old plans; this vjas used as the basis for the levelling 

iof Gamble's Cave, Kderit and Hakalla. (See below for more 

: detailed discussion of this.)

The earlier levelling in this area, by both Leakey 

i and iiilsson, 'was based on the rallvjay height information 

which was probably all that vras available in this area at ■ 

that time (I926-3O). Iiilsson said: "All my height figures 

■within the Naloiru-Naivasha basin have been determined in 

relation to the levellings along the Kenya-Uganda railway" 

(1931 ?. 293, footnote). Leakey’,3 levelling, by his 

: brother, D. G. B. Leakey, was also done from points of 

■ knovrn height along the rallxway line. (l93la pp. 498-9 and 

I: P. 507)

\

'i"

i-

!

i;
1:

f:
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the Kalvuru-Slmentelta basin has thus 

two different data; vrhere I quote a height

oxra or from the

,e levelling in

based on

in the tent, vihether one of my

been 

figure

earlier iior'.:, I have included a note on the datum, thus:

i.e. Survey of Kenya datum
African Railviays and Harbours datum. ; 

value for the relationship 

that the heights could be converted 

Survey of Kenya datum seemed the

vrldely used and certainly 

this was not very easily

6370' S.D.

6600' H.D. i.e, Sast

I attempted to obtain a 

between the two data, so 

to a single datum; the

inost suitable as it is now the more

HoTfever. the more:reliable one,

The difference betvreen ii.S.L. and L.VJ.O.S.i.:: done.
unfortunately the rallvjay heights areKilindini is knovra; 

not alvjays given 

and various corrections have

with respect to the formal railway datum, 

to be added to bring these 

to have happenedheights to this datum.’ This appears

the railway line was surveyed and built in ai
because

number of different sections, and overall consistency of
within the Nakuru-ElmenteitaEven

variation.in the relationship of
datum was not achieved, 

basin there is possibly ^
railway heights to the L.W.O.S.T. Kilindini datum andthe

I was not able 

about this relationship but
the Survey of Kenya datum, 

to drav7 a definite conclusion
tentative decision for the purposes

hence also to

of this work,
nade a
cased on the following information:

\

iil
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The difference betvjeen M.S.L. and L.Vf.O.S.T, at(i)

dilindinl, accordlne: to the 3.A.H. & H. head office in

Thus if no further adjustments had toi;airobi, is 6.23'. 
be made, this should be the relationship betxfeen all

Sinceheights on the 3urve5r of Kenya and rallvjay data.

the Survey of Kenya datum Ui.S.L.) Is the higher of these,

to subtract b.23' from heightsit should only be necessary 

bn the railway datum to bring them to the Survey of Kenya , !

datum.

(il) According to the Survey of Kenya and E.A.R. & H.

offices in Kaloiru, the actual difference between the two

I checked thisdata there (at rlalaiiii; is 8.98' or 9.U2'.

railway and a Survey benclimark inby levelling between a 

liakuru tomi and found a discrepancy1 of ejcactly 9<02' to ■I

be explained by the datum difference.
out similar levelling at Gllgil station.(iii) I carried 

Where the railway benclmark remains in position on the

station building with a Survey of Kenya benchmark nearby.
of 9.89' to be explained byThere was a height discrepancy 

the datum difference.
i

(iv)’ On the railway profile 

■ Kakuru (possibly for other sections 

Is a note "add I.05 

Kilindinl". This correction, 

datum difference, does not

sheets of the lines west of

of the line also) there

' to conform to L.VJ.O.S.T. datum at

taken together vrith the 6,23 

account for the whole of the 9'

f

\<

I
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in the heights at Nakuru.

mention at all of datum on the old_plans

I was sent

disorspanoy 

(v) There is no
llnontelta fuel siding or 2buru station. \of

i & H.from the survey department of the E.A.R.

Nairobi and vjith them a letter in.vfhioh it
thqse plans 

head office in 

v.-as said that the 
tliat the minus 6.23' correction should be made to convert

t

i

datum for all levels was L.W.O.S.T. and.

•t ■

I feel that this ;■the heights to the Survey of Kenya datum.
■ ■ f- ■ ■

, Gursestion may have been based on a general knowledge of r,i '
■ i ■

■ : "l

! the:datum relationship in Kenya rather than on particularj

I also have a note fromV: knqvrledge about this area, 

another source at railvray headquarters that for the

Slaenteita section of the line, and as far as Kisumu, 3.22' 

all levels to bring them to L.VJ.O.S.T.
: i

should be added to 
The net correction to the Survey of Kenya datum would be

I

a net subtraction of 3.01'.3
+3.22' and -6.23' i.e.

It is not clear, from the above Information, exactly 

the control points at £.buru and

related to the L.W.O.S.T. datum and 

of Ke)nya datum.

■ f

hovr the heights_ of 

Elnentelta should be
[

The relationship could
hence to the Survey 
be established by levelling from Survey of Kenya height

and to the water tank atpoints to the benchmark at Eburu 

SLnenteita. 

oif levelling, as the 

over 5 miles away from the

vrould have involved several milesThis however
nearest Survey of Kenya points are

Eburu and Elmenteita points, I\

i
L
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that the total amount of levelling involved (over 

In order to check doth these points and control
decic'-iJd

20 nilos
them hy levelling both vjays) viould have taken too much time, 

uncertainty is of the order of 3' (see belovf) and this■The
■'.■ i"

• '■ .V ■

relatively unimportant when dealing with features such 

'shoreline cliffs and exposures of pebbles and silts, 

altitude cannot be defined very precisely and often

is ;

• as

; vrhosein expends over a height range of more than 3'.

•i As measured, the difference between railway and 

■ Survey of Kenya data is nearly 10' at Gilgil,'9' at Nakuru.

i
r;.

I
t : i ■

-.1

: The information from plans and notes on the old line 

' between Gilgll and Nakuru suggests that the rela^idnship
Hovrever I am not certain

i'■

I
I

f

' thl^re mi^ht be about *

^ about the validity of the

or 3’.

extra 3.22' correction (see (v)
i' i

I■■i

.1 \ 1 ■

atove) -which vras to have been applied on the Ebiiru and
it seems to me rather

!

Slnenteita section of the line;
documented and it is possible that some furtherincompletely

adjustment of the plans might have taken place since the
I jIt also seems to me possibleOriginal survey vras made.

old railway ben<jhmarks on Gilgil and Eburu

adjacent stations, probably built 

few years of each other, were heighted on the 

At Gilgll, this datum is 9.89' below the

i

that the
-! stations, which are on

i

vrithln a ' i"
1

1same datum.

Survey of Kenya datum.
available information, I could find no;

From the■f

\;%

IL
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to vjhich of the corrections shouldconclusive indication as 

applied.
2T , vrhich is the formal relationship betvreen the railway

j ■ >

and Survey of Kenya data and vras given me by one source in 

‘thel S.A.R. i H, head office (see (v) above).

finite possibility that the correction night in

I finally decided to take the central one,

;6

i

There seems
i

to a

Ifak be of the order of 9-10', or 3', or possibly even
another fi£PAre which I lhave failed to discover, but a 6*

reasonable mean value. An
'

correction seems to give a
uncertainty of +3' will thus attach to all

1

'unavoidable 
7 conversions of heights from railway to

;
urvey of Kenya

datum, but in this viork this does not seem excessive.
Introduce problems into the

f! It
I

i;
i will not, for Instance,
■ dLermination of possible tilt of the lake shorelines. isince

I
which I have measured cannot be defined so

could be distinguished
the features

precisely that a tilt of 3'

end to the other of this basin.

or so
In my conversions 

therefore subtracted 6'
; from one 

from R.D. to S.D. heights I have I'

!
in each case.

in Leakey's 

given in the
of the expression 'A.L: Makuru'; 1

3. The use
T

almost all the shoreline heights arework,
form "above Lake Nalairu"; absolute altitudes are hardly >

i
the advantage of being 

distribution of shorelines at 

readily pictured than if the

! :This usage hasever mentioned.
the■quickly comprehended;

' various heights can be more
I

;
\:

c.
I'
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i)~flsure numbers of the absolute altitudescumbersomemore
The disadvantages are (a) it may tend to 

generalization and selection of information since
used.■ are

onoourage

the heights are already one degree removed from the original ■->

i (b) The heights are related to a 

level of Lake Nalmru has fluctuated ' 

several feet since the years vihen Leakey's

values as measured.

VQ.ris.ble datum:

: over a range of

■ survey was■done, 

g to define the level 

:aS datum for the shoreline heights. 

(1965) described 

and llaivasha basins by

the

1

If this usage is retained, it is essential 

of the lake surface vriilch is being used 
For instance Richardson

I
i

the shorelines in the WaJoiru-Elmenteita 

their height above the i960 levels
1:-

i
of the respective lakes.

Leakey's tvro main papers 

heights for Lake Mal-airu,

;(1931a and b) quoted different ■s:

‘I :
•i ••
•!In 1931a the height vias given as 

10th April 1929;
i

5776,3' (presumably H.D.) as measured on
corrected to 577?'- In 193113

on the nap {p. 499) this vras

There is a similarthe height was-given as 5776' (p, 246).

two heights given for Lake

4erlous, this difference is 

Lilsson (I931 P. 291) gave the height 

l.e, 5781' R.D.
so the difference between 

could be due in part to an actual 

Lake Nalvasha fell over 5' between 1927

:1
disagreement between the 

Although notllaivasha*
. ■ i '

, dlightly Irritating.

of Lake Haloiru as I76I metres, This was

fieldwork done in 1927,based on
bis and Leakey's figures

4 'all of the lake.

i
i

) i-i
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a’ld 1^29, so that It is possible that a similar change
There do not appearoccurred in the level of Lake Malmru.

other records of the levels of Lakes Kalcuruto be any 
or Llnentelta at this time.

Lakes Kakuru and SlmenteitaRecently the gauges on

^were tied in to the Survey of Kenya datum, and I vjas

information about the 1966 and 196? levels 

the Water Development Department office in
supplied with 

of'the lakes by 

^ Laloiru. 

LakeNakuru -

'■!

■r

5771,00' S,D,zero of sauge 
lake on 16 March 1966 at 8,10' on gauge ■!

•• !
l,e, 5779.10' S,D,

11 January 196? at 7.55' onlake on 
gauge i.e, 5778.65' S.D,

i ■

•d

5822,01' S.D,
16 March I966 at 7.'J-0' on gauge

Lake Slmenteita - zero of gauge 
lake on
i.e. 5?29.W S.D.-s;

!!V

slightly higher novi than they were inThe lakes seem to be 
the late 1920s, although the change in the datum makes it

the exact amount of the3,aposslble to be certain about 

variation in level,

I have

cX
5 heights verynot used the-''above Lake Makuru' !

vrork in thedescribing the results of my ovm survey

referring to the "600 foot" shoreline) and
■ much in

basin (except in 
'have generally converted Leakey's 

ifigures by adding

heights into absolute 

the "above Lake Nakuru" figure to 5776'.

i

:
\ tV i

I
■!.

6
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i
cases vjhere I do refer to an 'A.L. Nalcuru' height based on iIn iIS
results of my om levelling, the level of the lake has

This, being determined on the Survey •

the 1“

H
Ii
I

been taken as 5779'. 
of Kenya datum, is more strictly comparable with my height 

, than using any figure of Leakey's, based on the

3-5

i"-,

ifigures

' railway datum.

aJl. iiakuru' heights are really only approximate and give

iHowever it must be remembered that these
K5

no inore than a general idea of the altitudes of the different
I! fI- Shorelines. S

{ si
I
t

for almost ail my levellingThe survey equipment used:

: : rused a Leiss Konl 025 self-adjusting level and a 14' 

I found the level to be an excellent ilevelling staff. 1SI■ instrument, light to carry and very quick to adjust. Its

that when there vfas a gusty wind the 

Conditions for

ai ■

Ionly disadvantage was
Iline of sight became rather unsteady.

best early in the morning, although it vjas 

continue past midday without the effects

1 ii!

Ilevelling were
I,1often possible to
i

shimmer making it impossible to continue 

levelling I did not make any accurate 

distance measurements, me^rely counting the number of paces 

backsight and foresight should be about the

1'
af wind and heati

I■:.* :

ivrork. In most of my
8
IsI!

I took so that I
Sisame lengths.

For the earlier and more important part of the
results by levelling in both 

trigonometrical

: ■ i
ft
8levelling, I controlled all my 

directions, to and from-the benchmark or_^
1s\i I
iiV
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done for all the Menengal shoreline ,

Lion Hill and Gamble's Gave, 

well within the limits of 

had set myself, bearing in mind the lack

This vfas

i9Y6llinfsi Hill

^'ae results vrere in every case !

accuracy that I 
of precision with -which most of the features that I was

i : ;

An ejiample of some of these ii studying could be defined.

'results, the figures for the Gamble's Cave levelling, is

The net height difference ! ■.r;iven in the attached table, 

betvreeii the tvro ends of the line of-levelling vras over 3^0',

the actual range of height covered vras
The difference betvreen the tvro lines,

of about 0. ll/'t’.

con-
;■ r: although

^ ^ . ' ' '
' siderably greater.
i

This is an errorout and back, vias 0.39'*
J ! '■ In the later levelling, at Gllgil, Eburu, Merit and

not have time' to level both ways, so the.
Hovjever there seemed

Kakalia, I did
i

of the work is unconfirmed.accuracy

no reason vrhy the same 

adhieved for the earlier 

achieved herei 

as time passed my assistant

i
standards of accuracy as I had i

!
■;

levelling should not have been

not more difficult and 

and I became more skilled in 

these later

r :
!the conditions v:ere

!i

I:I thinlc that eventhe use of the equipment, 

results should be accurate 

certainly adequate for the purposes

to within a foot or less, and 

of this research. !■

;
I

!
;

■V (

'I

I;;
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Table VIII

Gamble's Gave Levelling:

gas tvjardsWestwardsLino
\

0.97fall0,92g 67 ■!'/
I

21.4421.3^ falli _36 - " 5
5.145.08 rise^4^ "5,.:

31.3631.46 rise:■ "4-:^3

42.4542,51 riseB 2
ij11,2611.25 riseEI ^2 1

79.45fall79.40SE 1 2

3.4L3.44 fallS3 3'2

41.5741.59 rise
Si ■S 7

160,46160,54 riseSI 1
i108.94rise109.00iiWIIH 1 “ 2

65.86rise65.95‘2 - 7 i'

76.89fall77.777-4 (

116.62fall-116.574 - K.B,

185.92rise135.97r!.3. - 6 i

:i''12,92fall12,896 sand
341.23 Feetsand 341.62 riseNet; Ka -7

\4
i
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Goniparlson vrlth the results of other levelling in the 

the results of my levelling are only occasionally
*!.
basin:

In manycomparable vjith those of Leakey and Nilsson.traly

impossible "to be certain that we were levelling

or 'beach' as the accounts
cases it is

to the same shoreline 'terrace

fleldvrork do not usually include much detail about

!

of their

the features to which they measured, 

instances vjhere I am

There are some 

fairly certain that I have identified
these are^ the features described by Leakey or Nilsson;

different height figures obtained.

there is not 

In most cases this

I
listed below, with the

It will be noticed that even in these cases

unanimous agreement about the heights.
explained by the difference in datum and,can probably be

Important, by the lack 

part of the feature 

'shoreline' or 'lake level'.

of agreement as to exactly wha.t
more

vras' defined and levelled as the
It ^eems more likely that such

:l •

rather than major mistakes in 

most of the disagreements
lac!: of consistency in usage,

the reason for

■j-T

tKe levelling, is 'f'
j ^

given here.

(1) Nenengai shoreline:

Not mentioned by Leakey.

i

(1931 shoreline list)Height according to Nilsson

0,93 lailes east of Nakuru (=6409+3' S.D.) I

h
2.79 miles east of Nakuru (=6412+3' S.D.)

5.27 miles east of Nakuru Jungion^-^ (=6419+3' S.D.)
\

1 i

I
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(all of these described as terraces).

Keisht accordins to ny levellins:

Base of cliff, fron to 2:? miles east of
Naloiru Jtinction - 6370' S.D.

- 6410' S.D.Top of this cliff is.at circa 
Highest beach pebbles, circa 5 miles east

of Nalturu Junction - 638I' S.D.

(ii) Hisonge shoreline:

Height according to Leakey - 145' A..L. 
— 5921' R.D. (=5915+3' S.D.)

i. e.
I

described as aHeight according to Nilsson;
1.55 miles NNW of mouth of River 
5955' R.D. (=5949+3' S.D.)

i terrace 
Hjoro -

Height according to my levelling; 
about 2.5 miles 
59l>4_5950' S.D. (base of cliff).

at a point 
raw of mouth of River Hjoro - -

f

(lii) Magharlbl shoreline:

Height according to Leakey - 
6155' R.D. (=6149+3' S.D.)

Hot definitely
Height according to my levelling;

6128' R.D. (=6122+3' S.D.)

379' A.L. l.e.1;

i- ■■

identified in Nilsson's YJork.
base ofh.

cliff -

(Iv) Lion Kill Gave:
Height according to Nilsson - 
Height according to Leakey -

6385' R.D. (=6379+3' S.D.); 
6396' R.D. (=6390+3* S.D.).

Height of floor of cave
- 6386-37' S.D.

5
i

6386' R.D. (=6380+3' S.D.) 
(1931a) 608' A.L. i.e. 

(1931b) 620''A.L. i.e.

according to my levelling

\
4
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of tho differences in height here are too great to be

difference betvraen railway and Survey

iSone

fully e^rplalned by the 

of'Kenj’-a data,

10'. In these cases
IIIf it is assumed to be as much as ^ 

it is worth while considering

levelled to when these

even :v uI
y

■or

ie-/.actly what shoreline features were ,i

heights were obtained.
Nilsson gave quite a clear explanation of the features

I*
S'

The supposed former shorelines are
(See

i to; which he levelled, 

r- said to-be (i) wave 

^ figure 5) The 'cut-terraces' 
i sufficiently steep shoreline, the barriers are deposltlonal

si
cut-terraces and (il) barriers.

vrere formed by erosion on a i
I
s
I

:
I feelgently sloping shoreline, 

the likelihood of such barrier

to the original water level

!
features formed on a 

: rather doubtful about

beaches being preserved close

more sj
■; i

I
I
y

ithe level of the former lake, 

tine of deposition, have 

tlaan that indicated on 

and certainly since then they will in

and their value for showing 

The pebbles may, even at the

i!

icovered a larger vertical range -d:

is.
Nilsson's diagram, 

most oases have 
In the IJaloiru-iilmenteita basin I was 

of Nilsson's barriers

£ Jj

original position, 

not able to identify
been vias^ied dovm from th

j(

except possibly the accumulation
any

I
f:

On the other hand 

at the notch at the base 

not clear is how he

on Lion Hill.of nebbles at 5/1^ high up 

his levelling of the 'cut-terraces'
Vlhat is

I
"£

of the cliff seems sensible, 
identified this point in the field, whe:^e the sharp break

\ i
K
5,!
y
sji
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In myin his dlagrairi is usually obscured.

of all the shoreline cliffs (figures
of slope shovm 

,ror:< I drew profiles 

1,2j3) and obtained the height of the break of slope from

that Hllsson levelled any such
of the accounts

; ■It does not seenthem.

‘•oroflles;
\

at any rate none are shoim in any
and I viould think this implies that nonehis fieldworkof

If this is so, he presumably estimated the
On these slopes,

were drawn.
of the break of slope by eye.position 

: whe^e the break of slope has been obscured by material
. t’

i

■reliable method. 

Henengai shoreline cliff, I 

difficult to be certain 

break of slope at its base to

■ washed dovm from above,- this is not a very 

! 'From my ovm experience of the

i ;woiild say that it woudl be very

i ! about the position of the 

: within less than 5'vertical range. r.
■■iviork on theserious mistake in Nilsson's

^ of the features he listed as 'cut
A more

shorelines is that a lot 

' terraces' seem 

different origin.

::r.and breaks of slope ofto be small cliffs
In the Kakuru-Slmenteita basin there are 

most of these run approximately 

and viest shores of Lakes 

faults might be taken for

Since Nilsson worked 

recent fine grid faulting

naiiy sniall fault scarps;
as do th^ east i'north-south,

Hdlcu.ru and 31nenteita, and the

osion cliffs of a former lake shore.er

i-h this area, the Importance of 

here has been fully recognized 

the steep rocky slopes that Nilsson

i
!

aacCall 196?) and many of 

could have Identifiod

{

t

i
K

i
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as coastal erosion features are probably fault scarps. 

Althouc:h the lake surface may for a time have been up against 

of these slopes, the base of slope cannot be taken as Isome
■ i

a wave-cut notch and its altitude should not be used as an 

indication of a shoreline level. In this context it is 

irelovent to note that several of the supposed shoreline k:

terraces described by Kilsson from the Ethiopian lake basins 

believed by Mohr to be of structural origin. (Mohr 

:4963, PP. 200, 203)
It is possible that Milsson identified some of the small 

: erosion scars and cliffs on the slopes of Sburu as shoreline 

One of the Kburu farmers, vrho remembered Nilsson

:■ are

; features.

^ at vjork here, showed me a feature close to his farmhouse
j

(at GH 480362 on map 133/1) vrhlch he said Nilsson had 

identified and levelled as a lake shoreline; it seemed to
■I

These scars are cut intome to be a typical erosion scar.
silts and can sometimes be tracedcoarse reddish-orange

V- almost horizontally for several hundred feet alorig a

similar features run across the 

is too fresh for shoreline
hillside; however mahy/
contours and their appearance 
cliffs of a lake that retreated several thousands of years

4^- i

j

ago.
include fevr details aoout theLeakey's publications 

recognition and measurement of the shoreline features.
;
!

i \’ Solomon (appendix A in Leakey 193113) referred to 'beaches' 1:
!

r.:
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Ias the evidence or the rormer ialre, but did. 

not describe them or ho^j they were levelled.

of Leakey (1931a) vrho mentioned the difficulty of

I terracesand
iThe same is !

-,,i
true ! i-
levellinrr these features but did not describe them or

His use of the terms * beach* arid i

1

i

eractly hov; it ^-fas done.

•terrace' is confusing and he also referred to 'beach

i;

Kllsson (1931 PP- 327-b) quoted aterraces' (p. 500).

: comment by Solomon from the montlaly expedition reports !

?
■!;

"The level ofvihich Leakey was sending him at the time: 

the beaches is taken to be the lowest point at vjhlch an
1
i:

i

outcrop, of water-vrorn conglomerate occurs at the base of 

This should correspond roughly to the lovier 

limit of wave erosion in a shallow inland basin such as

i' r
the cliff.

Kaivasha, and thus to the height of the terrace overlain

This is the closest i can get to an original 

Some of Leakey's expedition
by the beach".

statement about this levelling.

in the library of the Royal Geographical Society, 

but the early ones, which may have dealt with the work in

e

i.
! ireports are
,i ■

the Kakuru-Elmenteltax^and Naivasha basins, are unfortunately ■ . 

If this definition of the shoreline level, as
i

missing.

quoted by Nilsson, vras in fact the one used by Solomon and 

Leakey, 1 consider it to be rather unsatisfactory.

!

I
I

Nilsson

i I. . his (Solomon's) wayhimself criticized it, saying ".
beach does not give the real altitude .of the i

of levelling a 
level of the ancient lake or another :^evel in a firm4

.. i!

1
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r? relation to the lal:e-level" (I940 p. 3I). Solomon's 

definition seems to concern only beach material (i.e. 

water-worn pebbles); possibly there vras a further 

description of the relief features, cliff or terrace, which 

•was not quoted by Nilsson. It seems very unrealistic, in 

studying an outcrop of vrater-worn ' conglomeratevrhlch has . 

almost certainly been washed downslope and partly covered 

since it lay on the lake shoreline, to attach much 

i significance to the lowest point at which the outcrops

can be seen. On Henengal, water-worn pebbles can be traced 

in abundance between altitudes of circa 623O-638O', on the ; 

north-east Slmenteita slopes, between 6140-6260' and higher.

:■!)

over

If anything, it is the highest occurrence of the pebbles

even then possible dovrn- 

There seems no reason vrhy any
that should be significant;

'Washing must be allowed for, 

creolse deductions as to the lower limits bif wave erosion

on the former lake shorelines could be made from most of 

the outcrops of beach pebbles as they occur today.

According to Guilcher>^ "Deposits can only betray the
t

position of a former shoreline without question when they 

take the form of a shingle beach, in vrhlch case they 

Indicate the former high tide level except in the rare 

Instance vrhere the vrhole of the beach is composed of 

shingle" (1958 p, 41).
Temple, vrho vrorked on the former4higher lake levels

1...

- -(

<

^ V
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rouiid the northern shores of Lalce Victoria, defined the 

sirniflcant shoreline feature as "the Inferred position of 

the concave break of slope at the base of the cliff before 

it.became obscured by talus" (1964 p, 35)- 

accurate profiles of these slopes tiherever this could be

He levelled

(lone.

I would agree with Nilsson and Temple that the concave 

break of slope at the base of the cliff is in most cases 

: the most suitable feature to Identify and measure to give 

'the altitude of the former lake shoreline, 

h fluctuations in (fater level vrill certainly have taken place, 

: this notch, if it exists, indicates the place vrhere the

JL
A1though

nost concentrated erosion vjent on, when the lake was at' that 

V/ith the aid of profiles, a fairlyapproximate level.

: precise definition can be made of a point which represents

This is done by drawing an averagethis break of slope.

slope for (1) the flat below the cliff and (11) the free

, face of the^cliff (see diagram 6) and defining the break of*
The cliff was

this l^eal form but this does give a fairly 

rigorously defined point vfnich can be used for comparison

slope as the Intersection of these lines.

probably never

Uncertaintyof heights and investigation of possible tilting, 

arises In the drawing of these two average slopes, but this

' is still less than the uncertainty Inherent in identifying 

:! a single point on the surface as the break in slope.
4

1 .■■■u
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ft
ftI have tried to avoid the confusion of nomenclature ; :•

1 1 ■.

a

Ithat has arisen in the description of the different
i I

;
shoreline features. The terms 'terrace' and 'cliff are

used as shoTm in figure 6. The word 'terrace' I have used -ft

to mean the wave-cut bench or shore-platform which under- I
ft; lies the cliff; this is possibly a more limited use than

;is given by Nilsson, but it seems closer to its modern 

usage in geographical literature, (Sg,Klng 1959 PP. 288-93)
t■ ,

: I have used the word 'beach' to mean the vrater-rounded !

ft

I

i i
]■ pebbles and sand which vjere laid dovni on the lake shore 

L and which v:ere usually overlying the terrace.

only a depositional feature; according to Guilcher, '*A 

beach can be defined as an acciimulation on the sea shore

5 i
i !

■ i i • 'It is thus
|.

! ! ',
ft
3;
■4

Of material, coarser than mud" (1958 p. 46), 

the use of terms such as 'beach terrace'.

I have avoided -f--

i
I

It vrould seem that the definitions of shoreline height

used by Nilsson and myself are rather similar and it would 

be likely that vre should record approximately the same 

height if vre vrere levelling the same shoreline cliff and
ft

This is in fadt so for the Misonge shoreline, vrhere

ft
S

I
I

V;

ft!! I
!

notch.

I obtained a height of 5944-5950' S.D, and Nilsson's height

I am not able to explain vrhy Nilsson

!

- i

' was about 5949' S,D,

obta,ined heights more than 30' above mine for the Henengai 

) shoreline, unless it is due to a further datum difference

g

i
; i s:i ialong the stretch of the rallvray vrest of Nalcuru for whichV ; \4 4

tfti

i
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I 'r:avc not allowed. It vrould be reasonable to expect that 

the shorelines as defined by Solomon vrould be rather lower 

than mine or Nilsson's; this is in fact true of the 

t'iisonse shoreline, but the Hagharibl shoreline height given 

: by Solomon and Leakey is nearly 30' higher than the value,

I obtained. Again it is likely that differences in datum 

can explain some of this discrepancy. Hovrever I would not 

claim to have explained fully all the disagreements that 

' exist betvreen ny results and those of Leakey and Nilsson.

i:

■ 1

The Gamble's Cave levelling; A number of different 

heights for this site have been quoted by earlier vrorkers.

The comparison of these results is not easy, since it is 

not alvrays certain vrhether they referred to the beach sand 

in the cave, or to a terrace or notch below the cliff

The various heights given in' the literature, 

and the possible features to vjhich they refer, are

1,'i

behind the cave.
[ ■'

summarized here :

Leakey 1931a (the beach sand?) 
Leakey-1931b (the beach sand?)

1

6280'
(6276'
(6286'

6383'

6393'
6366'

(all heights presumably R.D.)

V-

Milsson 1931 (the base of the cliff) 
Nilsson I9A0 (the base of the cliff?)

(the beach sand?)

Result of my levelling I966 iI
6353' R-2.(the beach sand) i- '

between the results, obtained by LeakeyThe difference
i

I N,
4
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!
ano I^llsson is considerable; the lowest figure given by 

;:ilsson, likely to be the height of the beach sand, is still ■; 

go' above the highest figure given by Leakey; even if ^ ;

Nilsson vras referring to the level of the top of the section 

or original ground level in the cave this, according to 

Leakey (1931b p. 92) was only 28' above the rock and sand

,1

i
!

at the bottom of the cave, still leaving over 50'

The difference seems too great to beunaccounted for, 

e:cplained as the result of using a different datum, and 

anyhow it seems probable that both the levellers used the

: : sane rallvray datum.

I levelled from Slnentelta to Nderit Drift and then up

to the cave via the Kltl Hingi farmhouse (close to 10/13 

The work was done in June and September 1966.on map 3)•
. Cllaatlc conditions vjere quite good although by 1 p.m. it

The lines of sight vrere kepttended to become rather windy, 

short, almost alviays less than 50 yards, and in the thick 

bush near the cave ^ they viere much shorter than this, 

actual levelling vzas not very complicated, although it was 

of it] along a very dusty road and some 

along a narrow track on thlcldLy vegetated and quite steep 

I levelled each section of the line twice.

The

a long Job, some

oncehillsides.
in each direction, and in each case got a satisfactory

of(See Table 

The total distance levelled in both
agreement between the/ tvro results, 

levelling results)
4
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■idirections was alnost 16 miles.

The difficulty lay not'so much in the actual levelling 

as in the,finding of height control. In the years since 

Leahey and Hilsson were vrorklng at Slmenteita the railway

■i

line, fuel siding and Decauvllle railway at Kderlt Drift- 

have all been removed, and much vegetation has groTm up

!

!

over parts of them. However I was supplied vfith all the
!bid plans and sections of these lines, by the offices of 

: 3ast African Railviays and Harbours in Halcuru and Nairobi. 

The height control I used was as follovjs:

!■ (i) Plan 2567/2 of Elmentelta fuel siding (drawn for

3.A.R. 5: H. by Fayle and Fane in 1926) shovfs the height of 

the-bed of the Hderit river below the 'Trestle bridge' as

This bridge, novr destroyed, was, judging

!
i ;■

i

i

i

being at 5996.6'. 

from plan 2795/1 (Fayle i Fane 1927) not more than about

. 200' upstream of the Drift road and the present small bridge

there. The gradient of the river here is not very great, 

and one can-assume that the height of the river Iped at the 

present Drift bridge should not be much below 5996.6' also.
' This is the point S.^, \he river bed on the upstream side 

of the present bridge, that I used in my levelling, 

lii) At Elmentelta the former station building is now the 

Police post, and the goods shed and viater tank remain on 

the other side of the road. There is unfortunately no 

benchmark on the station building, but from the line plan

V

;
4

!

; 1
‘3- i
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and profile of the old Uganda Railway (sheet no. 43, mile 

the centre ofii-2?2-) one learns that the formation level at 

the station building is 6011,32'. !
This, according to the

railway engineer with whoa I visited Elmentelta,

j
I

!would be N,

liear enough to the level of the top of the 

is on exactly the opposite side of the
vfater tanlc vrhich.

line. This is the
f
i

point that I used in my levelling.

The heights of these two points, S- and E ,

■not more than approximations, although they 

; ibe based on sound documentation 

; , : iPossibillty of much error.

results I obtained for the height of the 

; from levelling from each of these points,

'results from the table:

\Prom point S^'at Nderlt Drift to top of 

Prom point at Elmentelta to top of sand in 

■ S, is at 5^6,6', therefore the sand is at 6352,97' 

3^ is at 6011.32', therefore the sand is at 6352.74'

are thus 1

seem to me to

and not to allow the 

This was borne out by the

sand in the cave 

To summarize the

i )

i!

sand in cave = 356<37* 

cave = 341.42*. i:

R.D.

R.D,
■>

Average is 6352,86' i.e, about 6353' R.D.
\

The agreement betv?een the two values obtained from the 
levelling from S_ and S is strikingly close, suggesting that 
the approximations to the heights of these two points are

3 7

:'i

Sood ones, I would think that this value for the height of 
/the beach sand is close to the true answer, if the adjustment |

■!

i.

i..
i
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botvreen railvray and Survey data is accepted, the 

hciyht of the sand bed in the cave is 63^17* S.D.

Iof

the levelline of the'shoreline 

profiles here was the nost important part of this vrork. I

The l-iencn,vai shoreline;U

'■ levelled 13 profiles across this shoreline, vrithin a dis- 

of about 34 miles betvreen points 68I709 and 732709:;

The average length of the

; : ; :tance

on nap II9/3, (See map 4)

; -profiles was about 4U0 yards or more. In several cases I was 

^ ‘unable to continue them quite as far as i should have liked

r

because of obstruction or cultivation at the ends of the 

profiles; however I think that in each case I obtained
b

: I-long enough lines to allow their projection to find the
I attempted to

i:
lo'wer break of slope, as described above.

the line of levelling close to the line of greatest 

slope of the profile, usually approximately at right angles 

In each case I levelled in both 

directions betvreen the end points at the upper and lower

/ ^ aake

to the cliff line.

ends of the profile, not aiming to keep to exactly the same
I thus obtained two profiles for 

from a few yards apart, which were usually
line between- the tvio ends. i;V-

each cliff.
Ialmost Identical.

I thenThe distance measurement vras done by pacing;
over fairly rough ground andmeasured the length of my paces

1000 yards to be 31.5" (2.62*).found the average over

4
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The helf^ht control for the Henengal shoreline was all

or Survey of Kenya benclunarks and trigonometrical points, 

so that there is no inconsistency of datum betvreen the ; 

different shoreline profiles.

orofiles is shovm on map k, the profiles themselves in

The distribution of the
\

The best developed profiles are those from 0-7.figure 1.

Vi'est of profile 0, in the Nakuru Junction area, the cliff•• T.

line is not well defined. Profiles 8 and 9 shovj the 

influence of a road cutting in the slope of the cliff; the 

old road from Nalcuru to Sldana Ravine used to run across 

the shoreline at this point. To the east (profiles 13 and 

14) the Influence of the welded tuffs and Ignlmbrltes 

which outcrop on this part of Menengal is felt and the 

break of slope betv/een the cliff and terrace is not vrell
'!

defined.

8. The Bahati overflovf; the opinions of earlier workers 

on the height of this area are discussed in Chapter 5.

Tliere was a marked discrepancy betvreen their results and the

I ■'v
!
i

height as indicated by the form lines on the most recent

It seemededition of the 1 : 50;\000 map of the area.
/

necessary to do some further survey work to check the 

of these form lines {vrhich Indicated contact 1
accuracy

betvreen the Bahati Plain and wenengai caldera between 635O-

6400') and to determine the exact height of the lowest point

I first levelledon the Bahati-Menengal caldera divide.
'•v

4v-

- - - j
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alonr the main road (Malcuru-Solal) from the Suryey of Kenya 

benchmark no, Niaj/27 (altitude 6063.IO' S.D.) vjhloh lies 

near the junction of this road vjith the Nakuru-Nairobi 

road. For several miles north from the junction the vrall 

of nenencai volcano rises steeply to the west of the road ' 

■and the Bahati Plain drops gently to the east. Then the 

crater vjall drops sharply to the subsidence structure (a 

lateral graben) at which overflovf may have taken place 

.{the area OF on nap 3). This area is shown in more detail 

in map 5j with form lines sketched from the 1: 50,000 map 

(119/1) and spot heights added from my levelling. The main 

.road here is for some distance at a height slightly above 

6390' S,D, There Is a marked slope \iest from the road 

into the caldera (plate 3), East and south-east of the 

road, the land surface is almost horizontal for some dis-

: A

1:
;i

tance and then slopes gently toviards the centre of Bahati 

The spot heights on map 5 show that the form lines

Given the
Plain,

on the 1 ; 50,000 map are substantially correct, 

present land, surface, a lake in the Bahati Plain would

begin to overflow into the caldera at an altitude of just 

above 6390' S,D,

9, The Gilgll divide; the question of the exact altitude 

of this area, the pass betvjeen the Nalcuru-Slmentelta and 

■ liaivasha basins, became less important vrhen it became clear 

that the lovrest outlet from the Nalcuru-Elmenteita basin was

4

4

y ->L 6
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not hore, but at the Bahati overflow about 200' below. ■ 

Hov:ev0r it still seemed interesting to check the earlier 

vfork done in this area,, and to obtain an accurate height 

for the divide vjhich might at a later stage be useful for 

comparison viith the height of the divide south of Lake 

; 1 Haivasha at the Njorovra gorge.

3arlie,r opinions on the height of the Gilgll divide ; 

were in agreement that it is at about 6600', although they 

. Included no detailed naps or exact statements of vrhere the 

'watershed lies. According to Leakey (1931a and b) the pass 

; is at "some 6600'". According to Nilsson (1931 p. 294) it 

; ; is at about 2006 metres, l.e. 6586', vrhile in his later 

paper (1940 p. 75) it is given as 2013.9 metres, i.e.

:1 6612.3'. McCall (1967) mentioned the Leakey-Solomon figure 

■ of 6600' "which agrees with the measurements of the Survey 

■ of Kenya" (p. 66). From the contours on the 1 ; 50,'000 

. naps (nos. 119/4 and'133/2) it appeared that overflow '

: betvjeen the two lake basins might take place betvreen 66OO' 

and 6650' in tvro places: (i) close to the line of the 

present Gllgil-Nakuru road and railway, at GH about 677473

, on map 119/4 and (ii) qllghtly south of the old railway
/

line and the Gllgil-Sburu road, at GR about 6/8450 on map

i

. ;
(

:■

ii

i

ii'1

119/4. I levelled around both these areas, controlling
(B^¥r-VII/45,

i

ny 'work from the benchmark at Gilgil station

height 6572.30' S.D.). I was able to determine that the

i
i ■<r

-!

;;i:.. ■!
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i :
I:lovjGst point on the divide between the basins is at the 

second of these tv;o places, across the ridge at GR about 

678450 (map 119/4), (Point GD on map 3)

: final levelling here indicated that the loirest point on 

this ridge is above 6595' tiut certainly beloxf 6600' S.D.,,

1 probably betvieen 6597-6598' S.D, The contours on the '

; 1 : 50,000 map in this area are slightly inaccurate as they 

'indicate that this ridge does not fall belovi 66OO', The : 

divide in the area to the north, along the main road and 

• ; : railway line, is rather higher, slightly over 6608' S.D.

IT any overflow betv/een the basins ever occurred, it vrould 

take place along the southern ridge at about the point 

,marked GD (map 3).

!•
The results of my

!

■ 'I

i' ■'

i

/•

' I
■;

i
!:

5 • !
(i) in: 10. Notes on the place names and their spelling;

4• describing the possible lalce shoreline features in the

i'-
1■different parts of the basin, I have alvrays tried to use 

; simple geographical i(locational) names which do not involve 

any assumptions as to geological or climatological 

correlations of the features, Eveii where it appears that 

features from vrldely separate parts of the basin can be 

attributed to the same._^stlllstand of the lake, I have
, I
retained the distinct locational names for them.

(il) host of the place names in the Naliuru-Slmentelta basin 

have been vrritten in a number of different xiays since they 

were first recorded by the early explorers at the end of

il

! i'
i

ji

7
G'.

f !

j.

Ii:

.,‘1 ! ■ .

4
' !■:
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the 19th century. In most cases this vjas because the

vjriters v;ere dealing vflth a language (Hasal) vfhich V7as
■

unfamiliar to then and vihich had never been written before. ; :

. Sven today there is a lack of agreement as to hov? many 

, of the place names in the i:akuru-31mentelta basin should I

be vrritten; this extends to recent editions of the Survey

of Kenya 1 : 50,000, maps, where the spelling of some of

the names has varied over a fevi years, I have tried in

9 the text and on my maps to use the current form of the

place names as found on the most recent edition of each

mau, although it is possible that within a fevr years some

■ of these names may be given a different spelling. In some 
1

: cases, vrhere the most generally knoim spelling is different 

from that on the most recent map, I have kept to the viell- 

knovm spelling, for example I have used Kariandusi rather 

than Karlandus,

(iii) In most cases the names are Hasai words or derivations 

In others, as for some of the archaeological sites.

:v

[

of them.

no indigenous name existed and a Suropean name was given 

In the case of the tributaries of the
v:

iby the excavators.

Hiver Nderit, Prettejohn Gully and Aspinal Gully, no obvious 

local name seemed available and the gullies vrere named after 

the farmer and farm manager v7ho had been on this land, during
The name Prettejohn Gully V7aspart of the'1950s and 1960s. 

originally coined by Isaac (pers. comm.).

i
4

; >
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11. Grid references of some of the most important

localities in the Nakuru-Blmenteita basin.

The references are taken from Survey of Kenya maps, 

scale 1:50,000, the following numbers and editions;- '
t

Man number Sheet Edition Year

:: 119A 
119/3: 

119/4 ■ 

:::i33/i .

133/2

Menengai 4 th 1955

Nakuru 6th . 1964
(

Gilgil 4th I960

1958

f .

101 Doinyo Opuru 4th i
•1

1956Naivasha 3ra I

Bahati

c. 460760 (119/1)

454726 (119/1)

815695 (119/3) „

464742 (119/1)

473762 (119/1) •

517751 (119/1)

813706 (119/3)

Bahati overflow

■ '3/1 and 3/2

3/3,4 and-5

3/6 i
I

a/8
3/10 3/
3/13

I .

: '1

4
■■ l:':-
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i ■;i 3/15 811703 (119/3) 

810702 (119/3) 
81570/ (119/3)

■'r
3/16

3/19

gburu •;1
; 8E/2 

; 8E/3

624373 (133/2)

619366 (133/2) 

593367 (133/1)

577369 (133/1)

512395 (133/1)

520359 (133/1)

444383 (133/1)

517362 (133/1)

538373 (133/1)

8E/4

9/1

: 9/7
■/'EPl

: EP

. [

2
{ \

0.533 (borehole)' 

C.1377 (borehole)
i;•

North East Elmenteita

622528 (119/4)8/1

Elmenteita volcanoes (Karterit)
(133/2)

(133/2)

6454368v/4

6364448V/8
3

: Gamble * s Cave - Nderit area

433394 (133/1)Gamble's Cave

i i
i V 4
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Prettejohn Gully (uDTjer oart) 

10/5,6 and 7 

10/13,14 and 15

Oldobeye diatomite pit (10/I8) 

Nderit Drift

449386 (133/1)

c.433397 (133/1)

436400 (133/1)

458417 (133/1)

445427 (133/1) \

Oilftil divide"

8/9 (119/4)

(119/4)

689463

690458Gilfil Hotel
-i

i

(xilgil escarpment

8/4. i
666483 (119/4)

'j

661488 (-110/4)

667465 (119/4)'

8/5

12/3 ; ;•• -

K I
Hyrax Hill area

775692 (119/3) 

783694 (119/3) 

800680 (119/3)

lop of Hyrax Hill
i;

V/ater tank Hill

Lanet Lodge Hill (Plaat Hill)
1-

i

Kariandusi and Kekoney

V3 657496 (119/4)

640503 (119/4)
t

8/12

I iV.

4
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fjoysambu diatomite pif 854526 (119/3) ;

Kiboko

Shoreline cliff c.780660 (119/3) !

\.
1

liion Hill

5/1 794623 (119/3) 

808618 (119/3) 

799653 (119/3) 

640811 (119/3) 

803655 (119/3) 

810605 (119/3) 

809619 (119/3)

(
j

5/4 •• ! '

,5/10 

5/14 ■
ir i'

5/15

ii
5/16

Lion Hill Cave

7,
I I riI

Makalia
lii'-

11/3 726455 (119/3)

721451 (119/3)

c.744456 (119/3)

11/5
!

! ;;i

Iiiagharibi cliff
il

V-

I ,

Mbarnk i3/
7/1 903605 (119/3):

i

i'
I
ii
iI . i

i ■■

4
I
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i..-l/5 675701 (119/3) 

676701 (119/3) 

694693 (119/3) 

703688 (119/3) 

712703 (119/3) 

698703 (119/3) 

683697 (119/3) 

718706 (119/3) 

735703 (119/3)

1/7
i:i/i2

i/21

i/23 

1/29 

1/31 

2/2 • 

//ll

\
!
i, •

1

i

iiilison/^e

c.748682 (119/3)'Cliff where profile was levelled

!
liMoro Road

673682 (119/3)

677699 (119/3)

;4/3
I i

i/8 1 1i

! i

)i i

*'

!

4
f- !■
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APPgMDIX B

HOLLUSGA

Xollusca have “been described from several Upper 

Pleistocene and Holocene lacustrine deposits In the Eastern 

Hlft Valley, Including some in the Nalcuni-Slmenteita basin.<, 

In my fieldwork I found mollusca In a lacustrine silt at , 

oiily one place, the locality marked 8V/d on map 3; this 

eroDOSure is not referred to In any other account of the 

:: - basin.

I

' V

• ■

•The mollusca-bearing silts here are exposed in a small\

: ,gully cut in the sediments vrhich cover the lovier parts of

The gully is 

the silts are 

There are 3 or A

the northern slopes of the volcano Karterit. 

not more than 100 yards long and 15' deep; 

e;:posed in snail patches in its sides, 

small exposures vrithln a distance of less than 30 yards.

ii

i|
!:■

each being not more than 4' high and about 6' long, 

silts occur beneath about 4-6' of brovm-grey dusty soil. 

The altitude of the ejnsosures vjhich contain mollusca is 

The mollusca-occur in a matrix of

The if
if

f:

from 6188-92' S.D.
diatonaceous silt. ■ The silt varies in colour from almost 

thi^ the result of weathering andvrhite (probably in case
It shows a roughdrying out] to buff and light brown.

;■ horizontal banding,, with darker and lighter stripes, but
' there are no marked discontinuities or changes in texture

: 1
! ;

\
4

I ■;
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visible in the sections exposed. ' The mollusca tend to be 

concentrated in bands (see plate lb; vrhere they are quite
:

abundant, but smaller numbers of shells are scattered Ii

., through the rest of the silt and there is no abrupt change
;

' in the character of the matrix at the boundary of the

In one of the exsoosures there are tvro layersshelly bands.

- of fine pale grey ash, each about 1" thick, in a firm vfhite 

silt underlying about jj" of buff-coloured silt containing

•;

mollusca. In the other e^roosures, some light grey pumice 

fragments are scattered tlirough the silt, but these vrere 

few and are not concentrated into any kind of pebble band.

The mollusca tend to be well preserved and it was easy to 

collect enough for examination and for carbon-14 dating.

Concerning the position of these silts in the geological 

sequence in the IJakuru-Slmentelta basin, the following 

.comments may be made":

(i) In their position on the north-east slope of Karterit 

the silts seem to be. part of a sequence of lake features

;

! ;
'■! !

1

i;:!f

,i"'r
ii'1

v;hlch may be' correlated in height vrith similar features in

The altitudes of the featuresother parts of the bas|n, 

are as follows:

Shoreline notch on Karterit - circa 6365* S.U, 
highest pebbles on surface below notch - 6293' S.U. 
Pebbles in section with silt - 6279' S.D. 
i-Iollusoa-bearing silt at 8V/b - bib8-92' S.D.

1

! :

.!
i

!
4
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Tne pebbles and silts are not as hish as the highest 

N comparable deposits preserved below the fauO foot shoreline 

elsevihere, but they are vjell within the range of heights

! ''

of, for example, the sediments below the Menengai shoreline.
i

It is reasonable to expect that on these rather steep bare

slopes of the volcano, the highest deposits X'fould be rather

; . easily destroyed, add in fact there Is no sign of lake ;' ■;

i sediments on the rocky slope west of the small patch 

1 ipreserved In the vicinity of 8V/S, At the same time, along 

s jthe base of the eastern slope of the volcano, on flatter 

:land, diatomaceous silts can be traced in several outcrops 

:at 6320' S.D. and slightly above (e.g. 8V/4 on map 3). 

i(ll) It does not seen likely that the silts at 8V/8 are of 

the sane age as the older dlatomltes exposed in this part 

;of the basin, i.e. the small exposures at 8E/2, 8/4 and 8/5. 

The silts in these ejpiosures are vrhlte, rather hard, and 

I 'faulted; none of these descriptions can be applied to the

■■■' r.
. ii

I

i:
i 11

1

i!

;
Prom the small sections visible, it is 

I -'difficult to determine vriiether or not the silts at 8V/8

a slight dip seems visible in places, but this

matrix at 8V/8.
1-:

i .
i:-

;
arc faulted;

may well be due to slumping of material towards the centre 

If they are faulted, possibly by the move- 

‘ laents that have affected Karterit Itself, the displacement

/
■ \

of the gully.

vfould appear to have been very slight.

(iii) The silts at 8V/8, lying as they do on its lower I
1i i\' i 4 i

[ j
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slopes, are certainly younger than Karterit volcano, and, 

if McCall's correlation of the Karterit tuffs with the

karlandusi lake beds is accepted, the silts must be younger ^ 

than the Karlandusi beds as well.

: :(iv) At the same time these silts are over 400* above the 

present lake level, and are substantially above the 

Hagharibl and Hisonge shoreline cliffs; they were therefore 

inot laid down in a lake standing at the level of either of

£

£
:■

}
f

£
:these cliffs. Some silts vrhlch are probably of a younger

j liphase of sedimentation are exposed to the north-west of 

.Karterit, north of the Gllgil-Klmentelta road; 

very white and have a finely fractured, surface, quite 

different from the silts at 8V/8.

Jthey are
. 4

£

fi
I

It seems reasonable to assume that the date measured
£
■r £for the mollusca in these silts (see below) is not too far 

from an approximate age for the 600 foot shoreline in the

The 600 foot shoreline is Mie only

3
'7;

1|
■i ■.

dakuru-Slmenteita basin, 

sign of a major stlllstand of the lake above the level of 

the silts at 8V/8, and it is likely that, of the period 

vmile the lake was aboi^e this level, the greater part vras 

spent near the 600 foot level, where the cliff line-was cut. 

Although the mollusca cannot give as firm an indication of

i;
S

3I|-'i!

i
I

i

■j : h

I'i
S

the age of the 600 foot shoreline as could material from a 

beach actually at that level, I would suggest that the dls-

At any rate it can be said

’!

I
1
brepancy cannot be too great.

i
4 fa*

j

Lj £71
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that, at the date of these nollusca, the lake level stood

above 6200' S.D., l.e. over 400' A.L. Naloiru,

the species of mollusca in tvro samples of the silt from

37/3 has kindly been prepared by Mr B. VJ. Sparks,

listed the following species;

Corblcula africana (ICrauss) (most common)
Melanoldes tuberculata (Muller) (second in abundance)

;
■ I

A report on

He

t

!

.very small numbers of:

Pisldlum sp.
Burnupia sp.
Bullnus sp,
Anisus natalensis (Ifrauss)t

Biomphalaria sp.
■ I

■ These are all freshvjater species; no land snails vjere 

; present in the samples. Sparks, follovflng Handahl-Barth, 

f suggested that these snails, in particular Corblcula and 

, Melanoldes. are Indicative of a lake of appreciable size

■ rather than a small perennial or temporary body of water.

It Is not possible from these samples to obtain a precise 

indication of the depth of vrater or length of time implied 

by the deposit.

A sample of the moilusca was dated at Lament Geological 

Observatory through the kindness of Dr David Thurber.

obtained for the shells using the 5585 half-life for 

radiocarbon and assuming the initial 0-14/0-12 ratio to be

i f

I
■;

(

'i

1

The .1 ;
i

age

1. Number of dated sample: L-1201. t'-:i
1 4

.1ii
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atir-ospheric vjas 965O+250 years before I950, In an attempt 

to determine the actual value of the initial C-14/0-12 ratio 

and thus obtain a more precise figure for the age of the '

. shells, analysis v;as ma.de of water sampled from Lakes 

Kaloiru and Slmenteita in July I965. Unfortunately the 

results of this analysis did not reach me before the thesis.

^ T'las bound.

The .shells are, at any rate, not older than 9650+250

I

I I

!,

• : years.
:

;
! ;;

i ■i)
i

!
i!! I.

I'
!

:'IS-n

The mollusca found in Nakuru-Elmenteita basin sediments 

by Leakey were describe^ by M. Connolly (appendix D in 

The localities at vfhlch they vrere found

' i
I;
;■

Leakey 1931b). 

vrere Gamble's Cave, Lion Hill Cave and Nderit Drift. 

Particularly interesting are themollusca listed from the 
beachCiravel in Gamble's Cave:

I

1:

i .;

4
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Lymnaea elmeteitensih?

(1i) Bulinus 
(iii) Melanoldes tuberculata (Hull,), 
(iv) Corbicula afrlcana. (Krs.)

Smith, rare. i
sp,, fragments.

■

very abundant. -
i
!

(1931b p, 276)
Descriptions of lake sediments of Upper Pleistocene 

and Holocene age in the Barlngo basin (Puchs 1934) 
-Rudolf

:!

and the
I

basin (Puchs 1934, Dodson I963, Whitworth I965) 

include references to diatomaceous silts ■■ i.and shelly lime-
i i

stones containing fresh-vjater aollusoa. A number of species
are recorded, not all of which are in the Nakuru-Slmenteita 

basin lists by Sparks or Connolly, but Helanoides tuberculata I

!
■

r.
;■

Porbicula africana seem to occur in important numbers in ;.i

almost all of the deposits described.

Unfortunately the presence of these species indicates 

little more than that, as in the case of the Nalcuru- 

SLmenteita basin, the'deposits formed in a lake of 

siderable size.

ii

I
ii

con-
1.^''i

It is not possible to make any precise 

estimate of the age of the deposits on the basis of their -i

hollusca conte'nt;

and Corbicula have been Recorded in sediments in East
/

Africa as old as Beds 1 and I at Olduval, 

of 1 million years old (Leakey I965 p, 70), 

correlation betvreen the different lake basins be made 

this basis.

species similar to Melanoldes. tuberculata

i.e, of the order

Mor can any r
■ !:

on

i f
!

i
4 i'i i ■
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appendix c
1/^ TK3 ARGHASOLOGY OF THE NAKURU-ET.MBNTEITA BASIN

The Eastern Rift Valley is rich in archaeological sites, 

; most of which vJere first discovered and excavated several 

years ago. Much of the knowledge of the geology and 

palaeocllmatology of this area has been obtained during the 

course of primarily archaeological investigations. The 

■ resultant linking of these disciplines in the study of the 

East African Quaternary has in some ways been very, valuable, 

■On the other hand, the unification of the archaeological, 

geological and palaeoclimatic sequences into a single 

chronology seems to have taken place too soon, before 

enough was known about each of the sequences, 

clear that much of the geological evidence appears to have 
been vrrongly Interpreted in terms of Wlaeoclimatology; the 

relationship of the archaeological and palaeocllmatologlcal 

sequences must therefore also be reconsidered. At the same 

time it is clear that many gaps remain in our knoviledge of

i:'n; )

i

!

' )

i
It is now

i

!
■■I '■ I: 1

East African, especially perhaps the post-Acheullan, 

industries. The archa^ology-palaeqplImatology relationship 

is thus open to question from both sides.

In the Nalmru-Elmenteita and Naivasha basins there are

a number of important archaeological sites of different ages. 

Table IX shovrs the industries which have been described from

!

I
>

\K
4

■ (
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the area ana some or the sites in the Nalcuru-axmenteita 

tasin at which they occur. The industries are named 

accordine to the current but in many cases admittedly 

unsatisfactory terminology.

Table IX
i

Sast African prehistoric industries and the sites 
:at which they occur in the Makuru-Elmenteita basinft •r.

j

lndustr.yi* Sites
i

Hyrax Hill IHyrax Hi±x 
variant)

iMjoro River uave 
Nakuru Burial Bite 

(Gumban B)
Stable's Drift 

(Gumban A)

H
"Stone Bowl Culture" 

(Neolithic)

i;
i
5

ftR
Slmenteitanft Gamble's Caveft ■xVft
"Hilton"t Long's Drift

>ft

Gamble's'Gave 
Prospect Farm 
Lion Hill Cave

!r Kenya Capsian !!
f !
!:

ft :SProspect Farm . 
Deighton's Cliff"I'lagbsian" ft ■ ft. !

I.

Prospect Farm . 
Ic-amble's Cave]"^

ftStlllbay

Acheulian Kariandusi

4
i

See p. 309.

ii:/'. '‘’■ftft'
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uuch of the early vrork on the former lake shorelines and 

ssdlnonts vfas done In connection with the investigations of 

Leakey's Hast African Archaeological Expedition in the late' 

I52OG. Under these circumstances it was natural that the '

: relationship of the different industries to the stages in 

: the fluctuation of the lake levels and to the postulated ' ' 

climatic phases should have been xiorked out at an early 

stage and used as the basis of further deductions on the 

evolution of the lakes in the basins. For this early work,

; since absolute dates were not available, the Industries

vrere dated by reference to the palaeoclimatologlcal evidence 

and not vice versa. It vjas said, . the sequence of

lake levels in the Nalcuru basin , , , seems sufficiently 

■•■rell established to justify its use as a basis for the

1

if
>
i'i

I

i

i : 'a
!

:■ !■

f
: % :i

"I relative dating of the successive prehistoric settlements

on Hyrax Hill, which were unquestionably Influenced by

changing 61 Imatic pdndltions" (H. D. Leakey

and the same reasoning -was applied to other sites as vrell

K

I,
\

rJ

as Hyraz Hill,

The method of this reasoning was as follows^ from the 

shorelines and sedinen^ts in the Nalcuru-Elmenteita basin 

the pattern of Gambllan, Makalj.an and Nalniran wet periods 

was established. These were then correlated ifith the late- 

and post-glacial climatic fluctuations in Europe. (G. E. P. 

Brooks, appendix B in Leakey 1931b), It v;as assumed that

-

I
'-ii

;

ii

id

4 '
4 ti
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tiiG viettcr and cooler climatic periods In Europe were

closely contemporaneous vfith the periods of high lake, levels 

in the Naluiru-Elnenteita basin.;! The approximate dates 

suggested for the East African wet phases vrere these (page

references are to Leakey 1931b): 

Uakuran post-pluvial v.'et phase: 850-0 3.C, (p. 270): 
1,000-850 3.C. (pp, 243-4)

?:
■i

1

i'lakalian post-pluvial vjet phase: 9,000-3,000 3.C. (p. 269) '
10,000-2,500 B.C. (p. 270) '

^ Gamblian pluvial: ended about 13,000 B.C, (p, 269)

:The dates of the different industries were then based on the

relationship of the sites at which they occurred, or the

'.strata in vfhich they were found, to the Gamblian, Hakallan

or Nalcuran shorelines or sediments. Such a method of dating !

is clearly open to errors. Considerable doubt attaches to

the -rfhole question of the close parallelism of. late and

post-glacial climatic fluctuations in Africa and Europe,

and to the exact pattern of the fluctuations in East Africa

■f"

i
i

i.
V,!

(i
i

I
■4
$ !4 I

I ;
i;
li

i
as shovfn by the changes in lake level in the Nalairu- iiItr-f

.Slmenteita basin, in this section I shall consider thei. .)
ii • '...v

possibility of error at the archaeological sites themselves, 

in the relationship be)tween the strata which contain the !

cultural material and the supposed evidence of particular 

lake stlllstands. I have .tried to concentrate on the i

!s

evidence of sites in the Walmru-Elmentelta basin and the

local relationship betvreen prehistoric occupation and the

t:

4 !!

i
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former larcer lakes, and to avoid much comment on the wider , ■

arohaeolocical issues.
!

However it has been necessary to, 

include a certain amount of general discussion of African
..f

archaeology and the sequence and dates of industrial 

. complezes in other areas.

Kariandusi

The site lies close to the Kariandusi diaj:onite mine 

:: at an altitude of about 6200'. It vjas originally excavated 

by the East African Archaeological Expedition betvreen the

years 1926-30 (Leakey 1931b). The site is novj kept open

by the Huseum Trustees oil Kenya.

Rolled and unrolled Implements and a number of fossil 

bones are found in beach and torrent gravels above the 

thick pure diatomites of the mine. The implements are 

mainly hand axes and cleavers and belong to a stage in the 

Aoheulian industrial complex. They are approximately 

contemporaneous with those in Olduvai Bed IV (stage 9 of 

the hand axe sequence) and at Olorgesallie and Kanjera.

The only absolute dates available for Kariandusi are 

some K/Ar de-terminations of the age of tuffs above and 

below the site, made b;^ Evernden and Curtis (I965). These- 

gave ages of 0«93-3'l million years; Evernden and Curtis 

e;q)ressed most confidence in a date of 0*95 million years 

for pumice from viithin the dlatomlte 50' below the site.

In view of the discrepancies between Evernden and Curtis'

i !

. ;;
'1

i

1:

■ uj
'.u'

i. :
1::

>:

.t.

< \
4
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other results and current archaeolosical opinion (see 

bolov;) it seems unlikely that even material from the 

diatonites some distance below the site can be almost 1 

million years old.

In the small pamphlet on sale at the site (published 
by the Musbun Trustees of Kenya;

{September 1966) it is suegested that the
the copy I have is dated

I age of this stage
; of the hand-axe Industrial complex is about 130,000 

;or a little more, although no explanation of this dating

i !

I years
. ■

:•
^ I is given.

■ y

Absolute dates for comparable industries in other parts 

of Africa are unfortunately lacking, 

rather older industry (Chellean stage 3 in Bed II at

i;..

A K/Ar date for a
S
J-

hf:

> Olduvai) gave an age of 490,000 years (Hay in Leakey I965 

P. 99).

I'

V
A carbon-14 date for vrood associated with the very 

late Acheulian at Kalambo Palls gave an age of 57,300+300 

Betvreen these limits, it is not possible to fix the 

date of the Kariandusi industry vrlth much precision.

,*5 ii:V.

::5
•rV i3.P. 1
‘i-

I
.ilI!■I

It has traditionally been held (Cole 1964 pp. 46,74) 

that the "Kanjeran pluvial”, during vrhich the Kariandusi 

site was inhabited and the diatomite was being deposited 

in a deep Hlft Valley lake, should be correlated with the 

Hiss glaciation in Europe,

Acheulian sites in other parts of East Africa that conditions 

were rather molster than they are today.

J'

■ 1
;

i

There is evidence from

This is so for4C 4

\
4'ip

i iii.
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the late Acheulian at Kalaabo Falls, and possibly also at 

Olorcecailie, There a fluctuating lake appears to have 

. existed in vrhat is novj definitely an arid area.

■ Kariandusi the implement bearing gravels lie above thick 

layers (in all, over 100') of pure diatonlte, indicating 

the existence of a large and stable lake in this area, 

relatively close in time to the period of occupation of 

: the site.

• 4'

At

■ -x-

i

It may be concluded that there was a phase of more 

; humid conditions in the Rift Valley, during some part at
- I
.,,s

least of the period of the Acheulian industries. There is

evidence to suggest that this "pluvial" vfas later than was !
j:
[.originally thought, and that if any correlation V7ith a

European glaciation is attempted, it should be with the 

early Vfurm rather than vjith the Hiss.

Includes the above-mentioned date for the late Acheulian 

at Kalambo Palls, and also the modern appearance of human 

skull fragments found vfith hand axes and fossil mammals at 

Kanjera and on fautte.1 and archaeological grounds correlated 

vrlth Olorgesallie, Olduval Bed IV and Kariandusi. 
basis Cole (I96A p. 5^) showed the ICanjeran pluvial 

correlated with the early V/urm glaciation, 

not actually narked on the table she gave but if the 

industry is assumed to be about the same age as those at 

, Olorgesallie and Olduvai Bed IV, vrhich are shown on the

II

1
1Such evidence
li.

li;
i

i

On this
4k ■

Kariandusi is I"

r ■

4
r
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table, It should be younger than about 65,000 years. 

Prospect Fara

This site lies at over 7OOO' on the northern slope of 

i Sburu; it is thus viell above any lacustrine sediments In 

the Hakuru-Slmentlcta basin and even at the time of the 

highest lake it would have been several hundred feet above 

: the shoreline. The site vras excavated in 1964-7 by

i : Barbara Anthony of Harvard University. Although her 

I results have not yet been published, she very kindly dis- 

cussed her work vrlth ne and shovzed me the site.

The excavation vrent through over 40' of rock, mostly 

vreathered pumice and tuffs, bright red or orange in colour. 

A number of occupation levels could be distinguished in 

this section, as follows:

(a) Kenya Capsian within 2' of the surface.
Cb) "Hagosian" at about 3' depth.
(c) Stlllbay layers-, at 9', 18', 33' depth,

OiTly one date is at present available for this site, for a 

piece of charcoal found with the Kenya Capsian tools at a 

depth of not more than 8-12" belovj the ground surface.

Grass roots vrere present in this layer but according to the 

laboratory (Geochron) 'they did not contaminate the sample. 

The actual date obtained was 10,560+1650 years B.P.; the 

large uncertainty yras because of the small amount of 

charcoal that vras used. About 8000 implements vrere found 

, in this layer, mostly rather big ones. It has been

; S

I

!'.I

f

ii

IfI.

i- If
;!P

■ii

■1

j

4
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sunccsted tentatively that this industry can be attributed: 

to the Lovror Kenya Capsian or the loviest Upper Kenya 

Capsian (stace a) (OaidLey and Campbell I967 p, Zli').

The only date for a "Hasosian" Industry in the Nalmru- ; 'J 

Elnontelta basin is for-a tuff burying such an industry at, , ;

: Daighton's Cliff Extension. A K/Ar measurement of Its age 

v.as made by Svernden and Curtis (I965). The age obtained : 

: vras 270,000 years. It seems unlikely that the tuff Is as , i 

; old as this. Isaac (p. 220 in Bishop and Clark I967)

commented that he had "extracted out of the level from vjhich 

k the K/Ar samples vrere taken large blocks of more ancient 

volcanic material that indicates contamination vrhlch might 

ba responsible for the surprising K/Ar dates"..

"I-iagosian" Industries are generally considered to 

date from the very late Pleistocene; Clark listed the

■ 3

i

following carbon-1^ dates (in Svernden and Curtis I965);

liagoslan at Kaianbo Falls 
Kagosian at Ponong’we (Rhodesia)

9550+210 B.P.
15,800+200 B.P.

Lower Tshitollan (the equivalent Industry in the Congo

Basin)

Kufo (Angola) - 11^,189+490 B.P.
Calunda (Angola)

Svernden and Curtis (I965) gave tvio K/Ar dates for 

material associated with the "Kenya. Stlllbay" in the Melawa 

gorge (Naivasha basin), each of over 200,000 years. These

i 12,970+250 B.P.

‘0
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dates are recarded as qnitP unacceptable by most

Clark listed carbon-14 dates of betvre.en

about 20,000-40,000 3.P. for Stillbay and comparable

cultures in Eastern and Southern Africa,

Peers' Cave, ?ish Hoek

Upper Hazelspoort variant,
Florlsbad

archaeolo.-ists;
•')

e.g, : 

36,000 B.P,

19,000 B.P.1

The Prospect Farm site lies high on the slopes of 

Sburu, well above even the circa 6400' shoreline level 

at present has no permanent vjater supply.
and

It is possible 
uhat the occupation or the site was only temporary or

1

i:

■ seasonal, but remains of different industries of 

siderable range of ages have been found, implying that this 

nay have been a particularly favourable location for 

This suggests the possibility that there 

rather more v/ater in the Eburu gullies (now dry for most of 

the year) during the period when the site i-ras occupied, 

stronger indication of palaeoclimatic conditions 

however, be obtained from this site.

' Gamble's Cave

a con-

• settlement. was
!

1-
No

can, ••
‘

The site was origj^nally excavated by the East Africaa
I

Archaeological Expedition (I926-30); 

in Leakey (1931b).
the results are._^lven 

The cave is the type site of the "Upper 

Kenya Capstan (originally called the Upper Kenya

Aurlgnaclan), It is also of particular Interest as being a I :

r

r i■ Li
4?
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site where a relationship betv/een an archaeological sequence 
and nalaeocliaatic evidence has been established.

1
{:Sedinents to a total depth of 28* were excavated in 

Gamble's Cave II.

t

The site is not really a cave but an 

overhanging rock shelter, cut in light grey tuffs, 

owe its origin to erosion by the waves of a high level 

The original interpretation of the

It may. ;^ :
-■'!! : ■ ■

■;

f.

" Lalce Naliuru, sequence
: V pf deposits and industries in the cave vjas given in Leakey 

; ; 1931b (pp, 116 and 11?).

:i Table X.

*

A summary of this is given in
I It novf appears that certain aspects of this 

j Interpretation may need to be re-evaluated.
N' ■

1
A small

section of the cave v;as excavated by Isaac and Clarke
5

p
.i

in 196^-5, but no account of their results has yet been

I was not able myself to make a detailed stud.y 

ofXthe Gamble's Cave section and of

published.
t

ii course am not qualified
ii-

to make any dogmatic pronouncements about the archaeological 

evidence.

i.

It"
In this appendix I shall therefore limit my 

discussion to (1) the evidence of possible palaeocllmatlc

significance, the "beach sand" (layer I5) and the "aeolian 

' 'Sand" (layers A and 8), and (2) the possible age of the 

, i'ndustries in the cave\
:

.r

i i

it
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Table X
f

■The sequence In Gamble's Cave II (from Leakey 1931b n. 116)

Layer 1 
Layer 2 
Layer 3

Kodern occupation level.
Modern occupation level.
Sterile layer of dust and rock debris; probably 
represents the Kakuran wet phase, N.
Aeolian sand (red) representing dry period at the 
end of the Makalian vret phase.
Rock debris (sterile).
Prehistoric occupation level; Elmenteitan culture.
Rock debris (sterile). Layers 5, 6 and 7 
together represent the Makalian viet phase,
Aeolian sand (red) representing period of 
desiccation at the close of the Gambllan pluvial.
Rock debris (sterile).
Mainly rock debris; a few flakes and broken’ 
tools of Kenya Stlllbay type.
Level characterised by burials.
Prehistoric occupation level; upper Kenya ■ 
Aurignacian type, phase (c).

Rock debris.
Prehistoric occupation level, tools of upper 
Kenya Aurignacian type. Arbitrary division into 
phases (b) at the top, phase (a) below. Layers 
14-9 represent the gradual decline of the 
Gambllan pluvial after the second marlmim.
Beach sand and gravel containing very many 
freshwater shells, chiefly Corbicula africana. 
I'lelanoldes tuberculata; also a few rolled tools 
of lower Kenya Aurignacian type. This represents 
the level of,Lake Nakuru at the second maximum 
of the Gambllan pluvial, and is approximately 
500 feet above present lake level.

'Layer 4 i

: Layer, 5 
/Layer 6 

i Layer 7

i
1

■

iia
Layer 8

I
Layer 9 
Layer 10

i:

3

Layer 11 
Layer 12

■ 5'

■■

ri ii.
Layer I3 
Layer 14 'il■1 ir'

i
!

Layer I5 1
1s

t

\i

I
I;
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The beach sand: this material vias accessible in a 

small exposure at the very base of the section in the 

It vras impossible vihen I visited the site to examine the

3cave.
I

sand in situ or to distinguish possible■stratification. 

According to Leakey (1931b PP. 116, 276 and plate XIV) the 

sand contaipied large numbers of freshwater mollusca, mainly 

- Corblcula afrlcana and Melanoides tuberculata. Both of 

these species are characteristic of quite large bodies of 

vrater and have been found in a number of Upper Pleistocene 

and Holocene lake deposits in East Africa, including those,

, at 8V/8 in the Kaliuru-Elrnentelta basin. I did not find 

any mollusca in my sample of the Gamble's Cave beach sand, 

but Isaac (pers. comm) found numbers of shells In this ■ ' 

’layer, and confirmed its identification as a beach deposit 

of the former Lake Nakuru. The sand contained vrell-rounded 

, light grey pumice grains i.n the largest size range (over 

); the smaller grains were almost all ^

;

I
!

I
I

■ i

i'

I
g

id

r^'
I
i*1

i

i
h;

I
ij; a

i1 millimetre

si angular or sub-angular.
!

the 'aeolian sands' or’'red beds'The 'aeolian sands':

(layers L and 8) were believed

Lakuran and Gamblian-Makalian dry Intervals respectively.

to represent the Hakalian- .ii liI
I

»

At present, hovjever, they seem to be inadequate evidence 

of arid climatic conditions in the Naloiru-Elmenteita basin. 

(1) It is no longer believed that red sediments were 

necessarily formed or deposited in an arid environment.

U
[

If..u ■£

li

1
i
I
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Sedinents are red because the iron they contain is preserved! 

as ferric oxide (haematite) instead of being reduced 

other iron mine:ifals of different colours.

Hodgers suggested that for the formation of red soil "the ! 

most favourable climate is that of the

to
iDunbar arid

i.

\warn savanna with':
its strongly seasonal rains and widely fluctuating water 
table" (1957 p, 210). Recently, however Vialker described
a situation where red beds are forming in situ in 

with modern /rainfall about 3"
an area

1

per annum, and commented, 
"Red beds should not ..be used as Indicators of moist tropical 

On the other hand, it is emphasized that redsource areas.

beds per se are not necessarily reliable Indicators 

■ climates either" (196? p. 366). 

and orange-red sediments

of arid

There are plenty of red 

on the slopes of Eburu, not far
from Gamble ' s Cave ,

8 nay have been derived.
from vjhich the material in layers 4 and I

I
!.1

Reddening of the upper part of the "Gamblian" lacustrine! 

silts at Gamble's Drift and Nderlt Drift has been 

as representing an arid "Interpluvlal".

■:!

I suggested 

This reddening may 
indicate that a period of terrestrial weathering interrupted 
lacustrine sedinentalion,

V-

!

but this is not in itself sure 

evidence of an arid climatic phase and the red strata at

Rderit Drift and Gamble's Drift cannot.be firmly correlated 

With sediments from Gamble's Cave, about 300' higher, 

is possible that some of the discontinuities

! It!i
.!■

and changes in
\t

. . . . . . . ' .''.'''*^'“7 r .
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I

sedinientation alone the River Kderit vfere caused by minor' 
faultlne and warping which may have occurred quite late in ■ ! ■

"I
the history of this part of the basin.

(ii) The material in layers b and 8 does not show the most 
generally quoted characteristics of a sediment thkt has

undergone a good deal of sorting by wind, viz, (1) the h'igh 

; sphericity and frosted surfaces of the typical "millet 

1 seed" desert sand grains and (2) good size sorting 

removal of a large proportion of the finest material.
!
i I made a brief examination of samples from layers 4

and
. !

■ .'4 !
and 8 and can in general confirm V/ajdand's description 

(quoted 'in Nilsson I93I p. 323). In both ny samples, 
about W,o by weight vras below O.25O mm diameter.^ V/ayland 

quoi.ed 3.S being belovf 0.254 mm diameter.' The smaller$
grains in both samples vfere all-angular (see plate 24); 

oiily rounded grains vjere some of the largest pieces of 

pumice, above 1 m.m (see plate 23). 

v?ell with Vfayland's;

the ;

Ny observations agreed 

he mentioned rounded pumice grains but 

angular, fresh and umrorn quartz and sanidine fragments. 

There is no specific mention in the earlier accounts

i

:■}

) .1of the characteristics of layers 4 and 8 that 

sidered to be typical of an aeollan sand. Both the extreme 

fineness of the deposits and the angularity of most of the 

grains would seem to suggest a different origin. It is ,

were con-

( :

■:

1.

In layer 4 (the upper 'sand') 92% by vreight was below 
0.075 mm; in layer 8 (the lower 'sand') 87% by weight 
was belov; 0.075 cim. ii

i-
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possible thcit some of the material was blown Into the rock 

shelter, but clearly it had not undergone much wind ■ 

transportation or sorting beforehand.

i

Sven today in the 

Kaloiru-Slmentelta basin, in particular towards the end of . •
i ■ i

the dry season, much dust and fine silt may be transported 

by the wind,

well collect under overhanging rock faces on an exposed 

slope, such as at Gamble's Cave, vfithout demanding climatic 

conditions noticeably more arid than those of today.

The age of the material in Gamble's Cave;

i
'r

Small drifts of vrind-borne material might

i •
It

i '■

:
i:

sinceA

i :•the beach sand vras immediately overlain by a horizon con

taining Upper Kenya Gapsian phase (a) tools, it is likely 

to be slightly earlier than this industry;I there i^ no
/

Indication that a long period of time elapsed after' the

■ ;

■■'4

lake fell belov; this beach and before the Upper Kenya 

Gapsian occupation. An age for this occupation vrill give 

an approximate age for the beach and thus for the 600 foot

i

i ;

I
jStillstand of Lake Nakuru.

Unfortunately there is at present no absolute date 

available- for the Kenya Capsian in Gamble's Cave. Some 

carbon was found frym the lo’west 60 ems of material- above 

the beach sand by Isaac and Clarke in 1964 (Isaac 196? p. 30):. 

The date for this carbon has not yet been published. In 

the absence of this information, it is necessary to 

establish the probable age of the Kenya Capsian in Gamble's

V- I

;
i

i.

V
'1

■ (
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Cave by analocy vjltli conparable industries in other 

for vihich absolute dates are available.
areas

5',:

ihere has been considerable controversy about the 

of the Kenya Gapsian Industrial complex.
age

According to
Lealcey it was contemporaneous with the Ganblian pluvial 'and 
t-ius with the Murm glaciation. It would thus last from as 
early as about 40,000 3.P. until about 15,000 3.P.

: V

or a
This is considerably older than similar 

industries elsewhere in the world, for instance the original : 

Capsian of North Africa, vrhich is generally considered to 

date from about 8500 B.P. (Cole I964 p. 256).

little later.

"i

However there ^
/

is no’w quite a lot of evidence to suggest that 

least of the Kenya Capstan is considerably younger than this.

I quote two of the most recent opinions:

"It now seems almost certain that, while the Lower Kenya- 

Gapsian appears during the Gambllan and may have begun as 

early as about 30,000 3.C,, the Upper Kenya Capsian is 

either very late Pleistocene or more probably Post-Pleistocene 

and contemporary with typical Uesolithlc Industries 

elsewhere" (Cole 1964 p. 255).

some at

; j: 
■

4
■i

1;
I ;

i

! i '
ii'S

:

"At least three) stages of the "Kenya Capsian" 

■industries have been identified, but as yet no absolute 

dates are available. Probably, however, only the earlier 

stage is of Pleistocene age, the others, which contain

pottery, being probably of later date" (Clark I965 p. 846), J

» \ i

i'i

ill
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I rhe evidence for the relatively late date of the Upper s
■I Uenyn Gapslan Includes:

(1) The r;eneral nature of the material in even the lowest 

Upper Kenya Capstan layer In Gamble's Cave 'layer 14i;

f
Immediately overlying the beaoh sand and gravel), which has 

definitely "Kesolithlc" Implications and is strongly \ 

suggestive of-a post-Plelstocene date.-1 It includes (a) 
ostrich shell beads and pendants (b) bone awls (c) two

1
;
j

: ; li-'
pieces of pottery, about which Cole (1964 p. 265)'quoted a

"the Gamble's Cave pottery belongs to 

the Mesolithic IQiartoum pottery group, tentatively dated to 

a'Dout 7000 B.C.", (d) a bone harpoon,

(li) The bone harpoon is

comment by Arkell;
■ ■■■ 1 i

I

I
[: a small fragment, but enough of 

ius butt end remains for its similarity to harpoons from 

. Ishango, on the north-xrest shore of Lake Sdvrard, to be

It V7as described by Oakley (I96I) who compared it 

to bone harpoons of the late Ishanglan industry, phase c, 

'unfortunately no really reliable absolute dates have yet 

been obtained for any material from the site- at Ishango. I 

have not read de Helnzelin's original report of the 

excavations (de Helnzelin 1957);
is a short general Account of Ishango that he published a few ■ 

years later (de Helnzelin I962). In this he compared bone 

harpoons from Gamble's Cave, Shaheinab (Sudan), Kanoropus 

(at the north-vfest corner of Lake Hudolf) and other sites

visible. ■ i

i-i more easily accessible

li
!i

II-I;
V vi:
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in the Sahara and V/est Africa vrith those from Ishango. 

su:::"acted that the technique of making these harpoons
: , He ^ i „I

fi
If originated at Ishango and spread to other parts of Africa 

from there;

f i

iS the occurrences of bone harpoons at other 

sites are thus assumed to be younger than the Ishango

:■

-t

'ii
Concerning the date of Ishango, de Heinzelih: ; ' 

"The best archaeological and geological evldei'^ce datef 

the site from some time betvreen 9000 3.C. and 65OO B.C."

{I96P- p, 106), and that the occupation v/as for a fevr 

hundred years during this period,

Sven accepting a date for Ishango toYrards the earlier 

part of de Keinzelin's 9000-6500 B.C. range and a pre

sumably slightly younger date for the bone harpoon at 

Gamble's Cave, the lovrast Kenya Capstan layer at Gamble's 

Cave is likely to be less than 10,000 years old, i.e.

Holocene rather than Pleistocene.

(iil) host people vjould not noYi accept that there is a 

Stillbay occupation level in Gamble's Cave (Cole I964 p. 260). 

The evidence from Prospect Farm (see above) indicates that 

in this area the Stillbay definitely predated the Kenya 

Capslan, vriiich entered after 11,000 B.P.

Hyraz Hill ‘

occupation.

said;
■V . h

i

I

5

; ■;

I-
i

’■'n

■q-.

i The various prehistoric sites on Hy^ar Hill were 

excavated by H. D, Leakey in 1937-8 (H. D. Leakey 19^5). 

Some further vrork vras done by R. J. Clarke in I965-6 before

% \. *
/ 1.

.'■'''rb
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rtiie nuseuni v;as opened; 

nov: ;:opt open.

The sites are of relatively recent and must all 

post-date the fall of the lake belovr ar-f^airly low. level. ■

The oldest site (11, D. Leakey's Site I) is a Neolithic . 

occupation site and cenetry of the so-called "Hyrax Hlli\,

It vras said to overlie . 

a rest level during the

Kakalian peak,

The site \ms thus

several of the excavated sites are)\

V

.i ■

variant" of the stone Bovrl culture, 

a 335' A\L. beach, dating from 

recession of the lake from its 375' A.L, 

vfhose beach is also found on the hill.

■"■U

■1

attributed to a date after the Kakalian maximum, i.e. after 

circa 6OOO 3.C. This date is based on palaeoclimatic 

correlations (Leakey 1931b pp, 269-70) rather than on any
i archaeological evidence from the site Itself.

Cole (1964 p. 283) mentioned that the earliest Hyrax 

Hill occupation had been thought to date from the period 

betvreen about 5500-2500 3.C., but vjent on to say that the 

site nay well be later than this, 

doubted the idea of a Neolithic beginning as early as the

5

i

Posnansky (I967 p. 641):5
■j

third or fourth nlllenium B.C. in East Africa, and suggested.\ V.

"It vrould seen much more likely that Hyrax Hill should be 
dated to two mlllenlk later if it is to fit into the scheme

'l -suggested by Sutton". (See below)

Site I vrould thus date from 2000 B.C. or later, and the 

beach pebbles on vrhlch it is said to lie need not be much

■i ! ; ;
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■;.

:3iii;
older than this. I cannot nyself confirm the importance, 
the "75' -5.1. (=--6151' h.d.) and 335' A.L. x{=6lll' R.D.) : 

teach levels on Myra:-: Mill.

of i! :

!7

I found pebbles at 6l80-6i94 
out could not dlstinculsh any sisns of important

I

3.D.,•5;

•I

■a.lovrer stlllstands.
,1

li.loro River Gave

The site is in a cave cut in the 

of the River iTjoro.

1933 (il. D. and L. S. 3. Leahey I95O).

side of the valley 

It V7as excavated by M. D. Leakey in 

The original rock
floor of the cave v;as said to be about 5 

river level.

above the I938
The cave is well above any former high lake

• level in the basin.

The cave had been used.! as a crematorium; the material '

found included a number of humn skeletons, bead neciaaces
■i

and stone bowls. The Industry was said to be Neolithic, 
slightly later tfian the "Hyrax Hill variant" of the Stone 

Bowl culture.

The occupation of the Cave was originally believed to 

post-date the Kal-airan vret phase; 

cave was .■
it was said, "Even if the 

. . already in e::lstence during the' Nalcuran, the 

: rise of -water level ut that time must undoubtedly have been
i . i ■
; sufficient to flood it, and vre must therefore conclude that ^

2
•)

its use as a crematorium was subsequent to the Naiairan v;et

phase" (H. D. Leakey I95O p. 1). 

later than about 850 B.C.;
It was thus thought to be 

this date of 850 B.C. for thet ;

i;
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u'akuran v7Gt phase V7as based on a correlation vrith the sub- 

(Leakey 1931b p. 270) Later a 
carbon-lL date of 2980+3 B.P. (circa 960 B.C.)

Atlantic period in Europe,

V7as obtained .
for material from the crematorium (Cole 1964 p. 236). 

v-as believed to imply that the occupation of the 

isinediately before the Nalcuran V7et phase.

The cave was viell above any former lake level in the

This

! cave was
]

1 I basin, and the sequence of sedimentation and erosion in it 

could only Indicate changes in river level which might 

be related to changes in lake level.
not f!

Hichardson (1965 

p, 329) commented that if, as seems likely, the climate in
i
! ■'

the Maloiru-Elmenteita basin during the Holocene 

parable to that in the Kalvasha basin, it 'was not likely 

that conditions during the last 30OO years would have been 

nolst enough for the Kjoro River Cave to have been flooded. 

The cave does not give a real indication of past climatic 

conditions, but oriy that since about 3OOO B.P. there 

. appears to have been no erosion or deposition by the River 

! Rjoro at a level about 5' above its present (I938) level, 

Stable's Drift and Ilaloiru (Burial Site

V7as corn's
■<

I
r

■ l

i-

'1

5

i
f)

^'1

These sites v;ere both excavated by the East African 

Archaeological Expedition in the years I926-30, and are 

described in Leakey (1931b). The sites are both of Neolithic 

age and on the basis of the type of pottery found, Leakey 

attributed Stable's Drift to the Gumban A industry, Nalcuru

i i

I

i 'I

u !i
7'

r i: ;i

!
- + - {
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Burial Site to the Guaban B, Both these vrere said to be 

variants of the Stone Bowl culture, rather younger than Its
■i;

7 oldest ejcample on Kyrar Hill,,

Concerning Stable's Drift, it was said, "At the latter 

site the pottery was found In a bank of stratified mud 

which, by its level, seems to represent the upper limit of 

the lake during the Malmran vjet phase, and we may pro

visionally regard the Gunban A as bel-onging to about the

?

■■■I

period of the maximum of the Halairan wet phase'* (1931^ 

P. 199).
!

I did not succeed in finding this site or, along 

thk relevant part of the River Nderit, any lacustrine

sediments that might be correlated with the I-iisonge 

("Rakuran") shoreline.

The i'Jalvuru burial site vras said to be on,a circa 375' 

A.L, beach {l.e, a "Hakalian" beach) but xiras attributed to 

the Kakuran vret phase on the following evidence; "The 

site is far from any stream or spring today, but only about 

half a mile away from the old beach of Lake Walcuru of the 

tine of the Kalmran wet phase, when the lake stood one 

hundred and forty-five feet higher than it does today; 

it is more than promble that this was the viater supply of 

The site moreover contains fl^ 

whereas today Lake ilaloiru has no fish, nor are there known 

to be fish in any of the streams running into the lake. It 

seems certain, therefore, that the occupation of the Nalcuru :

'4

and

the Gumban^rB folk. bones,

t \

I!
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Site coincided with the period of the one hundred and
I forty-five foot lake, or at any rate vrith a time before it 

had dwindled go far as to have
■ -t

i
a soda percenta^^e too great 

to be drinkable or to contain fish" (Leakey 1931b p. 32).

1 vras also unable to locate this site, which is 

apparently at the foot of the vjestern slope of 'V/ater Tank 

Hill', the snail rocky ridge east of Hyrar Hill, 

not find any surface beach pebbles around the foot of this i 

The nention of fish bones at the site is interesting 

in vievf of the present conditions in the highly, saline lake, ■ 

According to Leakey's correlations., both-these sites

■j

■ i ;■1'
•k

I could

5
hill.

.8

’..rould be attributed to about the period of the "Nalcuran 

v:et phase" at around 850 3.C. I have been unable to confirm,' 

the evidence linking then with considerably higher levels 

of Lake Hakuru, and find both these correlations, in par'- 

ticular that of the Nalairu Burial Site vrith the maximum of 

the Kaicuran vret phase, definitely unconvincing. Recent 

archaeological opinions would hold thiat both sites may be 

rather younger than has been thought. According to the 

recent classification of Sutton (I96A) the pottery of the 

Kenya higlilands can divided into classes A, 3 and C.

Class B comprises the Hyrax Hill and Gumban A variants of 

the Stone Bovrl culture. There is no firm dating for this 

class, but it has been said, "It is probable that these

i',

groups stretch in time from the last millenium B.C. vrell into:

. \ :
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(Posnansky I967 pp, 636-7). The : 

Gunban ^ pottery, as found at Nalcuru Burial Site and various 

other sites, has been attributed to Sutton's class C.

v.|
the first nilleniun A.D."

■5
i

I This
class includes the pottery described from Lanet by 
Posnansky;■tJ

a carbon-14 date of 375+100 3.P. (I585 A.D.) 

vras obtained for this site.
{

Posnansky sugsested that

comparable industries for other sites besides Lanet 

be dated "viithin the first half of the second nillenium
can

t •!
•b

A.D." (1967 p. 637). f1

1

:

'1
t

/
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APPENDIX D

DIATOMITS;
. ;■'

!
I

Diatoms IBacillariophyoeae) are unicellular algae-whose 
cell walls are made of silica.

I 'i''

They are found widely in
all aquatic environments, from large bodies of saltV

and :

fresh water to small pools and even on damp vegetation; 

life they are free-floating (planl:tonlc) or anchored to
in

I
1

; vegetation (epiphytic) or living in the loose, flocculated 

, upper layer of the lacustrine sediments (epipelic),

they die, they sinlc to the bottom and over the years can

II
When

accumulate in large numbers, since they are practically 
indestructible, I

Subsequent desiccation and compression vrill 

result in the formation of a rock called dlatomlte, which 

in its pure state is composed almost entirely of silica,^. 

When pure and dry it is very fine in texture and vfhlte or

I
r.
E
I

■!l;

f

Elight grey or cream coloured. Usually the rock is not very 

card, a.lthough baking by contact with lava and compression
i

a
ey faulting might make it harder. The softer, less pure 
(hence usually darker-coloured) sediments are Imovm as

j-
h
f-

]

diatomaceous silts, although there does not seem to be a 

generally agreed iln^ of division between this term and the 

term diatom!te.

Diatom!tes and diatomaceous silts are-widespread in the ! 

Eastern Rift Valley, evidence of sedimentation in lakes and

!
2

II
-I

I

k i,i-

1.
f:f

I
1!
Ii-!

i E.ihgiJiE
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sv.'amps durlne riolocene, Pleistocene and even pre-Pleistocene 
tiir.es. The Hift Valley appears to have been a particularly 

favourable environment for diatom grovrth; 

nented on by Kobley as early as I9I0;
this was com-

he suggested that 
the Hift Valley volcanoes produced much siliceous dust

which fell into the lakes and provided an abundant 

of silica for the diatom frustules, 

was made by Tali^aferro;

source

A more general statement■ . i

A

"practically all thick deposits 

of dlatomaceous earths are closely associated with the

products of volcanism, particularly volcanic ash" (1933 

P. 5^J. These deposits are clearly evidence of some kind 

of aquatic sedimentation; even an impure dlatomaceous silt, 

found in a place 'which is nov; dry, suggests that conditions;! .

there in the past must have been vretter. Thick evenly

stratified deposits of pure vjhite dlatomite such as those
■ !

'
i:

at Kariandusi must have been formed in a rather deep, 

tranquil lacustrine environment and imply a considerable 

period of sedimentation. However it would be useful to 

obtain more precise Information from the dlatomaceous 

deposits, in particular: (i) in what depth of water a 

particular deposit vra.s laid dovm, (il) hovr long a period of 

sedimentation is im^^lied by the deposit, (iii) hov; old the 

deposit is, (iv) can changes of environment be traced 

'Within a deposit by a study of changes in the diatom flora.

■I

i:

A-

1
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F

i:
(i) The depth of deposition; It is possible to obtain an 

approxlraato answer to this question by a study of the

individual dlatons which make up the sediment. Different 

species of dlatons have, within fairly rigorously defined 

limits, their ovm favoured ecological conditions; there is 

very little overlap or flexibility betv/een the planktonic, : 

.epipelic and epiphytic communities mentioned above. The 

most straightforvrard ecological deduction lies in comparing i 

the number of planktonic as against epiphytic and/or j

oplpelic dlatoEfs in a particular sample. 'Jhere planlctonic 

forms predominate, it is reasonable to assume that the depth! 

of water was such as to eliminate the growth of epiphytic 

and epipelic forms due to lack of light and suitable plant 

hosts. Where epiphytic and epipelic forms exist in fair 

numbers (even if actually outnumbered by planktonic forms) 

one can assume that the v;ater was shallov? enough to allow | 

the grovfth of water plants and the penetration of light to 

the bottom. According to Round (1964 p. 1016) this would 

be, in temperate lakes, to about 5 lo depth in the lake. ; 

Ross (unpublished note on some Rift Valley diatom samples, 

1947) suggested that the depth at which diatom grovrth on 

the bottom of a lake is inhibited for lack of light (i.e. 

the compensation point) is about I5 m in the case of 

Vfindermere, but in the .East African lakes, with greater 

planl:ton productivity, the light Intensity falls off more

'll

V,

i
'h

i

r
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rabidly vJith depth.
'. i

:':r This report by Ross is on.samples of diatomltes from

Kariandusi, Olorsesailie and the Barlngo basin. The: sample

from Baringo, vrhlch consisted entirely of Meloslra (a 

.planhtonic form), and contained very fine silt particles, 

was thought to be a central deposit, laid down in a large .

iahe at some depth "appreciably below the compensation 

point". The Kariandusi sample, in vrhich there was a 

considerable amount of fine silt and in vrhich helosira

X.
. i-

ir
ii

1
I,
!predominated, viith a number of epiphytic and epipelic

i
species, vias said to be laid dovm "at a depth only slightly ;

This was thought to be at ’above the compensation point", 

a depth of H-4 metres, or about 100 metres from shore.

since the silt fragments were not very coarse. The ^

Olorgssailie deposit, vrhich contained, a large quantity . of . 

rather coarse silt, had a diatom assemblage in vrhich the 

epiphytic and oottom living species vrere more frequent than : 

Kelosira; it vras thought to have been a deposit laid down ; 

"near the shore or the mouth of a stream in shallow water, 

probably -not more than 1 metre deep"

brief report (quoted in Sonia Cole 1964 pp. 75”6) 
shows the kind of deductions vrhich may be made from the

1
1 ;■

V.

This

;

diatom assemblages as to the environment in vrhich diatomaceous

I thought at one point-bf making 

of the Nalcuru-Elmenteita .basin

;

deposits vrere laid dovni. 

a similar study of some

/
\L« V
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diatomaoeous material. ;■

Later it seemed that such 

investigations could add relatively little to the knowledge 

of the high-level diatomaceous silts vrhlch 

in shallow water sections with beach pebbles and

i:

are seen to lie

sand,- :l

while a study of the diatom assemblages of theI more central !i

deposits would probably not immediately aid in correlating i 

them with the shoreline deposits.

I

■ !

I did, however, examine 
the diatomaceous silt samples under high magnification,1

1I
;

mainly to check whether some of the very broi-mlsh fine 

silts vjere ln fact diatomaceous. Many of these silty 

samples from relatively high altitudes (6250-6340') below

i

. ;

the 600 foot shoreline contained large numbers of large !

there were few Melosira. and a predominance 

of Splthenia and Rhopalodla. both epiphytic forms. This 

would suggest shoreline deposition comparable to that 

suggested for the Olorgesailie deposit by Ross, above. 

i'cCall suggested that, "Impure dlatomites in the area 

probably formed in shallow water svramps and pondlngs in 

river courses, not necessarily in true lakes" (I967 p. 102). 

This may be true of some deposits, for example probably 

those "Gambllan" silts exposed along the Rivers Kariandusi

i-
!

v-rhole diatoms;

'>1
■.?

■3

■-

> i
■t:
i:

!,

I

and Kekopey, possibly also the highest silts along the 

Rakalla, 3ven in cases of ponding along a river course, it 

would seem unlikely that' the presence and level of water in

such ponding vras completely unrelated to the existence of a
' :■

III
* A

.Adi
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1 lake shoreline slightly lovfer dom; 

were In a sense 'estuarine'.

= ; 1,e. the conditions
:;i

In some cases also, svramps 

nic’nt be ezvtensions of a fluctuating shoreline, varying in

size and wetness according to the season and the rainfall 

of the previous few years, although they could also exist 

at a higher altitude entirely independent of the lake- '\. 

shoreline level.

i;

i. In the latter case small silty 

dlatonaceous deposits might exist v/hlch could not be '
■ ^,5

correlated by altitude to any particular shoreline or to 

similar deposits.

In other cases, hovrever, I would suggest that even 

small and rather silty diatomaceous deposits can be taken

1’

;S

as evidence of sedimentation in a true lake, although in 

' shallov; -water, for the follovring reasons: (a) Many of

these small silty diatomlte deposits occur in sections as
I

part of a sequence of sediments, pebbles, sand and silt, 

which vrould seem to indicate sedimentation as a shoreline

j'.i
I ■

) ■

(b) In some cases, such 

as on the south-facing slopes of Menengai, the topography 

does not seen such that a swamp or river ponding could have

ii rather than in a svranp or river.
,rj-

i:

existed, unless the slope of the land at the time were very 

different.

(li) The period of sedimentation: an answer to this

; ;

'■ t

q-aestlon of the length of time spanned by a deposit depends 

on a knowledge of the rates of sedimentation when the 1■ I

ii'.

[IU .
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■

deposit was forming. Unfortunately at present little is 
tnovm about the rate of accumulation of diatoms

!

on a lake:
bed, in high latitudes or in the tropics, 

question of diatom productivity, complicating factors such 

as the silt content and possible compression of the deposit i 

. According to Conger (1942) the rate cf accumulation V 

in North Wisconsin lakes is about 1.2" in 100 

South Africa, according to L. S. Kent (194?), 

formation of kieselguhr (diatonite) "under favourable

Besides the

i

.(
♦i:

arise*

years. In

the rate of. i

1

conditions" is sufficiently rapid for a layer a few Inches 

thick to form in a fairly short-lived lake, resulting from | 

exceptionally heavy rains in a usually dry pan, 

mo knew vjhat to conclude from these statements;

r

I
i !'I

It is hard i
, at any rate ;

it is clear that no very definite deductions can be made
■I.
i

from thickness of layer to number of years in forming. 

Certain of the Nakuru-Elmenteita dlatomite outcrops show
•i

rather fine banding (in particular Soysambu, Hbaruk (7/1), 

and 3S/3).

these exposures although in each they tend to be regular 

and close to horizontal.

The bands are not quite similar in each of
5

At Soysambu the colour variation 

is from white to light grey, and the bands are' several 

millimetres thick. 'N^At 7/1 they are up to 2 ems thick and

•1

i
the lighter bands are harder and form positive micro-relief 

on the surface, The deposit at 8E/3 shows banding of Up to 

1-2 ems thick, with white bands alternating with rather
!

j
i!

1
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darker, pale orange bands (plate 18). 

diatomlte cliffs show
In Prettejohn Gully 

very striking banding with layers of 

fine light brovm sand alternating vjith white silt.

5'

The ^
sand layers, usually narrower than the silt (of the 

of J-l cm) are less resistant and form 

relief. (See plate 19)

order

negative mlcro-

Regular parallel banding of whiter, 

grey and orange layers (again the order of i-1 cm thick,"
•*

vjith the vrtiite layers thickest) is seen in many of the 

vreathered diatomite outcrops above the Hderit valley, 

such as 10/13, 10/6, 10/7 (plate 20),
i

Other laminated dlatomaceous deposits have been 

explained as the results of seasonal rhytlms of sedimen

tation, l.e. the bands are a form of varves. Examples are

the Kiddle Pleistocene diatom!tes of Valle dell'Inferno

Hiano, Rome, described by F. P. Bonadonna (19'65). In these, 

a pair of light and dark bands averaged 1.05 mm thick; a 

study of the diatoms of the bands did Indicate a variation 

which could be explained by considering the dark bands as 

■^.resulting from summer sedimentation, the light bands from 

the winter. Tippett (1964) studied deposits from two small ■ 

lakes in Ontario, Canada; here the thicloiess of a light- 

dark pair was only 0.2-1 mm. The evidence of the pollen 

and diatoms in these bands suggested that the light bands 

represented summer deposition, the darker bands the winter |. 

deposition. , i

'■I

!
i

!
;i

:

I-s

* ^
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Richardson (1965 pp. 143-50) described layering from 1 

some sections of his Naivasha core. In these pairs of i
!

layers the lighter ones, probably richer in diatoms, were 

The width of the layers varied but was

Richardson worked out

the narrower.

usually not much more than 3 mm. 

that "the total average 'varve' widths for-/both the tbp\. 

and bottom portions of the core are less than the average

! '

yearly deposits of sediment calculated for these regions

He concluded however
■ -j.

from radiocarbon dates" (p. i49J.

that these layers probably vrere varves and that the dis

crepancies in thickness were caused by various sedimentation
I

■ t

Irregularities.

It is Impossible at this stage to come to a definite 

conclusion about the nature and origin of the banded 

diatomaceous silts in the Nalniru-Slmenteita basin, 

be assumed that the main components of these deposits are; ; 

(i) diatoms vrhich lived in the former lake and (ii) silt and

'

It< can

■'H

other impurities, brought into the lake by the streams

Variations in the composition anddraining the catchment, 

rate of deposition of the sediment could therefore resultV

from (1) variations in the abundance of diatoms, probably 

depending on fluctuating nutrient conditions in the lake,

in the amount of silt being brought into| 

the underlying cause in this case would pre- j 

sunably be changes in runoff and erosional conditions on

i

or (li) variations
i :

the lake;! i
t :
i :

i

>•
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> the catchment.

All the banded dlatociites 

basin nay not be of the 

those laid down quite near the 

their banding to variations in the

i :
i >
'i

In the Walcuru-Klmentelta 

Some, in particularsame origin.

lake shoreline. laay ovre;"

amount of silt entering
the lake, while others, laid down in deep water beyond 
range of most of the

1

the ::

coarser silt particles, may be banded 

of diatoms.
unlikely that a simple seasonal hypothesis 
deposition to a

because of changes in abundance it seems ''

of tvxo bands of ■
''s • ;•

year can explain all of these sediments, 
host of the bands in the Walcuru-Elmentelta basin are wider
than those described^by Richardson, Tippett and Bonadonna 
(above). A rate of accumulation of diatom!te of over i cm

per annum would seem rather high, even in this silica-rich 
tropical environment.

Under the climatic regime of this area today, it is 
unlikely that simple "2 phase" annual varves would be '

produced. Nilsson, in his discussion of some other varved 
I sediments in the Nalmru-Slmenteita basin (193I p. 306)

suggested that each annual varve should have four 

(two rainy and tv7o dry seasons) but
components

5 ■

stressed "there is 

required a very thorough study of these sedime'nts beforev; we

can determine with fjull certainty vfhat is to be referred to

pre-

varied over a '

!
During this century the total annual 

cipitation in the Hakuru-ELmenteita basin has

one varve'*. i

i

J
i

i,
.1
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considerable range, and so liave the lengths of the rainy 

seasons and the months during vrhlch most rain fell.

I possible that a similar high variability prevailed 

; the generally moister conditions vrhen the diatomites 

being deposited.

t

It: is
i

under

were ; ;I
1 I ;

It is clear that the problem of the banded diatomites^ 

i of the rlaliuin-Slmentelta basin needs further study.

I should include a comparison of the diatom assemblages in

'I,

This
!

!

the light and dark bands in each deposit, and a study of 

the impurities in the darker bands. i: Vi

At present, although 

it seems clear that some rhythmic mechanism has produced

I these bands, they should not be Interpreted in terms of 

years of sedimentation.

Since it seems impossible at this stage to use the 

^ method of 'varve-counting' to vrork out the numbers of years 

covered by these sediments, estimates of the length of 

:: time involved in their deposition must be approximate only.

; ;

I

i It is possible that the small, rather silty deposits, of 

1 the order of 2-3 I thick, occurring at quite high altitudes . 

3 vjithln the area of the former 600 foot lake (e.g. 2/11,

3/6), result from deposition over several hundred years; 

larger, purer deposits, such as those at Sburu 18E/3) and 

I' of course Karlandusi and Soysambu, could imply several

i

I;

thousands of years of uninterrupted lacustrine sedimentation. /i!
i . I

1I • i i 'Ll!-
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i.

{ik^} Datln,'^ of diatomltes; at present there seems to.be 

: no means of datlnE to be obtained from the diatomltes '■

■; themselves. Being made up almost entirely of silica, ■

4 1 radio-isotope teclinlques of absolute dating cannot be used; 4 

ji, at the sane time the Individual diatoms do not show any 

n appreciable evolution within the time-range of these Hlft 

i' Valley deposits. Absolute dating may be possible where the .

diatomltes contain shells; .the carbonate from these may 

I, be dated by carbon-14 analysis. This has been done for 

I; diatomltes In the Sahara ana 1 was lucky to find a section 

ji (bV/b) where fresh-water mollusca occurred in quite a pure
; i

i diatonaceous silt. (See Appendix B) V/here sufah material is 

M not available, estimates of the age of diatomltes may be 

i' made from archaeological and fossil material found in 

association with them, and from their position in

i

!

V

■(

■!

i 1

i:
1

1

il

I

i
,|

stratlgraphical sequences. I

11

(iv) Studies of changes in diatom flora; an example of such ;

* ; a study is Richardson's work on a core taken from the

sediment belov; Crater Lake, Lake Nalvasha. The diatoms in 

the different sections of the core viere studied and the 

species counted, iiineraloglcal and chemical aspects of the 

core were also studied and carbon-14 dates vrere obtained at :

r

!
;

It was possible to trace thethree depths of the core, 

history of Crater Lalce from a time about 9000 years ago when

;■

i L

i

it was deeper than it is now, to a period about 3000 yearsi

i

1

1
yi!
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a(-o vrhen it appears to have dried up completely, to the 

present rather small lake.

Although other aspects of the core were studied, the i 

tasis of the investigation was the change in diatom i

assemblages. These showed sharp variations vrithin the.core^ 
and Richardson suggested "that these organisms fdiatomsj are 

a sensitive index of varying lake conditions" (I965 p. 235) j; 

He distinguished two frequently occurring assemblages; the; 

variations in species vrere said to be influenced by changes • 

in lake level and in the fringing and aquatic vegetation of i- 

the lake. The lower part of the core, laid dovm in the

i i

j

■ \

\

’

!■

i

!
!

i..
■. : , I.

■ I

iii

ii;

[ilarge lake, vias characterised by an assemblage of Mitzschla'

fonticola. Heloslra and Stephanodlscus. Increasing numbersi 

of species of Fragilaria from metre 14 of the core indicated

a shrinking lake and more littoral conditions. The

characteristic assemblage of the upper part of the core; wasi

dominated by species of Helosira and Synedra and was said
1

to be very similar to the assemblages at present found in I

some of the small lakes in the Western rift.

A study of this kind can produce useful inforciation

it is, of course, nqt always 

certain that the changes in size and salinity of the lake

about changes in a lake; ■

i-

vfhich may be traced in this vray are the result of climatic 

There are also problems associated with the inter-|f change.

pretation of the diatom assemblages in terms of environment)
;

!

f;
I

".I - !
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»

This is particularly true in the tropics, since rather 

little is imovni of tropical diatom ecology, and, according:^ 

"The habitat designations accorded to diatom 

genera {or even species) in temperate regions often do not . 

fit well In the tropics" (I965 p. ill). !

It is possible that a similar kind of study might'be 'J 

made of a section of diatomaceous silt from one of the

■ «A

to Richardson:

■i

exposures of the Nalcuru-Elmenteita basin, which would 

indicate a progressive shallowing or deepening of the lake 

during the period of accumulation of the silt, 

is doubtful whether such a study on an isolated diatomaceous

I■

I!
-VHowever it : !

i

silt exposure would give any useful information about the
'.rsequence of lake level fluctuations in the basin. A study

!!of a core from beneath Lakes Nakuru or Elmenteita v/ould be
!■

ilof much more value, in particular in indicating whether any 

prolonged periiods of desiccation of the lakes have occurred 

during the last few thousand years.

Diatomites of the 'Hakuru-Elmenteita basin

I
\

Diatomites or diatomaceous silts are found in each of
■>

the groups of rocks listed in Chapter 3» from the Lower/ 

lower l-liddle Pleistocene Enigma Gove sediments’ to the most 

recent deposits do to Lake Kalcuru and at the top of the

Lakalia and Nderit sections. They indicate a long history 

of lacustrine sedimentation in the basin, interrupted at 

times by major and minor episodes of tectonics and

i"

; i
I

:

L I

(!.
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i vTilcaniclty, ;

The Karlandusl diatomltes seem to have been described ' 

ty the first European to see them Thomson, thus: "The 

trachytic rocks over vfhich the Kekupe runs have, by some , 

chemical process, been altered into a vihite and soft rock 

e/sctly resembling chalk in colour, weight, and hardness"

(1885 p. 349). ^Thomson's "Kekup4" river is probably the 

present-day River Kariandusi. Reference vfas made, to the 

: Kariandusi diatomites in a paper by M. Pergusson (1901) 

and a list of species, prepared by T. Comber, included with 

it. Short papers, by Hobley (I9I0) and Creighton (I9II)

‘i mentioned among others, the Kariandusi and Nderit valley 

diatomite deposits, and Included some slides of the 

diatoms. Gregory (1921) divided the Elmenteita basin lake 

sediments into two groups: "some are quite modern, but some 

of the others, as around Soit-Sambu and E. of Lk. Elmenteita,:' 

nay belong to the Nyasan series" (p. 200).

Solomon (in Leakey 1931b pp. 255-7) gave a diagrammatic 

section of the I^ariandusi deposits and divided them into 

Upper and Lower Kamaslan (said to be faulted by more than 

100'), overlain unconformably by Gamblian silts. Pulfrey 

, (unpublished report 1^ Dept, of Geology and Mines, Nairobi,

I dated 1944) considered that Solomon's section and explanation : 

i V7ere oversimplifications, 'but he also suggested a rather i

similar threefold division. He was perhaps the first to

i;

■;

r „■ ■

V

(>

V

i

I

i'

7.'.'

1
1
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I
suGSest that the overlying "Gamblian" silts were riverine 

rather than lacustrine in origin. McCall (I967) included ' 

i sone sections and diagrams from unpublished reports by ,

Pulfrey and Saggerson and gave a brief account of the mining 

J and uses of dlatomite, such as insulation, filtration and 

fillers.

'V

i:
f
I

1

i

• I

■If•i

I
IA living site of Acheullan man, vfith many fine lava 

and obsid^ian hand-axes, vras found in beach deposits above

The correlations

!
i. I.

the main diatonlte layers at ICariandusi, 

of this Industry with others in East Africa, and the 

f implications for the dating of the "Kanjeran" deposits I

vfhich enclose it, are discussed in the section on archaeology^ 

Appendix C. i

ii ii I;I
ir.

i
I
I! ! ‘fIif;

V7est of Lake Elmentelta, on the gently sloping ridge 

between the lakes, is the dlatomite deposit of Soysambu, also 

loiOTm as Koclcum and Brown's (map 3)- This deposit is 

attributed by McCall (1967) to the Middle Pleistocene, i.e. 

contemporaneous with the Kariandusi diatomites. This

I
I
5;
II

'i' I
Ii

I{

S
■ai correlation appears to be based mainly on the fact that 

' these were the tvro largest ejrposures of pure, white dlatomite 

suitable for mining, and are quite close to each other on 

either side of Lake ^menteita. 1 am slightly doubtful about 

this correlation, and feel that the Soysambu dlatomite might 

: be younger (Upper Pleistocene) and could be correlated, with 

f diatomites*at Oldobeye (10/18) and Eburu (8E/3). My

I
is I;

v;
Ii iiils
I

il

f

I

fi;
i'.

!
a:

il« I
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reasons for believing this are the following:

Soysambu section seems to be quite horizontal, and consists ; 

of a concordant, unbroken sequence from the pure, diatomite, !

(i) the

;

through fine pale brown silts to coarser darker silts to 

the present surface. In the section i studied, the white j 

diatomite vras reached at a depth of about 8 ’;

i

i

Saggerson.! !
(in hcCall 1967 p. i08j recorded thinner overburden, 

to 6’,

X.of

There Is no evidence of any faulting or tilting of ' ' 

the deposits, and the overburden might vjell be the kind of

S

-1
! •f

material that could develop above the diatomite during a 

few thousand years of weathering.
i

It seems to me rather 

unlikely that such tranquillity is recorded in the Soysambu 

section if it does in fact date from the Middle Pleistocene,

and

(The Soysambu exposure 
is at about 6200', vrell below the 600 foot shoreline Idvel.) 

(ii) The Soysambu diatomite might be correlated

1

I and hence predates episodes of faulting and vulcanlcity 

probable’ fluctuations in lake level.

j

I
5
I 1

with the

The Oldobeye pit is close to the 

same altitude and shows a very similar kind of section; 

the Sburu pit is 'higher (altitude 632O') but appears to be 

a shoreline deposit overlain by conformable bands of

others mentioned above.
!

i
/>■

r'.j. sand
j i';

and pebbles.1
■ 1 :i

It is possible ihat 

blages of the Soysambu and Kariandusi deposits might provide 

an answer to this question.

a Comparison of the diatom assem-

On the other hand the diatom I,

I

!!
!■

i
.!■

h fi .i.
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{: asseablaces in each case might be typical 

sodiinentation and not show 

that might help to determine whether 

dovm in the sane lake.

of deep vrater 

any significant difterences

or not they vrere laid

A number of small isolated 

(8E/2,3,4; are found in the
exposures of diatomite 

southern part of the basin, at 
; altitudes above 6400', and have 'been discussed in Ghapteb.5

Conclusion

In the volume published as a result of the I965
Symposium on African later Tertiary and Quaternary 

Stratigraphy (Bishop and Clark 1967) it vfas said that, for 
indicating ecological.conditions, "Studies of diatoms

collected from East Africa have also proved disappointing. 
To a certain extent, the different species Indicate the

1
deptn at vj-hich they were living, but they give little 

indication of the salinity of the lake"

I would suggest that diatom studies

:1
■ (

•;!
(p. 402).

can be of more
value to a study of,-East African Quaternary geology 

palaeoclimatology than is Implied by this comment, 

appear that their value for purposes of correlation and

!

and

It does

, comparison between separate isolated deposits is likely to 
: be rather small, sine the assemblages indicate only local 

conditions and do not show any wider zonal variations or^ : !

i;evolution. Studies such as the one by Ross of the Rift 

Valley diatomites are not likely to contribute a great deal
i-

['

i •; ■

■ /
I.
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noro to our knowledge of former lakes and climatic 

fluctuations than can be obtained from wider geological 

On the other hand a study like 

Richardson's, in vrhich a sequence of change with time 

traced through a single core, is likely to provide much

; ';

investigations.
"i

is
■ - i

useful im-ormation of relative ecological conditions. 

Correlations betvfeen different 

enough such cores have been studied.

1areas may be made v;hen

Cores taken from lake
1

I

f beds are particularly valuable in indicating periods of 

desiccation of the aquatic environments in

i:
f

i
a lake basin;

such evidence may not be so easily Interpreted from
;

ii

outcrops on the surface and higher up in the basin. I

i

1

i.

i

.V

\I

;
i

i

I ;
C )
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j;4 I

CALCULAa?I0N5 ?0R CHAPIBR 6I

■?

The equation;-

Aj-.E = P^.Aj^ + A3.P3.K

; Aj. area of lake surface (Lakes Nakuru and Elmenteita) 

Aj area of rest of catchment

evaporation from lake siirface 

■ ^1 P^s^i'Ditation on lake surface

•1

5’

Ii:
>

i
i;
!■

I
; E

i

precipitation^on rest of catchment

; K runoff constant .1

!

i
Calculation 1

To arrive at a value for K under present conditions 

in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin.

Aj^ = 20 sq. miles 

Ag = 790 sq. miles 

E = 74" p.a. .

Pg = 25" p.a.

Pg = 38" p.a.

20 X 74 = 20 X 25 + 790 x Pg x K

Pg.K = 1.24" p.a.

K = 3.26^

Of the precipitation on the catchment, 3-26^ contributes 

to the recharge of the lakes.

i

;

:!•

A- (■

A t

ir
!

r
i
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Calculation 2A

Assuming (i) the lake at the 600 

(ii) evaporation essentially the same
foot level

as at the present,
lessened only by the influence of increased cloudiness and 

: humidity to a value of 70" (iii) in thisp.a.

, i.e. the rainfall is asstuned to be the 

surface as over the rest of the catchment, 

day conditions this is far from true;

?j_ is approximately half of P,

. 600 feet higher the pattern of atmospheric

case Pj, =:Pb,,; 

same on the lake-., -i
1

i I

Under present 

it can be said that
i!

V/hen the lake surface

circulation in 

and the rain- 

(vould certainly 

an approximation, 
and the rainfall was probably higher on the highest western

B- was

!the basin would have been rather different 

) shadov/ effect in the centre of the basin 

have been less.

I

» ■ r

Although this is still

part of the catchment than on the surface of the 600 foot 

lake, it seemed better to assume that in this case P
L

rather than P^. = ip,^. (iv) K i's taken to be 3.26»/o.

i!'i;

= V

Aj. = 2B8 

Ag = 522 sq. miles 

288 X 70 = 288 x P„ + 522 x P

Pg = 66.1" p.a.

sq. miles
ri;

•iV 3.26
B ^ 100

I

!i

i : ;

!
I

■ ■fix
1
L
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Calculation 2B

Conditions as for calculation 2A, but value of K
taken as lOji.

288 X 70 = 288 X PB
»Pg = 59.3" p.a.

o

i Calculation 2C I
Conditions 

:: taken as 20$^.

288 X 70 = 288 x P

as for calculation 2A, but value of K

>
' X ^B ^ 100+ 522 X PB !

I
.1 'ir

Pt, = 51.4" p.a. i
B i;

I i:A,

'Calculation 2D
i

Conditions as for calculation 2A, but value of K • 

taken as 30fo.

288 X 70 = 288 x P„ + 522 x P±>

P- = 45.3" p.a.

:|
i

i I

X ^
B ^ 100 n

B

I ii !
i .!

( I

I
i ;t I

I
?.

i
1I■i

iiI
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:! ;CalcuI\ation 3A J

J i

Assuming (i) the lake at the 600 foot level 

(ii) evaooration of 60" p.a.

3.26j;.

(iii) = P liv) K is ii
L B

\
Aj^ = 288 sq. miles 

= 522 so. milesB ;

V 3.26 
B ^ 100r 288 X 60 = 288 x P + 522 X P :it

B

P^ = 56.6" I ■p.a.B

■ Calculation 3B i:

s Conditions as for calculation 3A, but value of K 

taken as 10?o.
iiI i,

Ii
li i;

XB ^ 100
iI 288 X 60 = 288 x P„ + 522 x P

B

P^ = 50.8" p.a.B i
it

Hi\Calculation 3C 1

;
Conditions as for calculation 3A, but value of K M

taken as 20?^.

288 X 60 = 288 x P^ + 522 x P

i?

X ^
B ^ 100 i

= 44.1" p.a. ; j
B

;
!

: Calculation 3D J
i

Conditions as for calculation 3A, but value of K
i"

taken as 30?^.
i

it-
It
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288 X 60 = 288 X P X ^
B ^ 100+ 522 X PB

P^ = 38.8" D.a.B I;

; Calculation 4A

Assuming (i) the lake at the 600 foot 

(ii) evaporation of 50"

3.26f=.

level
i

p.a. (iii) Pj. (iv) K is~= P
B

I

= 288 sq. miles 

Ag = 522 sq. miles 

288 X 50 = 288 x P

A I

i
X 3.26 

B ^ 100+ 522 X PB

Pt, = 47.2" p.a.B

t
ii

Calculation 4B

Conditions as for calculation 4A, but value of K taken as 

lOfo.

288 X 50 = 288 X P

;

X ^
B ^ 100+ 522 X P.B M.

P„ = 42.4" p.a. i
B

;Calculation 40 1

r.
Conditions as for calculation 4A, but value of K taken as 

20^.

288 X 50 . 288 * P. + 522 X Pj X fgj

!:
'!■

I

B

-i.

:
!■-

r.L itj i, '

n I, iii:
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I

Px. = 36.7" p.a.

Calculation 4D
!

Conditions as for calculation 

taken as 3050.

288 X 50 = 288 x P

4A, but value of K !

X ^
B ^ 100+ 522 X P ■ ■B

Pn = 32.4" p.a.B
I.

Calculation 5A
!

Assuming (i) the lake at the 600 foot level (ii) no ir'

' !i'
change in precipitation; rainfall on lake and in rest of 

catchment taken as 38"
: i:

(iii) K is 3.26% (iv) the 

vvnole of the increase in volume of the lake is thus to be

I .ip*a.

explained by a decrease in evanoration from the 

surface.
lake ‘■■'j

)
/ r:/

A^ = 288 sq. miles 

Ag = 522 sq. miles 

288 X E = 288 X 38 + 522 X 38 X 

B = 40.2"

3.26
100

Calculation 5B !

Conditions as fo^ i

calculation 5A, but value of K

? • I

■

I

i
.1I
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1 J
taken as lO^o. .!

288 X E = 288 X 38 + 522 X 38 X
100

1

E = 44.9" n.a.

i
Calculation. 50

; i
i

Conditions as for calculation 5A, but value of K 

: taken as 205».

’ 288 X E = 288 X 38 + 522 x 38 x ^

B = 51.8» n.a.
100

.i;;ii

■! Calculation 5D

Conditions as for calculation 5A, "but value of K 

taken as 30fc,.

: 288 X E = 288 x 38 + 522 x 38 x

E = 58.7" D.a.

!*:

I

100
i

I

Calculation 6;

Only a sliaiht fall in precipitation would be 

necessary to end the existence of Lakes Nakuru and

During parts of the 1940sElmenteita as bodies of water.

and 1950s the lakes were in fact reduced to small puddles 

on a saline crust. It appears that the lakes (and Lake 

Naivasha) v/ere at their lowest between about 1945-1955.
;i:

.5

I

i

f;;
ij

!
i

Jr.i.-
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Mean annual rainfall 

1938-1964 

1944-1954

ihe annual rainfall 

94^'^ of its value betv/een 

continued at its I944-54

over Nalcuru-Klmenteita catchment: 
38.3"

36.0" 

over the

■ :

;■

:p.a.
.. !

i p.a.

years 1944-54 was thus about 

If the rainfall had 

is unlikely that the 

Thus if the annual ''

'1

1 .1938-64. 1 . ti
I

value it
-lakes would have filled 

rainfall

3" p.a. below its 

to exist.

up again.f

was maintained for
any length of time at about

1
present value, the lakes would 

A similar increase in
cease j

annual evaporation, of |

a comparable effect i
j

according I

I

less than 3", might be expected to have
ii:

on the lakes.;
Such an increase in evaporation, 

to Langbein's figures (1961) could

;increase in mean annual temperature

iii

be caused by an 

of only about 1°C. II
1

!

I if

v-i

■i

■ \

?
1-

f 'it.L fill.
lll.^  
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MAP 1: EAST AFRICA AND THE POSITION OF 
THE NAKURU-ELHENTEITA BASIN.
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MHAP 5; THE BAHATI-HEMENGAI DIVIDE (Area marked -OP on map 3)'
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Elate A1 (in pocket at back of volume): air photograph,

(i) the southern pim of 

(ii) the town of Nakuru (iii) River

scale c. 1:60,000. Shows;-

I
Menengai caldera 

ifjoro flowing towards Lake Nakuru (iv) the gullies on

f ■

. 1
■ i

Menengai and their endings at the level of the Menengai

(v) the Menengai shoreline, best defined between ;shoreline

the points marked • 

the points marked x 

(viii) the belt of trees round the north-east side of the

*;■

(vi) the Misonge shoreline, between

(vii) Hyrax Hill and Water Tank Hill
i

!.
?■

i ,!■

■(

jlake in which lies the Kiboko shoreline,

■ Nixmber of photograph: V13A 1079 020 Kenya.
I
i

T'

(in pocket at back of volume); air photograph,

(i) the southern shore of 

(ii) the volcanic cones Split Hill and

Plate A2
i' ; ;

Shows;-Scale c. 1:60,000.(. ■

Lake Elmenteita 
Karterit (iii) young lava flows to the south and west of

■’I
i

(iv) locality 8V/8, from which the mollusca ithese cones
(v) the Kariandusi diatomite mine

of the photograph (vi) the - :

eastern side of the photograph; 

and old roads up the escarpipenlfc

were taken, marked x 

■j in the north-east comer 

; Gilgil escarpment along the
1 ,

N I the lines of both the new
:
■i:'. /;; are visible.

Number

Both of these are Ministry

J:.?

of photograph: V13A 1072 013 Kenya.
of Defence (Air Force Depart- 

Copyright Reserved.

i

i f) i!

F ment) photographs; own
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Plate 1(a); the western end of the Menengai 

shoreline; this is the spur across v/hich profile 

1 was levelled (see map 4). 

taken from helow the cliff.

the dry gullies is shown to the right of the 

photograph.

J

sThe photograph was I
f; ^ IThe mouth of one of, j

f

'I
«I

Plate 1(h); this shows the eastward continuation
■ivV

of this shoreline, and overlaps with Plate 1(a). 

The same gully is visible to the left of the 

photograph, and two spurs to the right of it. 

Profiles 2 and 3 were levelled across these

2r.!

1

spars.
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Plate 2; the Menengai shoreline, western end.

She photograph was taken from on top of the cliff 

on the approximate line of profile 1, looking

l
I

I

;
east along the cliff across which profile.s 2 to 

9 were levelled. The base of the cliff shows up 

especially clearly because of the vegetation - .■ !: ■,

discontinuity at its foot.
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Plate 3i the Bahati-Menengai divide, 

graph was "baken looking into Menengai crater

The photo-

! j-

from the main road Nakuru—Solai, slightly north 

of the point with altitude 6394' on map 5. 

highest point on the rim of the caldera shows to 

the left.

The

One of the yoimgest lava flows within 

the caldera can he seen just above the power line,

rather dark in colour.
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Plate 4; beach pebbles on Menengai, lying over an; 

outcrop of vitreous tuffs and ignimbrites (showing 
in narticular on the right\f the photograph)

i ' i

!

These pebbles occurred along Maragoli Avenue (see

The scale
! ■

■ i

4) at altitudes of 6350-6380* S.D. 

is graduated in inches.

map !

-'•Jr ,! .

: y
i

■. ■'!

i.'i; !
i.

Plate 5! beach pebbles on lion Hill near locality

The altitude of these, pebbles -5/16 (see map 3). 

is about 6380' S.D.
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Plate 6; beach pebbles from the North-east Elmentelta

Pebbles likearea, at approximately 8/l on map 3- 

this occur widely betwwen heights of about 6140-
■f

6260* S.D.; these ones were photographed towards \

the lower end of this range. t -

\

; ♦

i

closePlate 7: beach pebbles in a section over lava, 

to the former Eburu station (8e/3 on map 3)* The. 

altilpide of this section is 6256’ R.D. (=6350±3' S.D.) 

Pebbles are foTind on the surface here up to about 

10' above this; they are also found overlying 

silts in section 8E/3 (plate 11).
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Plate 8: grey p\xmice pebbles exposed in the wall

altitude of aboutof Prettejohn Gully at
Similar pebbles are exposed here up to

an
•V

6300'.

altitude of about 6335' R-D- (=6329=^3* S.D.)an

I

'!
section at g/l (see map 3)- 

altitude of this pebble band is 6361' R.D.

It underlies a layer of red

Plate 9; pebbles in
fhe

p I

(=6356±3' S.D.). 
sand and overlies a narrow band of impure ■i

l-

diatomaceous silt.
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Plate 10; stratified layers of grey pxunice petble
SI: ■ .

from 1/7 below the Menengai!
shoreline (see map 4). 

pebbles is about 6343*Mie altitude of these
S.D. :■r-
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Plate 11; pebbles < 

fbe altitude of this 
(=6294±3*

over diatomaceous silt at 8E/3.

section is about 6300*

The knife is about 22"

1

i R.D.
■I S.D.).
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Plate ]?; section 3/6 

The altitude of this
on the Bahati plain (see : ^ ^ 

section is about 

(i) dark coloured 

a layer of light brown
\

a band of rounded pumice i 

-rounded pumice 

of lava sloping gently down i 

right-hand side of

map 3). 

6343' S.D.
■

I'he section showsI.

soil at the top (ii)
fJ

diatomaceous silt (iii)

pebbles (iv) a layer of less well

fragments (v) surf ape

to the south-east (towards
:! photograph).
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Plate 13; section 3/6. 

overlying the lava.
Detail of pebble bedsIii
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Plate 14; the north-eastern slope of Zarterit
volcano, pho-tograohed from along thl track to 

Hariandusi atatlon (above 8/12 on *.p 3). 

lines can be seen on the slope, ihe photograph

before

rainy season had made

!
■:

! Two

(
i ,1

was taken in early March, 

of grass during the
a fresh growthi:

■fche lower 
• The western side of Earterit 

— the hillside ■

line very hard to see,

is not visible, but is hidden behind

on the right of the photograph.

j
■r'

■t;la
\ Plate 15; a closeup of the up^er line on Karterit.■ i

j The cliffi:.;

XS overhanging and is cut in the yellow 
slabby tuffs of the volcano, 

base of the cliff at this

!
The altitude of the 

point is about 6360' S.D,,
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Plate 16; mollusca ■in diatomaceous silt at 8Y/8 (see' 

Ihe altitude of thismap 3). 

6192' S.D.

i

exposure is abouti

The pencil is 6" long.
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Plate 17; section 8/5; lava and diatomaceous silt

in a road cutting on the main road between Gilgil 

and .Kariandusi (see map 3). The altitude of this 
ejTOOsure is probably rather below 6400'. 

appear to be some of the oldest diatomaceous
These

A
i-

silts exposed in the Nakuru-Elmenteita basin.
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f i: £ialS-18: banded diatomaceous
silt at 8e/3, . '

exposure is about 629prs,D., 
pebbles arid

2^be altitude■

Of this
slightly below the 

in plate li.
diatomaceous silt •

22" long.i?be knife is

f

j

i

; ;

. ■:

! -
,1 ;

Plate 1^ banded diatomaceou 

Prettejolin Gully.

, about 6260’ R.D. 

brown sand which 

is less resistant 

The bands 

-?riilly walls for 

long.

U
s silt from

of these silts is
!
i •

The altitude 

The dark bands 

is not
are made of fine 

firmly consolidated 
than the white diatomaceou

and
-I '

s silt, 

exposures in the 

The pencil is 6" '

can be traced along the 

several yards.
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Plate- 20:,diatomite residual (10/13) on the Miti \ 

Mingi terrace near the River Nderit. Banded 

diatomaceous silts overlie coarse orange silt.

The base of the diatomaceous silt is at 6256' R.D. 

(=6250±3' 3.D.;. ; '
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Plate 21: diatomaceous silt overlying coarse 

reddish-orange silt in a section (8/3) on the 

River Kekopey.

i •

1 ;

!

The diatomaceous silt tapers out 

and is Ip^st from the top of the section a short
5

I 1

■*!

.
distance- upstream from this expos-ure, at an 

altitude of about 6311' S.D.
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:^ Plate 22: the Magharihi cliff south of the River

Iilakalia. Pine dark grey ash outcrops on the upper
t

:part of the cliff and overlies coarse bright red
:: ;

!
• :•

f

le contact betvreen the two layers is just: silt.^ i

;;
below the horizontal ranging rod and is at an

altitude of 6131' R.U. (=6125±3’ S.D.). Rounded
■ 5

!
white concretions are washing out from the red silt
k'hd cover the ground below the cliff, 

altitude of the base of the cliff is about

The 'i
i\
]

\
6128' R.D. (=6122^3' 3.D.)(3ee figure 2).!
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/ Plate 23: material from the lower bed- of 'aeoliari 

sand' (layer 8) in Gamble's Cave. The smallest 

particles in this photograph are slightly over 

1 mm 'in diameter. Most of this size range of the ^ 

sample consisted of rounded particles of light
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M ;i ii' Plate 24; material from the lower bed of 'aeolian

These particles
Sf!

?. sand' (-layer 8) in Gamble's Cave, 

are the, size range 0.15-0.25 mm(. 

particles are angvilar and have unworn surfaces.
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